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Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to All   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Saturday 30th December 2017 

 
Weather - 11.6 degrees, mild and dry at 16:22 hrs 
 

Testing ground ahead for Norris Castle...... 
Norse Castle declared for Uttoxeter tomorrow - heavy ground with surface water so will be very testing 
....... fingers crossed for the meeting to be on but maybe in doubt if they have more rain tonight!  In form 
jockey James Best rides him, likes him a lot and knows him well.  Sheepskin pieces on Norse Castle to 
help him to concentrate as he does find it difficult to keep focused.... he's like that child at school who 
gets bored in a lesson and drifts off dreaming of becoming the next AP McCoy!!  Basically Norse Castle 
will be a better horse in time especially when he goes over fences....  

 

Not running....... will have to wait for better ground! 

https://www.racingpost.com/profile/horse/901164/norse-castle


Too soft/heavy to run Counterfeiter and Absolutely Frankie. 

 

Extremes of weather...... 
Strange weather at the moment with hard frosts, pouring rain, gale force winds, sleet, snow and then 
turning warmer (12 degrees) in a matter of 12 hours!   

 

Pointing with Sarah ...... 
Desert Joe was in action for Sarah at Chaddesley Corbett point to point yesterday.  Testing conditions 
with the ground opening up after every race..... decent field sizes for the conditions with only five or six 
horses completing in every race.  The Mens Open was one of the hottest contests this season and to be 
only six lengths off the leaders five out, Sarah was over the moon with the 11 year old who was sensibly 
pulled up after three out (20 lengths off the leaders) without being knocked about and given a confidence 
building ride by young Joe Anderson, taking 5lb off Desert Joe's back..... great to have this new 
allowance for jockeys who have not had more than five winners in Point to Points.  On better ground 
Desert Joe will be giving his owners, Mrs Liz Prowting a lot of fun. 

 
Desert Joe pre-race yesterday - beautifully turned out by Emily. 

 
 



 
 
 
 

Sunday 24th December 2017 

 
Weather - 9 degrees, dull at 15:30 hrs 
 
Entries for next week are Counterfeiter at Taunton on the 30th December, Norse Castle at Uttoxeter on 
the 31st December and Champion Chase on the 1st January 2018.  All horses are in good order with 
Norse Castle looking like being placed last time out and if the ground is soft enough we are expecting a 
bold run.  Champion Chase has been recently bought from Kim Bailey's and has shown a good account 
of himself at home, his form is ok but his Irish pointing form is excellent over the 3 miles.  Counterfeiter 
has not run for a year due to various niggling problems but has been showing good pieces of work and 
schooled well recently. 

 
 

Sunday 17th December 2017 

 



Weather - 8 degrees, drizzle at 18:51 hrs 
 

Fresh and well..... 
Horses are in good order at home being prepared for runs over the Christmas period and into the New 
Year. 

 
Exceeding Power and Golly Miss Molly have had relaxing holidays and started back last week in training 
with a view to running in February.   

 
Snow (4 inches) appeared last weekend but only lasted for a few days. 

 
 
 

Saturday 2nd December 2017 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, drizzle at 16:20 hrs 
 

Exciting finish - Olympic Legend a close 2nd...... 
Having run well 13 days previously at Lingfield over the 1m4f we had to take Olympic Legend to Chelmsford for a 
3 year old only 1m 5f race yesterday.  With 14 runners, a draw of two, left handed track, plenty of pace and a 
horse in good form, we were confident of being in the frame. Although Olympic Legend can be fairly keen early 
on in his races (and that's over a mile) we needed a confident jockey (as we had from Graham Lee last time) who 
could switch him off and that's just what Rab Havlin did last night. There were a couple of different leaders 
through the race and the pace was strong but possibly not quite consistently strong enough for us!  Turning into 
the home straight we needed gaps to open up and they did eventually and pace quickened again with the winner, 
ourselves and the third fighting it out, head to head to the line..... The winner, Mister Chow won by 3/4 length and 
we, Olympic Legend finished a nose in front of the 3rd Beatisa and the 4th horse was a surprising 11 lengths 
behind the 3rd!  
 

 
Olympic Legend in the centre - 10yds from the finish! 
 
Last time out eight of the horses had previous good form with the winner finishing second, we were fourth, the 
third won last time out, the fourth was third and won previous to that run and the fifth horse was fourth with a win 
previous to that run......... pretty good form!   
 
Stepping Olympic Legend up in distance recently has been the key although it's been a steady progress building 
up to this, we have been trying to teach him to settle in his races, at home he has never been the fastest horse 
.....time and patience looks like it's paying off. 
 
 

Thursday 23rd November 2017 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, windy and damp at 05:55 hrs 
 



Now for a handicap mark..... 
Absolutely Frankie had a clear round yesterday on ground much too testing (sticky - good to soft, soft in places) 
but it was safe ground and ran a nice race until three out.  He will have a handicap mark from next Tuesday (the 
day we receive new marks from the handicapper) and a future plan discussed with the owners as to where he 
goes now. 
 

Tuesday 21st November 2017 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, windy at 20:39 hrs 
 

Hurdles at Warwick for Absolutely Frankie..... Wednesday 22nd November 

Back to Warwick for Absolutely Frankie for his third life time run over hurdles at the age of eight.  He will hopefully 
(with a clear round) have a handicap mark after this race tomorrow...... Life will be easier for him once he has a 
handicap mark being able to run with a weight according to his ability and not as tomorrow running off level 
weights with fancied horses that may be eventually be rated 20 -30lb higher (horses have three runs in novice 
hurdle races before they are given a handicap mark and are assessed on all three runs to gain a handicap 
mark).   
 
The ground has been too soft for Frankie on his previous runs and will possibly be the same again tomorrow but 
with the wind blowing and no rain forecast we may have the best ground he has had to date.  His future is 
chasing but again he needs experience over the smaller obstacles and after tomorrow he will be aimed for the 
larger fences.  He works very well at home and has improved since last season.  Mentally he still has plenty to 
learn but physically he is there.  
 
 

Sunday 19th November 2017 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, a chilly morning with the sun shining at 12:04 hrs 
 

That's better....... Olympic legend gets closer to the number one spot! 

Olympic Legend was 4th yesterday in a competitive 16 runner, class 6 handicap.  He is a 3 year old who has 
shown ability but been a little frustrating at the tail end of his races.   
 
Yesterday we took him another 2 furlongs further by running him over 1m 4f, although untried over this distance 
we were fairly confident he would stay.  The only negative for the race was the draw 16 of 16 runners, widest 
draw of all !  Due to his terrible draw we decided to use his speed and take him to the front and it nearly worked!   
 
We sat up front with one horse breathing down our neck which didn't really help our jockey, Graham Lee's task 
ahead...... we needed a blow at some stage through the race (take a breath and fill up the lungs with air) but with 
another horse sat upsides us Olympic Legend kept running with the choke out.  With 2 furlongs to run we were 
still hard on the bit (traveling well, taking a good hold) and the rest of the field looking like they were in top 
gear.  Turning down the hill into the home straight, Graham kept him balanced and as soon as he was on the 
level he then changed his hands (a tighter hold of his reins to get another gear) and then 'kicked' for 
home.  Inside the final furlong the fancied horses were closing in on us and in the final 100 yards we went from 
second to fourth within a few strides.... only beaten 1 3/4 lengths !  Not bad for a horse running with the choke out 
and still finding a little inside the final furlong.  With a stronger gallop and perhaps a little cover (sat behind a 
leader who goes a good gallop) we may just get our head in front next time!  Well done Team... we all thought he 
would stay. 
 
 
 
 

Friday 17th November 2017 

 
Weather - 4 degrees, temperature dropping rapidly at 20:50 hrs 
 

Two furlongs further for Olympic Legend........ 
Off to Lingfield tomorrow with Olympic Legend with Graham Lee on board - experience required to settle 
him over the 1m 4f and if he does settle, he should stay especially with the way he ran on last time over 
the 1m 2f..... the little horse deserves to be in 'the shout'.   

 

Sunday 5th November 2017 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, low cloud and slight breeze at 16:22 hrs 



 

Too far back......  
Same story with Golly Miss Molly at Kempton and Olympic Legend at LIngfield, both ran well in their races but 
too far back at the latter end of the race to get competitive ....... ran on well in the final furlong!  Golly Miss Molly 
who had been raised 10lb for her two wins for us finished 5th on Wednesday in her highest grade of race to date 
(class 4) and Olympic Legend looking like he definitely needs further was down a grade - only beaten 3 
lengths.  Catheadans Fury having her debut also ran at Kempton but ran very wide in the first part of her race 
having got a fright from one horse giving her a bump ..... Considering how wide she went she did well to beat two 
horses! 
 

Still trying but age getting the better of her..... 
Burnt Cream who is approaching 11 years of age ran well in the first part of her race at Newcastle, traveled easily 
in behind the pace (she has to be ridden this way) but when she had to stretch into the final gear her 'old bones' 
got the better of her..... only beat two in the end. 
 
Merrion Row will be having his first run for us having been bought at Doncaster earlier this year.  His form is all in 
Ireland and although some reasonable results he feels like he should act better over the 3 miles and on a flat 
track. Working well at home ..... definitely needs the tongue strap on and tomorrow will need to get into an even 
rhythm.   
 

Wednesday 1st November 2017 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, overcast at 12.45hrs 
 

More entries.....  And we are running! 

Olympic Legend runs at Lingfield on Thursday with tongue strap on and sheepskin pieces - working well at 
home...... needs to settle and get cover.....lowest grade to date with no weight and talented George Wood on 
board.  Burnt Cream finally gets in a race but all the way to Newcastle - Friday...... track should suit.  She's a very 
happy horse at the moment and if she gets a confident cool ride she will put her best foot forward! 
 

Sunday 29th October 2017 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, slight breeze and overcast at 11:00 hrs 
 

Entries made for Golly Miss Molly and Catheadans Fury at Kempton 

Both Golly Miss Molly and Catheadans Fury are in competitive races on Wednesday 1st November.  Molly is 
working well at home and ready for her next outing.  Catheadans Fury is having her debut on the flat, over a 
distance of 7furlongs, a distance that will most probably be her maximum but with limited races for her she needs 
the experience.  Goes well at home and shows plenty of speed. 
 

Thursday 26th October 2017 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, drizzle at 13:04 hrs 
 

Entry made for Norse Castle at Chepstow next Tuesday... 
Looking forward to seeing Norse Castle in a handicap, his handicap debut over hurdles.  Norse Castle is a big 
baby who we believe will be a chaser in the future rather than a hurdler but the plan is to win a hurdle race and 
then put him away for the summer of 2018 and then go chasing in the 2018/19 season. 
 

Sunday 15th October 2017 

 
Weather - 19 degrees, blue sky at 15:50 hrs 
 

Plenty of entries - many horses unable to get a run..... 
Many horses up and down the country are unable to get a run at present due to over subscribed races with lack 
of opportunities for the lower grade horses.  We currently have three horses that are in this situation - so few 
races for them at this time of the year and then when there is a suitable race it is over subscribed by at least thirty 
- meaning that thirty horses miss out on running every time a race is available for them!  This seems to happen 
every end of season but it doesn't seem to matter whether its on the all weather or the turf... 
 
Our horses are working well and pleasing to the eye.  We have entries for next week but unfortunately they are 
not going to get a run due to races being over subscribed.  The week commencing 23rd October looks more 
promising for runners ..... at this stage - watch this space!   
 



Exceeding Power is enjoying his well deserved holiday out in the pens. 
 

Monday 9th October 2017 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, overcast at 11:08 am  
 

Disappointing run at Lingfield - too far back at the start..... 
An outside draw did not help Golly Miss Molly's cause in the 2 mile handicap race at Lingfield last 
Thursday.  Martin Lane was in a difficult position at the start of the race - what does he do, bounce her out of the 
starting stalls and fall on her nose again (as she did on her previous run) or give her confidence and let her come 
out of her own accord.... the later was the obvious choice and although she did this well she ended up too wide 
because of her draw.  They only had one option but to switch to the inside rail but in the rear of the field!   
 
Lingfield is a quick track at the finishing end (at the moment) and you have to be sat in the first five or six to get 
into a placing.  Having only done two furlongs we ended up in the worst position at Lingfield, out the back with 25 
lengths to make up!  Half way through the race Martin Lane tried to make a move down the outside but again 
ended up too wide so took a pull (rein check) to sit and wait!  He then tried to come through the middle of the 
pack but the gaps were not there, again he had to take a pull, sit and wait!  With three furlongs to run the inside 
became free and down the rail Molly and Martin Lane went but alas too late with the front horses sprinting away 
from the rest of the field.  Molly did well to finish 9th of the 13 runners.....  Next time - Kempton if we can get in 
the race! 
 

Wednesday 4th October 2017 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, windy and overcast at 18:34hrs 
 

Golly Miss Molly to Lingfield tomorrow...... 
Looking forward to seeing Golly Miss Molly back in action after her stumble at Kempton and unseating her 
jockey!  This is a tough staying handicap race tomorrow, up in grade but then she did win her two races this year 
in fine style.  She is in good form with herself at home and for the time of year looks great in her coat.  Will need 
luck in running ...... the stearing will be done by Martin Lane who knows her very well.   
 

Improved run over hurdles from Norse Castle.... 6th 

A long way to go for a novice hurdle for Norse Castle but with limited options (due to running on the flat) and 
needing soft ground, Bangor was top of the list!  Norse Castle was coming back off a holiday - last ran April 
2017.  He jumped well today, traveled on the bridle and when tiring two out still held his position in the first six of 
the twelve runners.  Now to see what his handicap mark will be before we can plan his route. 
 
 

Wednesday 27th September 2017 

 
Weather - 16 degrees, raining at 19:24 hrs 
 

Exceeding Power 2nd with the Winner breaking the course record! 
On Monday Exceeding Power  ran in a competitive race over 1m 2f (2 furlongs further than his previous run) at 

Kempton with George Wood on board.  At 14-1 he was worth an each way bet ...... with luck in running.... we had 
to be in the first four going on the form of his most recent run at Sandown.  During the race, the leader set a 
furious gallop and George was in no hurry to do anything but save energy so we sat upsides the winner (about 
8th of 14) and when it was time to switch on the 'turbo' the winner managed to take a smooth passage down the 
inside rail but we had to side step the field and then drive past the field down the outer!  Once we got into our 
stride down the outer, Exceeding Power started passing more and more horses and with a furlong to go he 
looked like he might get third or fourth but amazingly picked up again in the final 100 yards to pinch second on 
the line!  The winner won by just over four lengths and looks like a very nice horse...... we have had to stop at the 
traffic lights, go round a roundabout and then managed to get in the fast lane, so perhaps we could have been at 
least two lengths closer if we had a clear passage!  Well done Exceeding Power and The Chalfonts - What a 
year, so far! 
 
Exceeding Power in his pen straight after his run at Kempton on Monday evening. 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=836850


 
 
 
 

Sunday 24th September 2017 

 
Weather - 17 degrees, overcast at 20:21 hrs 
 

All weather with Exceeding Power tomorrow.... 
Up a pound for Exceeding Power's fantastic run at Sandown last time out when 2nd in a good dual over the mile 
at Sandown.  With no ideal options on the turf we have decided to have another go at the 1m 2f but at Kempton 
(win over the 1 mile 2 furlongs was at Lingfield).  Appears to be in good order, actually like a 'tiger' - nothing gets 
in his way..... it's not an ideal draw but again the assistance of George Wood with his 3lb claim is to our 
advantage.  
 

Tuesday 12th September 2017 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, overcast at 18:10 hrs 
 

Molly stumbles out of the stalls! 

Poor Golly Miss Molly stumbles as the gates open in her race at Kempton last Friday and looses her jockey, 
Martin Lane.  Thankfully both are fine.  Such a shame as she was so well in herself and Martin Lane had traveled 
all the way from Haydock (one ride for Godolphin) especially to ride her!   
 
Exceeding Power has an entry back at Sandown on Friday...... he's come out of his race well and obviously 
enjoyed his previous visit to Sandown!  This race looks as tough and again a few unexposed 3 year olds.... if they 
run.  
 
Golly Miss Molly stumbles leaving the stalls! 



 
 
 

Thursday 7th September 2017 

 
Weather - 18 degrees, overcast and breezy at 14:49 hrs 
 

Kempton on Friday - 9.20pm with Golly Miss Molly.... 
Looking forward to seeing Molly back in action having had a small holiday after her two fantastic runs for us - 2 
runs and 2 wins!  She has gone up 10lb from her first run to second run (58 to 68) for us and she did win very 
nicely last time over the course and distance of 2 miles........ hoping she can continue her good form.   Molly is 
working very well at home and is in good form with herself - certainly ready for a run!  She has her regular pilot 
Martin Lane on board.  Good luck Molly. 
 
 

Sunday 3rd September 2017 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, overcast with drizzle at 15:44 hrs 
 

What a run, Exceeding Power excels again! 
We were absolutely 'over the moon' with Exceeding Power  yesterday - 2nd at Sandown in a strong Class 4 

handicap with 12 horses, some representing top world class owners.  Only beaten 3/4 length in a fighting finish 
and Exceeding Power kept clawing back the winner in the final furlong.  He acted well on the track and given 
another superb ride from George Wood.  Well done Team. 
 
Exceeding Power at Sandown in 2nd (no. 6) at the furlong pole. 

 
 
 
Pre-race yesterday in the paddock at Sandown 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=836850


 
 

Friday 1st September 2017 

 
Weather - 19 degrees, overcast at 14:46 hrs 
 

Sandown tomorrow..... 
Competitive flat racing at Sandown tomorrow and we have Exceeding Power running in the 1m handicap.  Not 
the best draw 9 of 12 but we do have George Wood on board taking 3lb off his back.  He is in fine form with a 
career best last time out at Newbury, off his highest mark of 78.  
 

Chelmsford 

Disappointment from Lady Nahema although finishing 6th of 12 at Chelmsford yesterday.  She possibly did not 
act on the track and with kick back in her face she did not want to go into the next gear........ the distance was 
possibly not ideal on the slow track but we had to take advantage of the conditions of the race which don't come 
along very often hence two divisions of the race.  Back to the drawing board ...... 

 
 

Monday 21st August 2017 

 
Weather - 18 degrees, overcast at 15:45 hrs 
 

Superb run at Newbury - 4th...... career highest mark of 78 
Well done to Exceeding Power  at Newbury who ran in a competitive race (0-80) on soft ground last Friday.  He 

was drawn stand side which pre-race on soft ground was ideal for us.  However, only us and one other jumped 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=836850


from the stalls to go down the stands rail with the rest of the field deciding to go down the center of the track but 
quick thinking Dane O'Neill (our jockey) switched to the main group, all within the first 150 yds of the start..... this 
may have cost us half a length in the finish but it was the best move to make under the 
circumstances.  Exceeding Power traveled well through the race ......in the finish ultra tough as normal and 
battled hard in the final furlong... a blanket finish, heads and heads and only half a length off second!  Thank you 
to quick thinking  Dane O'Neill. 
 
Exceeding Power does have a quick, returning entry at Yarmouth on Sunday 27th August in a handicap (76-95) 
over the straight mile.  We will see what the handicapper does with him tomorrow and most importantly see how 
he is by the end of the week. 
 
Golly Miss Molly, Olympic Legend and Catheadan's Fury are preparing to run shortly. 
 
Burnt Cream was disappointing at Yarmouth considering how she was ticking all the right boxes at home but she 
is 10 years of age and if it is not rattling under foot she can put the handbrake on...... all her wins are on firm 
ground! 
 
 

Sunday 13th August 2017 

 
Weather - 17 degrees, sunshine and blue sky at 10:29 hrs 
 

Brighton is like 'Marmite'..... you either love it or hate it! 

Exceeding Power  ran at Brighton last week in a competitive 0-80 over the 7f 211 yds for a pot of 

£20,000.  Drawn on the wing on a down hill track it was going to be tricky but we had the quick ground which was 
to our advantage especially when everywhere else had soft ground.  Unfortunately we ended up too far back in 
the first part of the race but then gamely running on at the end when it was all too late - beaten just 6 lengths 
........ at one point we must have been 15 lengths behind the leaders.  Not a track for Exceeding Power, he likes 
his Newbury's, Newmarket and Salisbury's thank you very much!  
 
Exceeding Power has an entry at Newbury on Friday - ground permitting and most importantly that he is fresh 
enough to run after his Brighton run. 
 
Burnt Cream has an entry at Yarmouth on Thursday - delighted with her work at home and looks spot on!  She 
must have quick ground to produce her personal best. 
 
 

Monday 7th August 2017 

 
Weather - 17 degrees, overcast with light rain at 18:12 hrs 
 

Sunshine at our Summer Hog Roast......  
How lucky were we with the weather yesterday at our Owners and Staff Summer Hog Roast - a beautiful day for 
all!  A superb and warm atmosphere with delicious food, flowing champagne, wines and beers.  During the 
afternoon a raffle was organised by one of our loyal hard working supporters (Jim) to raise money (£645) for the 
Injured Jockeys Fund to win a day at Windsor Races for four with dinner, champagne reception and first class 
viewing.  The winner of the raffle, Gilly Harrison was delighted to receive her prize.   
 
A huge THANK YOU to all who made the memorable afternoon one of our best parties since we arrived at 
Bowstridge Farm. 
 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=836850


 
 
 
 
 

Wednesday 2nd August 2017 

 
Weather - 18 degrees, constant rain at 21:45 hrs 
 

Rain stops play! 
We have Exceeding Power in some attractive races this week and next but with the heavy rain yesterday and 

more forecast over the areas we have entries we may have to wait a little while longer as he does prefer the 
ground to rattle under foot!   
 

Look who got his picture on the front page! 

Topspec (equine feed company) placed an advert on the front page of the Racing Calendar - the entries for races 
publication.  Exceeding Power winning at Salisbury. 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=836850


 
 
 

Long absence ..... a fair run. 
Carobello who has not run under rules since December 2016 finished 5th last week at Worcester in the handicap 
chase ridden by James Best.  Unfortunately he hit the second fence hard and James thinks that cost him 4th 
place.  Time for retirement due to his low rating, unable to get in his races on the ground he needs.  He has given 
a lot of people a great deal of fun.  Looking for a loving home for him. 
 

Looks like she stays.... 
Lady Nahema ran at Yarmouth with George Wood taking the reins in the 1 mile 2 furlong handicap.  She ran a 
satisfactory race, looking good through the first part of the race, still traveling well inside the 3 furlong pole but 
then one paced in the final furlong, beaten just six lengths.  George is positive she will stay further..... she is bred 
to stay.   
 
 

Sunday 16th July 2017 

 
Weather - 21 degrees, overcast at 11:36 hrs 
 

'Gutsy Winner' - Exceeding Power yesterday..... 
 
Exceeding Power  winning 'Best Turned Out' before going on to WIN the 1 mile Class 4 (61-80) Handicap at 
Salisbury yesterday. 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=836850


 
 

  
Exceeding Power in exercise on the gallops 
 
Exceeding Power wins again and off his highest handicap mark! 

With the ground having eased too much for Exceeding Power at Newbury, (last Thursday) we decided to switch 
him to Salisbury on Saturday for the good, good to firm ground.  We had the assistance of talented George Wood 
taking 3lb off his back in a small field of just 6 runners, two runners having been taken out on the morning of the 
race and although a small field it was a competitive race with unexposed 3 yr olds from top yards with top 
owners.  We were drawn on the outside, number 8, out on the wing but with a fast early pace George was able to 
get some cover after the first furlong.  It continued to be a good gallop at half way and at this stage Exceeding 
Power needed some encouragement as he was flat out so George switched him over to the rail to get maximum 
cover.... the overdrive button was then ignited!  From 3 furlongs out we started to make our move to the front and 
before you could count to three, Exceeding Power glided to the front going away from the field!  With half a 
furlong to go we were starting to get bored but with George's urges he got his head on the line to win by 3/4 
length.   
 

Golly Miss Molly 4th in the Charity Race at Ascot with Siobhan Carey on board..... 
Siobhan Carey had a thrill of a lifetime last Friday when she partnered Golly Miss Molly in the 1 mile Charity Race 
at Ascot.  Siobhan had a great finish upsides the third horse (trained by Richard Hannon) for the final furlong and 

only just lost third in the final strides - very exciting.  Well done Siobhan and Molly.   
Molly has gone up 10lb for her two recent wins...... a  little holiday now and will be aimed for the turf at the end of 
August. 
 



Golly Miss Molly, Siobhan Carey and Sarah Bosley in the paddock at Ascot (pre-race)  

 
 
 

Olympic Legend .... 
A good run at Newbury for 7 furlongs and looking like a winner but in the final furlong seemed to run out of 
petrol.  Ground was plenty quick enough.  Has come back home well and is enjoying jumping in the indoor 
school. 
 
 

Wednesday 5th July 2017 

 
Weather - 24 degrees, bright at 20:30 hrs 
 

Back to his winning distance! 

Olympic Legend goes to Newbury tomorrow for the 8.35pm race over his winning distance of 1m.  The 1 mile 
straight should suit his style of running as long as there is plenty of pace.  On a good handicap mark tomorrow 
and taking a valuable 3lb off his back with Callum Shepherd on board. In good form at home........ could sneak 
a place at a good price! Good luck Team. 

 
 

Thursday 29th June 2017 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, overcast with a breeze at 06:06 hrs 
 

"Winner again and what a Winner - career best!" 
 
Golly Miss Molly - win number two having bought her 55 days ago! 

What a buy having bought Molly for just £4,000 from Newmarket Sales and 55 days later she has had two runs, 
two wins for the Carey's and Martin Bosley Racing.  This was a more competitive race than last time with a few 
unexposed individuals and a few with recent good form.  Although we had gone up 4lb for our recent win, the 
draw of 13 was the only negative.  However, our Jockey Martin Lane had confidence in Molly and with great 
handling that outside draw did not matter, he just took his time with the pace of the race being reasonably 
strong.  In the final two furlongs Molly's stamina came into play with Martin taking her to the outer, passing the 
field from last to first - "like a hot knife through butter"! 
 
Golly Miss Molly (yellow, blue - yellow spots on cap) in the rear with 2 furlongs to run! 



 
 
Golly Miss Molly goes from last to first! 

 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Too soft for Exceeding Power...... 
Exceeding Power has not been declared for Newmarket for this Friday due to heavy rain causing the ground to 
change from good to firm to soft over night with 65 mls of rain!  His turn will come in two weeks time - Newbury, 
Salisbury or Ascot. 
 
 

Tuesday 27th June 2017 

 
Weather - 20 degrees, overcast with heavy rain forecast at 14:42 hrs 
 

Golly Miss Molly back to Kempton....... 
Molly is in good form after her win at Kempton (Timeform states "her career best") and we take her back there 
tomorrow for the 8:40pm race over the same distance of 2 miles.  Although up 4lb for her win she did win 
comfortably last time out with Martin Lane on board.  Not an ideal draw of 13 but I am sure Martin Lane can steer 
her to the best possible seat in the race..... tucked in ideally!  Good luck Molly and Team. 
 

Exceeding Power will be in action at Newmarket on Friday...... 
He has come out of his race at Newbury well and will be suited by the stiff mile at Newmarket.  Waiting on 
jockeys to confirm their availability for Friday.  This looks a competitive race on paper but declarations not 
confirmed until Wednesday.  Exceeding Power seems stronger than ever and certainly knows how to run well at 
Newmarket. 
 
 



Sunday 18th June 2017 

 
Weather - 20 degrees, sunshine and blue sky at 08:45 hrs 
 

WELL DONE 'MOLLY '- WINNER ON HER DEBUT RUN FOR US........  
A wonderful win for the Team at Kempton, one of our local tracks.  This was Golly Miss Molly's debut run for us 
having bought her 41 days previously for just £4,000 from Newmarket Sales.  At home she has been ridden 
mainly by Siobhan Carey, so credit to her for her hard work and TLC.  Martin Lane gave her a superbly confident 
ride having driven himself from Yarmouth to Kempton to ride just her through the evening!  She may have one 
more run back at Kempton over the same distance of 2 miles before she goes to Ascot on the 14th July to run in 
the Property Race Day Charity Race for Siobhan Carey.  Well done Team. 
 
Golly Miss Molly and Martin Lane being led into the Winners Enclosure at Kempton by Sarah Bosley 

 
 
 

Consistent Exceeding Power gets our hearts racing again...... 4th 

Back in the winners enclosure with Exceeding Power at Newbury this week - 4th beaten a nose for 3rd and 1 3/4 
lengths by the winner - so close yet again!   This was his first run back after a good holiday of four months.  He 
loves Newbury having had five runs there and in the first four every time - he gives us such fun.  Thank you 
Exceeding Power...... keep up the good work and well done Team. 
 

Olympic Legend back out Monday at Windsor..... 
He has strengthened for his time off and although still plenty to learn having had just eight career runs we are 
hoping for a good run providing he copes with the quickening ground - his sire certainly did act on it. 
 
 



Tuesday 13th June 2017 

 
Weather - 18 degrees, sunshine and warm at 20:27 hrs 
 

First run for us - Golly Miss Molly...... 
Looking forward to Golly Miss Molly running tomorrow evening 9.10pm at Kempton, her debut run for us.  She 
was bought for our Landlords daughter to ride in a Charity Race at Ascot on 14th July and this race is to keep her 
'ticking over'.  Martin Lane is booked to ride who knows her well and she has the usual headgear on, the 
blinkers.  Golly Miss Molly is in good order and has taken well to her new surroundings.  Good luck Team. 
 

Exceeding Power is back in action.... 

On Thursday Exceeding Power runs in the 3.40pm at Newbury - a competitive class 4 handicap and we are on a 
mark of 75 after his win at Lingfield.  He has been placed 2nd off 76 and should the ground keep drying (with no 
watering)  then this will be in our favour.  Good jockey booking of Fran Berry - usual jockeys (George Wood and 
Tom Marquand) have had to go else where to ride for their bosses.  In good order and loves Newbury.  
 

Lady Nahema improving..... 
Although still bruising in the knee after cutting it in the race at Lingfield she appears happy in herself.  This is 
going to take a little longer to get her back to race fitness.  Currently cold hosing and on the walker for exercising 
the knee.  She is enjoying the TLC....... such a good patient. 
 

Thursday 1st June 2017 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, blue sky and feeling warm at 08:13 hrs 
 

Getting there.....  
Lady Nahema definitely got the trip (distance) at Lingfield over the mile but unfortunately got shuffled back in the 
early part of the race and ended up a staying on 7th in the final furlong when it was too late.  Somewhere in the 
race she managed to get a nasty cut (gushing blood) on the top of her knee (we think on the bend) so with that in 
mind she has run well.  Having had the knee stapled you can imagine the knee is very sore but she's having first 
class treatment and loving the TLC!   
More racing experience needed and a galloping track with conditions to suit - she'll be in that winners enclosure 
very soon.  Tom Marquand was very positive about her attitude and ability.   
 
 

Monday 29th May 2017 

 
Weather - 17 degrees, drizzle and calm at 18:09 hrs 
 

More suitable distance and going..... 
Trying the mile with Lady Nahema at Lingfield tomorrow and Tom Marquand on board.  If she handles the track 
she should get the trip this time having failed on very soft ground over the 1m 2f last time......a race to put behind 
us.  She is in good order at home - could not be more pleased with her progress. With 3lb less off her back and 
6lb lower when 3rd in a handicap over 6f she is worth a shout tomorrow!  Tactics tomorrow - to be ridden up with 
the pace (in the first five). Good luck Team, fingers are crossed..... 



  
 
 

Thursday 18th May 2017 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, drizzle and calm at 20:22 hrs 
 

We certainly have the rain we wanted! 

I think we may have over done the rain dance that was needed for last week!   We have Lady Nahema having 
her debut run for us tomorrow in a 0-20 wins for jockeys - Apprentice Race at Newbury where the ground is going 
to be soft!  Tomorrow will be her 8th career run, the distance is 10 furlongs, (so few options over the mile) nearly 
3 furlongs further than she has tried previously.  We believe she will stay the extra furlongs but she has to get 
through the ground too and although we don't think the ground will be a problem, it's just going to stretch her 
stamina. She is in super form with herself and with young Molly King on board taking 5lb off her back, we are 
hoping for a place in the first six. 
 
 

Sunday 14th May 2017 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, blue sky at 20:34 hrs 
 

Brighton tomorrow....... 
Pearly Prince has been declared to run at Brighton tomorrow in a race with Hector Crouch back on board taking 
3lb off his back.  With only one run on the turf we are not certain he will act at Brighton, it's a little like 'marmite', 
they either love it or hate it but there are not many opportunities like his race tomorrow with a small field.  Fairly 
certain he would not want too much rain, as he's a good actioned horse but hopefully the sun will soak up what 

rain we do have today and tomorrow!  Sheepskins on for first time too - to keep him focused.   
Good luck Pearly Prince. 
Pearly Prince pre race at Lingfield - 11 days ago 

 
 
 
Non runner at Nottingham.... 
We took Lady Nahema out of her race at Nottingham yesterday due to the ground - fairly quick times for what 
they were calling 'softening' ground!.  She is now entered for Newbury on Friday. 



 

Sunday 7th May 2017 

 
Weather - 19 degrees, bright sunshine with a strong breeze at 16:19hrs 
 

Please can we have some rain...... 
Lady Nahema needs some rain for Nottingham at the end of the week.  This will be her debut for us, having been 
bought at Doncaster Sales last August.  She has grown through the Autumn and Winter and from what we have 
seen from her runs last year we feel that she will need the step up in distance to a mile. 
 

Golly Miss Molly bought at Newmarket Sales. 
A lovely looking, middle distance mare by Exceed and Excel out of a Royal Applause mare who cost £55,000 as 
a yearling was bought by us for £4,000 for her new owner and jockey Siobhan Carey.  Golly Miss Molly has won 
3 and has been placed in 10 of her 37 races.  Siobhan and Golly Miss Molly will compete at Ascot in July in a 
very worth while Charity Race that will be run over a (stiff) mile. 
 

No pace for Pearly Prince and beaten just 2 3/4
 lengths! 

Last Thursday Pearly Prince finished a 2 
3/4

 length 6th in another slow run race!  In the early part of the race they 

crawled and his jockey was having to haul Pearly Prince off the heels of the horse in front of him (the winner) who 
was sat in third.  As the pace of the race started to quicken just over 3 furlongs out, our jockey started working 
Pearly into the next gear and very quickly found the turbo button!  He was then traveling too well (better than the 
winner who was still just in front of us) and had to take another pull (rein check).  In a split second decision our 
jockey took him wider as he turned into the straight.  That split second decision to pull out off the inside rail may 
have cost us a placing.  The winner, who was giving us a good lead, stuck to the inside rail and if we had 
continued following that horse we may have kept balanced...... At the end of the day we had no decent gallop 
and we needed a continuous, equally timed pace throughout the race. In the first five furlongs  they went steady, 
a crawling gallop enabling the latter part of the race to turn into a sprint finish and we could not use our turn of 
foot (acceleration) in the final two furlongs because of the irregular pace created before hand!  The sectional 
timing would be interesting.  His time will come soon but we all have to be patient.  
 

Sunday 30th April 2017 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, windy and overcast at 18:40hrs 
 

Looking forward to flat racing at Lingfield on Thursday...... 
Pearly Prince will be running at Lingfield this week with Silvestre De Sousa on board - his agent was quick to get 
him back on board having been 2nd on him last year.  His debut for us last time out was a superb run and off that 
run you would have to give him a great chance on Thursday - luck in running of course but with De Sousa you 
would have to be fairly confident...... no pressure Silvestre!  He is in good order at home....  Good luck team. 
 

Probably needs more 'cut' in the ground and aides......... 
Norse Castle gave a reasonable jumping display at Huntingdon last week however a very patient ride on a horse 
that needs a lot of help!  The positive out of this run is that he now has a handicap mark.  Looking forward to Niall 
Madden getting back on him with sheepskin pieces on.... watch this space! 
 
 

Thursday 27th April 2017 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, overcast at 12:10 hrs 
 

Norse Castle over hurdles tomorrow..... 
Norse Castle has been declared to run on Friday at Huntingdon in the Maiden Hurdle with Graham Watters on 
board.  He has not really shown us any proper talent on the course yet but he can just jump at home - has so 
much scope and loose schooling he is spectacular!  A chaser in the future but he has to have his three runs over 
hurdles first to gain a handicap mark and then needs lots of experience - he's ''daft as a brush" (meaning - 
childish) !  One day we hope the 'penny will drop' (grows up) as he is a super looking horse with lots of scope. If 
he can hold his position and have a clear round we are hoping he will finish nearer the front than the rear! 
 
 

Sunday 23rd April 2017 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, sunny with a breeze at 18:09 hrs 
 
A good work morning yesterday with the horses getting ready for their races in May.   



 
We really could do with some rain in the next couple of weeks for some of our runners; watered ground is false 
ground and if your have a genuine good ground horse, injuries may occur.   
 

Barrier trials - great idea and all trainers should make use of them...... 
We had our first runner, Twiglet (Catheadans Fury) in the Barrier trials at Lingfield last week.  These trials give 
young horses the chance to experience the feeling of being at the races or as near to it as possible.  For older 
horses who have had a bad experience, it gives them the chance to gain confidence.   
 
At the trial we asked Adam Kirby to ride our filly who was at Lingfield for Clive Cox.  We were delighted that he 
wanted to ride her as he would give her a first class educational training exercise.  Her experience there was 
walking around the paddock, walk the 'walk way' to the track, canter down the track to the stalls, be loaded by the 
stalls team and then jump out from the stalls with other horses, work in a bunch and finish the last two furlongs as 
a race without 'sticks up' (use of stick).  She had one little fright as she sat back on the gates but otherwise took it 
all in her stride and finished the gallop well - very enlightening.   
 
Thank you Gary Witherford for organising the Barrier Trials. 
 
Twiglet being gently encouraged into the stalls with Adam Kirby on board 

 
 
Twiglet jumping out of the stalls - near side with Adam Kirby 

 
  
 



 

Saturday 15th April 2017 

 
Weather - 16 degrees, sunny with a breeze at 15:58 hrs 
 

An odd race with a slow time.... 
We were expecting a 'right good' gallop at Kempton for Pocket Warrior and so were our rivals except the 
winner!  From the stalls we sat in mid-division on the rail, settled and traveling nicely with the pace being 
moderate..... The winner made the running, setting the pace; setting the race up for herself (5f winner and first 
time over 6f) !  From 4f out the pace started to quicken but the winner had already gone gaining at least 2 lengths 
from the second horse......at this stage of the race we needed to find another gear or 'turn of foot' but we were 
now flat out and could only stay on at the one pace - not finding and not stopping!  Our position in the race did 
not alter from turning into the straight all the way to the finish.... we were beaten 4 lengths by the second horse 
with the winner 2 3/4 lengths in front of the second horse!  You could say that the race ended up being a slow 5f 
race!   During March and April there there were no races for Pocket over the 7f but in May we have choices on 
the turf which is most probably the way forward.  
 
Good to see Exceeding Power, Catheadans Hope and Olympic Legend back on the gallops having had a break.   
 
The horses seem very happy and worked well this morning ..... looking forward to seeing Lady Nahema, 
Catheadans Fury, Vinnie's Girl and Pearly Prince out end of April /May. 
 
 
 

Tuesday 11th April 2017 

 
Weather 16 degrees, sunny with minimal breeze at 18:21 hrs 
 

Handicap debut for Pocket Warrior.... 
Off to Kempton tomorrow with Pocket Warrior who ran a super race last time out (beaten 4 lengths into 6th of 12) 
with the 4th horse being an easy winner last week.  Tomorrow we are taking 5lb off with George Wood's useful 
claim and we have a good draw of two.  We will need a good gallop from the pace setters and providing he 
settles early on in the race he should be thereabouts on the line........  Most importantly we will not be giving away 
a stone and a half to his rivals as we have been doing in the maiden races! 
 

Sunday 2nd April 2017 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, sun shining through the clouds at 16:20 hrs 
 

Norse Castle debut completed at Stratford..... 
With the change in the weather, Norse Castle managed to get a run yesterday at Stratford over hurdles on good 
ground, completing the course with other youngsters.  We were the most inexperienced race horse taking to the 
hurdles and his 'greeness' showed at a few of the hurdles but on the whole jumped well.  His jockey James Best 
thought his attitude was good and although beaten a long way it was through no fault of the horse as the race 
split into two with no pace and no one able to lead and carry us into the front bunch.  He did take a strong hold to 
the start but then looked over relaxed through the race - fright probably!  He will run again soon and hopefully 
gain a more prominent position. 
 
Young horses - Lady Nahema and Cathedan's Fury working well at home and will hopefully be on the track in 
April/May.  The older horses Exceeding Power, Cathedan's Hope, Burnt Cream only just coming back from 
breaks will be aimed for May/June. 
 
 

Sunday 26th March 2017 
 
Weather - 10 degrees, cloudy and windy at 20:11 hrs 
 

Looking like a winner.... 
Pearly Prince ran a super race yesterday at Lingfield finishing 5th - 289 days since his last run with his previous 
trainer and this was his debut for us over a trip further than he has tried before.  Only beaten 1 length, a short 
head and a short head.  Unfortunately, the gaps in the final furlong kept closing hence a fast finishing 5th! 

 
Thursday 24th March 2017 

 



Weather - 14 degrees, sunny with strong breeze at 15:43 hrs 
 

Debut for us - Pearly Prince... 
Pearly Prince is having his debut for us tomorrow at Lingfield.  This lovely kind Cockney Rebel horse is not 
straight forward - wears a hood and has a blanket in the stalls..... slow away from the stalls last run when trained 
by Mr Hedger.  Horses by Cockney Rebel do have a reputation of being tricky!  We have had a few niggles with 
him but he's now eating well and with patience has settled into his routine.  What he will do tomorrow at Lingfield 
is totally up to him - plenty of ability already shown, he is fit and looks great. Our regular Jockeys are booked at 
Wolverhampton tomorrow so using Hector Crouch - a new jockey for us. 
 

Not a surprise Pocket  Warrior ran well..... 
He may have finished 6th but was only beaten 4 lengths at 80-1 in what looks a fair maiden at Kempton earlier 
this week.  A pleasing run and will go on from this.  He can now go handicapping...... some difference that will be 
- will not be giving the opposition a stone and a half as he has done to date (due to being the older horse) ! 
 

Improving... 
Absolutely Frankie finished 4th over hurdles at Warwick this week on ground heavier than heavy - some would 
call it bottomless !  He is such a baby and although his jumping improved again he still looks everywhere but 
ahead - this racing business is all too scary for him at the moment but then you cant blame him on that 
ground!  Possibly needing sheepskin pieces to help the guidance in due course.  Will have another run in a 
similar type of race and then he will have a handicap mark..... hopefully have better ground by then too - his 
ability should start to shine through by then - watch this space!  Well done to Emily for winning the Best Turned 
Out with Absolutely Frankie. 
 
 

Saturday 18th March 2017 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, overcast and drizzle at 13:19 hrs 
 

Entries for the week ahead..... 
One more maiden for Pocket Warrior at Kempton on Monday and then we have a handicap mark.  He is in good 
form with himself at home and looks fantastic.  The distance of 6f is on the short side for him but we have so few 
options at this stage of the year.  Up against the 'big boys' but he will not disgrace himself. 
 
Absolutely Frankie is entered for Warwick on Wednesday having his second career run over hurdles - very much 
a big baby, not only physically but mentally.  Jumping should improve again and has experience at the track 
having had his debut flat race there at the end of December 2016.  Zac Baker will be taking 7lb off his back. 
 
Norse Castle goes to Stratford for his debut over hurdles on Saturday.  Lovely big 4 yr old who will need a few 
runs for the 'penny to drop' - although has had a few runs on the flat it does seem to take time for him to 
concentrate on the job..... Note: he can just jump and once he has gained the experience over hurdles, fences 
will be the making of him when the time comes. 
 
 

Tuesday 7th March 2017 

 
Weather - 11 degree's, sunny with cloud at 15:55 hrs 
 

Fine big horses in action and taking it all in their stride..... 
The youngsters have been in action this week with Pocket Warrior running at Lingfield over 6f with Tom 
Marquand on board.  We had the worst draw, 9 of 9 and a betting price of 80-1 but he ran much better than his 
betting price suggested - finished 6th beaten six lengths.   Taking everything into consideration ........ this was 
only his second career run on the flat so no experience, giving at least 21 lb away to the rest of the field because 
he is an older horse and an outside draw!  A fine big horse who has one more run and then he has a handicap 
mark...... will be running with his own class then off a lesser weight. 
 

Hurdles debut...... 
Absolutely Frankie was our other youngster running but over the 'sticks' at Huntingdon with James Best on board 
.........this was his hurdles debut.  Again he was the least experienced with most in his race having won on the flat 
off good handicap marks (80's).  He jumped the first well but then nearly unseated James at the second loosing a 
lot of ground (distance) and after ran in snatches. However, turning into the home straight he started to run on 
with his ears pricked forward ..... but it was all too late.  Beaten a fair way but it was very testing ground....... we 
only wanted a clear round and we got it!   He will learn a lot from the run and we were pleased with his attitude, 
jumped a little big on a few occasions but then he is entitled to do so!  He will make a nice chaser for next season 
but he will have two more runs at least to get his handicap mark.  



 
Absolutely Frankie - debut over hurdles at Huntingdon with James Best 

 
 
Pocket Warrior at Lingfield on 4th March pre-race 

 
 
 
 

Thursday 23rd February 2017 

 
Weather - 7 degree's, strong gales at 15:33 hrs 
 

What a morning - 65 mph winds causing havoc!  
We were supposed to be running Norse Castle and Absolutely Frankie (hurdle debut) at Huntingdon today but 
with the strong winds we had to think of everyone's safety and made the decision not to run.  When making 
inquiries this morning regarding the weather at Huntingdon the management there told us that they could see no 
problems as the rough weather had already passed by...... later that morning racing at Huntingdon was cancelled 
due to high winds!!   This afternoon one of the large chestnut trees in the back paddock broke in half, right across 
the truck..... currently checking the tree ssituation on the way to the gallops as I am writing. 
 



Norse Castle and Absolutely Frankie will hopefully get their debut chance over hurdles at 

Huntingdon in a fortnight.   
 

Pocket Warrior is having his debut Flat run on the all weather on Saturday at Lingfield.  A huge horse with 

a big stride out of winning mare Navene that we trained back in 2010.  Expecting a bold run ..... hoping he settles 
better than his dam (been nursed at home and settles well) ... distance should suit well but draw not ideal. 
George Baker will be taking the reins - confident ride behind the leaders will be perfect.  
 

Olympic Legend 5th at Wolverhampton  
Everything went wrong on Monday - awful wide draw with a mad dash from the field to get a good position.  We 
have ended up wide and flat out.....  when we did get to the front in 2nd we held our position until the last 200 
yards and then gradually faded.  A run to put behind us.... he is better than he showed...... I do remember a 
similar run from Exceeding Power there about three years ago when he was a three year old too!  As you can 
imagine Wolverhampton is not our favourite track  - however we have had plenty of seconds but not enough 
wins! 
 

Friday 17th February 2017 

 
Weather - 10 degree's, sunshine and slight breeze at 10:55 hrs 
  

Winner, Winner, Winnner....... Exceeding Power again!   
What a tough little horse, sticking his head out in the final strides yesterday at Lingfield with Tom Marquand on 
board.  Down in grade to a class 5, over the 1m 2f, a distance he has only had two previous tries when finishing a 
close 3rd and a good 4th in class 4 races.   

He wanted that win yesterday..... 
Exceeding Power tracked the leaders, went 2nd at half way and again 4f out and then ridden to lead 2f out 
looking very comfortable.  From just over 1f out we were hard pressed by the second horse ridden by the strong 
Adam Kirby but we kept finding under the also strong Tom Marquand and in the final strides held on by a good 
'head'. 

Bought by Martin Bosley for The Chalftonts who are having such fun.... 
Exceeding Power has now won twice over 6f, twice over 7f and once over 1m2f - now to win over the mile  this 
summer!  Next on the agenda, having been on the 'go' through the winter is a holiday to prepare for a summer 
campaign.   
 
Tom Marquand, Exceeding Power, Sarah Bosley, Jan Williams, Fran Hazeldine 
and Martin Bosley in the Winners Enclosure at Lingfield yesterday 

 
 
 
 

Monday 13th February 2017 

 
Weather - 4 degree's, windy and sunny at 14:41 hrs 
 

Wonderful news ...... 



Dualagi (our 8x winner) gave birth to a strong bay colt foal by Delegator at 03:45 hrs this morning.   
Both mother and foal are doing well. 
 

 
 
 
 

Friday 10th February 2017 
 
Weather - 1 degree, snow flurries at 15:50 hrs 
 
Much better... 
Good run yesterday from Olympic Legend 5th, only beaten 2 3/4 lengths in a muddling race - no regular 
pace!  The plan was to sit second but somehow we got shuffled back and then turning in got boxed in, switched 
and switched back again and then no run - all too late!  A eye catching run for a 50-1 shot. 
 
Thursday 9th February 2017 

 
Weather - 0 degrees, dry and still at 06:10 hrs 
 

Lingfield today...... 
We have a competitive race today at Lingfield for Olympic Legend on a sharp track which is possibly not ideal but 
there is not much out there for him until the turf starts next month.  Hoping we get more pace today than his 
previous run.  Will strip fitter today, down 2lb from last time out when only beaten 4 lengths.... should be a couple 
of lengths closer...... looks great and feeling well in himself.  Still learning about him having only arrived a few 
months ago. 
 

Drawn 10 of 10 runners!! 

Last night we ran Burnt Cream at Kempton over 5f with Tom Marquand on board - her regular pilot Rab Havlin is 
currently abroad.  This was her first run in 6 months - had a break and then no suitable races.  We could not 
believe our luck when we saw she was drawn 10 of 10...... impossible task over 5f on a bend!  Anyway she 
needed a run to get a good blow into her and Kempton is close.  She ended up only beating one ... but only 
beaten just over 4 lengths....  that was having stood up in the stalls as the gates were opening, dwelt as she 
jumped out, dropped in from widest draw and held up, never able to get on terms but closing in on the field in the 
final furlong.  With everything having gone wrong she was most probably a little rusty having not run for 6 
months.  She has that first run under her belt now!  She looked fantastic and is in good order...... may just want 
the 6 furlongs now.... Lets hope the handicapper does not drop her too much or we will struggle to get in a race. 
 

Sunday 29th January 2017 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, raining and barely a breeze at 17:00 hrs 
 

Horses working well...... 
Olympic Legend, Exceeding Power, Norse Castle and Burnt Cream are being prepared for their next outings, 



week commencing 6th February - all are in good order.  Those that have been having a holiday are back in work 
and those that have had medical issues are now in light work and going the right way.   
 
Olympic Legend 4th on his debut for us at Lingfield earlier this month 

 
 
Dualagi is due to foal in February, second week planned..... she's looking very big and heavy,  probably hoping 
she could get on with it!   
 
Absolutely Frankie has been schooling well and looking forward to running him in due course - waiting on going 
improvement as currently soft or heavy!   
 
Burnt Cream in the pen relaxing having worked well on the gallops earlier in day 

 
 
 
 
 

Friday 20th January 2017 

 
Weather - 0 degrees, dry and frosty with a clear sky at 18:16 hrs 
 

Good run from Exceeding Power...... 4th 

Up in grade to a 71 -85 handicap at Chelmsford over the 1m 2f with Exceeding Power.  This was only his second 
run over the distance having finished 3rd on his previous run on a sharper track (Lingfield).  Yesterday, the pace 
was strong and due to our draw we had to sit wide keeping out of the kick-back.  Entering the final furlong we 
managed to sit in front but in the final furlong stamina cut out and in the last strides got caught for 3rd finishing 
4th only beaten 4 lengths.  The times throughout the evening were getting slower which would not have helped 
our cause of getting the final furlong!   
 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=989318


Exceeding Power info/stats.... 

29 starts - Winning £22,700  - Wins x 2, Second x 7, Third x 6 and Fourth x 5 for Martin Bosley Racing 
During his career to date he has won or been placed over 5f  to 1m 2f .  We bought him as a 3 yr old from 
Michael Bell at the Newmarket Sales for £18,000 having had eight runs as a 2 yr old. 
 
Exceeding Power - center in red in the final furlong 

         
 
 

Olympic Legend - a fair run after a four month holiday... 4th 
Last Wednesday we were at Lingfield on the flat with Olympic Legend having his debut for us as a 3 year old 
previously trained in Ireland as a 2 year old. Although he only finished 4th of four runners he was looking very 
encouraging turning in but with no decent gallop to suit us and a sprint finish in the home straight he got caught 
out in the final furlong - only beaten 4 1/2 lengths..... a fair run in a competitive race after a four month holiday. 
 
Also at Lingfield we ran Norse Castle - unplaced having made most of the running til the final two furlongs.  A 
disappointing run, still looking around at everything but the positive to take out of the race is that he settled much 
better...... has always been too free.  He did not blow much after the race, hinting he did not try very hard, it was 
over a distance further than tried before - 1m 5f.  He will now go hurdling having gained more race experience.    

 
Sunday 15th January 2017 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, wet and breezy at 16:22 hrs 
 
Entries for the coming week see below 

 

Racing abandoned at Chelmsford ......... Snow! 

What a shame that racing was abandoned last Thursday due to snow!  Health and safety had to come first and 
forced the officials to cancel the evening.....  The snow came down very quickly, about half an hour before the 
first race and settled very quickly..... so quick the officials and racecourse staff were looking puzzled as what to 
do next!  Our Owners enjoyed their little stay with complimentary soup, teas and coffees and then made their way 
home.  Exceeding Power was very puzzled having arrived at the races and then after a couple of hours to be 
loaded back on to the lorry for the journey back home!  Very frustrating but safety had to come first. 
 
Lorry park at Chelmsford last Thursday - the first 20 mins of snow 



 
 

Re entered ...... Exceeding Power at Chelmsford for this coming week 

Hoping to get another run into Exceeding Power at Chelmsford over the 1m 2f distance - hopefully no snow this 
time!  A competitive race with some inform horses including us of course..... Tom Marquand back on board. 
 

More entries for this coming week.... 
Norse Castle and Olympic Legend go to Lingfield on the all weather on Wednesday.  Both horses have little race 
experience but have talent in their own grades.  Norse Castle was only beaten 4 1/2 lengths last time out and this 
time should be even closer to the line!  Olympic Legend won a competitive 18 runners Nursery Handicap last 
time out incurring a decent handicap mark of 76 in Ireland...... running off 73 here in the UK.  He will be having 
his debut for us having bought him from Tommy Stack at the Newmarket Sales in October 2016.  Expecting good 
runs from both and still plenty to learn from both.   
 

Wednesday 11th January 2017 

 
Weather - 4 degrees, dry and breezy at 18:21 hrs 
 

Back to Chelmsford with Exceeding Power..... 
Tomorrow we are back at Chelmsford with Exceeding Power but over the 1m 2f, same distance as his previous 
run where he finished an unlucky 3rd only beaten a short head and a half length.  We would not normally run him 
this quick after his last run but he is in good order at home.  Lets hope the snow does not hinder his 
chances!  Good luck Exceeding Power. 
 

Thursday 5th January 2017 

 
Weather - 0 degrees, blue sky, sun shining but cold at 10:45 hrs 
 

So close Exceeding Power - 3rd at 16-1 ! 
We were at Lingfield yesterday (71 - 85 handicap) on the flat with Exceeding Power trying the 1 mile 2 furlongs 

for the first time having been running well over the 7 furlongs (winner at Newmarket) and 1 mile (2nd x3) on the 
turf and the all weather throughout 2016.   
 
We had been wanting to try him over the extended distance for a while but not found a suitable race up until 
yesterday.  With a draw 7 of 8 runners we were not so confident of him getting cover (needs to settle) but then we 
did have a confident jockey in Tom Marquand who took him easily over to the rail inside the first furlong.  We 
traveled comfortably and crept into a handy position turning down the hill.  Turning into the home straight the 
winner had kicked for home and as we started to make our move the second placed horse, the favourite 
hampered us, side on and within the next strides the fourth placed horse (who had made the running and was 
going backwards) bumped us from the other side!  However the tough little Exceeding Power fought back trying 
to get alongside the winner only to find the gap on the rail tightening in the final strides - beaten a short head and 
half a length ..... there was a stewards enquiry but placings remained unaltered - you could say that we were very 
unfortunate!  We now know he definitely gets the distance but it looks like he may have to go for the mile again 
as so few opportunities for him over the 1m 2 furlongs right up to March!   
 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=836850


Exceeding Power going into the stalls yesterday at Lingfield to finish 3rd 

 
 
 

Pouring rain at Fakenham....... Counterfeiter 4th 

It didn't stop raining all day at Fakenham last Sunday and poor Counterfeiter who came home in 4th over hurdles 
was plastered in mud from top to toe!  Although finished 4th he was beaten a long way in a 0-125..... we were 
disappointed with the run as he was traveling well until he made a mistake at the seventh hurdle and from then 
he just went through the motions not really wanting to go into another gear.  The ground was tiring for many 
horses that day and he possibly found it too soft but he did look like he was acting on it well until he made a 
mistake.  In the meantime we will do a few investigations to find out what went wrong. 
 

Debut for Absolutely Frankie went well.... 
Absolutely Frankie came to us in August 2016 as a 6 yr old home bred, straight from the field having had no 

race experience.  Its taken a few months of preparation getting him fit and confident, galloping upsides other 
horses. Over the last months of 2016 we had various trips away to other gallops for the experience and with the 
clock ticking and not many suitable NH races for him we entered him up for Warwick for the 31st December 
2016.  He had to run before the end of the year due to being too old - 7 yr olds are not eligible to run in NH Flat 
races.  NH Flat races are a good education for young horses before they run over hurdles, however, these days 
NH Flat races are so competitive and are more like a normal flat races so for this big old fashioned lad we were 
not expecting anything....... Zac Baker gave him a positive ride, kept him up to his work, held his position for as 
long as he was able and in the final two furlongs kept on at the one pace to finish 12th of 17 -  not beaten too 
far  - we were delighted.  It was a competitive affair with some expensive purchases, some of which had already 
won or been placed in previous races.  Now hurdles and eventually fences for Absolutely Frankie which will be 
his game!   
 
Absolutely Frankie in red and yellow cap  
Sitting handy in a big field of runners with a circuit to run 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=1282853


 
 
 

Sunday 1st January 2017 

 
Weather - 5 degrees overcast and drizzling at 12:20 hrs 
 

Good Luck Counterfeiter 

Today we are in action at Fakenham in a £10,000 handicap hurdle race.  The ground will be softening all morning 
and providing we act on the going (has form on easing ground but this will be the softest he has 
encountered).  Always hopeful of a good run from Counterfeiter - a talented horse but has more than his fair 

share of niggles - confidence should shine today if he gets the distance on the softening ground.... 
 

 

 

"Here's to 2017!" 

 

 
 

 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=845644


 

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM ALL OF US AT BOWSTRIDGE FARM. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2016 
 

Looking forward to a healthy 2017 with our new and exciting young horses to be out in action in the Spring and 
Summer months.  The experienced horses are in good order and will show their way in due course. 
 

 

"HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A HEALTHY 2017" 

 

 
 

Summary of 2016 
 
A frustrating year with just 33 runners - horses were not healthy in the summer due to sore throats passed on 
from Newmarket  BUT we had some memorable 'GREAT DAYS OUT', shouting home Exceeding Power at 

Newmarket.  We had plenty of placed horses both on the flat and jumping with numerous seconds and more 
'great days out' at Newbury and Chelmsford.   
 
 

Saturday 24th December 2016 

 
Weather - 9 degrees, overcast and breezy at 13:32 hrs 
 

Outside draw at Chelmsford! 
Exceeding Power was 12-1 in a competitive race at Chelmsford last Thursday with a draw, 9 of 9.  Shall we say 

badly positioned with a wide draw and muddling pace!  Did well to finish five lengths behind the winner..... 
finishing 6th having raced widest of all and very wide on the bend.  A race to put behind us.   
 

Tuesday 20th December 2016 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, clear sky and some sunshine at 14:00 hrs 
 

Ground looking good.... 
Carobello goes to Taunton today over 2m 7f , a handicap chase of 11 runners.  He has a good chance today 

with James Best on board, providing he gets a comfortable clear round he should be thereabouts. Ground will be 
ideal, distance stretching him but bred to get it! 
 

Improving 
Another improved run from Norse Castle at Lingfield on Sunday only beaten 4 1/2 lengths.  A few more pounds 

off his back from the handicapper and it will not be long before we get to that finish line in front!   
 

In good order 
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Exceeding Power is in action on Thursday at Chelmsford back over the mile in a £12,500 class 4 race.  A 

competitive race but he is in excellent order at home - need luck in running from a wide draw - 9 of 9 runners. 
 
 

Sunday 18th December 2016 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, misty and dull at 10:13 hrs 
 

Back to Lingfield.. 
Hoping for further improvement from Norse Castle today at Lingfield.  We are racing over 2 furlongs further than 

before and four pound in weight less than his last run.  We are hoping they go a good gallop early from the start 
for us to finish well .......we are not the fastest horse (although mentally he thinks he is) so stamina must come in 
to play!  Timmy Murphy takes the reins today. 
 
 

Sunday 11th December 2016 

 
Weather - 6 degrees at 19:02 hrs 
 

Not quite in the winners enclosure but it will be soon! 
Norse Castle ran at Lingfield on the all weather over 1m 2f finishing 9th of 14.  Believe it or not an improved run 

only beaten 8 lengths and settled well (relaxed).  Up in distance to a mile and a half and a lower handicap mark 
may just see him in the winners enclosure in the near future..... Has come out of his race well and may run him 
back at Lingfield on the 18th December. 
Amadiva ran at Chelmsford in a (flat) maiden last Thursday with experienced Timmy Murphy on board.  The 

head gear of blinkers were on, she looked fantastic and ready to run ........has actually been waiting to get into a 
race for the last six weeks!  She traveled well in the race and at 66-1 looked like a great each way chance with 
four furlongs to run...... however in the final two furlongs she decided she was quite happy to keep at the same 
pace and whatever 'urgings' Timmy asked for she declined!  Amadiva is now retired from racing and will make 
someone a lovely riding horse. 
On Friday we traveled Counterfeiter to one of my favourite tracks, Doncaster for a competitive novice handicap 

hurdle.  We were 6th in a tough contest with six of the 11 runners having won recently.  We were up in distance 
to 2m 3f, three furlongs further than tried before but we were fairly confident that he would stay the 
distance.  Although competitive - expecting a good gallop, it ended up with a steady canter for the first mile and 
then they decided to race from a long way out.  We looked very encouraging four furlongs out and competitive 
but then he made two mistakes just as the pace started to really quicken, loosing ground over the third last and 
second last, beaten 13 lengths....... maybe five lengths closer if he had been foot perfect.  The winner looks very 
useful and each horse in front of us was far more experienced than Counterfeiter..... this was only his 5th NH 
career run.  Still confident that the step up in distance was fine and his jumping should be better next outing if 
they go a decent gallop.  
 
Norse Castle at Lingfield last Thursday 
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Saturday 3rd December 2016 

 
Weather - 6 degrees at 16:07 hrs 
 
Entries for the week ahead...... 
Wednesday 
On Wednesday we go to Lingfield on the flat with Norse Castle - very much a big baby and needs to gain as 

much experience as he can before we go over hurdles - plenty of scope and ability but brain wanting to run faster 
than he is physically able at this stage of his career.  If he can switch off at an even pace he will look promising 
turning in. 
Thursday 
Another visit to Chelmsford on Thursday with Amadiva - a flat race where she will need to be in the front ranks 

and hoping the head gear will keep her focused.  She won well at Chelmsford earlier in the year in the ARO 
(Thoroughbred) race so we know she acts on the track - distance a question mark but all she has done in her 
ARO races is stay on. 
Friday 
On Friday we travel up north to Doncaster with Counterfeiter over hurdles.  Looks a very competitive race on 

paper and hoping it 'cuts up' (small field - not many runners)!  The ground will be the deciding factor for us.   
 

Ran another good race without getting in the frame! 
At Chelmsford last Thursday,  Exceeding Power ran another good race finishing 6th beaten just 3 3/4 lengths in 

a competitive 15 runner handicap.  Unfortunately he got shuffled back down the field with four furlongs to run and 
when he wanted to make a move he had a wall of horses around him....... With a furlong and a half to run he 
managed to get out and although running on it was all too late.   
 

Sunday 27th November 2016 

 
Weather - 6 degrees at 20:27 hrs 
 

Entries for the week ahead....... 
Exceeding Power is in a competitive affair at Chelmsford on Thursday  - he's in good order at home and ready 
for his next run - taking 7lb off with Joshua Bryan!  Amadiva is in at Chelmsford too but with over 30 entries she 

is unlikely to get a run.... such a shame as she looks fantastic and ready to show herself 
off.  Counterfeiter and Norse Castle are in at Market Rasen on Thursday too but waiting on what the ground will 

be...... could be frozen!   
 

Saturday 26th November 2016 

 
Weather - 6 degrees at 18:41 hrs 
 

A  pleasing week..... would have prefered two winners but we were delighted with 
two 3rds..... 20-1 and a 10-1 ! 

With Carobello having entries here, there and everywhere due to the wet weather we ended up going to Taunton 

on Thursday for the good, good to soft ground over a trip (distance further than normal for this horse) a 2m 7f - 
chase. The distance was possibly going to stretch his stamina but the ground was as near to ideal and we 
needed to find out if he was to stay further now that he is settling (relaxing) better in his races.  Through the race 
Carobello was marginally in front for the first circuit and then sat a good 2nd for the remaining part of the race 
until headed for 2nd place two strides from the winning post!  The winner had first time blinkers on and won 
well.   We used a little too much petrol in the first half mile with one of the rivals trying to take us on (sitting 
upsides us - challenging us at each fence) .......this possibly cost us second place!  However, he is definitely 
worth another try over the distance when he was only beaten 6 3/4 lengths in total.  
 
Later on in the day, on Thursday we ran Named Asset at Chelmsford back over 6 furlongs in an apprentice race 

for jockeys who had not ridden more than 25 winners.  Our jockey, Joshua Bryan had ridden six winners to date. 
We chose Joshua due to his strong finishes and getting plenty of rides for Andrew Balding and David Elsworth..... 
need we say anymore!  Throughout the race we sat in the front ranks and turning into the home straight we held 
a handy position in third.  In the closing stages of the race (final 100 yds) we started to run on and only missed 
2nd by half a length......only beaten one length in total.  A good run and well ridden to orders.  Note: - Joshua 
Bryan, another young jockey to keep an eye on! 
 
Well done Zac Baker today who rode a double for Nigel Twiston-Davis at Bangor - for those who don't know Zac 
started his career with us......Sarah gave him his first winner at the age of 16 on Penric in a point to point and 
Martin gave him his first winner under rules when he was 20 yrs on Topthorn. 
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Sunday 20th November 2016 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, feeling damp at 16:59 hrs 
 

Entries for the week ahead ....... not too much rain please! 
Carobello has been entered up for this week at Taunton, Hereford and Towcester but we will not want the 

ground too soft for him - hoping he gets a run this week after his much improved run at Lingfield where he 
finished second to a very well handicapped horse. 
 
Amadiva and Named Asset have entries on the all weather this week.  Southwell (Tuesday) for Amadiva - a 

tough contest for her in a maiden but so few opportunities for her and has been continuously balloted out of 
races........ hoping the surface will suit her but she must get a good start.  Named Asset (Thursday) goes back to 
Chelmsford having been beaten six lengths two runs back and this week's race will not only be a grade lower, he 
will be running off a 4lb lighter (handicap) mark - could be interesting if putting his best foot forward!  
 
Counterfeiter has an entry at Doncaster on Friday over hurdles - three furlongs up in distance and 1lb lower than 

his encouraging run at Cheltenham - will not run if the ground too testing...... good to soft will be fine. 
 
 

Winter is with us! 
Last week - a heavy frost on the 2f circular canter - Amadiva leads the canter with  
Exceeeding Power, Counterfeiter and Absolutely Frankie following on. 

 
 
 
 

Sunday 13th November 2016 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, dry at 18:58 hrs 
 

An interesting week....... 
Well done to Counterfeiter for a very pleasing run at Cheltenham on Friday,  finishing 9th of 18 runners in a 

competitive 0-125 race over hurdles, this being his handicap debut.  Jumped well and ridden superbly by 
Leighton Aspell beaten 18 lengths giving a lot of weight away to the winner.   
 
Named Asset was disappointing at Wolverhampton where he was running over 5f, a trip that was a furlong 

shorter than his previous run.  Unfortunately he was unable to get the lead as he did at Chelmsford and decided 
he did not want to 'play ball' after getting behind...... beaten 6 lengths. 
 
Another super run from Exceeding Power -  4th at Chelmsford on Thursday over the mile.  Unfortunately he was 

too far back at the start of his race and did remarkably well to finish as close as he did, only beaten 3 lengths and 
only a nose off 3rd!!   
 
Blinkers back on helped Carobello  - 2nd at Lingfield on Tuesday over fences......... another good ride - James 

Best in the saddle.  His confidence was not great at Ludlow and we are putting it down to the new fences there 
but with the blinkers back on this week, his confidence grew at each fence - jockey and horse were enjoying 
themselves all the way, only to be beaten by a very well handicapped horse who won 5 point to points earlier this 
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year! 
 

Sunday 6th November 2016 

 
Weather - 4 degrees and raining at 16:25 hrs 
 

Entries for the week..... 
Carobello could go to Lingfield on Tuesday providing the ground is not too soft.  Exceeding Power goes to 
Chelmsford on Thursday and Named Asset on Friday goes to Wolverhampton who is entered in the 5f and 6f 
race.  Counterfeiter (4th last time out) also entered for Friday goes to Cheltenham over hurdles which will be his 

handicap debut - running off 115.   
 

The plan that didn't go to plan! 
Norse Castle who was having his first run for us and his debut on the grass last week at Nottingham left us with 

our mouths open when he finished at the back of the field.  Although we were not expecting to be in the winners 
enclosure due to his inexperience, we were hoping to be at least in the first six or seven.  The plan last week in 
the Amateur (mens) 1mile and 2 furlong race was to sit behind, tucked in on the rail and when turning into the 
home straight, start creeping, making a move up the rail with horses all around him.  For his previous trainer, he 
had taken a strong hold in his three life time races and last week, although he traveled freely for the first furlong, 
he then settled nicely and was going very well on the rail......  However, turning into the home straight the field 
decided to track over to the stand side rail leaving us wide open on the wing of the field - our inside rail with 
company had been taken away from us!  (Tracking over to the stand rail normally only happens when the ground 
is soft but the going was good........ ??)  Norse Castle was left in a big wide open space and he looked like he 
froze on the spot ...... We are hoping that with his inexperience the open space confused him....... He wasn't even 
blowing at the end of the race and has eaten up everything since the run -  A race to put behind us and move on! 
 
 

Sunday 30th October 2016 

 
Weather - 11 degrees very mild and still at 18:39 hrs 
 

That's better! 

Named Asset ran an improved race last night at Chelmsford over 6 furlongs..... from draw 3 we had to make use 

of the inside draw by making the running or at least sitting in the front rank.  His jockey, 5lb claiming top 
apprentice George Wood got him sharply away from the stalls, getting to the front comfortably.  As we reached 
the second furlong two of the opposition joined us upsides, creating a quick pace for the first half of the race.  As 
we turned into the straight with our head in front, George took him to the middle of the track (the quickest part) 
....... five horses then joined us upsides, he battled for contention for the next two furlongs - something he has not 
done before (when he won for us he raced on his own)!  He held on to the front ranks until inside the final furlong, 
until he got tired and was beaten just under six lengths.  With only 12 races to his name he is still inexperienced 
round the bends as most of his racing has been on straights......... lets hope he can improve again for his next 
outing in November.  Well done Team - won the 'Best Turned Out'. 
 

Counterfeiter handicap mark of 115.... 
His form is holding up from his three runs over hurdles and 115 is what we thought he would be given by the 
handicapper.   
 

Carobello left us with out mouths open! 
He looked at his best and working well - all the boxes were being ticked but on the day he decided the new 
fences at Ludlow were not to his liking!  It was a very disappointing run, he made one mistake and from then he 
had the 'handbreak' on .......... Finished 6th of 11 ......  blinkers back on next time!   Well done Becca winning the 
'Best Turned Out'. 
 
 

Thursday 20th October 2016 

 
Weather - 9 degrees, feeling damp at 06:02 hrs 
 

Ludlow today with Carobello..... 
At long last we are running Carobello today at Ludlow over fences - with unsuitable going (very soft) and a few 
niggles it has been very frustrating not being able to run him.  Today he is on a track that will be fairly quick, 
funnily enough would have liked a little rain to dampened the going but as long as he is in his comfort zone he will 
be fine and looking at the positives, he is familiar with Ludlow and has won there with over half a stone more than 
today!  He has a jockey who knows him and has finished 2nd on him at the track.  With a clear round we are 
expecting a bold run.   
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Pleasing run from Counterfeiter.......  
With some decent types in our race at Fakenham last Friday, we were very pleased to finish 4th just 4 1/2 lengths 
behind them.  He jumped well although a little close to one or two especially the last which may have cost him 
3rd but he will improve with more experience....... after all it's only his fourth run over hurdles and his life time 
sixth run!   He was as fit as we could get him without over doing it at home and he should come on for the 
run.  Now to Cheltenham in a three weeks, a quick track that should suit him.   
 

That's better... 
An improved run on Monday from Amadiva with Zac Baker on board (Amateur Race - Windsor 1m 3 

furlongs).   She has not been racing under official rules for 895 days and had hardly beaten a horse on her 
previous three runs when racing under another handler.  On Monday she actually  finished 7th of 11 in a fast run 
race where the ground was riding faster than it looked.  She was way, way out of the handicap but it was a race 
that was local for the owners and most importantly a race that she could get in, only being rated 37!  If she could 
have had softer ground she may have been much closer to the front end! 
 

Disappointing 5th...... at Newcastle 

Front Five who had been working well at home made the long journey to Newcastle for a 2 mile flat race on the 

all weather.  With no suitable races for another month we had to take our chance that he would put his best foot 
forward.  With the two front runners out of the race Rab Havlin decided to lead on Front Five as we needed a 
reasonable gallop.  However being in front gave him too many excuses to look at everything that shined along 
the way with his ears pricking in all directions!  When the pace went up a few gears Front Five was a little 
relunctant to give his all and when the field started to pass him, his head appeared to go higher.  To our surprise, 
thinking he would be tailed off last, he actually plodded on in the final furlong to finish 5th and then passing the 
finish line Rab had a job to pull him up and carried on half way down the back straight!!  Not very tired so more 
thinking to do here - what next ....... fact finding of course he is a baby but a little more help needed - possible 
blinkers or visor next time.....  
 
 

Thursday 13th October 2016 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, breezy and feeling damp at 15:50 hrs 
 

Now to get going..... not many say that they are looking forward to the Winter! 

Looking forward to having some runners...... The horses are well and scopes are all clear of sensitive throats, a 
minimal but frustrating virus that has affected racehorses throughout the UK and France.  
 

Counterfeiter runs tomorrow...... and more entries for the team. 
Counterfeiter runs tomorrow at Fakenham in a novice hurdle, a fair contest with some smart types but we are 

smart too!  We are in good order at home, schooled well over the hurdles and ready to run in his third race over 
hurdles (life time - fifth race).  Front Five is entered for Saturday at Newcastle - a long trip north but with no 

suitable races in the south we have to travel.  Working well at home, still very much a baby but keeps pleasing us 
as he matures.   
Carobello was supposed to run 12 days ago but with Fontwell having 18 mm of rain we had to take him out....... 
too soft for him on a track that was having its second day of racing - it looked like a mud bath!  We are now 
looking forward to him running next week at his favourite track, Ludlow - should we get any rain here, the ground 
normally drains well due to the sandy soil texture.  
 

Fingers crossed........ 
Amadiva has a 'flat' entry in an mens amateur's race over 1 mile 3 furlongs on Monday at Windsor.  We are 

hoping she gets a run as only 16 allowed to run of 25 entries - she is unfortunately out of the handicap by 9lb (in 
racing we say she is 'wrong at the weights') and at the bottom of list but with so few races for her we have to take 
our chance...... She will be fit and looks fantastic for this time of the year.  She has not run under rules since June 
2014 (shortly after sold at Ascot Sales and bought by her present owners for £600).  What people don't know is 
that Amadiva has been running for the last two years in ARO races (upper band of the Thoroughbred-only 
division of the Arab horse races) giving her owners a lot of fun.  She was trained for the ARO races by Sarah 
gaining many places and earlier this year won at Chelmsford over 8f.  Fingers crossed for her owners that she 
gets her run on Monday..... 
 
 

Tuesday 27th September 2016 

 
Weather - 17 degrees, overcast at 15:48 hrs 
 

Entries....  
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Delighted we have positive vibes for Carobello who will run at Fontwell on the 1st October as long as we have 
suitable ground. Burnt Cream was due to run this week but having had a scope which was not 100% we have 

decided to give her another little break as no ideal races until Christmas and the New Year.   
 
Looking forward to Counterfeiter and Front Five running in the next two to three weeks.  Unfortunately with a few 

annoying niggles some of our other runners will have to wait for at least another month before they will be 
ready...... You have to be a patient person in this game - we have the best owners and they will be rewarded in 
time. 
 

Well done team 

Sarah was at Chelmsford ARO racing last Sunday with two runners where she had a 2nd with Little Red Nell and 
an improved run from Amadiva finishing 5th (beaten a short head for 4th - so close!) 

 
 

Tuesday 6th September 2016 

 
Weather - 21 degrees, humid at 18:15 hrs 
 

Runners at the end of September 

Looking forward to having some runners at the end of September ...... been frustrating but we have had to be 
patient with those that have had sore throats (same bug that has hit hundreds of racehorses up and down the 
country, including France).   
 
Ready for a run at the end of the month, providing they get their ground is Burnt Cream, Exceeding Power, 

Carobello, Front Five and Vinnies Girl.  Those that have had a summer break are now on the gallops and 'ticking 
away' nicely. 
 

So close 2nd on Sunday 28th August ....... 
Well done Little Red Nell 2nd for Sarah at the ARO meeting - Hereford ridden by Chloe Swaffield. 
 
 

Saturday 20th August 2016 

 
Weather - 18 degrees, blustery showers at 16:10 hrs 
 

New purchase ...... The Chalfonts quick to add the 3 yr old filly to their string! 
The Chalfonts are the proud new owners of Lady Nahema, 3 yr old filly who was bought recently by Martin at the 

Goffs Sale, Doncaster.  This big striding filly has settled in well and had her first steps on our gallops 
yesterday.  She is by Zoffany who stands at a stud fee of  £45,000, "best 3 yr old miler bar Frankel" as quoted by 
Timeform.  Lady Nahema has had seven career runs with four places from 5f to a stiff 7f - she appears to be 
consistent, honest, and tough.  
 
Lady Nahema on the gallops this morning in front of her new owners 

 
 
Caught in a heavy shower this morning - Lady Nahema 
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Annual Summer Party  
It was a lovely sunny day last Sunday when we held our annual Owners Hog Roast for about eighty people.  We 
started at 1.30pm and continued well into the evening!  A fantastic day all round and wonderful catching up with 
everyone.  
 
Martin in conversation early on at the Hog Roast 



 
 
Holly making friends with our new purchase, Lady Nahema 

 
 
The Bosley Team including Buster taking a pose 

 



 
The fountain on display for the Hog Roast at Bowstridge Farm 

 
 
Ex Jockey Mark Bradburne, Gee (Amytage) Bradburne and Martin 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Saturday 13th August 2016 

 
Weather - 17 degrees, hazy and feeling mild at 07:10 hrs 
 

Placed again at Newbury..... 
What another fantastic run from Exceeding Power - 2nd yesterday at Newbury....... beaten one and three quarter 
lengths by a well handicapped horse.  The winner, patiently ridden came from off the pace to head us in the final 
ten strides....... it was four lengths back to the 3rd horse!  What a wonderful little horse he is for the Chalfonts.   
 

http://www.racingpost.com/horses/horse_home.sd?horse_id=836850


 
 

Friday 12th August 2016 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, blue sky - looks like its going to be a lovely day at 07:05 hrs 
 

Good Luck today 
Another competitive race today at Newbury for Exceeding Power - he looks really well and is in his normal 

devilish self being..... but loveable too!  We have a front runner and this will help us to settle better in the early 
stages.  Luck in running and we will be right there at the finish, again  -  Good luck Team. 
 

Naughty ! 

Just a little excited about being racing again at Yarmouth yesterday - rearing in the stalls and then tried to open 
the gates!  We think she may have banged her head in the stalls because she was a little flat in the mid 
race.  Her jockey, Martin Harley said that she looked amazing and felt great to the start so run her quick and she 
will win!  Happens to be a race at Bath in 10 days time.... watch this space...... 
 
 

Tuesday 9th August 2016 

 
Weather - 19 degrees, breezy with cloud and sun at 12:18 hrs 
 

Yarmouth for Burnt Cream 
Having had a good scope Burnt Cream is a declared runner for Yarmouth on Thursday.  She has a good track 

record at Yarmouth - winner and second from two runs.  It has been a couple of months since her last run but 
she's in good order at home and looks amazing!  Quick ground and waiting tactics are the key.  
 
Exceeding Power could run at Newbury or Newmarket this week..... declare Wednesday. 
 
Well done to Amadiva 2nd and Little Red Nell 4th last Sunday at Hereford in the ARO races - a long day for all 

but it was great to see Amadiva in good order again.   
 
Good news at Bowstridge - some positive scopes this week, lets hope the sore throat bug stays away now ..... we 
hear Newmarket and some of the French stables seems to be full of this annoying bug. 
 
 

Saturday 30th July 2016 
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Weather - 22 degrees, feeling humid, increasing cloud cover at 5:54 hrs 
 

Newmarket - good run finished 3rd!  
Yesterday, Exceeding Power ran another superb race to finish 3rd in a competitive field at Newmarket.  A 

messy race again with no early pace..... We traveled almost too well in the early part due to no early pace and 
another horse sat right on our tail!  With the winner and second sat in the front two we had at least five lengths to 
make up in the final two furlongs........ However Exceeding Power and George Wood were not going to be denied 
as they went into another gear, closing in on the leaders.  Inside the final furlong Exceeding Power went on 
again, sticking his head out with every stride, snatching third in the final strides. A very exciting finish!  What a 
consistent little horse and the owners are having a wonderful time with him.  Well done Exceeding Power and 
The Chalfonts.  Another good result Team Bosley  - Well done, the patience keeps paying off. 
 

Thursday 28th July 2016 

 
Weather - 20 degrees, overcast and breezy at 12:19 hrs 
 
Exceeding Power - April 2016 

 
 

Off to Newmarket with Exceeding Power tomorrow..... 
After a good scope and feeling rather well in himself Exceeding Power has been declared to run tomorrow at 
Newmarket over a mile.  At declaration time there was 12 runners but one has pulled out today having run 
yesterday.  We are drawn11 of 11 runners on the far side on good to firm ground, heavy showers forecast but 
hopefully the ground will remain good to firm at worse good!  Looking forward to his run as he has been in a 
confident frame of mind - looks strong and well.  Good luck Exceeding Power. 
 
We scoped more horses this week and majority are improving, just another easy week and we should be over the 
sore throat bug!   
 
 

Thursday 21st July 2016 

 
Weather - 19 degrees, hazy with sun trying to come out at 08:55 hrs 
 

Early starts - hot, hot mornings! 

With summer finally here, well for the past five days it has been........we are starting at 5am and first lot at 6am to 
keep the horses out of the extreme heat.   
 
Named Asset who looks fantastic and in good form with himself was planned to run at Yarmouth today but 

having scoped him Tuesday we found mucus in his throat..... he is now on antibiotics for a week.  We have taken 
bloods from other horses to check that no 'bugs' are spreading through the stables......... so difficult to detect 
when the horses look so well and performing well at home.  There seems to be many horses up and down the 
country being affected in the same way, the damp and warm weather not helping.  It is similar to affects of pollen 
with 'dirty' or mucusy throats but then a few weeks later all cleared and back winning again!  Extreme heat will kill 
any bugs as does the freezing temperatures in the winter. 
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Thursday 14th July 2016 

 
Weather - 22 degrees, plenty of blue sky, some cloud at 3:55 hrs 
 

Are we going to have a decent Summer? 

Hoping the ground dries for Named Asset who will have an entry for Yarmouth next week.   
 
We have had some heavy showers here over the past week and this has put a hold on running our horses this 
week who all need quick ground...... it is supposed to be summer after all!! 
 
 

Friday 8th July 2016 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, overcast at 06:50 hrs 
 
Newbury yesterday - 2nd - Exceeding Power gives his owners another thrilling day. 

 

 
 

Tough and consistent 
Newbury is becoming a favourite of Exceeding Power - placed every run there!  Yesterday was another messy 

race with no pace from the main group up the centre of the course and one horse going off on its own up the 
stands rail.... at one stage 10 lengths ahead of the main group.  At the 3 furlong pole (3 furlongs from the finish) 
the lead horse still on its own was now some 5 lengths ahead and this is when the field thought they should start 
making a move but who was going to make the first move...... bear in mind most of the unexposed 3 yr olds had 
not run over as far as this before (therefore they needed to save petrol), so it had to come from one of the older 
horses with more experience.... at about two and a half out our jockey George Wood changed his hands (like 
changing gears) to urge Exceeding Power on and 'took the bull by the horns' to commit to chasing 
the  leader.  Gutsy as our boy is he soon gained on the leader and took up the lead over a furlong and a half 
out..... the pack were closing in on us but still our boy stuck his head in front and then 10 strides from the line the 
winner just got his head in front but then..... we tried again battling back but the line came too soon - 2nd beaten 
a neck!!   
 
It has been requested that the finishing post at Newbury be moved - we have had some close finishes there 
recently !!  Great run, disappointing for Exceeding Power that he didn't get his head in front when he had done 
the hard work for the winner.  Ground was possibly on the easy side for us and if they had gone the good gallop 
that we wanted he would have had his head in front on the line...... Great run - Well done team - Very proud. 
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Tuesday 5th July 2016 

 
Weather - 22 degrees, overcast and breezy at 17:02 hrs 
 

Ready to go again.... 
Exceeding Power has been declared for Newbury on Thursday with George Wood taking 7lb off his back 
again.  The ground is drying suitably for us but concerning they are watering already, however we are in the 
9:10pm race and providing the sun shines or at least the rain stays away we should get our ground.  He is in 
good order at home and feeling bullish, normally a good sign for him!   
 

Very fresh! 

We ran Named Asset at Windsor last night on good to firm ground - amazing how quickly the ground dried over 

three days, thankfully plenty of sun on Sunday and being an evening meeting with a good breeze we had our 
favoured ground for Named Asset.  He was very excited about going racing again having had 269 days off since 
his last run, no setbacks just a long holiday due to no ideal races early on in the Spring into Summer.  Yesterday 
whilst down at the start he got a little boisterous, whipped round sharply dropping his jockey on the floor, luckily 
holding on to him!  A little cheeky monkey going in the stalls - just trying his luck but then broke really well 
away.  For the first two furlongs he was quite free but then settled nicely enough to challenge just over two 
out.  Inside the final furlong he got a little tired having used up too much energy in the start!  If he can improve off 
that run he should be back in the winners enclosure - hope your reading this Named Asset! 
 

Friday 29th June 2016 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, showers and breezy at 14:06 hrs 
 

Yet more rain! 

Well,  looking on the positive side of things at least we didn't get quite as wet this week as last but this weather 
has put a stop to running our 'quick ground' horses for this week..... very frustrating as the horses are bursting at 
their seams!  Named Asset is entered for Monday 4th at Windsor but that's not looking good as he prefers the 
quick going .... Patience and time - our ground will come soon!  
 

All weather runners..... 
Sarah's team have an outing this Friday on the all weather at Chelmsford - she is expecting good runs from both 
Little Red Nell and Amadiva, they have worked well and look fantastic. 

 
 

Friday 24th June 2016 

 

Wet, Wet and Wetter! 

This week has been dreadful with rain every day and then when the rain eased off, out came the horse flies - in 
force!..... We got soaked to the skin most days and I've lost count how many times we had changes of clothes 
through the day.  Named Asset and Exceeding Power were entered for this week but with ground changing to 
soft and heavy we had to decline declaring them.   
 

Looking positive for the week ahead.... 
Looking forward to a dry week ahead!  Entries for early July - Named Asset, Exceeding Power, Burnt Cream, 
Carobello, Delaire, and Front Five.  
 

Tuned up and ready to go! 

Sarah has the 'ARO' horses (Little Red Nell and Amadiva) entered for Chelmsford on 1st July.  A field of ten 
runners over a mile to be ridden by amateur jockeys.  Both horses have previously won over the mile and 
Amadiva is a course and distance winner.   
 
 

Friday 17th June 2016 
 
Weather - 20 degrees, blue sky at 18:43 hrs 
 

Improved run! 
Front Five ran at Chelmsford yesterday finishing 5th over the staying distance of  2 miles, a handicap race value 

of £8,000.  With the ground being too quick and then too soft we had to go back to Chelmsford where Front Five 
pulled up last time out, reported by the jockey that Front Five had a breathing problem.  Having been vetted and 
examined thoroughly after his dismal run last time no one could find anything wrong!   
We were confident he would run better next time but not confident he would stay the 2 miles.  At home he is not 
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the best work horse but that does not mean he is not a good racehorse, some of the best horses don't like to 
show too much at home but getting them fit is hard work!  
 
Yesterday, instructions were to make plenty of use of him so we sat second whilst the third favourite jumped out 
and tried to steal a lead of 10 lengths in the first half mile.  Timmy Murphy, our jockey, sat at the front of the 
remaining field keeping the leader in his sights who was setting a good gallop!  Turning for home the leader was 
rapidly starting to come back to the field and we were still traveling well...... two out we hit the front and this was 
when it all got very exciting but having been a right good gallop throughout, our petrol was possibly starting to run 
out for us so the final furlong was hard work! Thought we might hang on for third but in the final strides got beat a 
head for fourth.........lived up to his name Front Five!!  Will strip fitter next time and has eaten up everything since 

the run. 
 

Monday 13th June 2016 
 
Weather - 15 degrees, heavy showers at 18:08 hrs 
 

Well Done Siobhan Carey - great 
achievement          

 
Siobhan Caret rode in The Macmillan Ride of Their Lives Horserace at York on Saturday finishing a confident 7th 
on a horse rated 62, only beaten 6 lengths by an 80 rated horse.  Siobhan started her 'learning to be a jockey' at 
the end of December 2015 having never ridden a racehorse on the gallops!  The learning was done here on the 
farm, on her father's horse, retired winning hurdler and chaser , Eljo.  Not only did Siobhan have to learn how to 
ride a racehorse in the six months, she had to raise over £10,000 as well!  She completed the race in good style, 
riding tactically too and actually raised over £20,000.  Fantastic achievement - Well done. 

 
 

 

Friday 10th June 2016 

 
Weather - 20 degrees, damp having had a light shower at 21:09 hrs 
 

Great run from Exceeding Power at Newbury yesterday 

Only beaten a head and a neck in a messy race that ended up being the second fastest race of the day!  Another 
good ride from the new talent George Wood claiming 7lb.  Great to see all five owners there at Newbury.  Well 
done Exceeding Power - more to come from him.... 

 

Work morning at Chelmsford 

A very early start this morning getting all the horses exercised then a busy end of morning traveling down the 
M25 with horses to work at Chelmsford on the racecourse - the horses went well and in fact all very encouraging. 
 

Exciting day tomorrow for Siobhan Carey 
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Siobhan has her first charity ride at York in the Macmillian ride of their lives race - the 12 riders have raised over 
£140, 000 between them.  Good luck to all riding and Siobhan 'show them the way'. 
 

Tuesday 7th June 2016 

 
Weather - 24 degrees, a few showers and thunder in the distance at 19:00 hrs 
 

A mile on the turf for Exceeding Power 

Exceeding Power is back in action on Thursday at Newbury over the straight mile. This will be his first attempt at 
a mile on the turf but has shown he gets the mile on the all weather having run two super races (2nd x2) at 
Chelmsford last winter.  Thursday is a hot contest - horses rated from 71 to 85 and he is currently second 
favourite at 7-1 and rightly so having won last time out at Newmarket in another competitive race.  He is in good 
order at home and providing he gets the extra furlong over the straight mile he should be right there at the 
finish!    

No luck at Bath 

Our two runners at Bath last week finished out the back but that does not tell the whole story!  Burnt Cream ran 

well enough, encouraging for her first run in four months.  She was drawn on the wing - 9 of 12 which was always 
going to be tough but she came there to win two furlongs out but with the track being a little on the good side 
(wants it like the road) she just flattened out in the final furlong.. Martin Harley said that he was pleased and just 
needs it firmer! She will strip fitter too for the run.  Delaire didnt break from the stalls as sharply as expected and 

then found trouble most of the way, traveled well 3 furlongs out, on the climb up the hill but then started hanging 
to the rail.... his young jockey, George Wood then found it difficult to keep him straight.  He has come back home 
fine and we are still investing why he was hanging on to the rail..... this is something he has done in the past on 
the track with his previous trainer but he doesn't show this at home. 
 
 

Thursday 2nd June 2016 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, overcast and windy at 16:00 hrs 
 

Bath with two runners 

Burnt Cream and Delaire go to Bath tomorrow with Martin Harley riding Burnt Cream (ridden twice, won twice) 

and Delaire has young talent George Wood taking a very valuable 7lb off his back. Both horses are in good order 
at home - Burnt Cream will need a lot of luck with the pace going her way as she has an outside draw 9 of 
12.  Delaire has no weight and if he acts on the track should run very very well.  
 
 

Monday 30th May 2016 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, breezy and feeling like rain at 19:03 hrs 
 

Fast ground.....  finished  5th 
Carobello finished a plugging on 5th at Fontwell yesterday.  A hot, breezy day with the ground becoming quicker 

and quicker!  Throughout the race he jumped well but the pace was too fast and he became a little detached from 
four out.  From two out he plugged on, very much one paced to gain his 5th position.  Now that he is relaxing in 
his races with no blinkers, it may be time to try him over further - as his breeding suggests. 
 

Sunday 29th May 2016 
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Weather - 16 degrees, cloudy and breezy at 12:33 

hrs                       
Yesterday Named Asset and Sumeida in action. 
 

Today  - we're off to Fontwell - chasing with Carobello 
Expecting a good run from Carobello today providing he gets into a consistent rhythm and safe 

jumping.  Although he is lightly raced he does have two wins to his name which is more than you can say from 
most of his rivals.  The drying ground is the only concern - meaning a quicker pace!      
Carobello enjoying his rolling in the sand. 

 
 
 

Thursday 26th May 2016 

 
Weather - 20 degrees, sunny with barely a breeze at 14:03 hrs 
 

Entries  
Planned entries for Sunday at Fontwell (Carobello), Friday 3rd June at Bath (Delaire and Burnt Cream).  
 
 

Saturday 14th May 2016 

 



Weather - 12 degrees, slight breeze feeling cooler at 12:31 

hrs           
 
'WINNER, WINNER' 

Exceeding Power - WON in good style at Newmarket yesterday - a field of competitive horses rated 67 to 80 

with many experienced in-form jockeys on board.  We won by a length with nearly a hands and heels ride! At the 
start of the race we broke well but held up in mid division and always traveling well...... We were almost going too 
well three furlongs out and George Wood our jockey decided to commit, winding the pace up from over two 
out.  Inside the final furlong we had our head in front and never looked like being headed!   
 
Our jockey yesterday, 7lb claiming jockey, George Wood was able to do the light weight and take a further 7lb off 
..........with a few pounds already in hand with our handicap mark we just needed the race run to suit - a good 
gallop and that's what we got!  Wish it was that easy every time! 
 
You probably haven't heard of George Wood yet but you will do by the end of the summer!  George Wood has 
only ridden six winners and from only 40 rides!  He gave Exceeding Power a superb ride placing him well 
throughout the race..... Well done George and Exceeding Power.   
 
Exceeding Power has had his niggles since we bought him but he's tough and honest..... he's an athlete after all 
and it all takes patience and hard work to get them to the track in winning form - Well done Team Bosley. 
 
Martin has a knack at spotting young talented jockeys such as George Baker (rode his second winner for us), 
Hayley Turner (rode her third winner for us) and Nico De Boinville (rode as an amateur for us with only a handful 
of wins behind him).   
 
 

Wednesday 11th May 2016 

 
Weather - 19 degrees, mild, light rain at 17:11 hrs 
 

Newmarket on Friday 

Exceeding Power has been declared to run over 7f under the talented apprentice jockey, George Wood.  The 
race is competitive with 12 runners and we have draw 8.  He has no weight to carry being at the lighter end of the 
handicap and we take a further 7lb off!  Our young jockey has already ridden a winner at Newmarket this year 
......with his confidence and tactical riding we are hoping for a bold run.   
 

Honest Carobello 
Carobello ran a solid race finishing 5th at Plumpton last week - outpaced over the 2 miles on the quicker 

ground.  Jumped well and his jockey spoke very well of him.  It will fall right for him next time. 
 

Monday 2nd May 2016 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, feeling mild and overcast at 10:10 hrs 
 
Carobello has entries penciled in for three meeting up and down the country - depends on the ground (need good 
or quicker).  If Newton Abbot don't put too much water on the track then we could be going there! 
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Front Five has been ready to go out again but no races for a few more weeks.  Exceeding Power and Delaire will 

be ready in due course.   
 

Saturday 23rd April 2016 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, cold wind and overcast at 18:15 hrs 
 
Topthorn retired ..... 
Topthorn and Carobello ran at Plumpton yesterday, but no prizes except a 'Best Turned Out' !.  On arrival at the 

track we could not believe what we were seeing, the course being watered..... we had brought two quick ground 
horses that had been waiting for the drying ground for months....... On the morning of the race the going was 
given as good ..... perfect for what we required..... however this was not going to be the case! 
Topthorn ran in blinkers, a change of head gear from the winning sheepskin pieces - trying something different as 
he had not been enjoying his racing on his last few runs.  He looked more enthusiastic , jumped well and traveled 
almost too well.  As the pace quickened you could see Topthorn was starting to look uncomfortable and started to 
put the handbrake on, from then on he just galloped at the one pace getting further behind finishing last of the 
five.  This was time to call it a day for the lovely grey 'war horse'.  What wonderful fun Topthorn has given 
us all and to give Zac Baker his first winner under rules you could not ask for a better horse.  

Carobello ran in the second race, a competitive affair and what a great jumping display he gave us!  A super run 
from Carobello until 3 out when he got tired on the watered ground over his maximum distance of 2 mile 3 
furlongs.  Disappointing to see him finish 5th but the ground was just too slow for him, stretching his stamina 
beyond his capabilities ...... the time of the race being over 20 seconds slower than the standard time.... his 
jockey thought he would win when he got to the bottom of the hill but stamina ran out!  Back on better ground - 
genuine quick ground he will show his true colours! 
 
 

Thursday 21st April 2016 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, slight breeze and overcast at 18:01 hrs 
 
Runners at Plumpton tomorrow - Carobello and Topthorn, both chasers.... have been waiting to run for some time 
now so hoping the rain stays away!  Both in good order and expecting bold runs.....  Topthorn has been putting 
on the handbrake in his last few runs so opting for change of headgear - blinkers!  He schooled really well in 
them earlier this week - now needs to get the 'trip' (distance) in them.  Good luck Team. 

 

Monday 18th April 2016 

 
Weather - 10 degrees with thick cloud cover at 17:56 hrs 
 
WINNER, WINNER! 
Amadiva wins yesterday over a mile at Chelmsford under a cool ride from Chloe Swaffield.  Two of the eleven 

runners set a good pace and strung the field out by 15 lengths between the first and last.  Amadiva who had 
blinkers on for the first time was sat fourth most of the way until she made her move in the final three furlongs, 
passing them one by one to stay on and win by two and a half lengths.  Well done team. 
 

Friday 15th April 2016 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, heavy showers at 13:06 hrs 
 

Too wet for Carobello! 
Carobello was supposed to run at Fontwell today but is now a non-runner due to the ground changing to soft. 
Unfortunately Fontwell have had too much rain this morning with more forecast through the afternoon. 
 

Front Five - all seems well! 
What a disappointment last night with Front Five at Chelmsford in a handicap over 1m 5f !  Poor Front Five 

pulled up in his race over the distance of 1m 5f.....  Initially we thought that he had a bleed from the nose or gone 
lame but thankfully after a veterinary examination all appeared fine.  George Baker, his jockey eased him down in 
the final two furlongs as he felt something was wrong having heard him choke.  The racecourse vets were quick 
to assist us and immediately examined his heart, watched him trot up and as he arrived back at the racecourse 
stables he was scoped ........ we could find nothing to explain his choking. 
 
The plan with Front Five was to sit handy using the 'one' draw to our advantage but we ended up jumping out of 
the stalls last and that's where we stayed.  Although Front Five looked like he was going very well in the first mile 
he was in his best gear, in last, in what was a slowly run race.  For a horse that stays 2 miles and only has one 
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gear we were never going to find a 'turn of foot' - quicken from off the pace.  Very frustrating for the horse and 
everyone concerned but there is only one way to look at it  - "One of those races you have to put a line through !" 
 

Monday 11th April 2016 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, slight breeze, overcast but dry at the moment at 12:29 hrs 
 
Two entries for this week - Carobello and Front Five.  Hoping the ground dries for Carobello but not looking good 
at the moment with yet more rain forecast.   Front Five runs at Chelmsford on Thursday - a competitive race with 
plenty of pace amongst the runners, that is on paper!  Declarations on Tuesday -  may look a different story when 
we see the dec's? 
 
At home the horses are looking well and those that worked on Saturday were very pleasing.  Only a couple of 
horses hanging on to their winter coats but give them another three weeks they will have beautiful summer coats 
too!  Looking forward to plenty of runners in May and onwards. 
 
 

Sunday 3rd April 2016 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, dry and still at 18:00 hrs 
 
Super run at Newbury from the talented Counterfeiter 
What a lovely day at Newbury for the team yesterday with Counterfeiter finishing 4th with Zac Baker on 

board.  Given a confident and patient ride having been placed in the first three throughout the race until two out 
when starting to get a little tired.  Beaten 20 lengths in what looks a classy contest......  A very pleasing run with 
more improvement, all being well.  All good this morning having eaten every crumb of his dinner and breakfast 
and physically seems fine.  Well done Team, a good result. 

 
 
 

Friday 1st April 2016 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, dry with a slight breeze - feeling warmer at 17:30 hrs 
 

Racing tomorrow at Newbury 

Off to Newbury we go with the talented Counterfeiter.  We are in the first race tomorrow, a novice hurdle taking 

on some talented and expensive purchases but wherever we go at this time of the year we are going to take on a 
similar field!  This will only be his second run over hurdles and his career fourth run on a racecourse at the age of 
six..... physical niggles along the way as do most talented horses.  He was bought by us, bred and previously 
trained by Godolphin who highly respected him, having won for Andre Fabre in France then taking him to Meydan 
in Dubai for a class 1 conditions race whereby he was 12-1 but only to beat a couple of horses. 
 
Now with us he has a change of career and taking to it well.  Counterfeiter will need three runs to gain a National 
Hunt handicap mark.  Last time out, his first run for us was his hurdle debut when 4th at Fakenham and the form 
is working out well with four winners coming from the first five in the race.  The contest tomorrow at Newbury is 
much hotter and if we can firstly, have a safe round and secondly to finish in the middle or higher we will be 
delighted.  
 

Monday 28th March 2016 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, blustery up to 20 mph winds (earlier at 7am - 50 mph) at 12:00 hrs 
 

More rain!! 
Just when we thought the ground was going to dry up, it poured all day yesterday and through the night!   
 
Carobello, who was due to run Sunday at Plumpton was a non runner along with 32 others as the ground had 
changed from good to 'very' soft going!  He is a lovely straight 'legged' moving horse who has to have good or 
quicker ground........ we had declared 24 hours earlier when the course had given the going as good 
ground.  Hopefully the weather will brighten up for the rest of the week so that we can run Carobello on his 
prefered ground. 
 
Counterfeiter has entries at various tracks over the next 12 days and providing the ground is not soft or heavier 

he will run over hurdles. 
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Sunday 20th March 2016 

 
Weather - 9 degrees, still and dry at 19:01 hrs 
 
Now only running Topthorn at Taunton on Monday as the ground has changed to good to firm, good in 

places.  There are a few front runners in his race so hoping they don't go a 'mad' gallop...... Zac will ride him mid 
division tomorrow, saving 'a bit up our sleeve' if they go too quick.  Topthorn is looking very well and now off a 
much lower handicap mark and if he gets a 'breather' (fill his lungs up) in the race he should go very close.  Good 
luck Zac and Topthorn. 
 

Double for Zac! 
Zac Baker rode a double yesterday at Siddington point to point - Well done Zac - keep up the good work. 
 

Tuesday 15th March 2016 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, drying breeze, feeling like Spring at 3:30 hrs 
 
Great racing today at Cheltenham - the speed and stamina combined was amazing ........ some good flat horses 
would struggle to lay up with the talent seen out today!   
 

Runners! 
Yippeee!  A drying week and its looking positive for runners on Monday - Carobello, Counterfeiter and Topthorn 
...... entered for Taunton.   
 
Justgiving.com 
We would like to say a big THANK YOU to those who have donated to the Macmillan charity - 'Justgiving.com' re 

Siobhan Carey competing in the York Charity race in June (see details above).   
 
Jockey coming along well - Siobhan Carey - Update.... 

Well done to Siobhan Carey who is ahead of schedule with her training for the charity race at York - now riding 
out two lots every day...... riding work on Eljo (retired 4 time winner) who can take a good hold when 
working!  Keep up the great work Siobhan.   
 
 

Wednesday 3rd March 2016 

 
Weather - 5 degrees, windy and feeling cold at 6:12 hrs 
 
Still quiet on the runners front ...... ground still too soft jumping for our team but hoping now Spring has started we 
can make some entries!  Carobello, Topthorn and Counterfeiter are ready to run and are in good order at 
home.  The youngsters are also coming along well - particularly Front Five.   

 
On another angle -  feels a little like a hospital at the moment with Sumeida having just arrived back from having 
a 'wind op' and Norse Castle being castrated today!   

 
Dualagi and 'Pancake' are off to Overbury Stud on Friday to meet the new husband - Delegator.   
 

Tuesday 16th February 2016 
 
Weather - 3 degrees, bright sunshine having been a frosty start at 12:30 hrs 
 
Its going to be quiet on the runners front for a few weeks....... horses having a little break whilst the ground dries 
(been soft or heavy going for many months and our horses have not coped with the testing, unforgiving ground). 
Those that have been on holiday are now back in and steadily preparing for a spring campaign.  The horses are 
full of beans that have just started back on the gallops and fingers in neck straps are needed at all 
times!  Looking forward to running them in four to six weeks....  
 
We have a new foal 'Pancake' out of Dualagi by Firebreak born on the 9th February 2016.  She is a strong, 
compact bay filly who is very independent!  Dualagi's first foal by Tagula is now 3 yrs old - in canter exercise for 
the last three weeks and going very well.  The second foal by Firebreak has been backed and should be ready to 
start cantering in March.  The third foal is currently turned out with companions Alfresco and Franklin lakes (both 
retired racehorses) - she will be backed in the Autumn. 
 

Thursday 11th February 2016 
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Weather - 3 degrees, frost now gone and the sun is shining at 15:12 hrs 
 
Well we got the pace yesterday for Exceeding Power but the gallop was ferocious with the field strung out over 

20 lengths!  For the first three furlongs we were nearer the back than the front and when we did make our move 
two horses fell upsides us, no hampering but still not pleasant to see!  We could not make any impression on the 
leaders and galloped at one pace to the line beaten 8 lengths by the winner who we beat at Lingfield four runs 
ago......  Time for Exceeding Power to have a break and freshen up for the summer.  He has been such a 
consistent horse and the owners are having such fun with him. 
 
Winner! 
Well done to Sarah and Team - Winner of the Maiden last Sunday at Horseheath Point to Point with Pedro King.  
 

Saturday 6th February 2016 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, a blustery morning at 2:31hrs 
 
Topthorn is entered for Monday at Fakenham - running off handicap mark 94...... easily a winning mark but 
ground will be the question mark.....does go on soft but if he cannot get the lead and go his pace there will be 
stamina doubts..... However he is very well and schooled super this morning.  Will need 'luck' to go his way! 
 
New horse bought  
Martin bought a lovely 3 yr old colt, Norse Castle at Newmarket Sales last Thursday for our new partnership 

M.A.S.A.  This colt  will need castrating as soon as possible and then straight back on the flat over middle 
distances...... eventually aiming for juvenile hurdles.    
 
A good schooling session this morning and those that worked were very pleasing.  
 
Most of the horses have come back in from their Autumn/Winter holidays and getting ready for their 
Spring/Summer campaigns.  The new horses purchased recently have settled in and they too will be getting 
ready for the Spring.   
 
Exceeding Power has an entry at Kempton on Wednesday evening - Martin Harley already booked. 
 
Dualagi should foal any day now .......watch this space! 
 

Thursday 29th January 2016 

 
Messy race! 
Exceeding Power finished 6th at Chelmsford last night but was only beaten 2.5 lengths - A very slow run race 

which ended up being a sprint from 2 out!  The race, 7 seconds slower than his previous race was like a warm up 
canter..... actually half a furlong slower in comparison to his previous races.  This was all due to one wanting to 
make the running and the horse that eventually did make it did not want to be in front!  Disappointing for our little 
horse and his owners but he will come back bouncing from this.   
 
Burnt Cream now on holiday - aiming to run on the turf in the summer.   
 

Monday 25th January 2016 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, a bright morning, mild and now clouding over at 1:49 hrs 
 
The weather is playing havoc with nature at the moment - doesn't know whether its coming or going!   For the 
time of the year normal temperatures from 1 degree to a cold  -5 last week and then 14 degrees as of 
yesterday!  One minute we are putting layers of rugs on the horses and the next taking it all off and putting light 
rugs on.  The ground is sodden enough and there is more rain on its way this week.  At the moment most of the 
soft ground horses are not even coping with the testing conditions..... such a slog for any horse!    
 
All Weather runner 
This week we have Exceeding Power in another Class 4 handicap at Chelmsford on Thursday evening.  A 

competitive race as you would expect and at this stage most of the horses have jockeys booked.  We have Luke 
Morris on board as Martin Harley is on holiday.   
 

Tuesday 19th January 2016 
 
Weather - Feeling cold at -1 degrees, frost still lying about from this morning (-3) at 18:25hrs 
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Although very cold this morning at -3 we still managed to get on the gallops and rode really well.....it sure is a 
good surface we have here. 
 
Topthorn ran with more encouragement on ground that was very testing - finished 4th.  He jumped well under 

the confident guidance of Zac Baker, who gave him a 'professional' ride - you wouldn't know he is a 7lb claiming 
amateur!  We just need a race where he can dominate for at least a mile on better ground ..... the handicapper is 
dropping him slowly and it will not be long before he is back in the winners enclosure. 
 

Sunday 17th January 2016 

 
Weather - 1 degree, a good covering of snow at 10:24 hrs 
 
Just finished morning stables and what a picturesque morning it is... quite beautiful, not a breath of air and snow 
covering everything in site.  
 
Looking forward to Topthorn running tomorrow providing racing is on - inspection later on today.  He has never 
run on ground as testing as it will be at Plumpton on Monday however he has performed well on soft in the 
past.  He is so fit and bursting out of his seams to do something so we will give him the chance to see whether he 
can cope with the conditions!   
 
Burnt Cream and Exceeding Power out again shortly.   
 

Thursday 7th January 2016 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, heavy rain at 06:02 hrs 
 
2nd again but what another good run! 
Exceeding Power has to be one of the most consistent horses running at the moment - 2nd yesterday at 

Chelmsford in a 0-80 handicap (£12,500) over a mile beaten a length by Loyalty (a winner of 13 races, valued at 
£99k - previously rated in the 90's up to 101).  The race was 2.58 seconds faster than the standard time.  Having 
gone up 2lb for his previous race (2nd) he ran yesterday off his highest mark to date - 75.  Since July 2015 he 
has had one win, five seconds and one third from seven runs - total career is now 3 wins from 17 runs on the all 
weather.  Exceeding Power is going up for his consistency and keeps meeting a good horse who is coming down 
in the handicap... his turn will come again shortly.  Well done Team. 
 

Tuesday 5th January 2016 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, drizzle, feeling damp and cold at 20:36 hrs 
 
Looking forward to seeing Exceeding Power run tomorrow at Chelmsford - 1 mile, 0-80 handicap £12,500 with 8 
runners.  He is in good form with himself at home and on the track ....... although up 2lb for his recent run (second 
in a 0-80 over 1 mile) he does not know that he has more weight to carry tomorrow!  Again its a competitive race 
but he is in the form of his life and with the booking of Martin Harley he should go close again with luck in 
running.   
 

Sunday 3rd January 2016 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, heavy rain and blustery at 15:55 hrs 
 
An eye catching performance! 
A pleasing run from Counterfeiter 4th at Fakenham, his debut over hurdles.  There was further easing in the 

ground since declaring him for the race but it was safe ground and he needed to have the run.  The ground most 
probably caught Counterfeiter out having had 680 days off since he last ran on a racecourse - Meydan in 
Dubai!  This was only his third run of his racing career - he had a professional approach to the job and on better 
ground will show further ability.  A very professional looking ride from Zac Baker. 
 
Exceeding Power and Burnt Cream have entries this coming week.  The Handicapper has reassessed Exceeding 
Power and given him a rise of 2lb to a rating of 75.   
 

Friday 1st January 2016 
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A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM ALL OF US AT BOWSTRIDGE FARM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2015 
Thursday 31st December 2015 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, heavy rain at 18:10 hrs 
 
Looking forward to Counterfeiter running tomorrow at Fakenham, his debut over hurdles.  We bought him from 

Darley at Ascot Sales for just £13,000 -  a very well bred horse who had only had two races (debut - 3 yr old 10f 
winner in France on good to soft ground) but had been out of training for 6 months.  Once he arrived we took 
things gently and all he has done is please us more and more.  He does show a great deal of class at home..... 
speed and stays.  Godolphin kept hold of him for another two years after his win without success..... they must 
have thought something of him to hold on to him for that long.  We are delighted with his work and the patience 
has certainly paid off at home.  Tomorrow will be an unknown as he has never encountered ground so soft and it 
has been 680 days since he was last on a racecourse.  However, it would be no surprise to see him in the frame 
if he acts on the ground. 
 
Although 55 days since Burnt Cream last ran she did try 'her heart out' today when only beaten a length and a 

half in 5th at Lingfield - a good race time of 58 seconds for a 5 furlong race.  The race will put her right for her 
next run in January especially if the handicapper looks after her! 
 
Exceeding Power has an entry for another 0-80 Chelmsford on the 6th January - now has a rating of 75.   

 
 
 

Monday 28th December 2015 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, still and dry at 3:30pm 
 
On Boxing Day we ran Topthorn at Huntingdon who finished a slightly disappointing but satisfactory 5th.  This 

was an improvement on his previous two runs but we still have work to do to get his confidence back.  Not being 
able to dictate at the start of the race due to a couple of handy horses we sat in third / fourth for the first part of 
the race and he traveled like his old self but as soon as he got a fright (horses coming in on him) he 'down 
tools'.  He then continued for the final half a mile at a very moderate pace.....and plodded home into 5th.  He has 
come home well and eaten up.  More work to do on his confidence. 
 

 
Happy Christmas 

 to  
All our readers. 

 

 

Tuesday 22nd December 2015 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, blustery at 06:10 hrs 
 
Up in trip and it worked! 
Exceeding Power or Max as he is nicknamed finished 2nd yesterday in a grade higher race (0-80) over a furlong 

further than he has ever tried before.  It was a wet day and miserable day at Chelmsford but this was not going to 
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stop The Chalfonts going to watch their wonderful little horse run his heart out in a mile race ridden by Martin 
Harley.  The race was a second faster than the standard time and what's interesting is that our little horse 
traveled well through the race and if there had been even more pace we could have possibly beaten the 
winner!  He came into the home straight in 6th having been held up, through the center of the pack and as we 
were trying to get a passage through the winner got first run on us, up the rail, only to be beat us by 1/2 a 
length!  He certainly got the mile and Martin thought possibly even further would be worth a try in due course...... 
Lets hope the handicapper is fair to us! 
 

Sunday 20th December 2015 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, slight breeze and some blue sky at 12:47 hrs 
 
Exceeding Power will be in action tomorrow at Chelmsford with Martin Harley on board.  Trying a furlong further 

and up in grade but the step up in distance is something we have wanted to try for a while.  He has matured 
nicely and this is the time to try the mile.  We will need luck in running being drawn two and holding up but we 
travel well through the race and with a confident jockey taking the reins we should be a worry to the opposition. 
 
Carobello is not having much luck with his ground with all the rain we have had up and down the country - good 

to soft (more good than soft) is ideal.  We have one more possibility of running this year in a suitable race which 
is on Boxing Day at Huntingdon then we have to wait till March 2016 so a  holiday beacons if we run or 
not!  Topthorn will have an entry in the same race at Huntingdon - not ideal running two horses in the same race 
but there are no races for them at the moment.   
 
Counterfeiter will be having his debut over hurdles on the 30th December at Taunton. 

 
Burnt Cream will be back in action on 31st December at Lingfield. 

 
 

Thursday 10th December 2015 
 
Weather - 11 degrees, calmer now having been very blustery in the early hours at 06:10 hrs 
 
A quiet week this week but we are looking forward to Carobello running next week at Ludlow - providing the 
ground is not too soft!  The following week we hope to have Exceeding Power entered for Chelmsford in a 0-80 
race having gone up to 73 for his win last week. 
 
Topthorn has come out of his race at Leicester last week very well, in fact you would say that he has not had a 

race!  However, the handicapper is not being kind to him since his win by 25 lengths....... he could do with a few 
more pound off his back and have everything his own way in the race..... last week he sulked, not the first time he 
has done this!   
 

Thursday 3rd December 2015 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, feeling mild with rain expected later today at 06:15 hrs 
 
WINNER, WINNER, WINNER! 
Exceeding Power got his head in front yesterday with Martin Harley on board - a competitive race where they 

went a good gallop.  Our change of tactics worked well - hold up tactics with a smooth run through in the final two 
furlongs.  Martin Harley said that he could have held on to him longer!  Strong possibility of now trying him over 
the mile with the same tactics..... been wanting to try the mile for while and this is the perfect time to do it!   
 
The Chalfonts celebrate in style! 
The Chalfonts, owners of Exceeding Power celebrated in great style yesterday ..... with plenty of champagne on 

the go!  This win was their second winner with us this year and what fun they have had with countless placings 
on the all weather and turf...  To top the celebrations they have their Christmas lunch today near the stables so 
they can call in to see their horses before they toast to the 'cracking fun' they have had in 2015.   
 
Need the rain to stay away! 
Today we have Topthorn running at Leicester with Zac Baker on board.  The ground is good to soft, which we 

are happy with but any heavy down pours of rain would be a worry.  Hoping we can get a 'soft' lead as he is not a 
horse who likes to be in the pack!  He has been in fantastic form at home and is ready for this race.  Luck needed 
and if he gets his own way he should be in the shake up!  Good luck Team. 
 
 

Tuesday 1st December 2015 
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Weather - 11 degrees, much milder than recent days at 15:50 hrs 
 
Deserves to get his head in front tomorrow! 
Off to Lingfield tomorrow with Exceeding Power .... Martin Harley back on board after a good run last time out at 

Chelmsford.  Planning slightly different tactics with him tomorrow and if it comes off he will be hard to beat.  He 
deserves to get his head in front having had a trio of 2nds and 3rd last time out - form working out well. 
 
Zac back on board Tambura and shows the way! 
Yesterday Zac rode his 14th winner under rules on Tambura at Plumpton - ideal distance and in the mud she 
loves!  A very competent ride given and she is sure to win again soon.... especially if it keeps raining! 

 
Sunday 29th November 2015 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, blowing a gale and raining at 11:59 hrs 

 
A nice future... 
Delaire ran well at Lingfield until the final furlong - a tough draw 12 of 14.  Delaire had to get a good break and 

what energy he used up getting to the front caught him out at the end of the race!  We did learn plenty about him 
from the run and now he deserves a holiday having been on 'the go' all summer with his previous handler.  Rab 
Havlin spoke well of him but said that he was weak and will be a nice horse for 2016. 

 
A wet day at Mussleburgh! 

Our first visit to Mussleburgh with a 
runner - Teviot Prince ran on Friday 

- back over hurdles having finished 
2nd two runs back.  This was to be 
his last run before going on holiday 
with his owner in Scotland - just one 
hour from Mussleburgh races.   
 
 It was a dry and bright morning at the 
course and then half an hour before 
the first race the 'heavens opened' 
and it did not stop until well after the 
last race.  We got soaked several 
times over!  The ground became very 
soft and Teviot found it hard work - 
normally a good jumper but he hated 
every second of it!  His jockey did not 

give him a hard race and pulled him up with three to run.  The little horse was happy to be back in his stable all 
wrapped up with his rugs on.... not his kind of weather!  On Saturday we made the short trip from the racecourse 
to his owners farm....  He settled in straight away, eating his feed, his second breakfast that morning!  A long trip 
back to Chalfont St Giles but very picturesque along the way....   

 
Sunday 22nd November 2015 

 
Weather - 3 degrees, sun shining, a good covering of frost this morning but now gone at 12:45 hrs 
 
Looking forward to Delaire running on Wednesday at Lingfield - his debut for us.  We are running him over his 
maximum 1mile 2 furlongs, a distance he has tried before with his previous trainer, Roger Varian.  Delaire has 
been shining in his work at home and we could not be more pleased with his progress.  The distance on 
Wednesday has a question mark but we believe, with luck in running he should get it as did Roger Varian earlier 
this year.  Already schooled over poles well and hope to run over hurdles in 2016 as a four year old.  
 
Another try 
Back over hurdles for Teviot Prince on Friday at Mussleburgh - in a maiden that will be a lot easier than his last 
outing.  A long way to go but he is in good order and deserves another try over hurdles.  After his run he will go to 
his owners for a holiday in Scotland. 
 
 

Friday 13th November 2015 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, feeling cold at 19:40 hrs 
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Superb run again from Exceeding Power 
Another great run from Exceeding Power yesterday at Chelmsford - 3rd beaten 1 3/4 lengths having done all the 

hard work from the front in the final two furlongs only to get caught in the final 150 yds!   
 
The up's and down's of racing! 
Teviot Prince unseated poor Zac at the third last fence at Ludlow yesterday..... back to the drawing board for 

him! 
 

Wednesday 11th November 2015 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, still mild but getting colder at 18:34 hrs 
 
Teviot Prince travels to Ludlow tomorrow for his debut over fences.  Very much a novice but shaping well at 
home and we will be delighted if he performs as well as his 150-1 second at Uttoxeter over hurdles..... if he runs 
like that he has every chance!  A clear round will be the main target.... Zac Baker takes the reins. 
 
Also in action tomorrow is Exceeding Power but on the flat at Chelmsford.  He is bursting for a run and luck in 
running he should be 'bang' there.... Will be his debut at the track ... surface riding quick so should suit him. 
 

Saturday 7th November 2015 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, windy, damp (heavy rain earlier) and cloud moving away at 16:20 hrs 
 
Fastest recorded 5 furlong race at Chelmsford! 
Burnt Cream was beaten 6 lengths in what was a difficult task, drawn 8 of 8 in the fastest 5 furlong race at 

Chelmsford to date - 58 seconds!   
At the start of the race she seemed almost too switched off (relaxed) and by the time she got across to the rail 
the front three had kicked and gone!  Going into the long sweeping bend we must have been at least 10 lengths 
off the leaders, so much kick back into her face but Burnt Cream is tough and honest and in the final two furlongs 
she was starting to gain ground on the leaders.  In the last 100 yds she was closing the gap more and more but 
the line came too soon.... a placing would have been on the cards if one of her regular riders was on board but it 
was an apprentice race - our young jockey did nothing wrong he just did not know her well enough in a tricky 
race.  That's racing!    
Burnt Cream is in good order this morning but now she has to wait till the end of the month for her next outing.... 
not enough races for her at Lingfield, her favoured track on the all weather. 
 

Friday 6th November 2015 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, drizzle, thick cloud and feeling damp at 11:01 hrs 
 
Today we are going to Chelmsford with Burnt Cream for a 5 furlong apprentice  handicap - a competitive affair 

with hopefully plenty of pace - looks like there will be with a couple of front runners!  Although drawn 8 of 8 we 
could overcome our tricky draw by slotting in on the rail - will not be straight forward but the pace should help 
us...a cool ride from our jockey.... not to panic and take his time...... need to go in late as well... not asking for too 
much!  Need to cross all our fingers and toes!  Good luck Burnt Cream we'll be shouting for you. 
 
Air of Glory seems fine after his nose bleed.  His blood test showed nothing other than he was healthy and 

fit.  He has been on the go a while now and this gives him a good reason to have a long holiday out in the field 
with veteran Alfresco, that is once the fireworks have stopped!   
 
Alfresco is now retired from racing - will be turned out with us until we can find him a suitable home as a 

companion.  He has been a remarkable racehorse winning 10 of his 87 races - a lovely kind horse who owes no 
body anything.  His owners Mr and Mrs Riney have stuck by him through 'thick and thin times'.  A perfect way to 
complete a long career - won on his last start.  Well done Alfie - you deserve a fantastic retirement. 
 

Monday 2nd November 2015 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, fog lifted and sun has come through at 14:36 hrs 
 
Unfortunately Air of Glory bled from his nose today in his race - we do not know the reasons for the bleed but 

will try to find out.  Such a shame as he had everything going for him today - ground, down in class and 7lb off his 
back.   
 

Sunday 1st November 2015 
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Weather - 10 degrees, low lying fog at 17:00 hrs 
 
Plumpton on Monday  
Air of Glory is ready for his run at Plumpton on Monday - handicap hurdle over 2 miles....down in class.  Zac 

Baker, our amateur is booked to ride taking off a valuable 7lb.  The ground at present is good to soft and with the 
moisture in the air it should remain as at declaration.  Air of Glory has to have the cut in the ground or he will not 
let himself down (will stay in 3rd gear and not extend).   
We are very pleased with him at home and Zac rode him in his last piece of work on Saturday.  Native Display 
the favourite tomorrow (trained by N Henderson) has related form with us -  two runs ago at Warwick, Native 
Display was carrying 10st 12lb beaten some 26 lengths by Roadie Joe carrying 11st 6lb - who is now rated 
141....  Roadie Joe at Worcester beat us 12 lengths and both Air of Glory and Roadie Joe carried 11st.  Maybe 
Native Display had an off day at Warwick or was that his run?  For our race tomorrow we are currently 16-1...... I 
am sure Air of Glory will shorten in price before the off! 

 
Wednesday 28th October 2015 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, mild and damp at 5:54 hrs 
 
Entries 
Air of Glory has an entry for Monday at Plumpton - rain has come and looks a suitable race.  Teviot Prince has a 
couple of entries, Ffos Las and Chepstow but too much rain is not in his favour.  Carobello is in on Sunday but 
will not run - too quick since his last run.  Burnt Cream will be entered for a week Friday at Chelmsford but again 
touch and go if she gets in.   
 
NEW HORSES TO THE STA BLES 
Yesterday we purchased Front Five from Newmarket Sales for £24,000 (the most expensive horse Martin has 
bought to date!)  Front Five's jockey's George Baker and Rab Havlin gave us glowing reports about him pre-sale 
and whilst watching him moving around the sale ring he had to be bought.  He is a well bred full brother to 
Samtu.  He is a lovely tall 3 yr old with a great deal of scope - a view to being an exciting NH horse for 
2016.  Already, he has settled in well, looks like he 'takes everything in his stride' - nothing bothers him and just 
gets on with it!  Now to teach him to jump in the school and then a break (had a few quick runs on the flat of 
late).  His flat runs have been consistent and in good company - Cotton Club sold yesterday for £32,000 which 
did beat Front Five last time on the all weather but our new horse was very unlucky two furlongs out - finished a 
running on 3rd....... And previously, we did beat Cotton Club at Salisbury by 1/2 a length !   
 
New owner - new horse 
On our way home from Newmarket Sales we picked up a 3 yr old colt from Jeremy Noseda's - a horse that has 
shown a great deal of ability in a few of his races and on the gallops but is not getting home for whatever 
reason.  Our job is to find out what is troubling him and if we can find the key then its full steam ahead - a very 
exciting challenge. 
 

Friday 23rd October 2015 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, slight breeze and overcast at 12:04hrs 
 
WELL DONE CAROBELLO  
A galant 2nd at Ludlow yesterday.....Thought we were going to win two out..... just got in too close to the last 
fence and stopped his timely run!  However, delighted for finishing 2nd for his new owner, Anthony Randle.  That 
was his first run for the season, 157 days since he last ran.  Given a good ride by amateur Mr James Nixon and 
usual headgear (visor) taken off for this run - well worth trying again without the headgear. 
 
Ground too quick! 
Air of Glory was a non runner yesterday at Ludlow due to the drying ground.  Although the ground on declaration 
was as 'good' it actually walked 'good to firm' and very patchy (firm areas and some good areas).... we could not 
risk running him on that type of ground (huge horse on a delicate frame) - he needs good but on the soft side not 
firm!  Another day for him second week of November.... ground permitting! 
 
Balloted out! 
Burnt Cream missed getting in her race on Saturday by two!  Such a shame when she is in good order.... Now to 
try for the 6th November..... back at Chelmsford. 
 

Thursday 22nd October 2015 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, still with plenty of cloud cover at 06:12 hrs 
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Off to Ludlow today with Carobello and Air of Glory.  Carobello won today's race last year with Zac Baker on 
board (would have ridden today but has one more day of suspension) hence we have Mr Nixon on board (rode 
the second in the race last year).  Carobello in good order at home and schooling well, expecting a bold run 
providing they do not go too quick.  Air of Glory is also in good form with himself with two recent good runs 
behind what look like Cheltenham horses in the very near future!  This is a competitive race today but expecting 
to be in the first four at 25-1. 
 
Burnt Cream has an entry for Chelmsford on Saturday but may get balloted out!  Limited races for her so fingers 
crossed she gets a run. 
 
Zac Baker our amateur had another good ride in Germany last weekend finishing 2nd to one of their top 
steeplechase horses. 
 

Friday 9th October 2015  
 
Weather - 12 degrees, bright blue sky with little cloud at 12:24 hrs 
 
Looks like we are going to be quiet for a few weeks with no runners until end of October.  Most of the winter 
horses are now back in training with a couple of those hopefully running at the end of October.  Some of the 
summer runners and backward youngsters are now on their holidays currently on their 'let down' period and 
eventually going out in the paddocks at the end of October.   
 
Recently purchased Counterfeiter and Delaire are coming along well and enjoying the change of scenery - 
learning how to jump poles before they jump the hurdles.  Air of Glory will be aimed to run in about two weeks 
over hurdles whilst Teviot Prince has plans to run over fences at the end of October.  Topthorn is coming along 
well, looking strong and very 'bullish' with plans to run in November with Delaire, Exceeding Power, Alfresco and 
Burnt Cream having races planned for the winter all weather end of October beginning of November.   
 
Zac Baker our Amateur is off traveling again to Germany next weekend to ride the horse he won on two weeks 
ago.   
 

Wednesday 30th September 2015 
 
Weather - 8 degrees, breezy and fresh at 06:16 hrs 
 
Another good run from Air of Glory finishing 3rd at Newton Abbot behind what look to be two very useful novice 

hurdlers.  Nico De Boinville gave 'Glory' a super ride; positive and educational - his jumping improved and can 
only go on from this performance. With no early pace we sat just behind the leader and in the final stages we 
were still sat in a prime position, however on drying ground the final two furlongs turned into a sprint between the 
front two and left us galloping at the same pace......  if the ground had more ease then we would have been 
closer to the front two - watch this space!......Nico was certain a fence would be the making of him.  Ground is 
probably the most important factor with Air of Glory - 2 miles on soft ground should be the key! 
 
Burnt Cream - good run and unlucky! 

Unlucky not to be in the first three at Bath on Monday - she had a lot to do from her start but as always she came 
to the pack cruising, cutting through them like 'a hot knife through butter' and then as she gained third inside the 
final furlong, the winner gave her a little bump and she lost her momentum having used up most of her stamina 
on ground that was possibly on the easy side of good - she does like to hear the ground rattling under her!  She 
finished 6th but only beaten 2 lengths!  Need the ground to dry out more for her next outing. 
 
Zac Baker WINS in Germany! 
Another win for Zac, our Amateur Jockey....... just a short day trip to Germany last Sunday in Mannheim and 
showed the French, Irish (no German riders) and remaining UK riders the way to go by making all over fences 
(more like a x-country race).  A very complicated track whereby they race on a small circuit, in a figure of eight 
shape, jumping fences both ways and they just keep going round and round!  A very easy win in the end - 8 
lengths.  She looked a quirky mare at the start who was wearing a hood but Zac gave her confidence and made 
the jumping/racing task look very easy.  The trophy was so large Zac was unable bring it back with him!   

 
Sunday 27th September 2015 
 
Weather - 15 degrees, sunshine with some cloud at 11:12 hrs 
 
With so few opportunities at this time of year for our handful of runners we are excited to be back in action 
tomorrow - Air of Glory at Newton Abbot over hurdles and  Burnt Cream at Bath on the flat.  Both horses are in 
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good form with 'Glory' finishing 2nd last time out to a multiple winner (a winner since) and 'Cream' an easy winner 
last time out.   
 
'Glory' only has six runners in his race tomorrow, up a grade but he does not know that and he has more than 
enough ability to show a good account of himself...... With all our hard work at home he continues to improve (his 
mobility is the best we have had him and there is more to come with our continued assistance) - we call him the 
aeroplane (floats along with ease)!  We have jumped him over poles since his last run and we could not be more 
pleased with his confidence over an obstacle.  Looking forward to Gold Cup winning jockey Nico De Boinville 
stearing his way on Monday. 
 
'Cream' is in good form with herself at home and continues to please us.  Need luck in running in this 14 runner 
field but with four being a good draw for us and providing they go a 'cracking' gallop we should be 'bang' there at 
the finish. 
 
Zac Baker our Amateur Jockey is currently on his way to Germany to ride in an International Race over 
fences.  Good luck Zac. 
 

Tuesday 22nd September 2015 
 
Weather - 13 degrees, cloudy with light drizzle at 11:56 hrs   
 
This week is quiet due to limited races for most of ours but Air of Glory has entries at Worcester, Market Rasen 

and Newton Abbot......need soft ground and ideally a small field for him.  Next week Burnt Cream will be back in 
action at Bath, that's providing we do not have too much rain there - already 20 mls since the last meeting.   
 
Carobello, Alfresco, Topthorn and  Exceeding Power should be back in action in October/November.  New 
arrivals; Counterfeiter and Delaire have been schooling well over poles and will run in due course. 
 
Last Sunday, Zac Baker and Chloe Swaffield  were in action for Sarah on Amadiva and Little Red Nell at 
Huntingdon.   They were back in the Winners Enclosure with two thirds - good runs but could do with pace 
makers for a more consistent gallop!  That was the last race for the girls until May next season.  A well earned 
holiday due out in the field. 

 
Sunday 13th September 2015  
 
Weather - 14 degrees, still and bright at 09:37 hrs 
 
Disappointing run for Named Asset at Bath yesterday.  At the start of the race he broke really well from an 

outside draw, gaining a leading position but before he had completed the first furlong he was shuffled out by his 
competitors, wider and wider until we were the widest of all!  With horses spread all across the course two 
furlongs out, we were still in fourth (still widest of all) and then with a stumble we shot backwards in two 
breaths!  Only beat two in the end beaten 11 1/2 lengths....very disappointing.  One of those sprint races that you 
put to the back of your mind.... need to come down a few more pounds and with blinkers on next time we will 
hopefully see a revised result! 

 
Saturday 12th September 2015 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, drizzle and windy at 08:37 hrs 
 
20% strike rate at Bath for the Bosley Team 
Expecting a good run today at Bath from Named Asset under Keiran Shoemark.  Hoping the rain has not got into 
the ground too much - good ground would be ideal.  Will need plenty of luck in running and need space early on 
in his race.....not much to ask for!  Good luck team. 
 
 

Thursday 10th September 2015 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, hazy, fresh and bright at 06:30 hrs 
 
What a wonderful run - 2nd at 150-1! 
Teviot Prince had been working and schooling well at home and all we needed was a clear round in what looked 

an above average maiden hurdle - his form in Ireland was nothing to write home about hence his starting price of 
yesterday of 150-1!  In the race two of the fancied horses jumped off sharply at the start and Zac sat some five 
lengths behind them, however the rest of the field sat a further 10 lengths behind him!  Teviot Prince traveled well 
though out the race and only made one mistake two out. The rest of the field were all starting to push with a 
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circuit to run and had left themselves with too much to do....... this left us and the two front horses to fight it out in 
the finish! In the final 100 yds we passed Richard Johnson on Gambol to take 2nd but the winner Samtu was 
another 6 lengths in front of us.  Great run and hopefully this will give the little horse plenty of confidence 
now.  Hope the handicapper is not too harsh! 
 

Tuesday 8th September 2015 

 
What a strike rate - Zac WINS AGAIN! 
Today Zac Baker was in action at Worcester in the Amateur and Conditional Jockeys hurdle for David 
Dennis.  Very well ridden today, traveled nicely through the race and jumped superbly for Zac - Another confident 
win for Zac putting him joint leader for the Amateur Jockeys Championship.  Keep up the fantastic work Zac - 
WELL DONE. 
 
We have Zac on Teviot Prince at Uttoxeter tomorrow in a competitive hurdle race.... debut for us but has run 
numerous times in Ireland with no success.  Working and jumping well at home and tomorrow we hope to learn a 
little bit more about him - UK handicapper will not give him a handicap mark until he has seen him out on UK soil 
- once he has a handicap mark we can start plotting some races. 
 

Monday 7th September 2015 

 
Weather - feeling much warmer! 18 degrees at 17:52 hrs 
 
Draw and ground worked against us! 
Thirsk - a long way to go to be drawn on the outer, on dead ground for Fairy Duchess... but there was nowhere 

else to go that week.  We needed a third run to get a handicap mark and also we had to find out if she could act 
on the surface.  Conclusion - a little too free in first furlong and a half, taken right back to the back of the pack, 
very green on the bend and just when she started closing in on the field she hit the end of her stamina having 
used up too much fuel at the start of the race.... It was a fairly reasonable contest and she had rather a lot of 
ground to make up...   Possibly back to 7 furlongs on better ground - will be closer to the winner next time!  
 
3rd and a 4th at Hereford 
Good runs from the girls, Amadiva 3rd and Little Red Nell 4th (beaten a head for 3rd) - Sarah had her 
thoroughbreds in action on the Arab (thoroughbred) card at Hereford ridden by Zac Baker and Chloe 
Swaffield.  Delighted with both horses and the aim now is to win at the finals at Huntingdon on September 20th. 
 

Thursday 3rd September 2015 

 
Weather - slight breeze and brightening up at 10:56 hrs 
 
Up North for Fairy Duchess 
Fairy Duchess travels to Thirsk on Saturday for her third run on the flat...... no options for her in the south unless 
we run on the all weather or heavy ground.  The ground should be good at Thirsk with the drying forecast.  She is 
in great form at home and I am sure she will give another good account of herself ..... Paul Mulrenan in the 
saddle. 
 
That's better from Air of Glory - 2nd over hurdles and minus a front shoe! 
A visit to Worcester yesterday for Air of Glory who was back over hurdles having had a few disappointing spins 
on the flat.  Will Kennedy, his jockey had to restrain him (traveled too 'freely') for the first part of the race, sat in 
front upsides the eventual winner in what looked a reasonable pace on softened ground .  The ease in the 
ground was in our favour and a few of the runners were making hard work of it.  The winner was always traveling 
well through the race and found more than we did in the final two furlongs....  the winner had won his 'Bumper' 
with ease, looking like a decent performer.   We had lost a front shoe somewhere in the race and this possibly 
explains why he was jumping right in the latter part of the race.  We were delighted with Air of Glory and now to 
build on this improved run.   
 
Exceeding Power missed getting into the Ascot race by four runners!  He now goes to Kempton next week back 
on the all weather.   
 

Monday 31st August 2015 

 
Weather - currently dry but damp (been raining all morning!) at 15:48 hrs 
 
11 winners for Zac! 
Zac Baker, our Amateur Jockey is enjoying his trips up north...... Saturday he traveled up to Cartmel for one ride 
and came home with a very comfortable winner (won by 12 lengths going away)....... 11 wins for Zac's career to 
date under rules.  For an amateur to ride 11 winners under rules in eight months this is a superb achievement...... 
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there are many professional jump jockeys riding at the moment who would love to have ridden this many winners 
by this stage of the year!  WELL DONE ZAC - Keep up the fantastic work.   
 
Weather - wet, wet and wetter! 
Air of Glory is being aimed for an outing over hurdles on Wednesday - ground preference would be good and no 
worse than soft.  Schooled well over fences last week .......that gave him something to think about!   
 
Exceeding Power is entered for Ascot but with the soft ground and a ballot mark he is highly unlikely to get a run 
there..... such a shame.  More races planned when it is not so wet! 
 
Fairy Duchess has an entry on Saturday at Thirsk - nothing for her in the south!  Hoping the ground dries for her 
to run. 
 
Retired..... 
On Saturday Compton Magic ran well for the first part of the race at Beverley over 5 furlongs until he had to 

stretch in the final two furlongs.  Eighteen months ago he had a 50/50 chance to get on the track with the leg 
problems he sustained as a two year old before he arrived with us ......  His owner/breeder, Jim Patton wanted to 
give him the chance to get on the track and too right as he had shown enough ability at home to give him the 
chance of being a sprinter.  However when a horse is put under pressure in a race it is so different to the 
pressure of fast work at home.  He had shown some really exciting pieces of work which gave everyone the hope 
that he could get to the track and actually be competitive.........  At Beverley on Saturday he traveled really well 
but when he had to go into that fifth gear he gave the impression that he was too frightened to let himself down 
and within a few strides, the hand brake was being anchored! .   He has come back home safe, sound and he 
has a future as a lovely riding horse................ therefore, he is now retired. 
 

Thursday 27th August 2015 

 
Weather - showers and dull at 17:10 hrs 
 
Super schooling session - yesterday for Carobello, Air of Glory and Teviot Prince all over fences - a very pleasing 
and eye catching morning! 
 
Weather upsetting current plans for the flat horses! 
Exceeding Power not declared for Goodwood as too soft for him, such a shame!  Now planning to go to Ascot or 
Newmarket in a week but if the ground still too soft we have an option at Kempton (but even that's riding on the 
slow side - new surface!)   
Burnt Cream may have to go to Chelmsford if the ground does not dry up for her!  Compton Magic has very few 
options for him over 5f in maidens so will be traveling up north on Saturday to Beverley for his second run on a 
race course..... working well at home but still very novicey and needs to focus a little harder so blinkers on this 
time..... would not want it too soft for him either! 
 
Air of Glory has hurdle options next week and we are actually favouring the ease in ground for him...... schooled 
well over fences yesterday (his debut over a fence) - a sweetener /new challenge for him before he runs over 
hurdles next week. 
 
Named Asset (a winner last time out) took an instant dislike to the heavy ground at Newbury on Tuesday - he 

actually traveled too well on the deep ground in the first two furlongs and then ran out of stamina by the time he 
got to the final furlong!  Looking for better ground for his next outing (Bath over 5f 161 yds) and not a 'slog' as it 
was Tuesday ......... we heard Dettori saying " it's bottomless, I finished like I was in a jump race!" 
 

Monday 24th August 2015 

 
Weather - consistent rain all day at 18:08 hrs 
 
Looking forward to Newbury tomorrow with Named Asset and Paddy Pilley on board.  Happy with our draw for 
this little horse who has a good engine but still doesn't know how to use it - even winning last time out he drifted 
across the course.... hoping his win last time will give him more confidence for tomorrow.  Working well at home 
and expecting a good run on ground that should suit - 3rd at Ayr on soft ground over 6f as a 2 yr old (7 decent 
individual winners have been produced from the race!) 

 
Our other entries early this week are Burnt Cream and Compton Magic who will not 
want this rain .......therefore will be non runners.  Exceeding Power is entered for 
Goodwood on Friday - hoping the ground stays good for him, definitely no softer! 
 
Hog Roast and Party! 
A wonderful day with our owners and friends yesterday - Hog Roast in the barn!  The 
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weather was not kind for the first hour - it poured and poured!...... But then brightened up to give us a fantastic 
afternoon.  Plenty of activity from our competitive owners and Luke Harvey (At The Races Presenter) on 'Muppet' 
the mechanical horse .....many people very quickly found out .... it is not as easy as it looks riding a finish!  Zac 
showed the way and made it look so easy....... 
Superb atmosphere, lovely food with plenty of wine flowing (did I hear 7 empty bottles of champagne on The 
Chalfonts table - fair effort!)  A really big 'WELL DONE' to the team for all their hard work.  
 
 

Thursday 20th August 2015 
 
Weather - drizzle at 06:08 hrs 
 
A pleasing run from Fairy Duchess who finished 4th in what looks to be a reasonable maiden at Kempton.  Her 

jockey Martin Harley reported that the surface was riding slow and the filly was finding the surface hard 
work.  She has a superb attitude and back on the turf we should see yet more improvement.   
 
Named Asset is entered for Newbury, next Tuesday 25th August - looks competitive enough, more so than his 
recent race at Ffos Las whereby he won by a neck.  Sheepskin pieces will be back on - his recent jockey Keiran 
Shoemark is unfortunately stood down for the day so looking for another jockey who possibly claims and is strong 
in a finish. 
 

Sunday 16th August 2015 
 
Weather - 21 degrees, hazy and slight breeze at 16:08 hrs 
 
Fairy Duchess goes to Kempton on Tuesday with Martin Harley back on - providing she acts at Kempton on the 

all weather surface she should improve again off her 3rd at Newmarket - her debut.  Taking on some big guns but 
she does not know that! 
 
Our hard work with Air of Glory 'jumping out of the stalls' worked yesterday - a straight and sharp jump out, just 

what was ordered!  He traveled well for over a mile and then looked like he was running in snatches, turning in 
fifth but then one paced final furlong...  Distance must be the answer with head gear .... works at home like he 
could be a shorter runner but we had to get the confidence back over further to enable him to jump out of the 
stalls with the field  Although we were very disappointed, scatching our heads, the tricky part of the job was 
achieved yesterday but now to find his true distance.... Godolphin had tried from a mile to 11 furlongs.   
 

Thursday 13th August 2015 
 
Weather - 16 degrees, dull and looking like rain at 06:08 hrs 
 
NICELY DONE BURNT CREAM - WINNER!  
The ground had dried quickly all day for Burnt Cream at Bath yesterday to assist her in winning by three quarters 

of a length under a confident ride from Martin Harley.  She was on a handy mark over the 5 furlongs and 
providing she got the quick pace up front in the first couple of furlongs she had a great chance.  She has to come 
from off the pace (getting the cover she needs to settle - filling her lungs up) and then show her some daylight 
about two furlongs out, and then kick for home - she knows where the winning post is..... she was like a knife 
through butter!  WELL DONE TEAM  
 
Air of Glory is on target for Lingfield on Saturday evening.... He has had his problems and we have been 

patiently ironing them out....  His stalls practice has gone well, jumping out straight and head lowered.  His fast 
work has been fantastic, as quoted "he's like riding on a flying carpet!".  The main target is to get his confidence 
back on the track as he is not the bravest.... the plan will be to break straight from the stalls, get balanced, keep 
his mind on the job by passing his rivals one by one and then to use his speed at the back end of the race... that 
easy!  
 

Sunday 9th August 2015 
 
Weather - 19 degrees, blue sky and barely a cloud to be seen at 11:42 hrs 
 
Burnt Cream will hopefully run at Bath on Wednesday - she needs the ground like the road which it normally is at 
Bath but there are heavy showers forecast on Tuesday!  She is in good order at home and looks fantastic.... 
expecting a good run. 
 
No runners last week - ground too firm...... we seem to have a few horses that like the cut in the ground.  Those 
that have recently run will be aimed at the end of August. 
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Alfresco, Carobello, Topthorn have come back into their stables having had a well deserved holiday.... a month 
on the horse walker for them now.   
 

Sunday 2nd August 2015 
 
Weather - 14 degrees, sun trying to come through to what looks like being a lovely day at 07:55 hrs 
 
So close again - Exceeding Power 2nd   

So so unlucky - 2nd again for poor Exceeding Power at Lingfield 

yesterday in the 7f 0-75 handicap - that's now three tight finishing 
second's in a row!  He traveled really well through the race and 
only in the last few strides did the winner get his head in front of 
us.... some could say that we could have kicked earlier and won 
but the winner was going well a furlong out and stays a 
mile....  Praying the handicapper is not too hard on him. 
 
Ground may be too firm for Fairy Duchess on Tuesday so may 
have to wait for better ground.  Waiting on ground and weather 
reports from Salisbury. 
  

Friday 31st July 2015 
 
Weather - 20 degrees, sunshine, a little cloud at 11:56 hrs 
 
'WINNER, WINNER, WINNER' 

 

 Named Asset WON yesterday at Ffos Las - a long way to go but 

the conditions of the race were ideal for the little horse......... A 6 
furlong race for 3 year olds on good ground, good draw of 10 
and first time sheepskin pieces on his bridle.... confidently ridden 
by talented  Keiran Shoemark...... Keiran who rode Exceeding 
Power at Newbury two weeks ago (for the same owners - The 
Chalfonts) to finish 2nd.  Named Asset needs daylight in his race 
and that's what he got...... having broke well from the stalls 
Keiran took a straight line from his stall using the stand rail to 
guide him and the rest of the field aimed straight down the 
middle of the course.  We couldn't believe our luck that the field 
went down the middle of the track...... for three parts of the race 
we were alone on the stand side, all the space and daylight we 

needed and more!  As the race started to unfold Named Asset started edging over for a bit of company and 
ended up nearly on the far rail with the second favourite hot on our heels in second ridden by Paddy Pilley.  We 
eventually won by a neck and considering how much ground was wasted going across to the far rail we actually 
won quite comfortably in the end.  WELL DONE TEAM - A lot of work had gone into getting him there.  

 
Good Luck Exceeding Power for Lingfield on Saturday and to Fairy Duchess at Salisbury on Tuesday. 
 
Monday 27th July 2015 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, breezy and damp at 10:44 hrs 
 
What a wet Friday and Sunday..... we've had 54 ml of rain and looks like we're going to get more today!    
 
We had a superb day out at Ascot on Saturday and thankfully the rain held off.  Not such a good day for our poor 
owners, Kevin Quinn, Chris Benham and Ian Saunders who own Speculative Bid with David 
Elsworth.......Speculative Bid was favourite for the Heritage 7f Handicap at Ascot on Saturday but got stuck in the 
stalls when the gates opened...... he had his head hooked round the frame work and Jamie Spencer had to jump 
off him.... gates opened and Speculative Bid was loose with no jockey!  The BHA got themselves into a 'pickle' 
after the race with confusion as to whether the punters money should be returned or not......  still on going 
investigations! 
 
Entry done today for inform Exceeding Power for Lingfield on Saturday.   
 
Named Asset has an entry for Thursday this week at Ffos Las - a 3 yr old only race.  Been working well at home 
in the sheepskin pieces and providing the ground does not go heavy he will run in them.   
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Sunday 19th July 2015 
Weather - 21 degrees, windy with bright sunshine at 15:15 hrs 
 
Encouraging run.... 
Well done Fairy Duchess at Newmarket for finishing 3rd in a Maiden Race - her debut on a racecourse.  Her 

rivals had experience so we were hoping for a lead but when the field jumped out of the stalls, three of the 
fancied horses broke away from the main pack leaving us in front of the remainders!   Not really want you want 
on your debut but she coped well and three furlongs out she was starting to gain on the leaders with the rest of 
the field strung out like washing behind us!  With a furlong to run we passed the Godolphin horse but the first two 
had kicked again in the final 100 yds leaving us about 7 lengths adrift.  Superb run first run....... with more ease in 
the ground, a little further and another race like this she should go very close next time...... 
 

Saturday 18th July 2015 
 
Weather - 20 degrees, cloudy with some sunshine at 12:57 hrs 
 
Debut run today at Newmarket for Fairy Duchess over 7 furlongs.  Showed plenty of promise at home and has a 

superb attitude to work.  Her rivals have all had a run or two so she will be the baby of the party - however she is 
gutsy and honest....... therefore she will give them something to think about!  We like this filly a lot. 
 

Excelling run! 
 
Another great run from Exceeding Power - 2nd at Newbury....... 

Pipped at the post having kicked from 2 furlongs out. Good 
confident ride from Kieran Shoemark.  Exceeding Power has now 
collected prize money from 10 of his 12 starts for the Chalfonts - 
superb little horse for the partnership bought by Martin. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thursday 16th July 2015 
 
Weather - 14 degrees, bright and still at 06:12 hrs 
 
Looking forward to running Exceeding Power at Newbury on Friday.  Great run at Kempton last time out finishing 
2nd in a reasonably competitive affair.  We will be running off 62 (ran off 67 last week) with a 5lb claim from 
promising jockey Keiran Shoemark (whose father used to ride with Martin).  A few unexposed horses in the race 
but we are consistent and in good form ...... we will give them a good run for the prize! 
 
Bought two good types at Ascot Sales on Tuesday - Counterfeiter from Darley and an unnamed 4 yr old by 
Alflora.  Both with a view to go jumping.  Both athletic types and good conformation - exciting times ahead. 
 
Disappointing run from Named Asset - he's not the bravest and cannot cope being crowded.... has to have the 
space around him and in front.  Unfortunately through no one's fault he got in a tight spot and just gave up!  Head 
gear on next run..... 
 

Sunday 12th July 2015 
 
Weather - 16 degrees, windy and dull at 09:31 hrs 
 
Monday racing at Windsor with Named Asset in an apprentice race for jockeys who have ridden no more than 50 

winners.  We have Callam Shepherd, another rising star of 2015 to take the reins in what looks a good race to 
run Named Asset in.  A lot of hold up horses in the race and ideally we will need someone to give us a lead.  He 
will need the rain to fall over the next 24 hrs to give him a solid chance.  Not the best of draws but if it does rain 
then hopefully it will work to our advantage..... need that 'winning luck' on Monday! 
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Exceeding Power has entries at Newmarket and Newbury on Friday 17th. 
 

Thursday 9th July 2015 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, bright and breezy at 06:22 hrs 
 
So close - 2nd ! 

What an exciting run from Exceeding 
Power (17-2) - 2nd at Kempton over 

7 furlongs - well ridden by Paddy 
Pilley, apprentice to Mick 
Channon.  We were giving weight 
away to all but one and with a wide 
draw over 7 furlongs we needed 
some luck and good judgement from 
our young 17 year old jockey.  Paddy 
did exactly that and got Exceeding 
Power into a great position, handy 
enough to pounce when the pace 
increased.  As the pace increased we 
started going through the gears and 
looking like a contender.......within the 
last 100 yards we passed Spinning 
Cobblers (5-1) just getting our head in 
front and then from the rear David 
Elsworth's improving Water Dancer 
(5-1) came down the outer to pass us 

by a length in the final strides!   
 
No pace and awkward draw! 
Burnt Cream ran well at Bath yesterday from draw 9 of 9  - 5th beaten 2 1/2 lengths.....  The race did not go to 

plan and there was nothing we could do about it........The pace was slow and she has to have plenty of pace in 
front of her ..... because there was no pace her choke was out and ended up running too free (using up energy in 
the wrong part of the race) .... The only way I can describe it is that she has to be glided into a position (plenty of 
pace in front) and then three out the engine is started (getting balanced and building up her run) and then the 
turbo button can be pressed - off she goes, it's that easy!!  Basically she is a short runner and the field have to 
blast off in front for the first two furlongs so that they come back to her in the final two furlongs. 
 

Monday 6th July 2015 

 
Weather - 23 degrees, breezy and hazy at 15:49 hrs 
 
Declarations on the flat were done this morning for  Wednesday - Burnt Cream and Exceeding Power.  Burnt 

Cream goes to Bath with a draw 9 of 9 runners - not a good draw for a sprinter and Exceeding Power goes to 
Kempton in an Apprentice Race with a draw 10 of 13 runners, could have been worse,13!  Both races are 
competitive and looking on the positive side of things, we do have good pilots on both - Rab Havlin on Burnt 
Cream and Patrick Pilley (rising star - started with us at 12 years of age) on Exceeding Power.  The horses are 
looking fantastic and are happy within themselves..... plenty of luck needed on Wednesday from awkward 
draws.... about time that 'luck' was handed our way! 
 
Another improving run from Amadiva - 4th over 8f on Saturday at Hereford (on the Flat with Sarah).  Chloe 
Swaffield her jockey always had her in a good position throughout the race and in the final furlong they were 
gaining ground right to the finish....... looking like she may stay the 1m 2f .  A very pleasing run especially being in 
a higher grade race with all three recent winners in front of her.   Little Red Nell also at Hereford (for Sarah) 
missed the break and and finished 7th. With a 10lb rise in the weights for her recent win she is now finding it 
difficult.  Handicapper is due to drop her 5lb soon! 
 

Friday 3rd July 2015 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, sunny at 06:15 hrs 
 
Well Done Zac 
Another WINNER - his second day at Perth Races on Bunclody having made all.  Having ridden a 2nd and a 3rd 
on the first day at Perth he was determined to go one better on his second day there!  At the start of the race, he 
was 'on the ball' quick as lightning away he went, making sure he was going to lead ...... throughout the race he 
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jumped well and always swiftly away from his fences, making ground all the time.... in the final two furlongs he 
had the field stretched giving him the chance to win with a little in hand.....  A really well ridden race, tactically 
superb - definitely worth the long trip!  WELL DONE ZAC. 
 

Thursday 2nd July 2015 

 
Weather - 20 degrees and starting to rain at 11:20 hrs 
 
Hot weather yesterday, hotter than Brazil !  Only July 1st yesterday and already the hottest July on record 
!  Horses are a little like us with the weather, some can handle it and some just get 'hot and bothered'!  Most of 
the horses here are coping well, a couple a little sweaty and the others, through the hottest parts of the day have 
been sleeping or munching on their hay!  The horses in the field are not bothered at all - grazing away and 
looking like they are enjoying the extreme heat. 
 
Work day tomorrow at Kempton with Exceeding Power and Fairy Duchess. 

 
Burnt Cream will be our next runner at Bath on the 8th July - back in a class 6 race.  Came out of her Newbury 

(class 5) race well..... having traveled with ease for four of the five furlongs but denied a run with gaps closing at 
every opportunity until it was too late!  The quick ground at Bath will suit her. 
 
Sarah has two runners this Saturday at Hereford - Arab racing (Thoroughbred division) with Little Red Nell to be 
ridden by Zac Baker and Amadiva to be ridden by Chloe Swaffield.  Both have good chances but they have to 
take each other on in the same race over a mile..... Little Red Nell won two runs ago and Amadiva was placed 
3rd last time out.  Good luck team. 
 
Zac is riding again today at Perth, 2nd and 3rd (25-1) yesterday - long trip up to Perth but its looking like it was 
worth every hour of the drive and of course the fuel!!   
 
A 2nd at Cartmel last Sunday, Zac is certainly clocking up the miles but this was a prestigious race to ride in - 
Great Britain versus Ireland, competing against some of the best Amateur Jockeys from Ireland and Great 
Britain.  Unfortunately it was one of those races whereby the winner 'kicked on' at the start, enterprisingly ridden 
some would say, gaining a lead of 10/12 lengths to the next horse and Zac was on a horse that needed holding 
on to....... the distance at this horse's maximum and a strong gallop was not going to help!  A difficult position to 
be in ... does he chase the leader or to sit and wait as instructed and although it looked like Zac should have 
made more use of the horse (put into a closer position) he probably would not have finished 2nd if he had chased 
the leader.  At the end of the day he rode the horse as he was instructed to do so and the Stewards accepted his 
explanation. 
 

Sunday 28th June 2015 

 
Weather - 14 degrees at 07:30 hrs 
 
Amazing that we got Compton Magic to the track on Saturday at Windsor having had a serious tendon injury as a 
2 yr old.  His current owner who is also his breeder sold him as a yearling and a year later asked Martin if he 
would  have a look at him in Newmarket as he had heard that he had an injury.  Martin said that it would be 50/50 
whether he would get him back to any sort of fitness and on a positive 40/60 if he got him back on the track.  With 
the help of our good friend and vet Alan Walker we nursed him back patiently and yesterday we gave ourselves a 
pat on the back for the achievement of getting to the track.   
 
Compton Magic broke well out of the stalls, traveled for 3 furlongs then got unbalanced two out and then a little 
detached in the final furlong, beaten 16 lengths.  This was 6f and with a few more runs, gaining racecourse 
experience he should be looking like a speedy 5 furlong horse, all being well.   
 
Zac Baker is representing Great Britain today at Cartmel - team competition against Ireland.  Good Luck Zac. 
 
 

Friday 26th June 2015 

 
Weather - 15 degrees at 06:05 hrs 
 
Burnt Cream did not have much luck in running yesterday at Newbury over the 5 furlongs.  From three furlongs 

out the gaps kept closing on her and with nowhere to go, all she could do was sit and suffer!  She made up 2 
lengths in the final 100yds running on but it was all too late!  Finished 7th and beaten 5 lengths without coming off 
the bit - very frustrating! 
 

Thursday 25th June 2015 
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Weather - 16 degrees at 08:55 hrs 
 
Burnt Cream in action tonight at Newbury with Rab Havlin on board.  We could do with some luck and hopefully 

its today - she's in good order and looks fantastic.  Pleasing draw in the middle. 
 
Named Asset was a non runner yesterday at Bath - pulled a muscle.  Very disappointing as it was an ideal race 
for him.... That's racing! 
 

Tuesday 23rd June 2015 

 
Weather - 14 degrees at 06:10hrs 
 
Looking forward to Named Asset running at Bath on Wednesday although an outside draw - hoping to overcome 
that by getting a good break out of the stalls and get across as soon as able.  Good 5lb claimer on board, Mikey 
Ennis who rode a super race on Exceeding Power for us.  Named Asset's last run at Lingfield against the older 

horses was promising and if we can improve from that run we will go very close. 
 
Ground at Chepstow yesterday was 'rock hard' and Air of Glory was having non of it!  To our disappoint he never 
took part in the race and left us and his owners 'scratching our heads' in shock!  We always thought he would go 
on quick ground but its now looking like that is a definite 'NO'.  Chepstow can upset a few plans and it certainly 
did yesterday.  Air of Glory looks fantastic and has never moved better - he ate every nut up last night.  His big 
disappointment has to be the firm ground in the back straight and it frightened him!   
 

Friday 19th June 2015 

 
Weather - 13 degrees windy at 08:53hrs 
 
Entries for next week :-  
Monday 22 June - Air of Glory at Chepstow (2.30pm) back over the 1m 2f with George Baker on board. 
Wednesday 24th June - Named Asset at Bath (7.10pm) over a stiff 5f (5f 161yds) partnered by Luke Morris. 
Thursday 25th June - Burnt Cream at Newbury over 5f with Rab Havlin - only running if ground good to firm. 

 
Zac Baker, our Amateur Jockey has some outside rides coming up;  Hexham on Sunday over fences or hurdles 
(the trainer not decided which yet) and then down south to Brighton on the flat (amateur race) on Tuesday..... 
both very good chances. 
 

Wednesday 17th June 2015 

 
Weather - 18 degrees at 10:49hrs 
 
If it could go wrong, it all went wrong yesterday with Burnt Cream at Brighton!  To put a positive note to the race 

she finished 5th beaten 2 
1/2

 lengths by the 2nd horse but we were expecting a winner as she is in such 'good 

heart' - fit and well in her self.  Rab Havlin her jockey was taking the blame (very decent of him) but quite 
honestly Brighton is now on the 'Not to go to list with Burnt Cream' ..... always seems to be a disaster with her 
there!  We asked the Starter if she could go in last and they put us in 3rd last, hence her getting a little fractious 
and then missing the break when the stalls opened.  Next, Rab told us he was then in two minds to go up the rail 
and get cover from the slow horses or sit behind the favourite....... he chose to sit behind the favourite (as I think 
most would do) and ended up going too free on the bend (like having the choke out) - too much daylight, spoiling 
any chance at the finish............ and in that final furlong she was certainly one paced, all the fuel had been used 
up!   
 
That's racing and that's why it is never straight forward especially with free running horses!  Another positive from 
the race is that it's given her a 'pipe opener' for next week at Newbury - one of our favourite, lucky tracks (trained 
and both ridden good winners there over the years). 
 

Monday 15th June 2015 
 
Weather - 20 degrees at 13:48hrs 
 
Burnt Cream is back in action on Tuesday at Brighton with her regular pilot on board, Rab Havlin (from 15 rides 
only unplaced 5 times on her).  Not an ideal draw tomorrow but she has to be held up so hopefully they will be 
able to get across and get the cover she needs.  Providing there is plenty of pace from the front ranks she will be 
in the shake up on the line!  Good luck Burnt Cream. 
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Saturday 13th June 2015 

 
Named Asset 6th only beaten 2 

1/2
 lengths..... ran very well at Lingfield today against the older more experienced 

horses.  Shown below Named Asset racing on the 'big screen' whilst in front in red colours - looking like the 
winner until a furlong out.  Still showing his immaturity but improving with each run.....  Will now go to Bath on the 
24th June back against the 3 yr olds. 

 

 
 
Friday 12th June 2015 

 
Weather - 20 degrees at 12:57 hrs 
 
Named Asset is on target for Saturday at Lingfield - providing he settles in the first furlong he should run a big 
race.  Dane O'Neill booked with what looks like a reasonable draw of 12.  Working well at home and really 
starting to enjoy life at Bowstridge. 
 
Zac has done it again - WINNER at Newbury!  A good tactical ride and he made it look easy - the horse, Silver 
Dixie is not straight forward - pulls very hard and Zac managed to get the horse settled within the first two 
furlongs.  Turning into the straight it was a matter of keeping him interested and then pull out from the pack inside 
two furlongs out.  Then hands and heels pushing out to the line..... easy!  Well done Zac. 
 

Wednesday 10th June 2015 

 
Weather - 14 degrees at 10:45 hrs 
 
Martin and Sarah are back from Greece having had a relaxing holiday on the beautiful island - 
Kephalonia.  Whilst they were away the team at Bowstridge did a fine job keeping the horses fit and healthy.   
 
Air of Glory ran on Monday at Windsor in a very competitive race for horses rated 85 and below.  This was his 

turf debut on the flat and his betting price suggested this too at 66-1.  He was a little awkward away from the 
stalls and then took time to get balanced, meanwhile the leaders were away and in a few strides we were 15 
lengths behind them!  Although he coped with the big sweeping bend he was in no hurry to increase his 
position..... until that is, it was all too late.....  Once his jockey pulled him out of the pack in the final furlong he flew 
and crossing the line he hit 3rd gear for the first time in the race and unable to pull up!   He looked like a horse 
having his first run on a racecourse - well I suppose it was his debut on the turf - flat racing !  ...... much, much 
more to come but it may take a few more runs to gain the racing experience on the turf. 
 
This coming Saturday we have two entries on the flat at Lingfield on the turf - Compton Magic and Named 
Asset.  Compton Magic will be having his debut on the racecourse at the age of four!  A lovely strong horse by 
Compton Place who was sold well at the Breeze Ups but then sustained a serious leg problem.  Due to the 
problem, his breeder bought him back from his then trainer and sent him to us.  We have gently nursed him back 
over the past 18 months and to get him fit, to be able to run him on a racecourse is just amazing!  We have not 
pushed any serious buttons on him at home so he will be very 'green' when he runs but he is a quick learner and 
after a few runs we should start to see what he is made of.... his half sister was a good horse - Lafortunata 
(beaten 1 length in the 'Super Sprint' at Epsom on Derby Day). 
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Named Asset also runs at Lingfield - another kind and sensitive youngster who will again need the experience 
mentally.  However,  he is very fit and has 'come on' from his gallops at Kempton - his work rider, Zac Baker is 
very happy with his progress.  Taking on the older horses for the first time.  
 
Zac Baker our Amateur was again back in the winners enclosure at Hexham - his 8th winner under rules and 22 
winners in total to date.  He finished 4th in the Amateur NH Championship last season and this season we and 
his agent will be trying to get him into the 'number one' spot.  
 
The ARO runners for Sarah -  Little Red Nell and Amadiva ran at Hereford last Sunday with Chloe Swaffield on 
board.  Amadiva ran a superb race finishing 3rd only beaten a length and a head....... her confidence has come 
on from her debut, just what she needed.  Little Red Nell had just come into 'season' and up 10lb for her recent 
win - looked like being placed 2 out but weight caught her out in the final two furlongs - not disgraced, an ok run - 
her first time up in grade .......she will bounce back in due course. 
 
 

Saturday 30th May 2015 

 
Weather - 15 degrees at 20:02 hrs 
 
Burnt Cream 5th on Thursday under another good ride from Rab Havlin.  A pleasing run considering the surface 

had changed since her last outing at Lingfield and the kick back was horrendous.  Not making excuses but the 
surface was riding as slow as it has ever been and you had to be ridden handy if you wanted to be in the shake 
up!  Unfortunately we have to be held up, that's the way she has to be ridden.  Washing her off after the race she 
looked like she got everyone's kick back!  If you let her run from the front she would run with the choke out and 
she certainly would not get home..... In America you could run her in their 4 furlong races! 
 
The horses worked well at Kempton on Friday - Air of Glory, Named Asset and Compton Magic.  They worked 
with two other horses from another stable.  Great experience for Named Asset and Compton Magic.  Air of Glory 
had a very encouraging pipe opener which should give him plenty of confidence for his run at Windsor on the 8th 
June. 
 

Wednesday 27th May 2015 

 
Weather - 16 degrees at 21:35 hrs 
 
Burnt Cream has the 'Best Win Percentage' in the race - 11.76% 
Back on the flat tomorrow at Lingfield with Burnt Cream, her first run in 124 days having had a good holiday.  She 
has her usual jockey, Rab Havlin on board with draw of 5.  Martin, her 'Work Rider' is very pleased with her at 
home - working well and in good health.  There should be plenty of pace in the race with four or five of her 
opposition wanting to make it!  Lets hope they jump out and make it a good gallop - that would be a perfect race 
for Burnt Cream who likes to come from last, off a fast pace..... will need it to open up for us turning into the home 
straight.  Good luck BC. 
 
Well done Zac - another WINNER last night - 9.10pm at Hexham!  Worth the long trip up north - he has certainly 
covered some miles in the last four days - Ffos Las, Uttoxeter and Hexham!  That makes 7 winners this season 
and puts him in 4th for the National Hunt Amateur Jockeys Championship.  
 

Monday 25th May 2015 

 
Weather - Overcast  - 13 degrees at 11:59 hrs 
 
Another good run from Miss Biscotti finishing 3rd over fences on Saturday at Ffos Las.....  only to be beaten by 

the quickening ground and two experienced horses.  Though out the race she jumped well in a handy position, a 
little 'novicey'  towards the end of the race but that's understandable, only her second run over fences and her 
sixth in total.  Another promising run. 
 

Friday 22nd May 2015 
 
Weather - mild, plenty of cloud cover - 16 degrees at 20:09 hrs 
 
Jump racing tomorrow at Ffos Las in Wales with Miss Biscotti.  This will be her 2nd chase and her 7th run on a 
race course.  This race is not as competitive as her debut chase but her rivals in this race do have more 
experience. However, the ability she showed on her chase debut 22 days ago when finishing 2nd she has to go 
one better.....  The name of the game is jumping and providing she has a clear round the opposition will have to 
pull out all the stops and be at their best to compete with her.  
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Tuesday 19th May 2015 

 
Weather - overcast and breezy - 10 degrees at 10:00 hrs 
 
Unseated rider, not what any jockey wants to happen to them!  Poor Zac had this happen to him yesterday 
on Carobello with only another two fences to jump.  Dual winning Carobello was loving the ground, which was 

softening all the time with the intermittent rain.  He was jumping and traveling well and then just a silly little twist 
having stood off too far jumping the third last, just caught Zac out ...... too short a rein and gravity pulled Zac over 
Carobello's shoulder!  Seen it happen to the best..... its called jump racing and you have to get a clear round 
without mishaps but mishaps happen in every jump race!  Frustrating for everyone and no more so than for the 
jockey.....  Horse and jockey are fine so there is always another day.  Carobello certainly looked like he was liking 
the track and ground so would definitely be worth another try back there in the future.  
 
 "The ups and downs of racing!"   
 

Monday 18th May 2015 

 
Weather - raining, breezy and mild - 11 degrees at 10:39 hrs 
 
Carobello is in action today at Towcester over fences - Zac Baker on board.  A very competitive race but if we act 
on the track, this being his debut at Towcester, he should run a big race - could not be more pleased with him at 
home.  Hoping they don't get too much rain today - hit and miss for the area!  He does have a back-up entry for 
the end of week if the ground should get too soft today..... 
 
Little Red Nell - WINNER! 
A long weekend but good results for the Team ........... Yesterday, Little Red Nell ridden by Chloe Swaffield won 
at Taunton in a ARO- Thoroughbred flat race by 3/4 length over a mile on the turf.  She had been 'knocking on 
the door' last season and on her first run back 3 weeks ago at Wolverhampton she looked like winning only to get 
'pipped' on the finish line!  Well done Chloe for giving 'Red' a well judged ride and pushing right to the line.....  Zac 
was on her heels in 2nd but Chloe and Red were not going to get beat this time!   
 
Sarah also ran Amadiva at the meeting, her debut in ARO races.  Due to being her first run she had to take on 
the highest rated horses so that the handicapper can assess her .... In the final two furlongs she was looking like 
being placed a furlong out but then stumbled on the road crossing and within strides she was swallowed up in the 
final 150 yds.  Beaten only about 6 lengths - she will improve with each run as she has so little experience in 
comparison to her rivals. She has one more run in this grade and then she will be assessed.   
 
So close! 
A good 2nd on Saturday for Sarah and Chloe at Dingley (Market Harborough) with Some Surprise....so nearly a 
winner!  Always traveling well in a handy position through the race, Chloe took it up coming down the hill (2 
furlongs to run) into the home straight only to get passed in the air over the last fence!  Beaten 3 lengths in the 
end but a great run for a horse who has had breathing problems (operation only 6 weeks ago) and back problems 
to go with it!  Won the Best Turned Out - he did just look a picture...... Well done Becca for turning him out 
superbly. 
 
The Bosley/Bowstridge young jockeys are flying  
Chloe Swaffield had two winners and a 2nd last week, Albert Chandler a winner yesterday, Paddy Pilley five 
winners in the last two weeks and Dale Peters a winner at the weekend. Georgina Friswell rode her first winner 
last week under rules at Chelmsford and  Zac Baker had a lovely 2nd on Miss Biscotti and a 2nd yesterday - 
aiming for a winner today! 
 
Zac Baker and Paddy Pilley - started with us at the age of 12 
Albert Chandler and Dale Peters - started with us at the age of 13 
Chloe Swaffield - started with us 2 years ago  
Georgina Friswell - started with us at the age of 15  
 
Zac Baker is currently in 3rd place for the Amateur National Hunt Jockeys Championship for Great Britain. 
Paddy Pilley is currently in 3rd place for the Apprentice Flat Jockeys Championship for Great Britain.   
We placed Paddy with Mick Channon when he left school at sixteen..... Paddy has worked hard to get these recent 

winners and  is now reaping the rewards.   
 
Exceeding Power ran on Thursday at Salisbury on the flat - a satisfactory run finishing 5th on Thursday in an 

Apprentice Jockeys Race.  It was a muddling race with no early pace (we pulled too hard in the first furlong) and 
what looked like a decent draw of one, ended up being the worst position due to the rain softening ground with 
the field moving across to the stand rail!  There are no suitable races for him until June so he can now have a few 
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easy days in the pen. 
 

Tuesday 12th May 2015 

 
Weather - windy, bright and a hint of rain 13 degrees at 11:14 hrs 
 
This coming Thursday we have Exceeding Power in action at Salisbury running over 7f.  A good draw of 1, 
ground is quick at present but heavy rain is due..... has good form on good to soft ground if the rain gets in!  He 
did an exceptional piece of work on Saturday with the first time sheep skin pieces which will be worn on 
Thursday.  He will need to stay the distance if the rain gets in..... an unknown but he certainly feels like he should 
stay up to a mile! 
 
Named Asset was beaten 6 1/2 lengths yesterday on his debut on the all weather over 6f.  He broke sharp, sat 

in fifth still pulling quite hard for the first furlong and then switched off.  For the next couple of furlongs the kick 
back was fierce, kicking right up into his face !  As the pace quickened into the home bend the gaps were 
tightening and Named Asset was too nervous to go into them..... he had to sit and suffer in the kick back about 6 
1/2 lengths off the leaders and this was where he finished.   He still has so much to learn on the course - 
confidence of going through the gaps will come but he needs plenty of practice!  His pre-race anxiety has 
reversed for the better so hopefully it will not take him too much longer.... He is such a baby! 
 

Sunday 10th May 2015 

 
Weather - breezy and bright 17 degrees at 16:20 hrs 
 
Wolverhampton tomorrow with Named Asset over a short 6f.  He is a well bred 3 yr old who is still very immature 
and needs plenty of experience.  We are currently the outsider of the field at 25-1 ..... He is better than the price 
suggests having shown enough ability in his earlier races.  His last race was just too far for him over a stiff 
7f....  he pulled too hard early on (fresh from a break).  Apart from his first month with us he has been very 
pleasant to train, once he trusted us... very relaxed now and taken all his work in his stride.  This will be his debut 
on the all weather and we are hoping for an encouraging run.... whatever he does tomorrow he will  improve.   
 

Thursday 7th May 2015 

 
Named Asset and Exceeding Power will have entries for next week - more details to follow. 
 
Not what we wanted - teenager! 
Topthorn was not helped today having two other front runners dictating the pace and talk about 'sulk' ..... 

Topthorn down tools as soon as he hit the back straight!  Holiday for him.... been on the go for a while now.  He 
certainly knows how to handicap himself! 
 

Sunday 3rd May 2015 

 
Weather - overcast and mild 17 degrees at 16:20 hrs. 
 
Great to have a busy week with runners - been worth the wait as the runners have excelled themselves on the 
flat , and over fences ..... although not winning they certainly showed plenty of promise for future races.   
 
Topthorn has an entry over fences for next Thursday 7th May at Worcester - working well and in good order with 
himself..... looks great....... 'Kick on Topthorn' ! 
 
Sarah had a 2nd yesterday with Little Red Nell at Wolverhampton in the ARO Thoroughbred Races ridden by 
Chloe Swaffield.  Super ride from Chloe to 'dart' up the inners of the other runners turning into the home straight, 
kicking on to take the lead, only to be denied first prize just a stride from the finishing line - beaten a neck!  A 
super run for first run of the ARO season.   
 

Friday 1st May 2015 

Friday evening - 22:00 hrs 
 
Miss Biscotti - 2nd today -  "what a wonderful mare" 
Well done Miss Biscotti  (bought for £1,300 at Ascot Sales) finishing 2nd to Mor Brook (cost £82,000) in her first 

ever chase (over the big fences) at 33-1 for Zac Baker.  Eleven runners, most of which were having their debut 
over fences!  At the first fence one of the horses un-shipped his jockey which then decided to run amongst the 
leaders.  Biscuit (as we call her) jumped her way to the front from the second fence, loving the space and by 
showing her enjoyment her ears were pricked firmly forward.  From the third fence the loose horse started to 
become very annoying by continuously jumping across her but because Biscuit is an exceptional mare in 
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temperament, so honest and game, she just got on with her job!   
 
This was her debut over fences, she was clever and mostly accurate - only her fifth run on a track (her last two 
runs over hurdles were non events) and although she won her second race over hurdles she has no decent 
experience yet.  She spent most of the race dodging the loose horse but coped so well.  From three out she was 
looking good, clever with her jumping and getting competitive but the winners experience (has won two points) 
came into play -  Approaching the second last the winner looked like he was going to win easily but Biscuit came 
again after the last and at the finish she was only beaten 3 1/2 lengths..... the 3rd horse was 6 lengths back and 
the 4th was 25 lengths behind the 3rd.  Superb run by Biscuit - very encouraging. Well Done Team. 

 

Thursday 30th April 2015 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, chilly with sunshine and not a cloud to be seen at 06:00 hrs 
 
Raging fire and explosions close by! 
About 9pm last night the farm was in a war zone with gas cylinders exploding with huge 50 feet flames.  This was 
all happening about 150 yards down the lane on small business site used by roofers and car repairers.  Sarah 
arrived back from Cheltenham to find Martin directing the traffic away from the raging flames.  Eight fire engines 
from Buckinghamshire and neighbouring counties were working hard to put the flames out whilst the occupants of 
the cottages next to the site were evacuated.  Sarah made our poor neighbours cups of teas before the police 
took them off to a safe hold for the night.  We were worried about the horses being stressed by what was going 
on with loud booms, bangs, sirens and flashing lights ..... but with radios on and lights on in the yard they were 
amazingly settled.... This morning the horses were all fine and the fire itself under control but still being attended 
too.  What a night! 
 
Well done to Barrick's Hill - 3rd at Cheltenham 
One of Sarah's pointers, Barrick's Hill was in action yesterday at the prestigious Cheltenham Hunter Chase 
Meeting under Zac Baker.   
 
At 66 -1 the bookies were giving them no chance but Sarah and team knew Barrick's Hill was in good order  - 
working well, looked great in his coat and full of his own self importance!  Through the race Barrick's Hill and Zac 
sat 3rd /4th in the stamina testing 3m 1 1/2 furlongs.  With four to run Barrick's Hill was still jumping superbly, 
jumping out of Zac's hands, showing he still had plenty of fuel left in the tank!  Right to the last fence they stayed 
within a length of the winner and only got out paced climbing the famous, grueling hill to the finish which catches 
many a good horse out!  Barrick's Hill finished 3rd, beaten 4 lengths and 6 lengths, just 10 lengths in total - 
beaten by Harbour Court one of the top Point to Pointer/ Hunter Chase horses in the country.  Another good ride 
from Zac Baker. 
 
'Not bad for the owners hack!'  Since Barrick's Hill ran at Cheltenham 2 years ago (when he led over the second 
last in the 4 mile race) he has had continuous niggling problems and had to miss all of last season in order to get 
him right..... and all that stress and hard work has paid off.  WELL DONE TEAM - GREAT RESULT!   
 

Wednesday 29th April 2015 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, raining and feeling cold at 10:41 hrs 
 
Exceeding Power ran a super race again - missed the break in the stalls and had to play catch up.  Only beaten 

2 1/2 lengths - looked like winning a furlong out!   
 
Sarah is off to Cheltenham today for the United Hunts Race over 3m 1 1/2 furlongs with Barrick's Hill.  A 66-1 
chance today and it is a good race but if he jumps round safe he'll be in the placings!  He has good solid form 
there from two years ago when he led over the second last in the 4 mile race at the same meeting.  Missed last 
year with problems but he is in great form with himself going to the race today.....  Zac Baker rides him today who 
won on him on his debut for Sarah.  Good luck team. 
 

Monday 27th April 2015 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, blue sky, clouds and feeling fresh at 10:36 hrs 
 

Exceeding Power is back in action today at Kempton in a 7 

furlong flat race - down in grade.  He would be fairly fit and I would 
say enough to show a good account of himself.... luck in running 
needed and a consistent gallop.  Due a win very soon! 
 
Last week - Carobello 3rd in a handicap chase at Plumpton in a 

competitive race - his first run back after a break.  A satisfactory 
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run under a good ride from Zac Baker.  Named Asset showed plenty of ability having his first run for us in a very 

hot 0-75 contest at Leicester - although only beat 2 he was very competitive over 1 furlong out .  We will now take 
him back to 6f having showed a great deal of speed.  A very pleasing run for an immature 3 year old.  Showed 
great attitude pre race and afterwards. 
 

Sunday 19th April 2015 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, overcast and still at 16:00 hrs 
 
Entries this week for Carobello at Plumpton and Named Asset at Leicester, both worked well on 

Saturday.  Topthorn is ready to run but no races until May.  May is looking busy for runners and exciting times 
ahead with Air of Glory, Exceeding Power, Compton Magic, Miss Biscotti, Named Asset, Topthorn, Carobello all 
looking fantastic and working well.   
 
Sarah will be entering Barrick's Hill for the Hunter Chase Meeting at Cheltenham this week - this is the amateur 
version of the Cheltenham Festival!   
 

Sunday 12th April 2015 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, bright and light breeze at 10:15 hrs 
 
Exciting work on the gallops yesterday  
Air of Glory and Exceeding Power worked well yesterday - their first piece of work since their break.  Air of Glory 
and Exceeding Power will be campaigned on the flat for the Spring/Summer. 
 
Kempton work out 
Thursday we took Named Asset and Compton Magic to Kempton racecourse for an educational work 
out.  Named Asset although has had 4 runs on a racecourse is still quite inexperienced and Compton Magic has 
not run yet so this was an ideal gallop to give them both experience and confidence.  Both horses work together 
at home and it has been inspiring watching them improving together.  Will be back to Kempton with them both 
next week. 
 
Topthorn getting closer to a run 
His blood test was a 'thumbs up' result yesterday - his best test since he won.  An outing for him on the 
racecourse hopefully before the end of the month.  He has been 'ticking over' (steady canters) for the past couple 
of weeks - next plan to give him a couple of pieces of work and then action on the racecourse. 
 
 

Monday 30th March 2015 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, bright and breezy with rain forecast later at 09:45 hrs 

 
Working well and looking forward to seeing our runners in action 
in April. 
Compton Magic and Named Asset worked well again together on 
Saturday and a racecourse gallop at Kempton will be organised 
for next week for education.  Air of Glory, Burnt Cream and 
Exceeding Power start back in work this week - currently working 
out their route on the flat for the summer months.  Carobello 
worked well on Saturday having his first piece of work, an outing 
in due course on quicker ground than it is as present!   
 
Sarah delighted with the performance of the 'Pointers' over the 
weekend. 
The point to pointers excelled themselves on Sunday with Some 

Surprise (Chloe Swaffield) and Barrick's Hill (Zac Baker) both finishing 2nd in their races at Godstone and 
Maisemore.  Although the ground was softer than ideal for both horses they both ran superbly in competitive 
races.  Although they did not win yesterday they both won the 'Best Turnout' !  Barrick's Hill has now qualified for 
the Red Mills Intermediate Championship at Cheltenham on the 29th April where he will have another entry in the 
United Hunts 3 mile and 1 1/2 furlongs race.   
 

Monday 23rd March 2015 

 
Weather - 4 degrees, bright and fresh at 09:10hrs 
 
April runners continue to impress - all worked well on Saturday.  Topthorn looking good and would be a little fitter 
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than some of the others - could get a run very shortly....   
 
Sarah will be busy with the pointers this coming Sunday  - Godstone for Some Surprise and Barrick's Hill has two 
entries, Maisemore (Worcestershire) and Garthorpe (Lincolnshire). 
 

Monday 16th March 2015 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, damp, cloudy and still at 11:00 hrs. 
 
Zac does it again! 
A fantastic day on Saturday for our amateur jockey, Zac Baker riding his 6th winner under rules this season 
(currently 3rd in the Amateur Championship) and his first winner over hurdles against  professional jockeys.  He 
was riding at Uttoxeter (the Midlands Grand National Meeting) in the Mares Handicap Hurdle on Tambura beating 
Richard Johnson on the favourite by 15 lengths! 
 
Getting ready for racing action.... 
We had a great turnout of owners on Saturday who watched their horses on the gallops - they all worked well 
with April races being planned. 
 
Pointing with Sarah... 
Some Surprise was in action on Sunday at Hackwood Point to Point who finished 4th with Zac Baker on 
board.  Some Surprise got the good ground they had been wishing for and ran a super race until 3 out when he 
came to the end of his stamina - definitely looking a short runner, most point to points are 3 miles so the next plan 
is to try the only 2 mile 4 furlongs at Godstone for older horses on the 29th March..... will be reunited with Chloe 
Swaffield, his regular pilot (injured her shoulder last week hence not riding yesterday) ........ this should be his 
race providing the ground is good!   Barrick's Hill and Zac Baker will also be in action on the 29th at Garthorpe or 
Maisemore point to points. 
 
Cheltenham Festival - small stable 'tops' the meeting! 
Last week we all enjoyed what we thought was possibly one of the best Cheltenham Festival's in twenty 
years.  What a wonderful story behind the the Cheltenham Gold Cup winner Coneygree, his trainer (husband, 
wife, son and daughter team - The Bradstocks), the owners (The Max Partnership) and Nico De Boinville his 
jockey.  To be British bred in all directions, lightly raced due to various niggling problems and to be trained by 
wonderful people who only have a handful of horses.  This was not a bought dream but a dream through hard 
work, patience and dedication and that's what racing is all about!  Nico the winning jockey has been riding for us 
since his amateur days when he nearly won the Championship 4 mile Hunter Chase for Sarah two years ago.  He 
has recently ridden us winners on Miss Biscotti and Carobello - an excellent horseman as well as a jockey. 
 
Miss Biscotti ran a more encouraging race at Towcester only to get tired turning up the hill on tacky ground.  Will 
be fitter for the run having come back off a little break.   
 

Monday 9th March 2015 

 
Weather - 2 degrees, ground frost with minimal breeze at 06:00 hrs 
 
We had a good day on Saturday with the horses working well in the morning and in the afternoon Sarah having a 
3rd with Barrick's Hill ridden by Zac Baker in the Conditions Race at The Duke of Beaufort's Point to 
Point.  Barrick's Hill has been lightly raced due to various problems over the past couple of years but showed on 
Saturday he still retains plenty of ability.  All being well he will have one more run in a point to point before he 
goes to Cheltenham for the Hunter Chase Meeting (Amateur version of the Cheltenham Festival) on 30th April.  
 
Miss Biscotti is entered for a conditional jockeys hurdle race at Towcester on Thursday providing he ground is 

not too wet!  All being well she will then be aimed for a run over fences in three weeks - her chase debut. 
 
 

Thursday 5th March 2015 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, sunshine with slight breeze at 11:33 hrs 
 
17% strike rate on the flat to date for 2015 and 21% for our chasers - to date for the season 2014 / 2015 
 
Yesterday we were at Lingfield with Joyful Risk who ran an odd race, looking like being in the frame two furlongs 

out and then decided she had done enough!  At home she had been in 'flying' form so this was disappointing to 
see her down tools in the final furlongs, beaten just over 9 lengths..  She looked super in the early part of the 
race, in the right position; 4th/5th in what looked a fast run race, traveled well to over half way and her young 
apprentice jockey looked confident on her.  This was a hands and heels race for jockeys who have not ridden 
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more than 10 winners and it looked like she took advantage of the inexperience and no use of the stick.   There 
are no suitable races for her in March or April therefore she will have a short break, freshen up and come back 
the end of May over a shorter distance with blinkers on!  She is still a lightly raced mare and it may just take the 
blinkers to keep her mind on the job! 
 
Dualagi has gone back to stud this week with her foal, Bonnie to be covered by Firebreak again. 
 
Miss Biscotti will have an entry for next Thursday over hurdles at Towcester.  The plan has been to go over 
fences but unfortunately there is not a suitable race until the first week of April.  This run next Thursday will put 
her right for her chase debut in April. 
 
 

Monday 2nd March 2015 

 
Weather - 5 degrees, windy - gusts with a glimmer of sunshine at 11:02 hrs 
 
We have Joyful Risk running on Wednesday at Lingfield in an Apprentice Race and our jockey will be Paddy 
Pilley who is attached to Mick Channon's stable.  The track should suit her - an easy mile and we have a middle 
draw - 5 of 10 runners.  She is in good order at home and we are expecting a bold run. 
 
We had a few fresh and very happy horses this morning with the wind up their tails!  Good to see the forecast is 
for drying weather and sunshine - should have some runners jumping shortly.  The flat horses continue to please 
in their routines. 
 
Back in early February Martin and Sarah were invited to a 'Bargain Hunt' audition - They got down to the last 40 
people of 800 applicants.  Unfortunately they did not reach the final 8 - Martin is utterly disappointed they did not 
reach the final....some would say that Sarah is not so disappointed! 
 

Saturday 21st February 2015 

 
Weather - 5 degrees, cold north easterly wind and a little sunshine at 12:22 hrs 
 
A bitterly cold morning with a little sunshine today and the horses are looking good - getting ready for their Spring 
campaign.  No jump runners at the moment as the ground is just too wet, bottomless in fact and our youngsters 
will not cope with it - therefore we are not having runners until the ground dries to good or good to soft at 
worst.  Some of the flat horses are just starting to get ready for their campaigns, April onwards and those jumpers 
that have had a break will be back in exercise the first week of March.   
 
Report - Burnt Cream was a little off colour hence our decision not to run last week.  She looks great but her 
blood report was not good enough to be running in a race (she would probably still run her heart out but go 
backwards after).  We have given her a blood tonic which should put her back to her best shortly..... Hopefully 
back in action in early March. 
 
Exceeding Power is thoroughly enjoying his break in the pens, rolling and playing - had mud baths for the first 
two days! 
 
Although a quiet period, it is an exciting time watching the young horses progress.   
 

Friday 13th February 2015 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, overcast and windy at 11:19 hrs 
 
Yesterday Joyful Risk was in action at Chelmsford after a long break (100 days) and only her sixth run on a 

racecourse.  The team have put in a lot of hard work with her back muscles and she certainly showed the 
improvement by the way she broke from the stalls and traveled in the race.  She stayed with the winner until a 
furlong and a half out when she got tired.....entitled to get tired having had a long time off the track and only her 
sixth run over what is probably her maximum distance, one mile.  Robert Havlin who rode her spoke really well of 
her and stated that she would be in the winners enclosure shortly.  There is no race over 7f in her grade at 
Chelmsford at the moment so we have to go to Wolverhampton, Southwell or Lingfield.   
 
Bonnie, the new foal is doing well, in fact very well - she is so active; she uses her stable (with mum in the 
middle) as a warm up - circuit training at the canter and then when she goes outside in the pen she goes off 
bouncing everywhere - off all four legs, then shoots off flat out around the pen and then does it all over 
again.  She does sleep quite a lot too!  
 

Tuesday 10th February 2015 
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Weather - 5 degrees, overcast, dry and very still at 13:01 hrs 
 

'Bonnie' born on Friday - right on cue! 
Dualagi gave birth to a leggy chesnut filly by Major Cadeaux on 
Friday evening whilst her owners were here on a flying visit before 
they jumped on a plane to Tenerife!  Mother and daughter seem 
very well and have been enjoying the fresh air the last couple of 
mornings. Pictures to follow shortly...... 
 
We have action at Chelmsford this week with Joyful Risk running 
on Thursday with Robert Havlin on board (successful on Burnt 
Cream for us in January).  The race is 1 mile with a draw of 9 - not 
ideal but if we can get out of the gates sharply it should not make 
too much difference.  Her stalls practice has gone well at home 
(last time out was a little tricky going in) and we could not be more 
pleased with her progress.  It is a reasonably competitive affair 

but we are on a good handicap mark and if she gets the luck she deserves we should be right there in the final 
furlong. 
 
Burnt Cream did not run last week but we are hoping to get her back in action next week.   
 
Last Sunday Sarah was point to pointing with one runner, Some Surprise at Godstone who finished 4th with 
Chloe Swaffield on board.  An Irish maiden pointer who had been off the track for over a year.  It was a testing 
ground but a good time for a maiden as equaling the Mens Open race time!  Due to be running again in 14 -21 
days. 

 
Thursday 5th February 2015 

 
Weather - 1 degree, snow on the ground at 11:08 hrs 
 
Freezing and snowing but the show goes on! 
The white 'fluffy stuff' has nearly gone but at seven o'clock this morning Sarah and Chloe were working horses in 
a 'light' blizzard!  They worked well and the horses seem to be enjoying themselves.  Yesterday we had black ice 
and before we could do anything with the horses, the yards and walker had to be salted.  The gallop as normal 
has been fantastic - with the assistance of Martin and Zac keeping it harrowed. 
 
Burnt Cream and Exceeding Power will have entries for the end of next week.  Joyful Risk will be making another 
outing shortly - working really well at home and had a good work out at Chelmsford last week with Exceeding 
Power. 
 
Miss Biscotti schooled with ease over the fences last Tuesday and will have an outing when the ground is not so 
testing. 
 
The youngsters are coming along well, including Dualagi's first foal, un-named by Tagula now a 2 yr old, Named 
Asset, a half brother to Lanseer, miler (winner of Coventry Stakes and placed in numerous Group 1's) and 
Compton Magic, a half brother to La Fortunata, 95 rated 5f sprinter. 
 
Dualagi is due to foal (by Major Cadeaux) this month - looks like she might wait till it warms up!  Her second foal, 
now a yearling by Firebreak looks like she is going to be a powerful filly, plenty of bone, sharp mind and huge 
hind quarters with plenty of depth! 
 

Wednesday 28th January 2015 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, overcast at 07:32 hrs 
 
Worth another try at 6f for Burnt Cream! 
Last Saturday we ran Burnt Cream at Lingfield, her second run in two days.... this time over 6 furlongs.  We had 

the very outside, stall12 of 12 runners but this did not worry us as she has to be held up off the pace.  Once out 
of the stalls Rab took her gently over to the inside, traveling well and settled.  Turning into the home straight she 
took the bend swiftly and 'nicked' up the inside of her rivals. With one and a half furlongs to run (whilst in 4th) the 
horse in front of Burnt Cream closed the gap on the rail and with no where to go, this stopped her run through to 
the line!  With her way of running she has to keep them momentum flowing..... or its like a car being taken out of 
gear!  With one furlong to run Rab just eased her down and she was still only beaten 5 lengths.   
 
Topthorn ran on Monday finishing 7th at Ludlow on soft ground with Zac Baker on board.  A competitive race with 
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one or two progressive horses which were lightly handicapped unlike ourselves having gone up yet again for our 
last win.  We made most of the running, jumped well throughout but turning into the home straight, the winner 
eased pass him (a well handicapped horse - down 6lb in one go for its previous run!) and as Topthorn jumped the 
last two fences the stamina started to run out.  The ground was very 'tacky' and he is a short runner, only just 
gets the two miles.   
 
Miss Biscotti did not run at Ludlow due to the ground being too soft for her. 
 

Friday 23rd January 2015 

 
Another outing to Lingfield today with Burnt Cream who was third in the betting and finished 3rd in the race, only 

beaten 3 1/2 lengths.  What a wonderful mare she is for Patricia Brown, always runs a solid race.  Another 
superb run with good ride from Rab Havlin but today we just didn't get the luck we had last time out when she 
won!   
 
Usual hold up tactics today - its the only way to ride her and then creep into the race.  Unfortunately today Spray 
Tan was not going quick enough on the rail, in front of us and by the time we got going the winner had already 
kicked and gone for home!  Superb ride from Adam Kirby the winning jockey who led from start to finish but 
unfortunately for us the rest of the field did not take him on earlier in the race - we would have been closer at the 
finish, do not think we would have won but possibly finished 2nd.  The time of the race today was slower than 
Burnt Cream's win last time out...   Kirby got his fractions right but the rest of field did not follow suit!  Looked like 
today she ran as if she wanted 6 furlongs and tomorrow we do actually run over 6 furlongs, back at 
Lingfield!  Could be interesting!  
 

Wednesday 14th January 2015 

 
Weather - 5 degrees, feeling cold and damp at 16:53 hrs 
 
Burnt Cream knows she is a winner again - full of beans and very pleased with herself!  She is ready for another 

outing but there is nothing for her until the 23rd and 24th January.  The handicapper has put her up 3lb for her 
win which is looking reasonable considering the recent form is working out very well.   
 
No runners this week - Burnt Cream will be our next flat runner and with regard to jumpers, Topthorn and Miss 
Biscotti will have entries the following week.  At the moment the ground for the jumpers is extremely testing and 
with the current weather it is going to border line whether the racecourses are able to stage a meeting!   
 
Sad News 
For those of you who know our dogs, I have very sad news to inform you that on Sunday our dear little Cosi had 
a tragic accident.  She will be sadly missed. 
 

Friday 9th January 2015 

 
Weather - 9 degrees, patchy cloud and breezy at 08:45 hrs 
 
Well done Burnt Cream - WINNER TODAY!  So pleased for Patricia Brown, her owner and the Team here at 

Bowstridge Farm.  What a great ride from Robert Havlin - he knows her so well.  Well done. 
************* 

Today Burnt Cream runs at Lingfield in a 5 furlong race with Robert Havlin on board.  Praying for plenty of speed 

early on ..... the fancied horses should be handy - they need a good gallop to be there at the finish.   If we get the 
pace we will be taking them on in the final strides!   
 

Tuesday 6th January 2015 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, overcast and dreary at 10:00 hrs 
 
Another good run from Exceeding Power on Saturday at Lingfield only beaten 2 1/2 lengths in a slower than 

expected race over the 7 furlongs.  Going for the mile next outing.... could be interesting! 
 
Topthorn did not run at Plumpton due to the change of ground.... too, too soft for him. 

 
Burn Cream out this Friday at Lingfield - working well at home.  Hoping for a good gallop in the race - if the 6 

furlong horses run they will need a good gallop!   
 
Sarah had one of her point to pointers, Barrick's Hill ridden by Zac Baker out on Sunday at Larkhill, one of the 
most competitive tracks in the country with the likes of Quinz in action!  Barrick's Hill ran a superb race finishing 
6th in a competitive affair - ground was softer than ideal but was running on well at the finish.   Will be out again 
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in two to three weeks. 
 
Good luck Team. 

 

Thursday 1st January 2015 

  

 

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM ALL OF US AT BOWSTRIDGE FARM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2014 
"A Very Happy New Year to You All" 

 

Wednesday 31st December 2014 

 
Weather - minus -3 degrees, a very frosty scene - 09:34 hrs 
 
The 'Ups and Downs' of racing! 
Only ten days ago we were taking our coats off to muck out because it was too warm and that was at 6.30 
am!!  A different story today - everything is white, like a fairy tale wintery scene - we are in need of our gloves and 
scarves due to the plummeting temperatures...  Everyone is working hard to keep the 'show on the road' - horses 
need to be exercised, kept warm and comfortable, gallops needs to be kept harrowed, yards need to be free of 
ice, water buckets need the ice breaking, water taps need to be wrapped up when not in use and the horses out 
in the fields need water troughs free of ice, extra hard feed and hay.  The forecast is for much warmer weather 
tomorrow - very confusing for the horses but at least we can get back to normal! 
 
Exceeding Power is entered for Saturday at Lingfield over 7 furlongs on the all weather.  This is a grade lower 

than his previous runs so should give a good show providing we have a reasonable draw!  In cracking form at 
home and Luke Morris's agent was quick to get on the phone for the ride.    
 
Yesterday we ran Air of Glory at Taunton and to our disappointment the race turned into a 2 mile 3 furlong flat 

race rather than a hurdle race with only 4 hurdles to jump throughout the whole race (two in the home 
straight)!  He ran well below our expectations having only traveled for five furlongs.... cannot believe it was 
because there were no hurdles.  Certainly not the same horse that ran for us at Ludlow.  He has got us 
scratching our heads so will be doing some tests over the next few days to find out why he did he did not run as 
expected. 
 
Carobello was also disappointing over fences at Catterick on Sunday.  Ran well making the running for just over 

a circuit and when the pace quickened he was not happy to go into the next gear for whatever reason.....  Initially 
we thought the ground was the cause but the times were not slow enough, the track is quite undulating, 
something as simple as that can put a sensitive horse off OR is it that Carobello and Air of Glory could be under 
the same dark cloud......... change of weather temperatures can affect them....  Tests will be done.  THE 'UP AND 
DOWNS' OF RACING! 
 
"A Very Happy Christmas to you All "

   

Saturday 27th December 2014 

 
Weather - 3 degrees, overcast and windy - 12:36 hrs 
 
What a Christmas present - Winner on Boxing Day! 
 
Another WINNER from Topthorn and Zac Baker at Huntingdon yesterday.  It was a race that played right into 

our hands - getting the important lead that Topthorn has to have to command the race!  We were always in the 
first three and occasionally getting the lead but from five out Topthorn now had control of the pace from the 
front.  From the last two fences he jumped with ease and traveled like it was the start of the race, ears pricked 
forward - thoroughly enjoying himself.  On the long run in to the finishing line the second horse was trying to close 
the gap but Topthorn kept quickening away and won with 10 lengths to spare.  A lovely sight to see both horse 
and jockey absolutely delighted - both grinning from ear to ear!   
 
Tomorrow we are back up north to Catterick with the team - this time with Carobello who is in good form with 

himself at home.  His regular work rider could not be more pleased with him this morning on the gallops. Hoping 
the snow and frost keep away from the track!  Good luck team.   
 
Tuesday we run Air of Glory in a Conditional Jockeys race at Taunton - his debut in a handicap hurdle.  Need 

the ground to dry out for him - no more rain please!  A lovely horse with a big future - would not want it too soft as 
this could pull his muscles around undoing all the hard work we have put into him since he arrived.  He has 
gained a lot of confidence from his run at Ludlow for us and has come on physically and mentally.  Good luck Air 
of Glory. 
 

Wednesday 24th December 2014 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, bright blue sky - 11:25 hrs 
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First time run at Lingfield for Burnt Cream last Saturday and she appeared to handle the track well by finishing a 

staying on 5th only beaten 3 lengths.  The time of the race was 58 seconds, a cracking good time for a 5 furlong 
race.  We are still keen to try her again over the 6 furlong now that she is looking so settled.   
 
Topthorn has been declared to run at Huntingdon on Boxing Day - a competitive race for the grade - if they let 

us have a soft lead we should go close under his 'in form' amateur jockey, Zac Baker. 
 
Carobello is entered for Catterick on Sunday - another competitive race over fences but he is in good form with 

himself at home and schooled well this morning. 
 

Friday 19th December 2014 

 
Weather - 8 degrees,  blue sky, minimal cloud with breeze - 06.55 hrs 
 
It has been an encouraging week for most of the runners and we still have Burnt Cream to run on Saturday. 
 
Burnt Cream is in a competitive race on Saturday (hopefully they will go a flat out gallop for her) - she is in good 

heart at home and looks super.  This will be her first run at Lingfield - her jockey Robert Havlin is keen to try the 
left handed track with her - the track could suit her style of running but she has to be balanced coming down the 
hill - coming from off the pace in a strongly run race..... will be of interest. 
 
Another great run from Exceeding Power last night who finished 4th (25-1) beaten 3 1/2 lengths at Kempton 

under Luke Morris.  Two furlongs out he came to the front to win only to be taken on by three speedier rivals!  A 
really tough contest in a good time.  We will now find a race for him in January - may even try the next step to the 
mile..... Will see what the handicapper does on Tuesday. 
  
Topthorn 3rd at Catterick - A long trek but worth the drive - With no suitable races combined with decent ground 

for Topthorn we had to venture up north on Tuesday to the very friendly track of Catterick.  It was a race full of 
'if's and but's' and on their day quite talented.  As with most  2 mile races there were a handful of front runners 
including ourselves!  As the race panned out we had a lovely position up in the front ranks with a good deal of 
daylight which is very important to Topthorn - does not like to be crowded by other horses!  Topthorn was 
jumping some of the fences like there was a dragon on the landing side!!  He even took Zac by surprise over one 
fence by jumping two feet above the fence with Zac hanging out to one side - thankfully Zac has very long legs 
and managed to haul himself back in the saddle!  Through the race he was wasting time in the air over three or 
four of the fences and in a two mile race you need to be quick and efficient.  On the home bend he was in a good 
enough position in third but in the home straight he could not close the gap and stayed on at the one pace - 
beaten 23 lengths by the winner - he ran a solid race. 
 
Lemon Grove ran in the Ladies Hurdle Race at Ludlow on Wednesday - jumped the first four really well under 

Chloe Swaffield having her first ride in a hurdle race.  As the pace went into the next gear on the testing ground, 
the mare put the handbrake on and poor Chloe could do no more.  Lemon Grove was obviously not enjoying the 
race and pulled up with two hurdles to go.  Back in the race course stable yard Lemon Grove was not blowing 
and certainly did not look distressed in any form, in fact she was as fresh as if she had only had a steady canter 
to the start!  However she was coughing heavily after her wash down so we asked the racecourse vet to scope 
her.  He could see no evidence of anything - no mucus, no blood, absolutely nothing...  Once she was back in the 
stable she was showing signs of a very hormonal mare..... time for retirement from racing.  She will make a lovely 
broodmare as she is from a good family of winners both on the flat and over hurdles. 
 

Friday 12th December 2014 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, high cloud, feeling damp and temperature dropping to 1 degree tonight - 13:41 hrs 
 
Traveling up north to Catterick next Tuesday with Topthorn.  A great race for him but we don't want any more 
rain there.  In great form at home. Exceeding Power entered for Kempton on Thursday, also in great form - not 
very tired from his outing earlier this week at Wolverhampton where he finished 4th, beaten 2 1/2 lengths. Lemon 
Groveis entered for a Ladies Amateur Hurdle race at Ludlow, a race we have previously won with 

Drussell.  However this little mare is a grade lower than dear Drussell but she will have a light weight and a 
further 7lb taken off her back with Chloe Swaffield on board (ridden 3 winners pointing and 5 placed horses for 
Sarah).  They both deserve their chance. 
 
The ground is very soft or heavy at most tracks around the country and unfortunately we don't seem to have any 
horses that want it quite that soft so hoping for a drying weekend - please! 
 

Sunday 7th December 2014 
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Weather - 4 degrees, drizzle and feeling cold - 12:30 hrs 
 
What an odd week it has been.....  Horses look great, all working super and when we get to the races all the 
plans went out the window!  
 
Last night was hopefully the last of plans going upside down...........We were at Wolverhampton last night 
with Exceeding Power, although he finished 4th and only beaten 2 1/2 lengths we did think we would be in the 

first two.  He was in great order, probably the best we have had him to date.  The trouble was we broke really 
well whilst half the field did not... The aim was to sit second or third but there was no pace and having won from 
the front earlier in his career, George Baker had no option other than to make the running.  At home he is a lazy 
horse in front - he could canter all day long in front but only gets his blood up when he passes horses.  Knowing 
what he is like at home I could not believe he stayed in front for as long as he did - only got passed by the winner 
in the final furlong with the 2nd and 3rd in the final 100 yards. Next entry planned for the 18th December at 
Kempton. 
 
Last Thursday we were at Kempton with Burnt Cream running over the sprint distance of five 

furlongs.  Annoyingly she went in the stalls early - starters thought she would be ok .....normally goes in late as 
she can get a little fractious...  She is a very competitive sprinter and once in the stalls she wants to get on with 
her race and doesn't like to be waiting around too long!  As we thought, she started to get agitated and banged 
her head on the front gates, just as the gates were about to open!  This cost her lengths and lengths coming out 
of the stalls.  The distance lost at the start of the race equaled the distance beaten in the finish!  Burnt Cream did 
amazingly well to finish 6th considering what she had been through in the stalls. She was a little bruised over the 
eye socket  but the inflammation has now dispersed.  Seems fine today and eating well since her race - back on 
the course shortly and another reminder to the starters. 
 
Also on Thursday we were jumping at Leicester where we ran Topthorn with Zac Baker on board.  We were not 

expecting anything great from Topthorn as this contest was much more competitive; up a grade from his two 
previous races whereby he had finished second and first..  Having gone up 17lb for his win, there have been very 
few races for him so we had to go to Leicester and take our chance.  We couldn't believe our eyes seeing 10 
horses lining up at the start, across the whole width.  Topthorn was not going to get a look in - likes to be up 
there, making it and most importantly keeping away from the other horses!  Through the race Zac did well to keep 
him interested but every time he started to creep into the race Topthorn thought he would take a back 
seat.  Hopefully the handicapper will put him down a few pounds - the handicapper is quick to put them up in one 
lump, for example a straight 17lb but they will not put them down in one big lump, not even 10lb and you will be 
lucky if they will go down more than 5lb in any one throw! 
 
On the Wednesday of last week we ran Little Red Nell at Kempton on the flat over 1m 4f - before she started we 

knew we were on a 'hiding for nothing'  being drawn 12 of 12.  Liam Keniry did well to get her out and get a mid 
division seat in what looked like an early, fast pace.  He got on the rail and although holding her position she 
looked in top gear.  When coming round the home bend the pace increased again and we were already in top 
gear.... Liam was now in the 'drive' position trying to keep us in the race but within five strides the horse in front of 
her was stopping very quickly.  Liam had to take a sharp pull, switch her round it, and then back into 'drive', 
loosing lengths whilst doing so.  Within seconds the same thing happened again; another horse stopping in front 
of them!  Again Liam had to take a pull and by now the front ranks had gone!  All he could do was 'potter' home to 
beat two horses - the two he had to swerve round!   
 

Tuesday 2nd December 2014 

 
Zac in the 'Winners Enclosure' again 
Zac Baker our amateur has gone and done it again, a WINNER at 16-1 on Tambura at Plumpton for Mr 
Maundrell.  This was Zac's fourth ride on the talented mare and as the Racing Post quoted "a well judged 
ride".  The race was no ordinary 'Bumper' and she looks like she could go far if she takes to the jumps - a very 
exciting young horse. 
 

Monday 1st December 2014 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, dry and feeling cold - 12:49 hrs 
 
Runners for this week : - 
Little Red Nell at Kempton on Wednesday - will be her first try under rules over the distance of 1m 4f but placed 

2nd, 3rd, 4th and 6th over this trip in the Arab/Thoroughbred races in the summer - always running on.  Will be a 
little rusty on Thursday but will come on for the run. 
Burnt Cream at Kempton on Thursday - also been off the track since the summer only due to no races for her - 

as a preference for going straight or right handed.  Seems in good order at home..... may need the run having 
had a good holiday. 
Topthorn at Leicester on Thursday - hoping the track does not get anymore rain.  A competitive race, may not 
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get the lead he likes but he is in good order at home - working well. 
Exceeding Power at Wolverhampton on Saturday - up a grade to 0-75 having gone up a pound for his fantastic 

run last time out.  Working well at home and he is a course winner. 
 

Tuesday 25th November 2014 

 
Weather - 6 degrees, heavy rain - 17:56 hrs 
 
Delighted... 
What an encouraging hurdles run from Air of Glory finishing mid division of 16 runners at Ludlow.  This was his 

third run over hurdles and his debut for us.  He jumped really well and handled the right hand track.  His 
experienced jockey, William Kennedy gave him plenty of confidence and Air of Glory returned the confidence 
back.  William was delighted with Air of Glory's performance - reported that he coped with the right hand turns 
well, gave him a super feel (powerful engine) jumped with plenty of scope to jump a fence in time (fiddled and 
stood off) and coped with the soft ground on a sandy surface but would not want it any softer.  A very promising 
horse with a big future. 
 

Sunday 23rd November 2014 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, damp and feeling cold - 16:08 hrs 
 
Back to Ludlow tomorrow (been a favourite of ours over the past two years - 6 winners from 15 runners) with Air 
of Glory, a lovely big 4 yr old that was purchased from Ascot Sales in the summer for £7,000.  This will be his 

third run over hurdles and his debut for us (previously with John Ferguson and Goldophin).  He ideally wants a 
left handed track but we need the best possible ground we can find whilst we are having these continuous wet 
days and Ludlow has the best natural draining soil in the UK.  At this stage of his career he needs as much 
confidence over his obstacles as possible and he does not want to be 'slogging it out' on holding, heavy 
ground.  We have done a lot of work on his back since we bought him and in the last four weeks we have noticed 
a considerable improvement in his stride at all paces.  His recent work and jumping over the hurdles has been 
outstanding - very exciting.  This will be a competitive race with some quality young individuals - a clear round 
and something to learn from will be our main aim.  If we finish in the middle or nearer the front we will be 
delighted as there will be more improvement to come in time.  Good luck 'Big G'. 
 

Friday 21st November 2014 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, raining and feeling wintery - 17:45 hrs 
 
Fantastic news - Zac Baker, our Amateur Jockey has just won on a 66-1 shot in grueling ground at Ffos Las, in a 

NH Flat race for Mr Maundrell beating Davy Russell (Irish Champion) on one of JP McManus's which was an 
odds on favourite.  Now that should be headlines in tomorrow's Racing Post!  Brilliant, well done Zac - really well 
deserved for all the hard work he has put in to his career to date.   
 
Today on 'At The Races', there was a lovely profile on Philip Hobbs, one of our high profile NH Trainers.  During 
one of his interviews he mentioned that it would be a good idea for all racing journalists to spend a week in a 
racing yard so that they would not ask such stupid questions!  What a fantastic idea - to see what actually goes 
on - how different one horse is to the next one - to see how difficult it is to produce horses to their absolute best 
when so many things can and do go wrong through no fault of anyone's - to place a horse in the right race when 
there is no ideal race for them, etc, etc...  We would welcome any journalist to have a week with us - great idea. 
 
That's racing! 
A disappointing day at Fakenham earlier this week ...... A well beaten 4th from Miss Biscotti  - soft ground (what 

racing people call 'dead' ground) was an unknown to her but we had to give her a try on it (she has the action of a 
horse that should go on the soft) but throughout the race she was not happy on it, never wanting to come out of 
second gear - nor traveled in the race from the word go! Carobello also ran at Fakenham and did well to finish 

3rd considering he broke the first fence by landing on it!  After making all and winning comfortably last time out he 
was not going to be allowed to get that easy lead again and as soon as the race started he had a horse sat right 
upsides him, taking him on into the first fence ......... how he stood up after that horrendous blunder, let alone 
finish - what an honest little horse. 
 

Friday 14th November 2014 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, blustery, wet and mild - 06:13 hrs 
 
Oooh So close! 
Well done to Exceeding Power for finishing 3rd at Kempton last night in a competitive affair.  This was his debut 

over 7 furlongs and if they had gone a decent gallop we may even have got to the post in first place.... It was a 
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fantastic finish, a blanket finish and quite honestly we thought we had got fourth or fifth from the angle we were 
looking at but it was actually a nose between 2nd and 3rd  - one more stride and we would have got to the line in 
first.  A very pleasing result, well done Exceeding Power and what a great ride from Mikey Ennis. 
 

Wednesday 12th November 2014 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, dry - 19:01 hrs 
 
Back to Kempton tomorrow with Exceeding Power who is in good form at home - a step up in distance for the 

first time to 7 furlongs, a distance we feel he has been crying out for now he is stronger.  His dam and grand dam 
both won over 7 furlongs and at home he shows us more stamina than speed of a sharp sprinter.  To find out if 
he stays we worked him with Air of Glory (rated 84 on the flat) last week who has won over 10 furlongs and he 
worked superbly.  On board is a 7lb claimer Mikey Ennis who happens to be one of the up and coming 
apprentices/conditional jockey of 2014/15 - attached to David Pipe.  Mikey has already ridden for Godolphin this 
summer - not many 7lb claimers have ever done that.....also rode a winner Group 2 winner for John Ferguson 
last weekend.  Good luck. 
 
A long way to go to Sedgefield for Lemon GroveLemon Grove to finish 4th of 4 but it did pay for her bus fare 

home!  There were not a lot of options for her and with a handicap mark of 94 she has to run for her to get a 
realistic mark - the handicapper has been very unkind to her.  She is only a baby at 4 yrs of age taking on five 
and six year olds but she is honest and tries and you cant ask more than that from a racehorse - ability does help 
too!   
 

Thursday 6th November 2014 

 
Weather - 9 degrees, windy and feeling like 3 degrees - 15:51 hrs 
 
Good run from Miss Biscotti today - 4th at Fakenham carrying 11st 12lb (less Zac's 7lb claim).  This was her 

handicap debut and her third career run on a racecourse.  It was not the hottest of races but she was still carrying 
a lot of weight against experienced horses - all part of her education of becoming a tough NH 
racehorse.  Topthorn a non runner today as not eaten up - races have come plenty quick enough.  Now to 
freshen up and find another contest. 
 
Tuesday the Team were at Kempton on the flat  where we ran Joyful Risk who finished 9th of 13.  A rather 

disappointing run considering how well she was working at home.  Possibly lost her race at the start - needs to be 
positive out of the stalls and allowed to be prominent using her big 'locomotive' stride.  This was her first run of 
the season and should improve from this. One pointer is that the surface at Kempton may be getting too quick for 
her?   
 
 

Monday 3rd November 2014 

 
Weather - 9 degrees, slight breeze, hazy sky and looking very autumnal - 16:16 hrs 
 
Well done Topthorn and Zac Baker for finishing 2nd in a tricky race yesterday at Huntingdon.  A muddling race 

where two horses decided they were going to take us on for the lead, so Zac let them take the lead whilst we sat 
back in 3rd - we would never get home on that ground at the fast gallop the two leaders were setting.....  Through 
the race Topthorn did make a couple of mistakes which put him back a couple of places but the rain softened 
ground would not have been helping him!  Towards the end of the back straight Zac very sensibly took Topthorn 
to the outer for more day light (Topthorn hates to get crowded) and very soon he started to find another gear, 
giving confidence to both horse and jockey.  For the final 3 furlongs it was all about jumping, fitness and mental 
stamina -  Topthorn kept on responding to Zac's urges and in the final furlong they went into 2nd place with the 
winner (bred to get well beyond 2 miles and off a 14lb lower handicap mark than ours) having gone clear at the 
last fence.   
 
Joyful Risk is having her first run back tomorrow at Kempton since the Spring (been on holiday to mature 

further).  She has been working well at home, looks fantastic and is in really good health.  She will need them to 
go a good gallop tomorrow and should not be too far away.  Reasonable draw and experienced jockey on board - 
Steve Drowne.  Good luck Jolly. 
 

Sunday 2nd November 2014 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, breezy with heavy showers - 10:58 hrs 
 
What a wet morning but it will not dampen the spirits of Topthorn who looked fantastic this morning as he left at 

9.30am to go to Huntingdon where he favourite for the handicap chase -  valued at £10,000.  The handicapper 
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did put him up 17lb to a mark of 101 for his win just a few weeks ago - winning by 23 lengths!  However, he has 
run well for us off a slightly lower mark and theoretically he has more experience now than then ......  Zac Baker 
who rides him today has won on him twice;  the first time he ever ran in a point to point and then last time out in 
October.   His other two wins were with Sam Twiston Davies and Wayne Hutchinson who both have rides in his 
race today.  Good luck Topthorn and Zac. 
 
Looking forward to Joyful Risk running at Kempton on Tuesday - working really well and looks great in herself. 

 

Wednesday 29th October 2014 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, mild with rain later - 06:10 hrs 
 
Named Asset, 2 yr old colt by Invincible Spirit joins us having been bought for The Chalfonts for £18,000 at the 

Tattersalls Autumn Horses in Training Sales yesterday.  He is a compact colt with 4 runs and 2 places to his 
career.  The plan will be to give him a winter break and then prepare him for a spring campaign which will give 
him the chance to develop further.  He is a half brother to Group and Listed horses; Landseer, Ikhtyar and 
Maurice Utrillo.   
 
Hoping that Little Cake gets a run at Stratford on Thursday - 13 mm of rain forecast so would not want it too 
soft. Topthorn is planned to run at Huntingdon this week.   

 

Friday 24th October 2014 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, overcast and dry - 12:15 hrs 
 
Fabulous Baker Boy!  Winner, Winner! 
 
This is becoming a rather good habit - Zac Baker winning - making all in an Amateur Chase and winning two 
chases, two different horses in 14 days.  This time Zac  was at Ludlow on Carobello, a lovely athletic and 

sensitive horse, lightly raced over fences and a winner for us last year.   
 
The orders yesterday were to try and get an easy lead (what we call a soft lead - leading in front with no one 
taking him on).  By the time he landed over the first fence he was able to get the 'soft lead' at a comfortable pace 
that suited Carobello.  Each time Zac and Carobello jumped a fence you could see the confidence growing 
between them..  After Zac jumped the ditch, down the back straight he changed his hands (pulled the reins 
through from one hand to the other - like changing gear) but what Zac hadn't noticed was the knot you tie at the 
end of the rein had come undone and as his hand went all the way down to the end of rein he accidently pushed 
the buckle undone!  As they approached the next fence in the home straight the reins were detatched and as Zac 
went to change his hands again one of the rein dropped to the floor, wavering in front of Carobello's front 
legs!  As quick as lightening Zac leant down with his long arms grabbed the rein, gathered the reins (like a native 
american as quoted by one of our friends) and then jumped the next fence which was just two from home....All he 
had to do was jump the next fence and he was the clear winner.  On the runin to the finish Zac pulled his stick 
into his right hand and with the favourite closing in on them, Zac gave Carobello a back hander and the stick flew 
from his hand!  This left Zac to ride just hands and heels, enabling him to win by a length. 
 
So Brave - Carobello 

Carobello won for us last year on his second start over fences but next time had a horrific accident;  two pieces of 
birch piercing through his hind leg.  This was a touch and go situation of recovery, let alone getting him back on 
the race course and to win yesterday was truely amazing.....  to come back and be so willing and so brave... what 
honesty. 
 

Wednesday 22nd October 2014 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, sunny intervals and dry - 11:09 hrs 
 
Although we only finished 7th yesterday at Kempton it all got very exciting in the finish with Exceeding 
Power.  In the final furlong and a half we looked like we were going to win or be placed but then we could see the 

horses from the rear were gaining speed up the middle of the course and closing in on the front ranks.  At the 
furlong pole Exceeding Power still had his head in front, battling it out with three other horses, putting his head 
back in front when one tried to pass him.... he tried so hard!  As we were trying to win the battle up front, the 
horses from the rear suddenly flew past us in the final 100 yds!  With a draw of 2 we had to get out of the stalls 
swiftly and then to get a lead.....  With no one wanting to make the running our jockey Robert Havlin had no 
alternative but to lead the field at a good gallop......  this played right into the hands of those being held up off the 
pace (in the rear) -  the winner and the placed horses!  It was 101 days since Exceeding Power last ran so you 
could call this a good pipe opener for his next outing.   He has come home a happy horse and this morning he 
was enjoying the sunshine in the pen. Robert Havlin praised his attitude; his willingness to keep trying when 
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battling it out in the finish...... his handicap mark is 3lb higher at this moment than his last winning mark. 
 
Carobello has been declared for Thursday at Ludlow - Amateur Handicap Chase - to be ridden by Zac 

Baker.  Providing the race is run at a sensible pace Carobello should get the distance of 2 mile 4 furlongs - he 
does have stamina in his breeding and his athletic style of jumping should assist him in any previous stamina 
doubts. The tongue tie is back on.  He is in good form at home, schooled well last week and this morning.   
 

Tuesday 21st October 2014 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, windy (gusts), bright sky - 11:50 hrs 
 
We are off to Kempton evening racing tonight with Exceeding Power, 3 yr old by Exceed and Excel.  He has 

been on a break since his last run at Salisbury (July) where he lost a front shoe in the early part of the race but 
only beaten 4 lengths - not bad with a flat tyre!  When we bought him in February his feet looked tired and in 
need of a break and thats what we did...... however only a month.  After a few runs for us; 4th at Nottingham, 3rd 
at Kempton and 6th at Salisbury we gave him as much time as he needed to get his hooves back into a healthy 
shape.  His feet now look great and he is ready to get back on the track.  It has been 101 days since his last run 
but he has done some good pieces of work, looking impressive on his last two gallops.  A couple of progressive 
types in tonight's race but if we hold our form from our last run at Kempton we should be right there in the line 
up.   
 
The handicapper was fairly harsh on Topthorn - put him up 17lb to 101.  Just got his confidence back and we are 
now higher than he has ever been!  Ah well - Zac will have to claim that 7lb off his back again! 
 
Carobello is hopefully out on Thursday - weather/ground permitting. 
 

Friday 17th October 2014 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, dry and mild - 06:20 hrs 
 
Little Cake was a non runner after Uttoxeter announced they had a further 7mm of rain.  On declaration the good 
to soft, good in places was as soft as we could risk her on.  She has more entries for next week. 
 
Exceeding Power has two entries for next week, both at Kempton - Tues over 6 furlongs and Thursday over 7 
furlongs.  At this moment he does not look like he will get a run on Tuesday due to a ballot mark of 9 and 
Thursday entry has to be done today.  We will have a better idea this afternoon when we have seen the entries. 
 
Carobello and Topthorn will have entries next week. 
 

Thursday 16th October 2014 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, a still dry morning - 06:20 hrs 
 
No more rain today please!  We have Little Cake running at Uttoxeter in the 5pm, a Handicap Hurdle with Zac 
Baker on board.  The ground is currently good to soft, good in places and providing it does not rain there today 
Little Cake should be in the placings.  She is still very inexperienced but gutsy and honest.  We ideally want good 
ground (her little fine legs in soft ground would be like fine needles trying to sew a thick rug) so should it rain we 
will have to re think!   
 

Friday 10th October 2014 

 
Weather - 10 degrees, a clear and dry morning - 06:15 hrs 
 

** What a result....... Topthorn wins and Zac Baker rides his first win under rules - Double 
Celebration !! ** 

 
Topthorn - Won the Handicap Chase yesterday by 23 lengths at Worcester with Zac Baker on board riding his 

first winner under rules -  that's 15 wins (14 point to point) in total.  When Martin and the team arrived at 
Worcester it had been raining all morning and an hour before our race it turned into a heavy down pour!  When 
Martin walked the course he found that the middle to outer ground was a little quicker so that was going to be the 
planned route. This was a Handicap Chase over 2 miles and on paper it looked like there was going to be plenty 
of pace.  Down at the start Zac was on the ball and as the starting tapes went up he got a great start with one 
other horse.  By the time they had got to the third fence we were in front by a length with one other horse and the 
rest of the field in no hurry to join us!  As we entered the back straight we had a 20 length lead from the main 
group and we were sailing along!  Turning into the home straight with four fences to jump we were still jumping 
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and galloping with ease.  The main field were trying to close the gap but their chance had gone at the start - with 
precise jumping from Topthorn they were not going to catch us!  A great ride from Zac and great performance 

from Topthorn.  Well done Team. 
 
One of the first people in the Weighing Room to congratulate Zac was Sam Twiston-Davies.  Sam had won on 
Topthorn at Ludlow over a year ago also making all!  
 
After the race, Zac gave a good interview for 'At The Races' - racing channel on Sky TV.  On their return home 
from the races Topthorn was put to bed and the 'young' Team went 'Clubbing' to celebrate!  The older part of the 
Team stayed at home and watched the reply of the race a few more times!!    
 
Well, we said that he was fit, looked fantastic, working and schooling well - couldn't be better prepared - 
Sheepskin pieces on for the first time.  Hope you had a couple of pounds on at 33's, 25's, 20's and 16's ?   The 
owners managed to get 33's and some of the Team managed to get 25's.   
 

Thursday 9th October 2014 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, dull, breezy and sunshine trying to come through - 07:15 hrs 
 

Today we are in action at Worcester with Topthorn in a Handicap Chase for Amateur Riders.  Since Topthorn 

fell he has not really been in love with the game but at home he is in good form with himself - he is fit, looks 
fantastic, enthusiastic at home, moving really well, schooled well and working well..... he could not be better 
prepared.  We are hoping the declared sheepskin pieces on the sides of his bridle will help him to focus and 
forget about the other horses in the race.  Zac Baker will be on board -  knows him well having won on him first 
time out.  If he shows any previous form (before his fall) he could win this race standing on his head!!   
 
Little Cake was not declared to run at Towcester due to the good to firm ground.  It was such a shame as there 

were only 5 runners in the end and she is in good form with herself at home.  Towcester had not had the rain they 
were expecting, just 8 mm which was only going to dampen the grass!  If we had been in a later race we may 
have run as the 'heavens opened' from 3pm onwards.....  Little Cake will now have an entry for Uttoxeter next 
week. 
 

Monday 6th October 2014 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, rain, windy and feeling much colder - 12:42 hrs 
 
Entries this week at Towcester (Little Cake having her handicap debut) Wednesday and Worcester (Topthorn) 

on Thursday.  We would  ideally like good ground and hopefully we may get it with the rain pouring at present.   
 
A couple of the good horses in the Towcester race are running at Stratford today so hopefully will not be running 
again on Wednesday.  Little Cake has the least experience in the race (has been very 'green' or novicey in her 

earlier races but has ability) however she continues to learn and is an honest mare who could quite easily be in 
the 'shake up'  at the finish. 
 
Topthorn will be wearing the sheepskin pieces to keep his mind 'on the job' on Thursday under Zac Baker.  
 
The horses all worked well on Saturday and seem in good order.   
 

Tuesday 30th September 2014 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, a grey  morning - 06:30 hrs 
 
Our runners were in good form on Sunday and yesterday with two 'running on' thirds.  Little Red Nell ridden by 

Chloe Swaffield was 3rd on Sunday having had traffic problems on the rail (blocked in) and then in the final two 
furlongs she passed six horses!  The overall distance was 1m1f at Wolverhampton - has to be worth another try 
over 1m 4 furlongs. Burnt Cream ridden by Robert Havlin was 3rd at Bath, another running on finish from an 

outside draw, doing all the hard work having to weave her way through the field, probably one of her best runs to 
date.  Little Red Nell will now have a break and we will be looking forward to her running over the Christmas 
period.  Burnt Cream has a few more races planned and whilst she remains in good order we will keep going till 
she says otherwise. 
 
Rain forecast but will there be enough to run the jumpers?   
 
Rebecca is now back at work - a good return by leading up Burnt Cream to finish 3rd yesterday. 
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The horses out in the field (Compton Magic, Amadiva, Vinnies Girl and Giles Dream) are having a great holiday 
with this mild weather and will remain out until the weather changes - colder and wet! 
 

Monday 22nd September 2014 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, plenty of dew on the ground and sky brightening - 07:45 hrs 
 
The horses (Carobello, Little Cake, Topthorn, Joyful Risk and Miss Biscotti) worked well on Saturday and we are 
looking forward to running them in due course - waiting on suitable races in October. 
 
Burnt Cream will be out again a week today, 29th September at Bath in a grade lower than her good run at 
Sandown last time out.   
 
Rebecca's hand is mending well and she hopes to be back to work on the 29th September.   
 

Thursday 18th September 2014 
 
Weather - 16 degrees, misty with a breeze - 07:57 hrs 

 
Good run at Sandown yesterday with Burnt Cream - in the highest grade of race (0-75) she has run in to 

date.  Although finished 7th of 14 she was only beaten 3 lengths and a neck.... she had a few traffic problems 2 
furlongs out and inside the final furlong she was weaving through horses like they were stood still!  Robert Havlin, 
her jockey was delighted with her and mentioned the good ground was as slow as she would want it - she is one 
for quick ground.   As quoted by The Racing Post, Burnt Cream was "the eyecatcher of the meeting". 
 
Quiet with runners at the moment - ground too firm for our national hunt horses, a few of our flat horses are 
having a break at the moment and a couple of horses have just come back in from having a break - now getting 
ready for the all weather, Autumn/Winter season.   
 

Monday 8th September 2014 

 
Weather - 19 degrees, blue sky with a few high clouds - 12:54 hrs 
 
Little Red Nell finished a running on 2nd yesterday over a mile and a half on the flat at Hereford, only beaten 3/4 

length under Page Fuller.  We were delighted with her - showed a great attitude; gamely running on in the final 
furlongs, showing a truly honest competitive spirit without any use from the jockey's stick.   She is still a 
newcomer to racing, learning and gaining confidence with every run.  She now goes to the final at 
Wolverhampton on the 28th September,  however over the slightly shorter distance of 1m 1 furlong..... no other 
distance options but I am sure she will give her best. 

 
Sunday 31st August 2014 

 
Weather - 21 degrees, blue sky with the odd low cloud - 18:31 hrs 
 
Albie, our yearling out of Dualagi by Tagula had his first lunging experiences this weekend (the start of his 
breaking-in before he is sat on or backed).....  Moved beautifully, a delight to watch - looks strong and athletic 
with it. 
 
A quiet week for runners (no races for Burnt Cream or Alfresco at moment) but we will be busy with horses 
coming back into training having had a break through the summer and those who are getting ready to run in 
September. 
 
Poor Rebecca has a very sore hand today having been kicked on Saturday evening, breaking a bone in her 
hand.  She was kicked by our 7 month old foal Twiglet - she's got some power for a youngster (by Firebreak out 
of Dualagi).   
 
Little Cake was a little keen at the start of her race, last Thursday..... ending up leading, running with the choke 

out heading to the first hurdle (plan was to sit behind the leader) ..... and approaching the first hurdle she 
blundered into it causing an awkward takeoff over the hurdle, Zac consequently loosing his stirrup iron.  Not till 
she had jumped the second hurdle did she then tuck in behind what was eventually to be the winner, Garnock 
and for the next couple of hurdles Little Cake jumped really well (as she does at home).  When approaching the 
first hurdle again on her second circuit she again blundered going into it, causing her to loose several lengths and 
by the time they jumped the next hurdle she had lost the good lead from Garnock, the favourite.  As the field 
crept away from Little Cake going into the top bend, Garnock  then kicked down the hill but we were then too far 
behind then to be a player in the first three...... she gamely ran on down the hill and stayed on the one pace up 
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the home straight to finish fourth of six beaten 27 lengths.  We were pleased for the clear round (she was the 
least experienced in the race hence her price of 25-1) but she is still too green to do herself justice, this race 
being her second completed race of only three runs.    
 

Thursday 28th August 2014 

 
Weather - 17 degrees, overcast with showers - 08:01 hrs 
 
Back to the jumping circuit today with Little Cake ridden by our Amateur Jockey, Zac Baker at Fontwell.  She was 
very green on her debut, improved on her second run finishing 5th of 11, only 9 lengths behind today's favourite, 
Garnock.  Since, she has improved at home and a 'tad' fitter than her last outing.....  Looking forward to today 
where she can show more of that ability that she has showed at home. Good luck Zac, today could be your first 
winner under rules... 
 

Friday 22nd August 2014 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, heavy rain shower - 06:15 hrs 
 
Back to Bath yesterday with Burnt Cream and the routine plan went astray..... We have to get cover at the start of 
a race (sit in behind, tracking a quick horse) otherwise she will go too free with daylight (its like running with the 
choke out) and yesterday we had no cover!  After a furlong we are upsides in front, not only going too free but 
getting into a barging match with two other horses.  As the race progressed we are still in second in the final 
furlong but then having run with the choke out we faded in the final 150 yards. That's racing!   
 
A quiet week ahead - most of ours have had a break and are coming back into full fitness.  Horses to run end of 
August, early to end of  September are as follows:-  Carobello, Joyful Risk, Exceeding Power, Burnt Cream, 
Topthorn, Alfresco and Little Cake. 
 

Tuesday 19th August 2014 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, blue sky and feeling autumnal - 09:06 hrs 
 
What a lovely day we had on Sunday at our 'Owners Summer Party', about 104 people in attendance -  a great 
success....  We did have a heavy down pour about a hour before everyone arrived and then the sun shone for the 
rest of the afternoon - we were so lucky!  The hog roast went down well and the alcohol was flowing continuously 
- well into the night....  Lovely to see some of our great racing 'legends' ; Stuart Shilston (ex jockey now BHA 
Racecourse Veterinary Assistant), Luke Harvey (ex jockey now a Presenter on At the Races), Simon McNeil (ex 
jockey now Starter), Peter Hobbs (ex jockey now Inspector of courses) and Tom Grantham (ex jockey now Ascot 
Stable Manager).  The finale of the evening was a sprint race comprising of Martin Bosley's jockey's and 
employees dressed up in racing colours - the easy winner was Albert Chandler in John Carey's colours followed 
by Zac Baker in 2nd (Burnt Cream) Mrs Brown's colours and a close 3rd Rebecca Fell in Mrs Riney's (Alfresco) 
colours with Chloe Swaffield close on her heels in 4th in Steve Day's (Little Red Nell) colours and 5th Holly Hills 
(on work experience - Vet Student). 

 
Burnt Cream was in action on Friday at Nottingham - 2nd again, so close - a head!!  She stuck on well for the 

final furlong - she barely gets a yard beyond the 5 furlongs and those last strides must have been so difficult for 
her........  With softened ground at most tracks last week it was difficult to find quick ground that Burnt Cream 
needs but  Nottingham had managed to escape the heavy down pours... in fact they had to water from 6am to 
10am the morning of the race to maintain the good to firm ground they had confirmed on declaration.  Burnt 
Cream could be out again at the end of the week, she is in great form (1st on the 3rd July and 2nd three times 
since) but its going to get tougher for her now she has gone up 10lb since her win three runs ago! 
 
Little Cake and Carobello will be out shortly but ground is either too soft or too quick.  Topthorn is improving at 

home and providing he works well this week he too will be out shortly. 
 
Since 11th May 2014 we have had 20 runners and run 12 different horses  - the form figures are as follows from 
the 11th May :-  2, pu, 4, 0, 3, 0, 0, 3, 5, 0, 1, 3, 6, pu, 3, 2, 1, 3, 2, 2 . New Feed - Since we have been on our 
new feed, 10 of the 11 runners on the feed have now won or been placed. 
 

Thursday 7th August 2014 

 
Weather - 25 degrees, overcast but warm - 15:15 hrs 
 
No runners this week - entries were for Friday - Burnt Cream and Alfresco who have been in great form of late 
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but the ground has gone against us at Brighton (good, good to soft yesterday with more rain forecast today into 
Friday) and we require quick/ fast ground!  Alfresco needs a little longer before he is out again (we normally give 
him a good 3 to 4 weeks between each run) - we were hoping that after his win he might be feeling like a 2 yr old 
again but he is ten and deserves a longer break.  More entries for next week.....  watch this space! 
 

Saturday 2nd August 2014 

 
Weather - 20 degrees, heavy grey clouds - 14:00 hrs 
 
Another good run from Burnt Cream, 2nd yesterday at Bath beaten 2 lengths in a muddling race.  She did have 

a bad draw  - 7 (on the outer) of 7 runners with the fast pace drawn on the low side (inside) and to top the 
negatives her lead horse from last time got stuck in the stalls.  Again the pace was not quick enough for her early 
on but Robert Havlin who knows her so well managed to tuck her in enough to get her settled.  The winner took 
up front running tactics from a long way out which meant we had to come out from our hiding place and chase 
the winner home.  They had the rail on the shorter part of the track and we had to come the long way, round the 
outside of the rest of the horses, only wings would have got us in front but she really tried hard in the finish, 
staying on all the way to the line.  A fine run for a 7lb rise since she won two runs ago! 
 

Tuesday 29th July 2014 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, a clear bright morning - 06:05 hrs  
 
WINNER, WINNER, WINNER!  Great news - Alfresco won yesterday at Lingfield at 10-1.  The grand old 10 yr 

old won by a nose, so close and so exciting!  Rab Havlin gave him a super ride; tracked the favourite most of the 
way on the inside rail, edged his way upsides turning for home and then it was a 'ding dong' battle to the finishing 
post with Alfie getting his nose on the line in front..... so exciting!  Well done Alfie.   

 

A 'photo finish' - not a great pic 

as taken off a paper print. The 

white lines are the 

measurements for the finish and 

as you can sort of see it was very 

close - a nose! There are two 

angles near side and off side of 

each horse - the upper pic and 

lower pics.  Alfresco is the green 

and white spots.  

 
Perhaps the 'Press' will now have some 'good' thoughts about Alfresco as up until yesterday the press have been 
very rude about him saying that he was unreliable and quirky.  Over the years he has been a wonderfully talented 
horse, a winner of ten races for his owner, Mr Riney who has been so faithful to him over the years.  He was 
actually retired at one stage but Alfie was not ready for that so Mr Riney brought him out of retirement and hence 
his stay with us.  Since coming back he has run eleven times; won and placed in six, so hardly deserves the title 
of 'unreliable and quirky'!!  He loves going racing, still loves to be competitive and the day he says that he has 
had enough then we will listen and make sure he has a wonderful retirement! 
 
Our next runner is Burnt Cream on Friday who is in good form with herself -  needs a good pace setter in the 

race, with cover and although she has gone up 7lb for her win and second, she should run another solid race.  In 
an ideal world you would take the 7lb off by using a good apprentice but she is not straight forward and we will 
have to stick with experience on this occasion. 
 

Monday 28th July 2014 

 
Weather - 16 degrees, grey, showers, thunder and lightening - 06: 00 hrs 
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An active morning with thunder and lightening!   
 
Alfresco is competing at Lingfield today under Robert Havlin over 7f.  The 10 yr old is in good form with himself 

and we are expecting a good run this afternoon.  We need cover early to settle him - switch him off (relax) and 
then creep into the race.  There are a few handy horses that like to be up with the pace coming from every 
direction!  We have a good draw and should get a nice lead into the race.  Good luck Alfie. 
 
Sarah had a good day yesterday at Huntingdon with Little Red Nell (sponsored by Shredding for Bedding) 3rd on 
the flat ridden by Chloe Swaffield.  You may think 'flat racing at Huntingdon?' but this was a flat meeting for ARO 
(Arab Racing) for thoroughbreds.  She ran over 10 furlongs, sat in 3rd most of the way and challenged one 
furlong out, only beaten one and a half lengths by a 10 times winner and Champion for the last two years 
running.   
 

Tuesday 22nd July 2014 

 
Weather - 22 degrees, bright blue sky - 09:23 hrs 
 
The handicapper has put Burnt Cream up another 2lb, that's 7lb since her win!  Exceeding Power has gone down 
3lb for his last run at Salisbury when loosing a front shoe.  Will have a few more options for him now that we can 
run in 0-70's up to 0-80's.   
 
Alfresco is our next runner, next Monday 28th July.  Exceeding Power is relaxing well on his break having had all 
his shoes taken off and his feet trimmed.  Carobello has come of his race well and we are looking forward to his 
next run.  Burnt Cream has also come out of her race well and although she has gone up a few more pounds she 
may get the chance to run against better horses, hopefully giving her the chance to travel longer in her 
races.......   The new arrivals; Air of Glory and Amadiva have settled in well and now have various appointments 
lined up with the dentist, chiropractor and physio.   
 

Wednesday 15th July 2014 

 
Weather - 25 degrees, overcast and feeling very warm - 15:04 hrs 
 
So close - Burnt Cream 2nd at Bath yesterday, only beaten a length......  With three recent winners in the race it 

was competitive enough but lacking in blazing front runners to suit Burnt Cream.  She is so fast, she needs a 
good gallop to switch her off and for the pace to carry her along.  However, yesterday her competitors were not 
only not quick enough to carry her along, they could only carry her until 2 furlongs out when the lead horse ran 
out of puff!  The winner got first run on us coming from behind on the inside rail and our jockey, Rab Havlin had to 
commit from such a long way out into open space on a wider berth than the winner and she managed to run on 
enough to hold second place, only a length off the winner.  A bold run by all accounts.   
 
The weather is getting hotter by the day and the horses on holiday in the fields are feeling it too!  As it is so much 
cooler in the stables we fetched the horses in to spend the day inside away from the heat and flies and tonight 
they will go back out into the field when it is much cooler. 
 
Arrivals to the stables - two horses bought by two of our owners yesterday at Ascot Sales - Air of Glory rated 84 
on the flat bought for £7,000 from John Ferguson/Darley Stud and Amadiva rated 42 cost £600 from Dean 

Ivory.  Now to get to know them and find out there likes and dislikes, what they can do and cant do!  
 

Monday 14th July 2014 

 
Weather - 17 degrees, bright sunshine, barely a cloud in sight - 10:24 hrs 
 
The results for the weekend were not exactly what we were expecting....... 
On Saturday we ran Exceeding Power 6th at Salisbury taking on the older horses for the first time, a 

disappointing outcome as we were expecting to be in the winners enclosure! He was actually only beaten 4 
lengths having been hampered at the start, struck into behind and then continued with a missing front shoe!!  - As 
you can imagine the foot was very sore after the race..... amazingly he managed to keep going without the 
shoe!  What a tough little horse.  He did however win the 'Best Turned Out' for the race and one of his owners, 
Val Weatherley was selected out of hundreds of ladies for the final for 'The Best Dressed Lady' on Ladies Day at 
Salisbury. 
 
On Sunday we ran Carobello at Southwell who finished 3rd,  his come back from the awful incident at Fakenham 

seven months ago (birch having gone right through his hind leg).  At home for the past six weeks he has been 
working well really well and could not be more pleased with him.  The aim yesterday was to get a clear round to 
the best of his ability to gain confidence after an awful experience and his rider Nico De Boinville guided him 
superbly.  What was really pleasing was that you could see his confidence in his jumping improving over the final 
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four fences. 
 
Topthorn also ran Sunday at Stratford but really did not want to take part and gave Zac a difficult time!  He has 

not been his flamboyant self since his fall at Ludlow (been on a low and his immune system has struggled) but 
recently at home he seemed to be showing signs of coming back into his cheeky self.  The chiropractor has been 
happy with him and his scope had been good.  However, after the race we asked for him to be scoped again and 
this time we found deep down old mucus which would not help his cause, possibly why under no circumstances 
was he going to get into fourth gear!  He is a clever old boy, plenty of ability and at home he knows the gallop 
well, does just enough to keep everyone happy so never really getting to the route of the problem.  His 
medication starts today to help shift the mucus - I am sure some people reading this have experienced this 
themselves and what a difference once its moved!  Lets hope this will resolve his enthusiasm..... 
 

Thursday 10th July 2014 

 
Weather - 16 degrees, windy and overcast - 09:57 hrs 
 
The grand 10 year old, Alfresco ran another super race on Tuesday at Lingfield finishing 3rd - always in the right 

place but out done by younger rivals at the winning end.  The second horse had been running over extended 
distances and then dropped back to its correct distance and off a lowly mark.  The winner was also weighted well 
and suited by the return back to Lingfield on the all weather having had a desperate time on the turf.   
 
A good (busy) weekend ahead with runners at Salisbury (Exceeding Power), Southwell (Carobello) and Stratford 
(Topthorn).   
 

Tuesday 8th July 2014 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, a still and gloriously bright morning - 07:00 hrs 
 
Off to Lingfield on the flat today with the grand 10yr old Alfresco who looks fantastic, fit and happy in himself. 

Providing there is plenty of pace on in the race and we get a clear run (when making our move) we will be on that 
line in front!  We have the confident George Baker on board and the team is in good form. 
 
 

Friday 4th July 2014 

 
Weather - 23 degrees, blue sky, soft breeze - 11:50 hrs 

 
WINNER, WINNER, WINNER!   
 

Well done to Burnt Cream for winning yesterday at Yarmouth - 5f (0-60 handicap).  Martin Harley gave her a 

superbly confident ride, traveling beautifully, waiting with her until one and a half furlongs out and then sat into 
her to change gear and away she went, hitting the front with ease, a comfortable winner passing the post!  Credit 
to Rebecca for getting her to the races in tip top form.  Well done team. 
 
Alfresco will be back in action next Tuesday 8th at Lingfield and Exceeding Power at Salisbury on Saturday 12th 
July. 
 

Wednesday 2nd July 2014 

 
Weather - 9 degrees, a lovely sunny morning  - 06:02 hrs 
 
Martin and Sarah have just arrived back from Turkey where they had a lovely holiday in the sun and judging by 
this morning it looks like they brought some of the sun back with them! 
 
Back in action this week with Burnt Cream going to Yarmouth on Thursday for a 5 furlong sprint with Martin 

Harley on board.  Her regular pilot, Robert Havelin has had to go to another meeting for his stable.  Looks like 
there will be plenty of pace in the race with three front runners, one of them being drawn next to us - a good lead 
and cover to settle her will be perfect.  This will be third time lucky as her first and second runs were non events - 
she is in good order at home, looks fantastic and good jockey on board.  
 

Wednesday 18th June 2014 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, slight breeze over cast - 07:00 hrs 
 
A clear round yesterday from Little Cake and Zac Baker,  finishing 5th in the Novice Hurdle at Stratford.  With no 
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one wanting to make the running A P McCoy and Zac sat upsides in front at a steady pace.  After her first attempt 
on a race course, unseating Zac at the first, (she got a fright from the hustle and bustle) you may think 'what on 
earth is she doing in front today' but she has always schooled well at home and is as honest as they come.  Little 
Cake jumped really well throughout and will have gained plenty of experience from yesterday.  She will want 
further in time.   
 
Burnt Cream was also in action yesterday but on the flat at Brighton.  A draw of 10 was not ideal but Robert 

Havlin did manage to get cover in the first furlong but as the race developed his saddle was starting to roll, 
slipping to one side and Rab was having difficulty trying to ride a race.  She finished out the back but Rab was 
pleased with her considering the saddle situation!  Off to Yarmouth in July. 
 
 

Thursday 12th June 2014 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, blue sky and looking like a glourious day - 05: 50 hrs 
 
What another good run from Exceeding Powerwho was 3rd at 16-1 at Kempton last night.  Beaten 3 1/4 lengths 

by Johara of Chris Wall's and 2nd was Double Up (another talented horse) of Roger Varian. Johara had 
previously finished 9 lengths behind Night of Thunder who won the 2000 Guineas (Australia back in 3rd, the 
winner of the 2014 Derby).   Our owners were delighted and celebrated in good style.   
 

Tuesday 10th June 2014 

 
Weather - 20 degrees, plenty of cloud, breezy - 12:37 hrs 
 
A good morning - sunshine and happy horses.   
 
Looking forward to tomorrow evening when Exceeding Power takes on some talented individuals at Kempton 

over 6 furlongs on the all weather.  Pleased with the draw of 3 and booking of Epsom winning jockey, Adam 
Kirby. 
 
Barrick's Hill ran at Worcester over fences last week, jumped well under Nico De Boinville but got stuck in the 

mud!  This was his first run in over a year having had a wind operation.  Hoping the handicapper will give him a 
mark now that he has run in one hunterchase in Ireland, one in the UK and now one novice chase under rules.   
 

Wednesday 4th June 2014  
 
Weather - 11 degrees, showers and overcast  - 08:26 hrs 
 
Good luck to 13 yr old El Jo and Zac at Fontwell today - been five years since he ran over hurdles but has been 
running well in point to points this season for Sarah - with the rain forecast today the ground should be working in 
our favour. 
 
Another good run from our flat horses, Alfresco ran his heart out again, finishing 3rd at Leicester under Graham 
Lee.  If there had been more pace in the early part of the race we would have been a definite 2nd!   
 
Exceeding Power's form is working out well with Jive from Richard Hannon's (our last run at Nottingham - Jive 
3rd, Exceeding Power 4th) running a cracking race at Newmarket finishing 2nd in what looked a very classy 
handicap. 
 

WINNERS 

Fantastic news - 16 yr old Paddy Pilley rode his first winner last week (came to us for work experience at the age 
of 12 yrs through to 15 yrs) and 18 yr old Albert Chandler (also work experience with us from 14 yrs and full time 
to 18 yrs) also rode his first winner last Sunday. 
 
Paddy rode his first winner at Leicester last week on the flat for Mick Channon and Albert rode his first winner, 
last Sunday in the Intermediate at Garthorpe Point to Point beating Gina Andrews a head!  Meanwhile Dale 
Peters and Zac Baker have been continuing to ride winners all season.  Team Bosley is very proud of you all - 
JOLLY GOOD SHOW - WELL DONE and keep it going! 
 

Thursday 22nd May 2014 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, humid and overcast - 07:45 hrs 
 
About to travel back to Doncaster Sales - looking for a future NH star.  Yesterday we sold Drussell for £11,500 at 
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Doncaster to go jumping in America - a very good price for an older horse but he looked very well.  So sad to see 
him go but the owners are looking for a younger horse who can go on to be another Run and Skip, a horse they 
owned in the eighties. 
 
Well doneExceeding Power - finished 4th at Nottingham in a competitive 3 yr old 0-75 handicap - his first run for 

us having bought him in February for £18,000 from Michael Bell's.  Joe Fanning who rode him praised him for his 
attitude and ability and stated he would be quick enough  for 5 furlongs.  We will keep him to the 6 furlongs for 
now.  Very encouraging he coped with the quicker ground as he has only run on soft or good previously.  His 
owners were delighted and celebrated in good style.  Looking forward to his next outing in June. 
 
 

Monday 19th May 2014 

 
Weather - warm with a slight breeze - 24 degrees at 19:41 hrs 
 

Off to Nottingham tomorrow with Exceeding Power, an Exceed and Excell 3 yr old gelding that we bought back 

in February having had a busy December and January for Michael Bell.  Although he has only had 8 runs, he has 
won twice and has run well on the turf and all weather.  Tomorrow will be his first run for us so very much a fact 
finding mission.  For the last eight weeks he has been looking stronger and stronger with good muscle 
definition.  His work has been outstanding and we are sure he will get further than 6 furlongs in due course.  We 
do need the rain tonight or tomorrow morning - would not want the ground too quick. 
 

Monday 12th May 2014 

 
Weather - a little blue sky with plenty of cloud cover - 13 degrees at 11:38 hrs 
 
Well done Drussell, 2nd again yesterday - what a superb display of jumping under the claiming 7lb, Daniel 

Hiskett.  The winner is another who is possibly well handicapped which means we will go up again in the 
handicap without winning! His highest 'winning mark' is 105 and he was second off 98 yesterday. The ground 
was on the quick side but we got away with it (the course had been watered well down the back hill).   
 
Lemon Grove has been declared to run in a novice hurdle at Wincanton tomorrow - a very competitive affair as 

they all seem to be of late.  This will be her third run and then she will receive her first handicap mark.  Her 
previous run at Towcester was encouraging and the form appears to be working out well.   
 

Friday 9th May 2014 
 
Weather - blue sky, high clouds - 17 degrees at 18:17 hrs 
 
Drussell is off to Plumpton tomorrow and if they get some rain he should run a big race - important he gets cut in 

the ground or he will not come down the hill.  He has been unlucky not too win over 2 miles this season - came 
up against a couple of well handicapped horses.   
 
Little Cake did just run around on her debut and unseated poor Zac in the process!  However, in good company 

as Richard Johnson ended up on the floor too, at the same hurdle and both independently!  Little Cake managed 
to run on behind the field and jump another four hurdles on her own!  Another outing for her in due course.   
 
Topthorn is still taking life easy over the fences (his bad fall is still in the back of his mind) however jumped really 

well at Worcester on Wednesday to finish 6th, although in third gear, one more run over a little further may just 
see him back in the winners enclosure.  Need a little help from the handicapper too - down to a realistic mark 
please (first win was off 89 - current mark 97).  He is so well at home and really coming into himself. 
 
Little Red Nell did not handle Brighton on Wednesday (7th of 9) - her debut on the turf as well.  Not many races 

on the grass for her grade so will keep her for the all weather in the autumn - three winners have come out of her 
previous race at Lingfield - beaten only 2  3/4 lengths.   

 
Thursday 1st May 2014 
 
Weather - cloudy with drizzle all morning - 12 degrees at 11:55 hrs 
 
The horses seem in good form at home and looking forward to a busy Month.  Currently doing a rain dance for 
our jumpers - Uttoxeter on Saturday needs some decent rain as we have Little Cake having her racecourse 

debut there, over hurdles.  Ground is good to firm at present and getting firmer!  She has been schooling and 
working really well at home, however she will be looking around at everything, more of a baby than her younger 
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sister, Miss Biscotti who won at 100-1 for us on her 2nd run over hurdles!  Little Cake will be partnered by Zac 
Baker (our Amateur) having done all the hard work at home and knows her really well.   
 
A busy week next week ahead with flat and jump entries - hoping the ground goes the right way for them (quick 
ground for our flat horses and good ground for the jumpers - Drussell would like it on the soft side of good 
please!  

 
Tuesday 29th April 2014 

 
Last Sunday Zac rode his 6th winner of the season, on the same horse, Arthrian Legend at Lydstep Point to 
Point.  Well done Zac, a great achievement and lets hope he can win again to be crowned 'Most wins from a 
horse, Point to Pointing in the UK for 2014'. 
 

Sunday 27th April 2014 

 
Weather - cloudy; a few black clouds looming towards us with drizzle in the air - 12 degrees at 13:17 hrs 
 
A fun day out point to pointing yesterday at Whitfield (near Towcester) with Sarah's pointers; El Jo and Giles 
Dream.  The ground was going play a big part in how these horses were going to run - El Jo wanting good, good 
to soft or soft and Giles Dream wanting good or good to firm.  On walking the course the day before it was quite 
quick in places (being watered whilst she was there) suiting Giles Dream therefore, Sarah decided that she would 
take both horses the next day to the point to point as the ground could go either way overnight.  As it turned out 
the rain got into the ground and suited El Jo however Giles Dream needed the practice so both ran.  El Jo at the 
age of 13 was given a good ride by Chloe Swaffield finishing 2nd in the Ladies Open to Ravethebrave (one of the 
top horses in the country) and Giles Dream was given a good ride by Albert Chandler who pulled up two from 
home (ground too soft for him but jumped superbly).  They will both hopefully run again next week at different 
tracks providing they get their ideal ground. 
 
The next few months are going to be fairly quiet as the winter runners and most of the youngsters are going out 
to the paddocks to get some Spring/Summer grass.  This will leave just five to run on the flat and six for the 
national hunt.  This will give the youngsters a chance to grow into themselves and those that have been on the 
go all winter will have a well deserved break.   
 
Back to Ludlow for Topthorn last Tuesday over 2 miles in a handicap chase.  It was a competitive affair as we 

thought; plenty of pace and two or three trying to force the pace.  As Topthorn jumped the first one of the handy 
horses fell in front of us, nearly taking us with him!  This hampering resulted us being out the back for the next 
three fences.  As we tried to creep back into the race, looking confident (possible placings on the card, we 
thought) the front horses starting kicking away and the petrol we used getting to the leaders was starting to run 
out.  We were in fifth jumping the second last and by the time we got to the last fence, Topthorn was on fumes 
and Anthony Freeman, his jockey just held him together to coast home, safe and sound.  Quite interesting he 
was backed down to favourite, not our money - scoped dirty only two weeks to his run last Tuesday..... we were 
just wanting him healthy to take part and running a more confident race and that's exactly what he showed.  This 
was a much improved run since his fall and providing we get his right ground on an easy track he should go close 
next time. 
 
Drussell ran last Monday at Huntingdon over 2 miles 5 furlongs finishing 6th in a handicap hurdle for Conditional 

Jockeys.  Ran a great race up to 2 1/4 miles and then steadily dropped away - with limited opportunities he had 
to try the extended distance again but it is just too far for him.  Back over 2 miles he will go very close - in great 
form with himself back home ....... looking forward to his next run. 
 

Monday 21st April 2014 

 
Weather - sunshine, blue sky - 18 degrees at 12:43 
 
Fingers crossed that Huntingdon today has genuine good ground as Drussell will find it difficult to maintain his 

stamina over the 2m 5 furlongs - ideally suited by 2 miles but lacking in suitable races at a time when he is in 
good order....  He went up 4lb for his 2nd last time out - quite unfair when he is ready to go and win!   
 
Topthorn has an outing tomorrow, back to Ludlow where he has won twice for us, comfortably.  The race 

tomorrow is a competitive affair but if he can get space and confidence from the talented Anthony Freeman then 
a placing will be on the cards. 
 
 

Sunday 13th April 2014 
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We knew Drussell ran a great race finishing 2nd at Market Rasen to the well handicapped Dalmo so when Dr 
Newland had him out again, only a few days later at Towcester, we had to have a little wager on him and of 
course he scooted up again!   
 
Lemon Grove ran a much improved race last week at Towcester, only beaten 22 lengths (in flat racing terms 

equivalent to about 6 lengths) in the Mares Novice's Hurdle ridden by Zac Baker. This was only her second run in 
a race, still very immature but now starting to show some ability that she has shown at home.  Although she 
finished 8th she was actually looking like being in the shake up, traveling well and looking competitive.  Her 
jumping was not fluent as she kept putting in an extra stride in front of each hurdle (we call it 'putting down') and 
this cost her lengths at the finish.  Still some work to do on her jumping and when it all comes together she 
should be in that winners enclosure. 
 
Also running last week was Randall at Ludlow in a novice hurdle ridden by Anthony Freeman.  A lovely big 

honest horse who has always worked well at home but unfortunately he has a breathing problem when under 
pressure.  With the tongue strap on we were hoping this was going to be the answer but unfortunately it made no 
difference.  The owners have now retired him and will have a new life with them as a riding horse. 
 
The weekend pointing circuit for Sarah has been steady away due to ground conditions (either too wet or too 
firm) gaining a 2nd, a 3rd and two 5ths.  The cancellations of early meetings due to the wet ground has played 
havoc to plans.  However, Zac has been in good form with four winners to date on an outside rides.  Albert has 
had two fifths and yesterday was very close to gaining his first placement on Giles Dream for Sarah. 
 

Monday 7th April 2014 

 
Weather - dull, raining - 14 degrees at 15:37 hrs 
 
Yesterday, Drussell ran a superb race finishing 2nd in the Selling Handicap Ladies Hurdle at Market Rasen to a 

well handicapped horse to the 'man of the moment' Dr Newland (Grand National winning Trainer).  Drussell 
ridden by Alice Mills was held up through most of the race and then produced within a length of the winner at the 
last hurdle.  Drussell giving weight away to a well handicapped horse was always going to stop him but he tried 
and didn't he jump well - it was outstanding!  What a little star....... Mr Handicapper please give us a little more to 
play with as it would be great to win on his next outing - he deserves it! 
 

Thursday 27th March 2014 

 
Weather - hazy with spots of rain - 8 degrees at 17:52 hrs 
 
Three runners yesterday - no one in the winners enclosure but we had some fun!  Nifty Kier 5th 
and Alfresco 10th were both in the 1 mile handicap at Lingfield. As they both broke from the stalls you could 

clearly see Alfresco was trying to make his way to the front!  With no pace in the race, his jockey Robert Havlin 
was doing a good job restraining him but he was using up too much energy and this was going to spoil his 
chances of winning at the end of the race!  Nifty Kier meanwhile, coming from stall 10 was getting some cover 
held up and behind by George Baker. As the race was unfolding Nifty was smoothly making his way through the 
back bunch and then turning into the home straight George took Nifty to the outer for a bold run on the outer.  As 
they approached the final 50 yards we held our breath hoping he could get into a placing but no he could not 
quite get there....5th .....another stride and he would have been 3rd!   
 
Also running yesterday at Lingfield was Little Red Nell, this time over 7 furlongs (previously 4th over six furlongs) 

in a handicap ridden by the talented 3lb claimer, Michael J M Murphy.  Going off at 66/1 we knew she would not 
disgrace herself but she had to work hard against some good old campaigners.  She is still inexperienced and to 
see her traveling three furlongs out, then making a challenge up the inside rail two out and then to be still holding 
her position one furlong out we were all getting very excited! However, she then faded the last 20 yards only to 
be beaten 2 3/4 lengths, so close but finishing 8th of 13.  Her best race this season and if she keeps improving 
we may just get in that 'winners' enclosure with her.... She is probably a six and a half furlong horse and with the 
turf coming along hopefully we will find the perfect race! 
 
Last week we had three runners; Drussell ran at Stratford over hurdles, finishing 4th - a really good run on 
ground a little quicker than ideal.... He was looking like being 3rd two out only to hit the last hurdle hard, putting 
him back into 4th.  Will not be long before he gets his head in front - may be an April winner?  Joyful 
Risk and Park Dancerran at Kempton on the flat.  Expecting a bold run from Joyful Risk having run well 

previously and a little unlucky in the final two furlongs. Park Dancer was going to find it tough running in a 
Claiming race against experienced horses but she has to have three runs before she gets her handicap mark - 
she is difficult to place due to being a 7 yr old by a stallion with no median auction prices.  She found it tough 
from the outside draw but ran with some encouragement under the 7lb claimer Jack Garritty.  Joyful Risk was 
expected to go close under George Baker.  Going in to the stalls she was a little reluctant but after some good 
pushing and switching this way and that she went in with a blindfold.  She was smoothly ridden up in the front 
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position but ideally wanting someone to go on ahead but no one giving them assistance....  As the race started to 
develop, George urged her to find another gear but she felt flat and one paced, the cavalry took her on, she held 
her own for a furlong but with no change of gear she could only run into 5th... beaten 6 1/4 lengths.  Still a 
reasonable run but disappointing in comparison to her previous two runs.... a little holiday needed to freshen her 
up.   
 

Wednesday 19th March 2014 

 
Weather - hazy with a slight breeze - 10 degrees at 11:01 hrs 
 
Back in action this week with Joyful Risk and Park Dancer on the flat at Kempton and Drussell over hurdles at 

either Stratford, Towcester or Taunton (ground dependent).  Joyfull will be having her fourth run on a racecourse 
on Thursday and has run well for George Baker (two fourths) - this weeks contest should be easier than the 
previous two outings.  Park Dancer is having her second run ever and the race looks competitive enough with the 
top two running well of late.   
 
Randall went to Fakenham for his first run over hurdles last week - jumped well but not given the best of rides 

especially at the start of the race when it is vital to get the best possible position! 
 
Another horse last week to have her debut over hurdles was Lemon Grove at Taunton under Zac 

Baker.  Although very 'green' she hung on to the main group until turning in to the home straight with two behind 
her.  Very wayward over the last hurdle having no company but completed having had a nice introduction.  
 
Great to see Lord Windermere and Jim Culloty winning the Gold Cup at Cheltenham last week.  Jim and Susy 
Culloty are good friends of ours - we go back years.....so, so pleased for them.  This game is tough - Jim had viral 
problems with his horses for months, not having had a winner since summer of 2013 and then to have two 
winners at the Festival Meeting (also won the Kim Muir) was a dream of dreams!  What a fantastic change of luck 
- this sport is so cruel but under another breath absolutely brilliant!  Talk about the ups and downs of racing - 
Poor Bryan Cooper, Daryl Jacobs, and Ruby Walsh out of action for months with broken bones - terrible 
falls.  We wish them all speedy recoveries. 
 

Friday 7th March 2014 

 
Weather - low cloud clearing, a good breeze - 12 degrees at 11:43 hrs 
 
Little Red Nell - sponsored by Shredding for Bedding collected prize money yesterday at Kempton - 4th. This 

was her first try over 6 furlongs, had the widest draw of all her competitors and had to go four wide turning into 
the straight hence beaten 9 lengths. In the final two furlongs she had nothing to get competitive with as the 
winning first three horses had already 'kicked' off the home turn leaving Red to go wide round the slower horses 
with the fifth horse three lengths behind us!  This race will give her plenty of confidence and hopefully back in a 
handicap, a better draw - we may just creep even closer to the front!   
 
Our next runner will be Lemon Grove on Monday 10th March at Taunton - debut over hurdles to be ridden by 

Zac Baker.  She has needed  time to strengthen from three to four years of age and although ready to run there 
is still a lot of maturing to do.  She has pleased us with her work, schooling and looks really well.  Zac is also in 
action at Kingston Blount Point to Point this weekend. 
 

Thursday 6th March 2014 

 
Weather - hazy, cloud clearing slowly - 10 degrees at 12:07 hrs 
 
A legend he certainly is ...... Alfresco the 10 year old showing the youngsters how to do it yesterday at Lingfield 

finishing 2nd at 33-1.  What a price!  He did not get much luck at the start with the blind coming off late and 
missing the break but what an amazing run coming from off the pace only to be beaten 1/2 a length - another 
stride he would have won!  We are all delighted with him and we think he possibly was with himself!  Good skills 
from Robert Havlin to get him back into the race from a bad start.   
 
Nifty Kier was also in the race beaten 6 lengths but not in the placings as expected.  He did not get a great start 

either, quite sluggish and never traveled however he did seem to stay on in the final two furlongs.  When Adam 
Kirby came back to the unsaddling area he stated that he could never get balanced and was always flat out..... 
possibly needs a mile?  At the time he was not aware that he had lost a shoe, taking quite a lot of hoof off in the 
race..... this would have been uncomfortable for him.  He may have lost it at the start, perhaps coming out of the 
stalls?? He seems comfortable this morning. 
 
Little Red Nell runs tonight in a 6 furlong maiden which is not the hottest contest however she still needs the 

practice and this is her first try over 6 furlongs.  She does have to give a stone away in weight to her rivals due to 
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being a five year old against 3 year olds.  However, we are taking 7lb off her weight by using the up and coming 
young apprentice Ali Rawlinson (rode a winner yesterday at Lingfield) and has one of the highest strike rates 
amongst the apprentices.  We need a lot of luck from draw 9 of 9 but we are sure this talented jockey will wave 
his magic wand!  She is working well at home and has come on for her last run - bred to get the distance.  
 

Tuesday 4th March 2014 

 
Weather - cloudy with a little sunshine - 7 degrees at 12:07 hrs 
 
Drussell finished 4th yesterday at Southwell under the up and coming 7lb conditional jockey, Ryan Hatch. The 

winner made all and always had command of the race on the testing ground.  We were always in the right 
position in the race, sat third or thereabouts with the rest of the field grouped around us.  The winner was allowed 
to go well clear but quite honestly anyone wanting to chase the winner would not have got home!  Drussell 
jumped the french hurdles really well but the ground was too sticky for him to stretch into 5th gear in the final two 
furlongs!  Although the ground was supposed to be good to soft, soft in places on declaration, they had another 
drop of rain over night changing to heavy and with the drying winds through the morning it just made it feel like 
toffee!  Drussell is quietly climbing down the handicap at the moment so hopefully when he does get the ground 
to his liking we could see him back to winning ways.... 
 
Tomorrow on the flat we have the legend 10 yr old Alfresco and the cheeky 4 yr old Nifty Kier running at 

Lingfield in the same race over 7f.  Good jockey bookings in Adam Kirby on Nifty and Rab Havlin on Alfresco - a 
competitive race and they both have good chances with luck in running.   
 
"WELL DONE" to Zac who had another good winner last Sunday at Charing Point to Point and to Chloe Swaffield 
who finished 3rd in the Ladies Open on El Jo for Sarah and John Carey. 
 
 

Wednesday 26th February 2014 

 
Weather - blue sky, sunshine with a slight breeze - 11 degrees at 16:41 
 
Lots of schooling over the hurdles again today - Randall, Miss Biscotti and Little Cake and all very pleasing.   
 
Plans have changed slightly for runners this week - Drussell now goes to Southwell on Monday 3rd March and 
Little Red Nell is being aimed for March 6th at Kempton - balloted out of this weeks race!   
 

Monday 24th February 2014 

 
Weather - blue sky with passing clouds and a slight breeze - 11 degrees at 11:20 hrs 
 
What a lovely morning, the birds are singing and the sun is shining, so different from a few weeks ago! Looking 
forward to the week ahead with runners, Drussell and Little Red Nell.  Hoping the ground dries enough for 
Drussell but keeps a little moisture in it (rain forecast) but no holding, tacky ground please. Keeping fingers 
crossed for Little Red Nell to get a run - 10 to come out for her to get in the race.... 6 furlongs this time and 
keeping the sheepskin pieces on.  The two girls who ran well last week,  Joyful and Park Dancer have come out 
of their races well and we are looking forward to getting them back on the track in due course. 
 
Our foal, nicknamed 'Twiglet' by Firebreak out of Dualagi is looking strong and sharp..... so independent, runs, 
skips and jumps everywhere!  Mother and daughter are due back to the stud at the end of this week for mother to 
meet Major Cadeaux! 
 
 

Thursday 20th February 2014 

 
Weather - drizzle, overcast and feeling warmer - 11 degrees at 11:51 hrs 
 
Pleasing runs from both our maidens at Kempton last night - Joyful Risk was 4th, beaten 3 lengths and Park 
Dancer 10th beaten 11 lengths (having her flat debut) and although Park Dancer only beat 4 home she did look 

like running into 5th or 6th two furlongs out.  George Baker who rode Joyful was absolutely delighted with her but 
annoyed that he was denied a strong run up the rail by a slower horse inside the final two furlongs.  Joyful will be 
assessed by the handicapper now as she has had her three runs - hopefully he will be reasonable!  Willie 
Twiston Davies who rode Park Dancer was all smiles after his ride, saying that she was a lovely horse, broke 
well, traveled well and will definitely win races.  
 

Friday 14th February 2014 
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Weather - windy, cloudy and starting to rain - 5 degrees at 09:29 hrs 
 
Expecting 60-70 mph winds later this morning with heavy rain so we are 'cracking' on to get the horses out before 
the extreme weather arrives!  Good schooling session over the hurdles this morning (7.30am) with the 
youngsters ridden by Zac, Albert and Chloe. 
 
It was a late one last night at Kempton with two runners, Nifty Kier and Little Red Nell, both in the 8.10 pm. Nifty 

ran a super race finishing 4th, denied 3rd on the finishing line.  Inside the final furlong he was a definite 2nd and 
then the cavalry came!  Ran well again, so consistent when ridden to instructions!  Good ride from Rob 
Havlin.  Possibly going to try another distance to get his head in front!  Little Red Nell had an outside draw, could 
never get the cover she needed, went too free on the outer and did not get home.   
 

Thursday 13th February 2014 

 
Weather - cloudy and bright, slight breeze - 7 degrees at 12:16 hrs 
 
Back to Kempton for the flat today with Nifty Kier and Little Red Nell, both in the same race over 7f.  Both have 

good chances in a poor contest but have to get luck in running from draws 7 and 9.  We are expecting more 
improvement from Little Red Nell providing she gets the full 7 furlongs should they go a decent gallop.  Providing 
Nifty gets his ideal position behind the leaders (last time held up in rear, not the orders and had to make up 18 
lengths in the final 2 furlongs!) he will be giving the fancied horses a run for their money!  
 
Drussell ran a solid race at Kempton, tried hard and looked like being placed in the final 2 furlongs only to get 

stopped in the mud!  He does not get the 2 miles on 'proper' heavy ground.  He is in good form with himself and 
going the right way - better ground and some TLC to freshen up he will be winning in due course. 
 
When you see the floods all over the UK you cannot believe there is any jump racing on at all.  Feel so sorry for 
all those people having to leave their homes. 
 
 

Tuesday 7th February 2014 

 
Weather - Cloud and blue sky with a little sunshine - 7 degrees at 11:11 hrs 
 
Today we run Drussell at Kempton over hurdles - in great form at home and loving the wet turf here!  If he acts on 
the heavy going today he will run a big race under Nico De Boinville. 
 
At Newmarket Tattersalls Sales yesterday and purchased a promising 3-y-o gelding from Michael Bell's 
called Exceeding Power. Already a winner of two races from just nine runs and a rating of 74.  Will have a 

settling in period for a few weeks and then to freshen up for the turf - March/April.   
 
Lovely run at Kempton - 4th for Joyful Risk in her second maiden race.  With a great ride, as normal from 

George Baker Joyful Risk showed her true ability.  Much more improvement to come from her and exciting for the 
coming months. 
 

Monday 3rd February 2014 

 
Weather - a little sunshine, breezy and increasing cloud cover at 7 degrees - 13:27 hrs. 
 
This morning at 5am 'Twiglet' by Firebreak was born!  Mother (Dualagi) and foal are doing well although Twiglet 
is still a little unstable on her legs.. Her half brother Albie (by Tagula) had his first birthday last Wednesday - 
currently turned out at grass with a 17-y-o companion. 
 
Today we run Joyful Risk at Kempton with George Baker on board.  Although a big price today she should run a 

solid race - works very well at home.  She did not really learn anything from her debut run - not the filly we watch 
at home. 
 

Thursday 30th January 2014 

 
Weather - dull, light drizzle at 4 degrees - 11:12 hrs. 
 
Looking forward to a trip to Newmarket Sales next Thursday - not the best time of year for purchasing horses but 
there could be that future star waiting for us to take him or her home - you never know, its been done before and 
will again.  Good old Makarim was one we bought and six wins later he was one of our best buys - from a rating 
of 45 to 84 at best.   
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Thank you for all the birthday wishes  - Martin's 50th - had a lovely afternoon playing golf in the sunshine, yes 
probably the only bit of the country that stayed dry!!  No more golf for a while as he will be hobbling around on 
crutches from tomorrow - having his knee operated on today! 
 
Unfortunately Ludlow on Wednesday was abandoned due to waterlogging - the same picture with all jump tracks, 
all around the UK! Drussell was looking forward to his run at Ludlow especially on his favourite track where he 

won two on the bounce last season.  With regard to jump racing we just have to be patient and keep smiling..... a 
few races coming up for jumpers on the all weather but not quite the same without hurdles and fences. 
 
In the meantime we are being kept busy enough as we have some flat racing entries at Lingfield and 
Kempton; Alfresco on Saturday at Lingfield in an apprentice race, Little Red Nell at Kempton on Sunday, Joyful 
Risk at Kempton on Monday and Nifty Kier at Lingfield on Tuesday.  The horses should all run well as they are 

showing they are in good order at home - positive rides and decent draws (be quite happy with middle draws or 
lower).  Just heard we have draw 7 for Alfresco - should be ok. 
 

Tuesday 21st January 2014 

 
Weather - Thick fog and only 3 degrees at 09:45 hrs. 
 
Cantering on the gallops this morning was quite spooky; very still, very quiet - we could barely see four feet in 
front of us!   
 
Looking forward to the next runners and particularly Drussell who is in good form with himself.  

 
The ground is drying for the first time in weeks and with no significant rain for the past few days its going to be 
very holding or sticky. 
 
Lemon Grove (half sister to Rowan Tiger who was fourth in The Imperial Cup, Sandown) schooled well on 

Sunday, her debut over the large hurdles.  She has taken time to mature but looks like everything is coming 
together now.  Will run in February. 
 
Little Red Nell ran at Kempton on the flat on Sunday, her fourth run on a racecourse.  Although she did not finish 

in the money she ran on well at the finish to be beaten under six lengths by the winner. George Baker, her jockey 
was happy with her performance having been held up in a slow run race - nothing came from behind in her 
race!  No suitable races for her over 7f so we will have to run over the mile and keep to Kempton - she needs 
practice.  Will run again early February. 
 
Randall had his debut in a national hunt flat race for education at Ludlow last week - traveled really well till half 

way down the back straight and then he hit the 'stamina wall' - a 2 mile flat race equals a 3 mile hurdle with 
regard to stamina.  He's going to be a 2m chaser not a flat horse but needs the education - coped well mentally, 
physically still immature.   
 

Sunday 12th January 2014 

 
Weather - Blue sky, heavy frost at -2 degrees - 08:55 hrs 
 
Lovely to the sunshine yesterday after the endless wet miserable days..... looks like the sun may shine today 
before we get the showers later!  Yesterday New Youmzain and Flash Tommie schooled well over the hurdles on 
the all weather and Lemon Grove jumped a few poles in the indoor school - all coming on well.   
 
Although we were disappointed with Nifty Kier he actually ran a super race only fading inside the final furlong 
having led from the start.  We had a change of jockey in Martin Harley as John Fahy could not make it to 
Wolverhampton from Lingfield at the last minutes.  When Martin Harley came into the paddock for his orders he 
said that there was no pace in the race, so the decision was to make the running - as we found out it was not the 
best plan!  However, we now definately know he needs cover!   

 
Thursday 9th January 2014 

 
Weather - Blue sky, some cloud (showers earlier) at 11 degrees - 12:43 hrs 
 
Looking forward to our runner this Friday at Wolverhampton (6.30pm) - Nifty Kier.  He has been knocking on the 

door - deserves to win a race soon.  We have a decent draw, a jockey who gets on well with him and with a little 
luck, he should go close! 
 
Since the start of the New Year we have had some very wet and blustery days, thankfully nowhere near as bad 
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as some areas of the country - we do feel for those people and animals with flooded homes and in some cases 
no electric for days on end.  Although we have got soaked most mornings, the horses have been dried off with 
towels, kept warm, rugged up to their ears and have had dry beds to sleep in... 
 
Been a quiet week as far as runners are concerned - the flat horses do not have many options at the moment 
and the ground is just too heavy for many of our jumpers.  Quite honestly the ground is unforgiving which will 
'bottom' a horse (a little like not putting enough oil in an engine of a car and then driving it hard - except its an 
animal that has a heart!) There are of course some horses that love this testing heavy ground but there's not 
many of them who genuinely like it or want it! 
 
Miss Biscotti and Drussell were a little sore after their runs (minor cuts/abrasions) but it will not be long before 
they are back out again - on improved ground. Flash Tommie has been ready to have an outing but whilst the 

ground is heavy we will wait for the ground to improve - surely cant keep raining! 
 
Carobello continues to improve - eating well and looks happy to see his visitors.  Below you will see Carobello 

(bay with blinkers on, leading over the fences) before he won and Miss Biscotti (chesnut in front) leading the 
canter before she won. 
 

Wednesday, 1st January 2014 

  

 

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM ALL OF US AT BOWSTRIDGE FARM. 
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2013 
"A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL" 

 

Tuesday 30th December 2013 

 

Weather - heavy rain, mild - 11 degrees at 12:34  

 

Good old Alfresco - 3rd at Lingfield yesterday.  This time he was over 7f and from draw eight he had to 'tuck in' 

and that's what he did under positive thinking of Robert Havlin.  Unfortunately for us, the winner (who led from 

start to finish) kicked before the home bend and that left us with a fair bit of ground to make up - to get 3rd in the 

final strides shows that the old boy still has the enthusiasm for the game! 

 

Sunday 29th December 2013 

 
Weather - a hard frost with a bright blue sky - 1 degree at 08:56 hrs 

 

Hope everyone had a lovely and relaxing Christmas.  We had a fantastic day - the team were all out on 

Christmas morning with fourteen horses on the gallops and eight on the horse walker.  We had a relaxing 

afternoon and ate far too much!!  

 

Up date on Carobello - He is eating much better (would only eat grass for the first couple of days but now back 

on routine feed) and is brighter in himself.  He is able to have lead outs and 10 minutes on the horse walker, daily 

- this will slightly increase weekly all being well. 

 

Alfresco is back in action on Monday at Lingfield with Robert Havlin back on board.  He ran a good race from the 

front last time over 6f finishing 5th beaten just over 3 lengths. Now 2lb lower and in good form at home - will need 

some luck from draw 9 and positive riding for that winning position. 

 

Yesterday, three year old Joyful Risk was having her debut run at Lingfield.  At home she has been working well 

and we could not be more pleased with her.  She had quite a wide draw of 8, broke reasonably well from the 

stalls but was then very green needing a little assistance from the saddle, she then ended up in the back bunch, 

traveling well with two others, about 10 lengths of the leader.  With three furlongs to run she was moved easily to 

mid division on the wide outside (by this time there was nowhere else to go) and as she approached the final turn 

into the home straight she moved up into fifth but the work she had done getting there, being green, caught her 

out - finishing out the back door ('coasting' on her own) ....... On her return back to the racecourse stables she 

had stopped blowing by the time she was about to have a wash down.  This filly will not be out the back on her 

next run! 

 

 
 

Friday 20th December 2013 

 

CAROBELLO UP DATE - Good News! 

He is ready to come home and we are collecting him today from Rossdale Veterinary Hospital in Newmarket. He 

has not eaten a great deal since his injury with the shock, drugs and unusual environment but when he gets 

home hopefully this will give him the confidence to do so.   

 

"THANK YOU AGAIN FOR ALL YOUR KIND MESSAGES" 

 

Thursday 19th December 2013 

 

Weather - dark, windy (in fact blowing a gale!) - 7 degrees at 18:49 hrs 
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Nifty Kier finished 5th beaten just over 3 lengths last night at Kempton in the apprentice race.  A good consistent 

run again and looking like winning 2 furlongs out but stamina was stretched - 7f next time at Kempton. 

 

Flash Tommie ran at Towcester today on very testing ground, his debut over hurdles.  Although he finished out 

the back he jumped well in the unforgiving ground - an outing he was supposed to learn from but unfortunately 

given a negative ride from the start!  Before the start of the race he received a kick from another horse - luckily 

not hurt.  This horse was a big price today and will be next time due to his recent form but there is more to come 

when he gets the ride he deserves - this horse is highly thought of at home! 

 

Wednesday 16th December 2013 

 

Weather - dull, cloudy and feeling cold - 9 degrees at 11:24 

 

Nifty Kier is in action tonight - Kempton is a track that should be ideal for him.  Good order at home and all 

positives for the race. 

 

FANTASTIC NEWS but mixed emotions - Miss Biscotti WON at 100-1 yesterday!  She was having her second 

outing on a racecourse under Nico De Boinville who rode a winner for the owners Ian and Carol Herbert only 3 

weeks ago on Carobello.  She made all, jumped well and won going away to win by 3 lengths - yes this was her 

second ever run on a racecourse, and this was over hurdles taking on experienced horses - this does not happen 

very often hence her price of 100-1.  She has always showed plenty of ability with a lovely personality but had 

been quite green - we knew she would improve from her first run but to win was brilliant.  

 

Our mixed emotions was in the previous race with Carobello, owned by the Herbert's who also own Miss Biscotti 

- he had sustained a serious injury.  He was favourite having been a course and distance winner last time out and 

looked amazing (Rebecca won the Best Turned Out).  In the race he unseated Nico at the fifth fence and then 

carried on loose......  he jumped his way round and at the third last he hit it hard and this is where we think two 

sticks of birch went up into the inside of his hind leg (thigh) and out the other side next to his tail.  It looked just 

like he had been shot with a bow and arrow!   

 

As soon as he was caught, the sight of the sticks poking out of his skin were very noticeable and the on course 

vets immediately gave him pain relief and sedated him.  He was then carried off in the horse ambulance back to 

the stables and cared for by three vets........  As all this was going on Miss Biscotti (Biscuit) was in the paddock 

ready to run - she and Nico were not going to let it be a sad day so positive thoughts were at their best and the 

rest is history - fantastic and amazing after what had just happened!   

 

Carobello had to wait for Biscuit to get back from her race before he could be transported to the Newmarket 

Hospital. The staff at the racecourse were wonderful offering assistance were necessary.  As soon as Biscuit had 

recovered from her race she was loaded up on to our lorry and then Carobello was lead gingerly out of the stable 

and courageously he walked into the other stall of the lorry.  Away we went - happy and sad - such mixed 

emotions.  The vets at the hospital were ready for us and acted immediately taking the sticks out within minutes 

of him arriving.  He stayed over night with the best medical care and this morning the news was all positive.  They 

are still flushing out for any remaining debris and then the healing must start - hopefully all is out. 

 

THANK YOU EVERYONE FOR ALL YOUR KIND MESSAGES - WE WILL KEEP YOU UPDATED ON 

CAROBELLO'S PROGRESS. 

 

Ffos Las is a long way to go for anyone unless of course you live in Pembrokeshire or Ireland!  We have been to 

the track a few times and it has always been a track that we admire but when we have been there before the 

ground had been good to soft or better....  Drussell has been working well at home, looked great, on a 

reasonable handicap mark, likes soft ground - all the positive and therefore we had to go.  As Drussell was 

traveling to the races, the rain was non stop.  Drussell is a horse with form on soft and heavy ground, no problem 

we thought!  His race was reasonably competitive and considering the testing ground there was plenty of pace 

and this caught us out.  Drussell loves to travel on the bridle in his races and he never really got the chance ..... 

No one could come from off the pace especially on deep ground, in fact it was bottomless (an old slag heap 

before a racecourse) and therefore very different to Ludlow, Ayr or Fairyhouse where Drussel has won.  A long 

journey home - one of those races that one has to ignore.   
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Monday 9th December 2013 

 

Weather - bright sunshine, dry with slight breeze - 10 degrees at 12:57 

 

Well done Alfresco for finishing 5th (33-1) - ran a great race from draw 11, made the running having stolen 3 

lengths at the start, headed 2 furlongs out and rallied back inside the final furlong - only beaten 3 1/2 

lengths.  Another freshen up and may be worth a try back over 7f.  George Baker knows him well and said that 

he is in good order. 

 

Topthorn ran at Warwick on Sunday - another clear round but still lacking in confidence after his horrendous 

fall.  For the first mile jumped really well and looking like he was enjoying the race but his jockey, James Davies 

said that he is still very conscientious of the horses around him.  As the pace quickened he did not want to come 

out of his comfort zone and jumped safely out the back with his ears pricked forward.  It may take yet another run 

before he is back to his rude self!  This morning we discussed taking him out drag hunting - it will add a bit of 

spice to his life!  Will keep you updated on his activities over the next few weeks. 

 

Drussell and Carobello will have a few entries coming up end of week.  New horse arriving tomorrow and that's 

five new horses  since the 5th November ......exciting times ahead. 

 

Wednesday 4th December 2013 

 

Weather - drizzle and slight breeze - 8 degrees at 10:22 hrs. 

 

Alfresco runs tonight at Kempton - he knows more about the job than most of us!  He looks great and is very well 

in himself - best when fresh and he seems up for it today.  Only negative is the draw - we are out in the car parks! 

 

A good 2nd yesterday at Wolverhampton with Nifty Kier - great run, coming from well off the pace and staying 

on well. He does prefer right handed tracks so when he does get his ideal race at Kempton he could loose his 

maiden tag!  Although the winner won with ease it was still a bold effort from the mighty Nifty!   

 

Little Red Nell also ran in the same race as Nifty but very disappointing and too bad to be true as should have 

been fourth or better.  When she arrived back at the stables she was very uncomfortable and blowing quite hard - 

we asked the racecourse vet to examine her.... her heart rate was very high for whatever reason (could not find 

anything major).  He then made her more comfortable for her journey home.  This morning she is very quiet for 

her but ate up last night - more tests to do. 

 

After Topthorn's horrendous fall last time out we were hoping for a placing (bouncing at home) but most 

importantly, an incident free round and that's what we got at Ludlow last week - on board was Wayne 

Hutchinson, one of our top professional jockeys who has won on him and was on him when he fell.  Wayne 

decided to take him back to basics by nursing him round, although he did try to get closer four out he was never 

going to get into the race as Topthorn has to be up in the front ranks from the start with plenty of daylight/space 

from his competitors.  For any horse having a fall like that last time, regaining his confidence was at the top of the 

list - if you loose it , sometimes you never get it back! 

 

Huntingdon last week for Flash Tommie, a five year old having his debut on a racecourse (a national hunt flat 

race). In the race the opposition decide to sprint for the first quarter - mind you Tommie traveled with them for 

part of the way, possibly on one breath (typical of a baby first time out) then he was on and off the bit for the next 

quarter and then he got very tired on the softened ground....chasing will be his game, a lovely old fashioned type 

who is bred to jump not run in flat races. He has got to learn the basics first - this is why they call national hunt 

flat races 'bumpers' as in years past this was an educational type of race (bumping each other as they tackle the 

race in the soft ground) before they go over the timber. 

 

Thursday 21st November 2013 

 

Weather - bitterly cold (feels like 2 degrees), windy, drizzle and 8 degrees at 10:32 hrs 
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A successful week with Carobello a WINNER on Tuesday at Fakenham over fences and a new horse purchased 

by Sarah from Deauville Sales,  a 3-y-o filly from the family of Chopin and Bosra Sham. 

 

Carobello ridden by Sprinter Sacre's work jockey, Nico De Boinville made all from the front, jumped superbly and 

quickened in the final furlongs to win by 3 lengths.  This was the perfect race to run him in, a small field where he 

could dictate and fill himself with confidence.  Hopefully more to come after a first class jumping display. 

 

Drussell ran at Leicester on Monday finishing 6th in a competitive hurdle on what looked soft ground but the 

times were much faster than expected.  This was actually a promising run and when he does get his softening 

ground he will certainly be finishing stronger. 

 

Miss Biscotti had her debut on a racecourse at Warwick on Wednesday over hurdles.  A competive affair with 

five NH flat winners in the race.  She is a chaser in the making but this was hurdles and part of her education 

before next season when she will be mature enough to cope with the larger obstacles.  At Warwick she jumped 

well, big and round as a big baby would in her stage of her career and what was pleasing was the height she got 

at the third last hurdle considering she was only just starting to get behind - a total baby!  More to come in the 

next outing but its not going to happen over night! 

 

Last Sunday Sarah went to France to purchase horses for two owners, a flat horse for a new partnership and a 

jumper for a new owner who has recently bought three with us.  The Monday sale had 300 horses on offer which 

Sarah had narrowed down to forty!  Having checked and trotted up all forty horses she then made a selection of 

ten and her favourite by far was Carlanda whom she bought for 16,000 euros, rated 70 on the flat, 1 win and 4 

places from seven runs.  A lovely athletic horse who is a sister to Chopin and from the family of Bosra 

Sham.  Carlanda arrived into our yard at 4.30 am on Wednesday morning having traveled for 10 hours with 

eleven other horses from the same sale.  Unfortunately Sarah did not manage to purchase a second horse for 

the partnership however was the under bidder on three horses - it will be interesting to see what those horses go 

on to do in the future!  Exciting times ahead with Carlanda - will now be learning how to jump for the next four 

weeks.... 

 

Friday 15th November 2013 

 

Weather - cold but dry and 8 degrees at 17:11 hrs 

 

Feeling wintery now with frost due in the morning.  Quite a few horses working on Saturday with various entries  - 

flat and jumping planned for the week ahead.  Ground next week is going to be important for Drussell wanting 

soft at Leicester and Carobello needing good at Fakenham.  Carobello has schooled and schooled since his last 

outing so expecting a much improved performance - confidence is the key!   

 

Sarah travels to Deauville Sales tomorrow ready for the auction on Monday - two orders for new owners - flat and 

NH.  Exciting times ahead.  

 

Friday 8th November 2013 

 

Weather - feeling damp with occasional showers at 10 degrees - 14:02 hrs 

 

Great run from Nifty Kier at Lingfield yesterday at 100-1....... finishing 4th (beaten a nose for 3rd) and only 

beaten a length and a half by the winner.  A fast run race set by Kilburn with Nifty coming from off the pace and 

finishing well in the final 100yds.  He will be be better suited by Kempton, a right handed track but no immediate 

races so may have to go back to Lingfield.  A tough little horses who has more to come. 

 

This morning (5.30am) we took two youngsters, Miss Biscotti and Flash Tommie to work at Towcester - a 

racecourse gallop along with other trainers horses - 30 horses in total (we were planning to take four horses but 

limited to two due to the popularity of working at Towcester on soft ground).  Our jockeys were James Davies and 

Zac Baker.  A successful working morning with our two horses finishing very well after two miles in the very soft 

ground. 

 

Once we arrived back from Towcester (09:45am) we were in action again schooling over hurdles with Drussell 

ridden by Martin Lane (Yes! the flat jockey!) and Zac rode the lead horse.  Martin looked like he enjoyed his spin 
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on Drussell ready for his race at Lingfield in the Flat Jockeys Hurdle Race on Tuesday..........however there is an 

inspection today at 3.30 due to flooding!  Fingers crossed they go ahead because Drussell looks ready to go 

especially on soften or should I say heavy ground. 

 

We were at Doncaster Sales on Tuesday and bought a good looking horse from Mick Channon's called New 

Youmzain, winner of two races on the flat from seven outings, goes on soft ground and stays - time form rating of 

80+.  Bought to go over hurdles and once he has been well schooled he will be ready to prove his ability on the 

track. 

 

Monday 4th November 2013 

 

Weather - wintery feel with sunshine at 10 degrees - 14:57 

 

Thank you everyone for your kind messages regarding the well being of Topthorn having fallen in his chase 

yesterday at Huntingdon.  We are amazed that Topthorn has escaped injury and not even a graze!  He ate up 

everything last night, seems bright and very chirpy..... typically him in fact.   

 

In the race yesterday the lovely grey Topthorn was jumping superbly but one of the front runners kept running 

down the fences in front of him on take off and that would be very annoying for him......  Whilst our grey boy was 

traveling fantastically towards the fourth fence in question, another horse to the side of him looked like he was 

going to run down the fence too (not jumping in a straight line) and then without warning Topthorn received a little 

nudge on the last stride into the fence, taking his mind off jumping the fence..... that was that....Topthorn 

cartwheeled over hitting the ground with his head and neck with his feet high above the fence, a crunching fall for 

both jockey and horse.....not something we like to see but thankfully both were fine.   

 

Traveling up to Doncaster Sales for Tues and Wednesday's lots to hopefully purchase a 'good' horse for one of 

our new owners.  If not successful purchasing we will be off to Deauville later in the month.   

 

Friday 1st November 2013 

 

Weather - damp, overcast and 11 degrees - 16:00 hrs 

 

Sunday racing for Topthorn at Huntingdon with Wayne Hutchinson on board.  Providing the winds blow the rain 

away and the ground is not too soft we are going to take a chance with the son of Silver Patriarch.  Patrick as he 

is know, is crying out for a run and there is not much about in the way of suitable races..... so we are thinking 

positive that the rains will stay away...   

 

Last night Arachnophobia was beaten 4 lengths finishing 6th of 14.  Although he didn't run too bad he should 

have won!  Retirement now for the old boy, he does not want to let himself down and try to win anymore so no 

point in persevering.  He is a great lead horse at home so he still has a job and he's more than happy doing that 

type of work! 

 

Tuesday 29th October 2013 

 

Weather - dry, blue sky, sunshine and mild at 12 degrees - 14:59 hrs 

 

What a difference today is in comparison to yesterday!  The winds yesterday were battering hard on the buildings 

(65 mph gusts) with branches falling and guttering coming adrift.  At 6:30 hrs the weather was at its most 

dangerous with one of the roofs looking like it was about to peal back and then 15 mins later the electric went 

out.  No electric till 10pm that night, a long and tough day for us all but all the horses got exercised whether it was 

in the school or ridden.  The team worked really hard to get everything done, particularly ensuring the  horses 

were comfortable before it became too dark to work with no lights!  A huge 'THANK YOU' to the TEAM. 

 

Thursday will be full steam ahead at Kempton and Lingfield with Arachnophobia, our lead horse having his 

quarterly outing back on the track at Kempton with George Baker back on board and Nifty Kier having his first 

run since having a little break after finishing a good 3rd in a Lingfield maiden on the turf.   
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Carobello finished 5th on his debut over fences at Ludlow last Thursday.  Having schooled well at home and 

away at Lambourn over the Jockey Club Estate schooling fences, we were surprised to see him lacking in 

confidence over the first two fences.  Towards the latter part of the race his jumping did improve but where he 

had lost ground in the first part of the race it cost him at the finish..... probably should have finished 4th but at the 

end of the day he has come back in one piece bar a few scratches.  What is encouraging is that the confidence 

he gained towards the finish should help for next time and be assured there is much more to come from him!  

 

Tuesday 22nd October 2013 

 

Weather - wet, windy and mild at 16 degrees - 12:37hrs 

 

We all got very wet this morning but it was a good morning schooling over fences and hurdles - Carobello, 

Topthorn and an unnamed 5yr old by Emperor Fountain were a pleasure to watch.  Particularly pleased with 

Carobello who schooled over the fences and runs tomorrow at Ludlow - having his debut over fences but we do 

not want any more rain!  

 

Unfortunately we have had too much rain for Topthorn at Worcester today and Bobs Legend for tomorrow at 

Ludlow.  When the ground dries, soon we hope, we will be looking forward to both horses running - so frustrating 

as they are both bursting at their seams to have a run!    

 

Friday 18th October 2013 

 

Weather - dry, warmer at 16 degrees - 13:58 hrs 

 

Another consistent run from Burnt Cream, although 6th was only beaten 4 lengths and denied her run through in 

the final furlong.  She will now have a little Autumn break - Won two and placed in five of her 10 races this year. 

 

Bobs Legend, Carobello and Topthorn have national hunt entries for next week providing the ground is good or 

faster.   

 

The Winter flat horses - Alfresco, Little Red Nell, Lemon Grove, Nifty Kier, Joyful Risk and Park Dancer are 

working well at home and we are looking forward to seeing them on the track in due course.   

 

Exciting news - We have two horses to buy, for new owners at the Newmarket and Doncaster Sales at the end of 

this month. 

 

Thursday 10th October 2013 

 

Weather - windy, dry and considerably colder at 7 degrees - 15:45hrs 

 

Big change in the weather today with the wind getting under the horses tails!   

 

Burnt Cream has a possible run next Wednesday at Kempton. 

 

Last night, the dear old Arachnophobia (our lead horse at home) had an outing at Kempton Park over 7 furlongs 

with George Baker taking the reins.  Draw was satisfactory but the worry was the pace - too many front runners - 

including us!  We broke well but when the pace quickened they left us in the kick back!  George took the old man 

to the outer and it looked like he was going to struggle and race over..... However, from three out he began to 

gain some ground and inside the final furlong we started getting excited.  Just strides from the line he looked like 

getting 4th but just could not quite get there in time....  We got 5th, a neck off 4th and beaten just a length and a 

half for 3rd, so close but so far!  The surface may just be getting a little fast for him these days and may just be 

worth taking over the mile.....  a nice little refresher and you may see him out again this side of Christmas! 

 

Vinnies Girl did not get her run at Huntingdon - banged her leg and quite sore.  Will know more in the next 10 

days once the bruising has dispersed. 

 

Saturday 5th October 2013 
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Weather - warm, dry, blue sky and a few clouds at 18 degrees - 14:25hrs 

 

Just the one runner, Vinnies Girl at Huntingdon on Sunday due to the drying ground.....the ground staff have put 

water on the course and are saying it is good but they have had no rain and no further watering so our guess is 

that it will be fast, too fast for Topthorn.  Vinnies Girl looks strong, fit and schooled superbly yesterday.   

 

Thursday 3rd October 2013 

 

Weather - warm, light showers and a good breeze at 16 degrees - 12:57hrs 

 

With Burnt Cream in the form of her life; 4th and 1st in her last two runs she is now being campaigned for 16th 

October at Kempton - course and distance winner early this year.  This morning she was having a lot of fun in the 

pens whilst the sun was shining! 

 

Looking forward to Topthorn and Vinnies Girl running at Huntingdon on Sunday providing they get there 

suitable ground.   

 

Last night at Kempton, Fitz, now 7 yr old, looked like he might run into a place 3 furlongs out but when his jockey, 

Luke Morris asked for another gear his head went up and in two strides went from fourth to last!  Very 

disappointing for all concerned especially when he looked fantastic and very fit.  Unfortunately when put under 

racing pressure he did not want to put his best foot forward - retirement may be around the corner unless we can 

find out why he is not wanting to run on at the end of his races! 

 

Tuesday 1st October 2013 

 

Weather - hazy, dry with slight breeze at 17 degrees - 14:44hrs 

 

Yesterday, 4th at Bath with Burnt Cream - ran another good race, she is so gutsy.  Her jockey said that he 

should have won..... split second decision to go left a furlong out when he should have gone right!  That's racing 

especially in 5 furlong races!!   

 

Fitz has an entry for Wednesday and on paper it didn't look like he would get a run.... however the race has split 

and Fitz has got in, just!  A reasonable draw for a hold up horse and a good jockey booking in Luke 

Morris.  Working well at home and in good heart - lets hope there is a good positive gallop up front and with luck 

in running he should be in the shake up.... 

 

Sunday 29th September 2013 

 

Weather - bright and breezy - 16 degrees at 12:36 hrs 

 

Exciting runner on Monday at Bath - Burnt Cream trying to duplicate her course and distance WIN 30 days 

ago.  She is in good form at home, looks great and ready for her next outing on Monday.   

 

Topthorn, Vinnies Girl and Park Dancer will have entries at Huntingdon next Sunday. Park Dancer will be 

having her debut over hurdles and if she can stretch her stamina will run a big race.  All look really well and are in 

great form at home.  

 

Monday 23rd September 2013 

 

Weather - slight mist, cloudy but warming up later - 15 degrees at 10:30hrs 

 

Good run on Sunday from Bob's Legend finishing 3rd over hurdles at Uttoxeter on ground probably on the easy 

side for him. Sam Twisten Davies who rode him was delighted with him - he said that if he hadn't got in so close 

to the second last he would have been placed second.  Sam's confidence and determination on Bob is second to 

none and is now keen to ride him over the bigger obstacles ..... hopefully fences will be where he can play his 

trump card.  Also out yesterday was Carobello who ran another disappointing race, so so frustrating as this 
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horse has bags of promise - he will have an overground scope on at the end of this week to see if his airways are 

being blocked when under pressure.  Vinnies Girldid not go to Uttoxeter as now planning a run in early 

October.   

 

We are planning to run Burnt Cream at Bath - course and distance winner only a few weeks ago.   

 

Fitz has come out of his race well and so he should - would have done more at home!  Aiming to run early 

October - may need a pace maker! 

 

 

Tuesday 17th September 2013 

 

Weather - misty, rain and feeling cold at 13 degrees at 17:15hrs 

 

This Sunday could be busy with three horses entered up for Uttoxeter; Carobello, Bobs Legend and Vinnies 

Girl.  All three are in cracking form at home but all want good ground or slightly faster.... no more rain 

please!  Final fast gallop tomorrow and a school before the end of the week should put them spot on. 

 

Last week we ran a newcomer at Kempton on the flat; Fitz having had 472 days off since he last ran.  Although 

beaten 9 lengths he was in a race where there was no early pace and the front runners kicked off the front 

leaving those held up like Fitz, flat footed.  He was not blowing at all after the race - needs a race where there is 

a strong gallop so that he can use his burst of speed in the final two furlongs.   

 

Martin and Buster (terrier) finished second again in the Chalfont St Giles dog show - 'Best Six Legs'.  The winners 

were wearing bow ties so Buster has decided next year to win they will have to wear dinner suits!!! 

 

Monday 9th September 2013 

 

Weather - dull, raining and feeling cold at 16 degrees at 16:00hrs 

 

Fitz has his debut for us in a flat race at Kempton on Saturday - working well at home and turning a good corner 

in recent weeks but possibly a fact finding run.  Also entered up is Burnt Cream for Sunday but with the current 

soft going she may have to wait. Carobello has an entry in a novice hurdle (not a great selection of races for him 

this week or next) - in good form at home - may have to wait for a handicap though, on a good mark at the 

moment and it would be crazy not to take advantage of this mark.  

 

Monday 2nd September 2013 

 

Weather - bright blue sky, warm and 24 degrees at 15:09hrs 

 

It had to happen soon - WINNER - the horses have been in good form at home and with the unlucky runs last 

week we were due to get some luck!  The consistent and tough Burnt Cream WON (her second win this year) at 

Bath on Saturday over 5f with Robert Havlin on board.  Although she got a nasty bump coming out of the stalls 

she was soon back traveling like a good horse, cutting through her rivals like a hot knife through butter! With a 

furlong and a half to go she was still traveling, with a furlong to go she was traveling - something you do not see 

very often in 5 furlong races.  As Burnt Cream hit the front inside the furlong marker she had to go for home with 

the favorite hot on her heels. She won by a head - an easy head. Robert gets on with her really well and she is 

not the easiest ride for a jockey - confidence and patience has been the key in training and riding her! 

 

Wednesday 28th August 2013 

 

Weather - bright, fresh, blue sky and 16 degrees at 10:39 

 

Burnt Cream is working well in preparation for her race on Saturday at Bath.   

 

It all went wrong for Bob's Legend at Bangor, finished 8th - no early pace, in fact they crawled and with previous 

front runners in the race we were sure there would be a decent gallop, but no!  Bob who can be very keen in his 
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races was very anxious over the first two hurdles, fighting for his head and not concentrating on his 

jumping!  Four out as the pace of the race was starting to increase we looked a 'sure thing' cruising, traveling like 

a group horse only then to hit (got in close) the hurdle and then pushed out wide by the favorite - that was us out 

of the race!  This horse has a lot of talent, still young, still learning and will win but at this stage, the race has to 

play into his hands - may be worth a try back over 2 miles! 

 

Sunday 25th August 2013 

 

Weather - dull, raining and 19 degrees at 09:30hrs 

 

Looking forward to the week ahead with Burnt Cream at Bath and Bob's Legend running at Bangor.  This will 

be Bob's debut over 2m 4 furlongs.  We have kept Bob in 2 mile races for the past two seasons due to his keen 

spirit and giving him a chance to learn how to relax in his races.  Last time out he pleased us greatly, 

concentrating on his job and not being bothered by other horses taking him on.  We feel now he is ready for the 

extended trip, a distance that will hopefully see him at his very best.  James Davies rode him last time out and will 

ride him on Monday. Burnt Cream 2nd last time out at Yarmouth is in good form at home and providing the 

ground at Bath stays fast we expect a good run - track should suit, coming from just off the pace (Burnt Cream is 

similar in character and distance to our old Dualagi who won at Bath). 

 

Having had a good week - 12th to the 17th August we were expecting a winner or two this week but....... 

 

Nifty Kier had to take on the more experienced handicappers on his handicap debut at Goodwood.  Ten days 

previous he had run a great race at Lingfield, finishing 3rd against maidens aged 3 to 4 yr olds.  His new 

handicap mark had left him tip toeing on the edge of the higher grade races and it would have been kinder to 

Nifty if he could have been in the top bracket of the lower grade races in 0-60's.  The race was a competitive 

affair and he ran well to half way.  However in the latter part of the race he looked gangly with legs everywhere, 

basically very green and beat one home.  He will be more suited by 7 furlongs next time and hopefully now in 0-

60's!!  A little break due and will come back looking stronger ready for Autumn/Winter campaign.   

 

Also last week, we ran Alfresco, another horse that was looking amazingly well and strong.  Expecting a good 

run from the 9yr old only to miss the break and at Wolverhampton you can not afford to break slow even under 

the talented Luke Morris.  He ended up with kick back in his face, which he hates and that was his race 

over!  Step up to 1 mile and back to his favourite track, Lingfield in due course.   

 

Carobello another hopeful for last week ran at Newton Abbot over a further distance with Sam Twisten-Davis on 

board and we were expecting a bold run.  He traveled well and jumped brilliantly but just after half way one 

jumped across him and then kept squeezing him up against the rail and within seconds Carobello went 

backwards almost like he had a injury and pulled up!  That run was worst than disappointing - Carobello is a 

talented horse but can be quite sensitive.  We tested him for everything, even his heart and nothing found......" 

just got frightened by the other horses", that's the only answer we have at this stage.   

 

Scala Santa ran at Windsor on the Monday over 1 mile 3 furlongs - behaved like she had been in the game for 

years, such a treasure and honesty is written all over her.  As she passed the mile post she was still nicely on the 

bit, traveling well and looking very, very hopeful but turning in for home as the pace increased she found it difficult 

to maintain her gallop for the final 3 furlongs and gradually lost her position.  Her jockey said that he could not 

pull her up at the end of the race and suggested we take her further..... would have liked to seen her staying on 

better if she was going to get further..... she is not bred to get much beyond 1 mile... to run over the mile we need 

to find more speed.....  Although very small she will be schooled over poles this next coming week, hurdles, this 

may be the answer?   

 

Monday 19th August 2013 

 

Weather - blue sky, warm and getting warmer - 21 degrees at 10:44hrs 

 

Great day yesterday at our Hog Roast for owners and friends.  Sunshine all afternoon - lots of happy, lovely 

people relaxing.   

 

Windsor tonight with Scala Santa for her second run on a racecourse - we are still not sure about her distance 
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but she needs experience so keeping it local is ideal.  Dropped in grade from a maiden to a selling race. 

 

Bob's Legend ran a super race last week at Stratford finishing 5th.  There was no early pace and the winner was 

allowed to dictate turning the latter part of the race into a sprint - not good for us as left us flat footed in the final 

two furlongs.  However, considering the slow pace he settled well - relaxed enough now to step up in distance (2 

miles has always been too short for him but has had to learn to settle). 

 

Burnt Cream 2nd at Yarmouth - what a run!  So unlucky to come up against one that has a little more speed at 

the finish...  What a ride Robert Havlin gave her - held up and eased into the race between horses - no one 

traveling better as we first thought but the winner (out of Robert's sight) was going just as well on the stand side!  

 

Tuesday 13th August 2013 

 

Weather - Overcast, breezy and mild - 20 degrees at 13:59hrs. 

 

At Stratford tonight with Bob's Legend in a handicap hurdle - competitive affair but we have a low weight and 

should run a big race. 

 

Nifty Kier was third in a 6f maiden at Lingfield on Saturday - only beaten 2 lengths - a great run from a little horse 

that cost just £150!!  He was having his third run on a racecourse against horses costing thousands.  For the first 

part of the race I don't think his opposition were good enough to lead him, hence being in front for the final three 

furlongs only to be headed in the final furlong.  He has come out of the race well and we are looking forward to 

running him in handicaps. 

 

Burnt Cream was rather well at Brighton last Friday - raced too free for a long way and understandably got tired 

in the final furlong.  She recovered quickly and on her return home bounced off the horse box (very pleased with 

herself)!  She has an entry this week at Yarmouth and has a senior jockey on board, Robert Havlin...... not saying 

anymore than that as she has not had much luck lately and she certainly deserves some! 

 

Friday 9th August 2013 

 

Weather - Warm, overcast with a few showers - 21 degrees at 10:00hrs. 

 

Expecting another good run from Burnt Cream at Brighton today - last time out she was unlucky not to finish 2nd 

with a lose horse hampering her twice in the final furlong!  Charles Bishop is on board today, a good young 

jockey who has ridden a winner this week. Her regular jockeys are all having to travel on to evening meetings 

when Burnt Cream runs at 5pm.   

 

Nifty Kier, a four year old with us has his third run (will have a handicap mark after) on Saturday at Lingfield on 

the flat over 6f - due to his inexperience this distance will be on the sharp side (ideally we would like to run him 

over 7f) but we have limited races to run him in due to his age and not yet handicapped.  He has plenty of ability 

and is very honest - with experience his racing distance will be 6f - 7furlongs. 

 

Looking forward to Bob's Legend running next week - has various entries due to weather and ground.  He is in 

good form at home and looks fantastic. 

 

Lady Valtas ran another good race at Brighton yesterday, finishing 6th of 10 - her best finish to date.  If there 

was a similar race next week we would have to go once more but unfortunately there is nothing until September 

and she is now costing her owner a lot of money!  Since she arrived with us she has been a star at home and 

enjoyed all her work  - just unfortunate she has had to start sprinting this late in her life (started her career over 1 

mile then upped in distance to 2 miles).  Now to find her a nice home doing dressage or even eventing. 

 

Saturday 3rd August 2013 

 

Weather - warm, dry, breezy and 23 degrees at 12:35hrs. 

 

Yesterday we traveled to Bangor-on-Dee, Wales to run Carobello over hurdles, his third run.  He finished 5th 
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beaten a head for 4th on ground a little quicker than ideal.  We will have our first handicap mark next Tuesday 

which should be about 95, a fair mark but he has run well against some relatively high rated horses. Now that he 

has gained enough experience over 2 miles we will step him up to 2 mile 4 furlongs and upwards.  Both jockeys; 

Sam Twisten-Davis and James Davies speak well of Carobello. 

 

Next week we are back on the flat with Scala Santa, Lady Valtas and Burnt Cream. 

 

Saturday 27th July 2013 

 

Weather - warm, dry, hazy and 22 degrees at 11:15 hrs. 

 

Drussell and Topthorn have been on holiday for the past couple of months relaxing in their pens enjoying this 

lovely summer and all wrapped up in fly sheets!  With plenty of paddocks and pens to choose from the horses 

that are in training are also getting their turn of getting plenty of fresh air......... so good for them to stretch, play 

and eat! 

 

Runners last week - Arachnophobia (our lead horse at home) gave Zac Baker a thrilling ride in the Novice 

Riders race at Leicester finishing 8th of 14 - the old campaigner did as much as he wanted to do!  Prefers the all 

weather with a soft lead - now on a good handicap mark for the winter all weather .... Lady Valtas had another 

outing last week at Brighton over 6f (her shortest distance to date) and having run her best race to date last time 

out over 7f (beaten 10 lengths) we were hoping for more improvement ...... Improve she did and although she 

only beat one she finished yet closer to the winner - only beaten 7 lengths over a distance a little sharp for her at 

this stage.  She broke well enough from the stalls but found it difficult to stretch in the following strides and 

loosing ground over the first couple of furlongs. However, two furlongs from home she was starting to close in on 

the leaders and actually running on at the end of the race which she has never done in any race!  When her 

owner/breeder, Jim Patton sent her to us he said that this mare would be a challenge....  We are going the right 

way at the moment and her temperament at the races has improved two fold with each run - I almost believe she 

is starting to enjoy herself.  We plan to give her another run back to Brighton in August, back over 7 furlongs - 

hopefully will be sharper away.  A freshen up at home and a little more stalls work and we may just get that 

placing.....  

 

Saturday 20th July 2013 

 

Weather - warm, strong breeze, cloudy and 23 degrees at 10:32hrs 

 

A third and fourth this week from three runners - the horses ran well but had their excuses. Alfresco was 4th 

(beaten 4 lengths) looked 'flat' in his race - quite often when a horse has had a long layoff and comes back with a 

decent first run, the next one quite often disappoints - we call it the 'bounce factor'.  He is now being freshened up 

for a run end of August.   

 

Lady Valtas although last was actually beaten only 10 lengths, the closest she has ever finished behind the 

winner!  As said earlier in the blog 'some may say we were crazy to run her over the shorter distance' but if she 

can finish that close there may be hope..... her owner who bred her will throw a party if we can get her 

placed!  Further entries made for next week - a little more fine tuning at home then lots of luck that we get an 

easy race and we may just get that party! 

 

Burnt Cream ran a super race at Brighton, finishing 3rd - should have been 2nd but for the loose horse barging 

into her twice in the final two furlongs.  Her jockey David Probert was very confident she will win next time.  She 

has come out of the race well and we are looking forward to her next run in August. 

 

Sunday 14th July 2013 

 

Weather - Very hot, dry, minimal breeze and 29 degrees at 15:32hrs 

 

Looking forward to this coming week with Alfresco on Tuesday at Yarmouth, Burnt Cream and Lady Valtas at 

Brighton on Thursday. The nine year old Alfresco is in great form at home and this Tuesday we are hoping for 

more improvement from his 3rd at Windsor last time out. Lady Valtas has been tried over various distances on 
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the flat and over hurdles with three trainers and with no success.  However she is showing more and more speed 

since training her as a sprinter (half sister is one of the top sprinters in the country) and looks fantastic.  Some 

would say that we are crazy to run her over 7f when previous trainers have said that she needs 3 miles plus! As 

long as she gets a good start and then gets into a good rhythm we think she could just run one of her best races 

to date...... Burnt Cream is ready for her next outing and also looks amazing; muscles bulging and you would not 

see a better shine in her coat - expecting a bold run again. 

 

Robert Havlin rides Alfresco,  Jemma Marshall (knows Brighton as well as Ryan Moore - started their careers 

there!) rides Lady Valtas (ridden her in her work at Kempton - racecourse gallop) and we are still waiting 

on Stevie Donohoe orJim Crowley for Burnt Cream.  

 

We were very proud of little Scala Santa (only 14.2hh) having her debut last week at Warwick over 10 

furlongs.  She ran against some very classy and expensive rivals, owned by the Queen, Hamdan Al Maktoum, 

Niachos family and Godolphin.  Scala was beautifully behaved throughout and although she only beat one (rated 

120 over hurdles and owned by Phil Tufnal Racing) her run was encouraging - only five lengths behind the 

leaders with two to run!  Her jockey, Tom Garner was very positive about her performance and could not praise 

her enough for her attitude. 

 

Saturday 6th July 2013 

 

Weather - hot, dry and 23 degrees at 12:15 

 

Encouraging run from Nifty Kier 4th at Warwick yesterday.  Although he ran very wide on the home bend (a very 

sharp bend that does catch horses out) he ran on again in the straight and the distance lost on the bend was the 

distance behind the 3rd horse - 3 lengths!  One more run and he will have a handicap mark - life will be easier for 

him then.  A straight track next time will be ideal hopefully for the end of July. 

 

Thursday 4th July 2013 

 

Weather - warm, sunny and 20 degrees at 17:50 

 

Lovely run from Burnt Cream today 4th at Yarmouth over 5f.  Unfortunately not drawn well (11) and had to get 

across to the center loosing a couple of lengths to get there.....distance beaten end of race.  Traveled well, too 

well in fact hitting the front 2 furlongs out and not getting home final half furlong.  Stevie Donohoe said that they 

were not good enough to lead her!  In good form with herself and hoping to be back out soon - Brighton worth 

another try. 

 

Nifty Kier will be in action at Warwick tomorrow - only his second run on a race course and we were happy with 

his debut over a distance further than he is bred to stay (as a 4yr old limited maiden races for him).  Warwick - 7 

furlongs has been lucky for us in the past so looking forward to him running there.  Although a small field of 

classy horses he will be competitive - working well at home with experienced flat horses. 

 

Sunday 30th June 2013 

 

Weather - warm, overcast and 16 degrees at 08:41 

 

Looking forward to Burnt Cream running on the flat this week at Yarmouth - in good form at home; fit and ready 

for her next outing - looking strong with great muscle definition, gleaming in her coat and happy! 

 

Good celebrations yesterday at Windsor races on the flat with the 9 yr old Alfresco having his first run for us, 

finishing a gallant 3rd at 33-1.  Expertly ridden by Robert Havlin who made most of the running from draw 1.  The 

pace had been coming up the rail all afternoon and with no ideal front runner we had to make use of our 

draw.  He battled well from two out staying on all the way but the younger rivals just had a little more speed at the 

finish leaving Alfresco in 3rd.  The team have worked hard to get him back into racing fitness having been retired 

after his last run some 339 days ago.  Yesterday morning it was good to read the Racing Post comments on our 

race from Emily Weber who wrote "Alfresco - Run well here without winning in years gone by but some 

desperate results in 2012 (previous trainer) and off since July; gone to a yard that does well with limited 
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resources, though, and might well exploit attractive mark at some stage".  Thank you to Mr Riney for sending us 

Alfresco to train and lets hope he can win very shortly.  

 

Yesterday morning we were given the news that Solario Racing are to pull their horses from our stables and 

move them on. Sad news but we wish them good luck and we hope they fulfill their dreams.  Strange how life 

goes - you lose a couple of horses but then you gain a couple of horses!  Only last week we were sent a couple 

of exciting youngsters for the flat, a 2 yr old colt by Lucky Story and a four year old by Schirocco who was bred by 

D J Deer.   

 

Well done Bob's Legend who finished 4th over hurdles on ground a little softer than ideal at Market Rasen.  On 

faster ground and a galloping track he will go close again. 

 

Thursday 19th June 2013 

 

Weather - warm, overcast and 21 degrees at 12:17hrs 

 

Bobs Legend is in action on Friday at Market Rasen carrying top weight in a handicap hurdle.  He is in good 

form at home and taking into account his last run when he finished 3rd, he should run another solid race under 

the same talented pilot, Sam Twiston Davis.  Will be better over further when he learns to settle but needs the 

practice and confidence before we can step up.  A talented horse who is just starting to get the 'hang' of racing. 

 

Carobello, a lovely horse who has always shown plenty of ability at home.  His debut run for us was on ground 

much too soft for him (heavens opened whilst there and everyone was keen to see him on the track) and of 

course being fresh pulled too hard in the early stages of the race giving him no chance to get home at the end of 

the race......race over!  This week we ran him at Stratford on fast ground, well good fast ground for this time of 

year.....safe ground.  A very competitive novice hurdle with one or two horses being heavily backed.  We were 

keen for him to settle at the start so orders were to switch him off at the start and learn something.  He was by far 

the most inexperienced horse in the race as far as actual runs whether it be over hurdles or on flat.  Popular and 

talented jockey, Sam Twiston Davis was on board for the first time.  He settled him well and with three to run we 

were looking a little flat footed but then his ability and stamina came into play and over the final two he was 

gaining ground on the leaders with every stride. Carobello finished a running on fourth and we were delighted; 

lots to build on, will want further eventually, still lots to learn but when he ticks all the boxes this horse will be one 

for the grade one tracks. 

 

Burnt Cream who won last time out was in action at Brighton on Tuesday - a competitive race with most of them 

having won a race in their last three or four runs.  She went to Brighton looking really well and strong - expecting 

a good run with the only negative being the track - would she act on it?  Brighton is one of those tracks where 

they love it or hate it........... February was the last time out (been no races for her) and because of that we 

thought she might be a little on her toes but she was really well behaved. She went down to the start settled and 

as she reached the stalls the farrier was called to assist one of the other runners.  This would not be in our favour 

as she hates to wait around at the start.  Thankfully the farrier was only a couple of minutes and on loading the 

horses we were out the back - going in last.  As Burnt Cream went into the stalls she gave a little buck entering - 

quiet unusual for her.  As the gates opened she reared, hesitated and lost over 10 lengths, the last thing you 

need when in a 5f race!  Within a couple of furlongs she gradually got back to the field and going very well.  With 

two furlongs to run she was only a length and a half off the leader and we were starting to get excited.  As Martin 

Lane made his move to challenge just two off the rail, the gap suddenly closed on her and her run denied!  With 

her chance gone Martin dropped his hands on her neck and coasted home!  She was in fact beaten 10 lengths... 

the 10 lengths beaten at the end was the 10 lengths beaten at the start! 

 

Monday we were in action at Windsor with Chiltern Secret and Nifty Kier, both in the same race, a maiden over 

1m 2f for three year olds and upwards.  Both ran well till 2 furlongs out, sat just behind the leaders, enjoying 

themselves upsides each other!  The distance was definitely too far for them so a drop back to a mile would be 

more realistic.  Chiltern Secret will now have a handicap mark (Tues week) and will be able to run in 3 year old 

only handicaps over a mile which should suit.  Nifty Kier however has two more runs before he can run in 

handicaps..... may have to run over various distances as not many races over a mile for the older horses. 

 

Martin and Sarah arrived back from their holiday in Crete last week - although a fantastic resort, Sarah suffered 

with a chest infection for the whole duration - very pleased to be back home! 
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Whilst Martin and Sarah were away on their holiday Topthorn ran at Stratford with Sam Twiston Davis on board 

finishing 4th on quick ground over a sharp 2 miles.  A very competitive race but with so few races for him at the 

moment we had to take a chance.  Two out he looked like he was going to be in the shake up but with a bump on 

the bend he was denied his run.  Over the 2 miles he seems to prefer a little cut in the ground, good ground 

ideally and of course he loves to dictate in front but this is not always possible when you get summer fast 

ground.  Having had quite a few runs on fast ground and nothing ideal for him at the moment he is now having a 

little break. 

 

Monday 3rd June 2013 

 

Weather - breezy, blue sky with a few clouds and 17 degrees at 12.10hrs 

 

The winter runners are now on holiday in the field - lovely sunshine on their backs today!   

 

Martin was at Fakenham yesterday with Vinnies Girl for the 2m 4f Ladies race - hopeful of a good run providing 

the ground staff had not watered too much!  Thankfully the ground was drying out all morning with the going on 

the fast side of good.  The ground is the most important factor as she does not like too much cut - too soft her last 

two runs hence pulled up!  Our strike rate in the amateur races has been fairly good with two wins and a third this 

year but unfortunately we were without our usual jockey, Rachel King who had been asked to ride for Sheik 

Hamdam at Hereford in the Arab races.  Rachel's substitute Alison Stirling rode a tidy race on Vinnie to finished 

4th.  The race was a little on the short side for Vinnie but she ran an encouraging race..... something to build on. 

 

Pass Friend was in action for her debut at Market Rasen in the National Hunt Flat race ridden by James 

Davies.  Just like her big brother, Topthorn was a little head strong for the first part of the race and turning in still 

looked like she might run into a place but stamina caught her out in the final three furlongs, beat four horses but 

we were delighted with her attitude.  Also running at Market Rasen in the handicap 2m 3 furlong hurdle was Lady 

Valtas, her first run for us but has had plenty of experience previously.  Ran well for three quarters of the race but 

as they quickened she stayed on at a slow one pace - obvious thoughts are that she is a stayer wanting a lot 

further but not so sure...... her sister ran at the Derby meeting in the 5f Dash and only beaten a length and a 

half!  Although she has only beaten a few horses in her career she is better than she appears - may just have to 

go back to the flat..... watch this space!   

 

Monday 27th May 2013 

 

Weather - breezy, blue sky with a few clouds and 16 degrees at 13:00 hrs. 

 

This week we plan to turn out the horses who ran throughout the winter - a well deserved holiday in the sunshine 

we hope!   

 

Drussell was in action at Fontwell yesterday - although only 8th he ran really well just fading the final two 

furlongs on ground a little faster than ideal.  He is now on holiday to revitalize him for the autumn/winter when we 

get more rain!   

 

Lennie the Laugh ran a very pleasing race at Worcester in the NH Flat race - he was very green for the early 

part of the race which was on fast ground and when he got on to the better ground (softer) in the home straight 

he found another two gears, passing horses like they were stood still.  Although he was fifth he was gaining on 

the fourth horse with every stride but the line came too soon!  Anything he does this season will be gaining 

experience and from 2014 we will see a useful chaser in the making. 

 

Wetherby is a long way from Bowstridge Farm but we had found an ideal race for Spaceman and could not 

resist!  The race was for ladies  over hurdles and our pilot was Rachel King - one of the most experienced ladies 

riding over hurdles - has ridden us two winners on Drussell this year.  A big field of seventeen runners and they 

went off like scolded cats but Rachel was in no hurry (her actual orders were to sit behind the leaders but her 

experience came into play) - For a 3 mile race they were not going to keep it up at that pace so she sat out the 

back door picking them off one by one!  With half a mile to run Spaceman was cruising past them, like a knife 

through butter!  They had caught the commentators eye and it was now getting very exciting but as they got to 

the third last hurdle he jumped a little awkwardly, the same at the second last and the last leaving them in a good 
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third. Leaving the winners enclosure he took a couple of lame strides - his old injury some five years back had 

reoccurred to his tendon!  He was given some painkillers and well bandaged.......a very brave boy.  Now back 

home he is now on box rest with lots of fuss.  He will now be retired from racing and being retrained in 2014 to do 

some dressage or showing - someone will have a lot of fun on him in the future. 

 

Last week El Jo needed soft ground, forecast for rain was plentiful and we were hopeful of getting his ground 

with one of his three entries for the week.  However, Wetherby suited Spacemen - good ground, Huntingdon was 

too firm and Towcester looked like the one but had everything from soft to good to firm - too inconsistent for an 

old boy who would probably put the hand brake on if he felt the firm patches - we decided not to run and so did 

17 others!  We were all disappointed he did not get his ground as he is in such good order but that is the trouble 

with this time of year with watering systems and nobody was more disappointed than Zac who was going to ride 

him!  One particular top jockey - 'A P' said to Martin that he was doing the right thing by taking the old boy 

out.  With summer on its way - plenty of sunshine (ha ha) - El Jo, 12 yr old is taking a well deserved holiday for a 

month having been pointing with Sarah from December to March.  Last February he won the Bonhams Mens 

Open at Marks Tey under Zac Baker.  He will be back for a campaign in the autumn if rain appears and then on 

to Sarah for the winter months pointing. 

 

Wednesday 22nd May 2013 

 

Weather - overcast, breezy and 10 degrees at 08:45 hrs 

 

Today off to Huntingdon and Worcester - 12yr old Eljo to Huntingdon and Lennie the Laugh to Worcester - both 

have good chances providing the ground is not too lively. 

 

Topthorn went to Newton Abbot to run in a handicap chase - a competitive affair.  With few opportunities at the 

moment we had to take him to the south coast and take a chance.  Ridden by Wayne Hutchinson they jumped 

from fence to fence, sitting in fourth or fifth all the way however with three front runners the pace was fast and 

furious from start to finish and we just kept on at the same pace finishing in 5th - the race was the fastest 

recorded of the day!  He is looking like he needs a little further on real fast ground and on good or slightly slower 

2 miles suits....  He has a good cruising gear on good to firm but does not really quicken off it - we are still 

learning from him - however does open up a few more options for him.   

 

Chiltern Secret ran another encouraging race at Windsor, this time over a furlong further, a mile.  She was 

beaten 16 lengths in what looks a quality maiden.  The team had turned her out well and although the smallest 

and slightest filly in the race she was the best behaved. She broke well out of the stalls but got bumped shortly 

after and then on the bend the jockeys were all taking a 'pull' as though they thought someone had gone down on 

the floor!  We were pushed further back with just two behind us - this was turning into muddling pace ...... but 

turning into the home straight with four and a half furlongs to run, the pace increased and Martin Lane brought 

her to the outer and to our delight she was starting to gain ground on the leaders,  staying on all the way up the 

straight...... just got tired the last half a furlong having had to use up so much energy getting to the leaders.  The 

race possibly rode more like a 7 furlong race but she definitely wants further in the future. 

 

Monday 18th May 2013 

 

Weather - cloudy, breezy and 12 degrees at 12.10 hrs 

 

Lovely to see Bob's Legend running better at Ludlow last week - finished 3rd under Sam Twisten Davis.  Still 

pulling too hard at the start of his races but getting there with patience.  He just needs experience to get his mind 

to relax and then we can step up in distance!  At home he is so chilled out and loves his routine of going out in 

the pens through the day.  

 

Topthorn runs today at Newton Abbot - a tough race with quite a few front runners but if Wayne Hutchinson can 

keep him on the outer (hates to be surrounded by other horses) away from the others he should run a solid 

race.  Chiltern Secretruns tonight at Windsor, one of our local tracks in a fairly hot maiden contest - some well 

bred individuals!  Her debut run at Kempton was actually quite pleasing as she only faded the last two furlongs, 

beaten 18 lengths by a horse now rated 95.  She is still very weak but needs to learn about the job  - working well 

at home and looks great in her skin. 
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Monday 13th May 2013 

 

Weather - cloudy, breezy and 9 degrees at 09.19 hrs 

 

An improved run from Drussell yesterday at Plumpton finishing 6th in a competitive handicap for conditional 

jockeys.  He seems to like the amateur and conditional jockeys races!  May get one more run before he has his 

holiday as long as the ground is to his liking - good or softer.  Today he is out in his pen enjoying the grass and 

the odd passing flicker of sunshine. 

 

With the forecast of rain on Wednesday we are looking forward to seeing Carobello in action over hurdles at 

Uttoxeter and Pass Friend having her debut run at Fontwell in a national hunt flat race.  Carobello has shown us 

plenty of ability at home and looks a horse to follow.  Pass Friend by Passing Glance, a half sister to our 

Topthorn (3 wins) is not really bred to get the distance of 1 mile 6 furlongs however on an easy track and as long 

as she settles in the first couple of furlongs, she should not be too far away - worked well at Kempton in the 

week. 

 

Another horse who has an outing this week is Bob's Legend at Ludlow in a novice handicap hurdle.  Expecting 

much more from him this time - his debut run this season was puzzling - he was very tense down at the start and 

of course never settled in his race.  Could not be more pleased with him at home as working well with a good 

relaxed attitude. 

 

Friday 3rd May 2013 

 

Weather - sunshine, blue sky and 18 degrees at 11:55 

 

Fantastic run from Barrick's Hill at Cheltenham on Wednesday evening - finished 6th of 19 in the 4 mile race for 

the best staying Point to Pointers and Hunter Chasers in the country.  Sarah was delighted with his performance - 

he has gone from strength to strength this season with his two wins and looking like the winner at Cheltenham on 

Wednesday - Fantastic.  To top the evening the boys, Zac and Albert won the best turned out!  Well done to all. 

 

Good work out yesterday with the youngsters at Kempton - six horses working together;  Little Oscar, Nifty Keir, 

Park Dancer, Pass Friend, Thomas and Lennie having a prep race as education for their debut or next planned 

race.  One or two still need a little more experience but on the whole they went very well.   

 

Thursday 25th April 2013 

 

Weather - Sunshine, blue sky and 16 degrees at 09:51 

 

Last night we were at Taunton evening racing with Topthorn and Bob's Legend.  Topthorn who won last time 

out at Ludlow was 3rd last night.  Topthorn does like to dominate in his races and at his pace in a comfortable 

rhythm but on this occasion his two main rivals were not going to let him.  The pace of the race was quick early 

and he was not able to get balanced on a sharp track.  He is still a young horse learning his trade and his rivals 

were experienced campaigners.   

 

Bob's Legend who has been waiting for the ground to dry up was having his first run for 6 months and bearing in 

mind that he has only had two runs since February 2012 we knew he was going to be a little excited and 

tense.  However he was worse than expected, getting very wound up down at the start and his experienced 

jockey, Andrew Thornton said that in the race he held his breath for the first mile.  Most horses when holding their 

breath like this would pull up shortly after - just shows how much talent he has got.  Only last week he started to 

bloom in his coat, probably found the winter a little tough on him.  At home he has been the most settled we have 

ever had him and his jumping has improved from last season but you cant turn his home into a racing 

environment so action on a racecourse is what is needed.  He will be more settled on his next run - now needs 

plenty of racing to get his mind relaxed.  We have a lot of faith in this horse - he is very talented. 

 

Sunday 21st April 2013 
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Weather - Sunshine, blue sky with a slight breeze - 15 degrees. 

 

We all had a busy morning preparing for the Solario Racing 'Gallops Morning' and with the sun shining it had to 

be a good day!  A good day it was too - a good turnout of people with much interest in the youngsters and the 

youngsters behaved and performed fantastically.  Four youngsters worked, 2-y-old Rebellion colt, 2-y-old 

Amadeus Wolf filly, Gunning for Glory, Chiltern Secret with four experienced horses; Spaceman, Arachnophobia, 

Drussell and Vinnies Girl in four pairs along the six furlong gallop in front of a wide audience.  The enthusiastic on 

lookers then went back to the stables for a glass of champagne, honey and mustard coated sausages and a talk 

about Solario Racing. 

 

 
 

Monday 15th April 2013 

 

Sunday was a good day for Sarah with her point to pointers at Clifton on Dunsmore - Barrick's Hill WON the 

Restricted by 2 lengths and Thompson was 4th only beaten six lengths. 

 

Saturday we had a strange day at Uttoxeter with a lovely young horse, Little Oscar.  A strange day as the 

morning papers had Little Oscar at a betting price of a 100-1 and just minutes from the 'off' she was backed down 

to 16 -1.  Someone was hoping they new more than we did and although she looked really well at the races she 

was not a 16-1 shot, not yet.  We were hoping for a mid division finish as she had worked satisfactory at home 

but she is a baby of novice horses so we were not expecting her to be a live contender!  To our disappointment 

she ran a 'shocker' - traveled well for the first furlong then got a bad bump, kick back in her face and that was that 

.......she did not want to take part! The ground was deep and loose, not very pleasant for any young horse having 

her debut.  This little horse is a proper baby, old fashioned, a nervous type that has needed a lot of patience at 

home.  She will need quite a few runs before she gets confidence in a race, some horses need more practice 

than others, just like humans!  She is a good looking mare who will improve with each run but we do want to get 

her on better ground next time. 

 

Master Mylo, a good flat horse in his time also ran on Saturday but at Stratford having his debut run over 

hurdles.  Although he completed the race he was never able to get into a challenging position.   Mylo loves his 

jumping at home and has an amazing amount of scope, our one concern with him on Saturday was whether he 

would stay the 2 miles and on this occasion he did not stay.   

 

 

Friday 12th April 2013          " Four winners from seven runners this season at Ludlow" 

 

Topthorn WINS again at Ludlow yesterday with the skillful steering of Sam Twiston-Davis.  This was his first 

run in 147 days having had a holiday.  As the tapes went up he jumped off in front, ears pricked, jumped from 

fence to fence like he was having a schooling session, so relaxed and so easy! He won comfortably by five 

lengths.  As the race did not take too much out of him he may run again next week - the handicapper will be 

wanting to put him up a few pounds (7 to 8lb) so may have to go out again before he gets this added 

weight.  Martin was interviewed by UK Racing for 5 minutes after the race about his win but then the conversation 

drifted on to the weather and lack of prize money in racing - many racing folk praised Martin today at Chepstow 

for his positive thoughts. 

 

We have a saying in racing the 'highs and lows of racing' - Yesterday on a 'high' with our winner and today at 

Chepstow on a 'low' - Giles Dream was having his third run over hurdles - had showed glimmers of ability in his 

second race, a NH flat race at Towcester under Anthony Freeman and his first run over hurdles under Wayne 

Hutchinson but today he disliked the softened ground and basically pulled himself up after a few furlongs.  
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Drussell ran yesterday at Wincanton - jumped well but always flat out in a classy race.  Ran to the line finishing 

7th of 11 but the handicapper has still got him in his grip! 

 

Tuesday 2nd April 2013 

 

Weather - 2 degrees this morning with a little sunshine - cold wind. 

 

Mr Roberto has an entry at Chepstow in a NH Flat race on Saturday but with a ballot mark of 5 is highly unlikely 

to get a run.  Plenty more options - watch this space!  Mr Roberto, an ex Alan King youngster with just the one 

run to his name, came to us having had an operation on his hind joint and it was thought he may not recover to 

even being a riding horse.  After much patience from the owners he has made full recovery starting with months 

of very gentle exercise, to steady long work and now full work - even schooling over poles.  He has surprised us 

all having gone from strength to strength - could not be more delighted with his progress. 

 

Back to Kempton today with Roman Senate - scoped clean this morning.  Drawn 13 of 13 - Martin Lane gave 

him a superb ride from the wide stall to sit in the first five of a competitive field.  He challenged two out looking 

like a being in the frame but faded just the last 100 yards and in the end only beaten 3 1/2 lengths.  There was an 

extremely strong head wind and this would not help his cause in the finish. 

 

WE WOULD LIKE TO WISH EVERYONE A VERY HAPPY EASTER. 

 

Wednesday 27th March 2013 

 

Weather - 0 degrees this morning and rising.  Glimmer of sunshine but cold wind. 

 

Roman Senate 5th yesterday at Lingfield - ran better but left us all a little confused - we were expecting much 

better!  A muddling race with an uneven pace - we were always positioned fourth or fifth and that's where we 

finshed, 5th.  The front two got the 'first kick' and got away from the pack.  It was mentioned that we should ride 

him differently next time - held up and come with a run - 'clutching at straws' I think as he has run well from every 

angle.....  At the end of the day the pace of the race and the track did not suit him!  Back to Kempton next week 

with different head gear on! 

 

Tuesday 26th March 2013 

 

Weather - 0 degrees and feels like -3 degrees. Dull with a light breeze. 

 

What a long Winter this is becoming!  So frustrating with horses ready to run and no real light at the end of the 

tunnel as to when we will see some decent sunshine!  We had a couple of flakes of snow this morning so looks 

like more snow is on its way again!  The ground up and down the country is either flooded, frozen or two foot of 

snow on it.....  I feel so sorry for the poor, poor farmers in Northern Ireland and the borders. 

 

That's enough of the weather ........ Now for positive thoughts - We have little Roman Senate out today at 

Lingfield who is in good order on the gallops, had a good scope yesterday and looks good in his skin and 

coat.  We are back in distance to 1m 2f which has to be a bonus with an experienced jockey on board, Steve 

Drowne.  Reading the form, we have a great chance even from draw 10 however I am predicting a blanket finish 

so good riding skills needed here.   

 

Thursday 21st March 2013 

 

We had a meeting today with the Solario Racing Manager, Simon Double and came to the decision that with the 

wintery forecast of -1 and the rain it was advisable to postpone the 'Gallops Morning' until the 21st April 

2013.  The rain and the bitter cold wind will not be pleasant for our many 'on lookers' and the 2-y-olds will find it 

equally unkind so it made sense to reschedule for a month later.  We would like to take this opportunity to thank 

you for your patience and do hope you will continue to support us on the 21st April, 2013. 
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Monday 18th March 2013 

 

Weather - light drizzle, cold at 2 degrees. 

 

What an awful weekend with the weather, rain, rain and more rain with some people having heaps of snow.  To 

'top it' we had no electricity for 19 hours from Friday into Saturday lunch time!  Sarah was supposed to be going 

Point to Pointing but that was called off.  Today, although quite cold and damp feels better some how.....  The 

horses up and down the country must be suffering with the wet and dark days - Ireland are actually having better 

weather than the UK - perhaps that's why many of our horses did not quite shine as hoped at Cheltenham?  We 

all need the sun to come out - been a long, long winter. 

 

On a much brighter note - Drussell ran another solid race finishing 4th (only beaten 2 lengths) at 

Fakenham.  This time he was ridden by Tom Garner, one of Lambourn's up and coming conditional 

jockeys.  Rachel King who had won on him twice this year had done nothing wrong on him - just needed another 

different personality on board to kid him along.   

 

Another of our runners last week was Spaceman at Towcester.  This time the tactics went a stray at the start of 

the race as he hates to be out at the back in the kick back, the bumping and shouting.  He is not a brave horse 

and will not go into that next gear when he has a wall of horses in front so must have some daylight and sit on the 

outer.  He did finish 8th of 13 but this was a race you put to the back of your mind and look forward to putting it 

right next time. 

 

Roman Senate ran on the Wednesday last week at Kempton at 8.20pm with the experienced Steve Drowne.  He 

actually ran better than it appeared on paper - 7th of 11 as two furlongs out he looked the winner.  Having got his 

throat problem cleared up we were confident he would run well but still not completely positive about the distance 

of one mile four furlongs...  The plan now is to go back to a mile and two furlongs and hope we get a good gallop 

to use his stamina at the end of the race... 

 

Wednesday 13th March 2013 

 

Weather - cold and dry at 1 degree. 

 

Kempton today with Roman Senate and the experienced Steve Drowne on board.  With a healthy scope 

yesterday we are expecting a good run having produced his best piece of work last Saturday.   

 

Yesterday was bitterly cold with the wind making it feel like -11.  Possibly the coldest day since we have been 

here!   

 

Thursday 7th March 2013 

 

Weather - Dull, consistent drizzle - 6 degrees  

 

Possible runners for this month - Drussell, Arachnophobia, Mr Roberto, Thomas the Rhymer, Master Mylo, 

Roman Senate, Topthorn and Spaceman. 

 

Gunning for Glory on Monday looked super at Kempton races, especially for the time of year when most horses 

are changing coats.   When parading in the paddock he did look quite small in comparison to his rivals but then 

he still has plenty of growing to do.  For an immature boy he has a lovely attitude at the races and takes it all in 

his stride - so important and normally means that they will have a long future on the track.   On Monday morning 

there was a small hitch of a jockey change (Steve Donohoe had flu) but we were more than happy to have the 

services of Martin Lane, who very kindly helped us out at the last minute.  In the race, Gunning for Glory traveled 

well, sat in the first three until two furlongs out and then faded into a well beaten 5th -  a disappointing run - a 'flat' 

run - no spark in the finish but this had to be expected due to his immaturity.....  The plan now is to have a break, 

three runs to his name and connected to some decent form.  The handicapper will probably take no notice of his 

recent run and base his first handicap mark from the first two runs...... early sixties?   After a relaxing break he 

will have a Summer campaign.   
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Monday 4th March 2013   

 

Please read details below regarding the Solario Gallops Morning on Sunday 21st April 2013 (11am - 1.30pm) 

 

Weather - bright blue sky, crisp feel and dry at 3 degrees. 

 

Today we have Gunning for Glory for Solario Racing running at Kempton with Martin Lane on board.  A very 

recent jockey change with Stevie Donohoe having woken up with flu.  Expecting more from Gunning for Glory 

today after only being beaten 3 1/2 lengths last time out, only his second run on a racecourse.  Still very 

immature but looks well and working well at home.... he will improve with each run as long as he gains 

confidence with each run. 

 

GALLOPS MORNING HERE ON THE 21st April 2013 - Book your place with Solario Racing 01442 877597 / 

07769 183362 or email info@solarioracing.com . 

Solario Racing are holding an Open Morning here at Bowstridge Farm on the 21st April 2013 at 11am to 

1.30pm.  Coffees and teas on arrival - watch the horses on parade in the indoor school and then a stroll (5 mins) 

to the gallops to watch the 2yr olds in action - sensible walking shoes required (some transportation available - 

please request as limited room).  A good 5 minute walk back to the stables where you will be greeted with a glass 

of champagne.  Please book your place as above. 

 

 

Monday 25th February 2013 

 

Weather - damp and bitterly cold at 1 degree. 

"Fantastic News" 
 El Jo has qualified for The Bonhams Final at Cheltenham on 1st May 2013 

 and   
Zac Baker our Amateur Jockey had his first 'double' of winners yesterday. 

 
Yesterday we had a day out with Sarah at Marks Tey Point to Point, 5 miles from Colchester, Essex.  Sarah 
trains a handful of pointers; youngsters being educated before they go under rules next year and one or two old 
boys who are finding it too tough under rules but still want to have a little fun!   Our Amateur Stable Jockey, Zac 
Baker was riding for Sarah at the meeting and managed to get a spare ride in the first race  - this was to be his 
first WINNER of two that day at 20-1, the Open Maiden.  His second WINNER at 6-1 was for Sarah on Mr 
Carey's 12yr old El Jo.  He WON The Men's Open, a prestigious qualifying race for the Bonhams Final with the 

fastest time of the day!  For 18yr old Zac that was 3 winners and a 3rd in eight days from five rides. 
 
Back to last week at Ludlow,  Drussell looked the winner 3 out but then hit the second last hurdle loosing his 

momentum and finishing only 7th, beaten just 10 lengths.  It was still a reasonable run and to be fair to Drussell, 
the handicapper has put him up 17lb for his two wins.  He has come back home happy so now to freshen him up 
and wait to see what the handicapper does for the latest run....   
 
Master Mylo went back to Kempton but over 7 furlongs, nothing available over a mile......  We were pleased with 

his attitude pre race as he has a long history of being unruly going to the start but then he let us down in the race 
by being too keen.   Although only beaten 4 3/4 lengths finishing 6th, he is capable of much better!  Master Mylo 
has only been with us eight weeks so still plenty to learn from him, a puzzle that needs to be finished as he has a 
big, big engine! 
 
 

Wednesday 20th February 2013 

 
Weather - damp and cold at 3 degrees.  Dull sky with a slight breeze. 
 
Spaceman was the first of this week's runners and ran at Taunton yesterday finishing a very gallant 3rd at 25-1 
on heavy (grueling) ground.  Well ridden and steered home by young Zac Baker who took a valuable 7lb off his 

back.   Spaceman had been off the track for 200 days due to an injury sustained in his previous race.  Everyone 
was delighted with the run as Spaceman is not getting any younger and it shows he still retains plenty of ability to 
win a small race in due course! 
 
Off to Ludlow today with Drussell - in good form at home and looks great.  His very capable jockey, Rachel King 
will be in the saddle for a possible three timer..... a clear round then Drussell will do the rest! 
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Monday 18th February 2013 

 
Weather - cold at 3 degrees.  Dull sky earlier but brightening up by the hour. 
 
A busy week ahead - Spaceman tomorrow at Taunton with our amateur jockey, Zac Baker on board (winning 
jockey yesterday!), Drussell back to Ludlow for a three timer on Wednesday (also entered for Sandown on 
Friday), Master Mylo at Kempton on Thursday and Burnt Cream for the double at Wolverhampton on Friday.   
 
Last week was again encouraging with Arachnophobia, our lead horse, finishing 4th at Lingfield and only beaten 

a length having been put up 2lb ! "Mr Handicapper if you had put him up 1 lb we may have won?"  
Gunning for Glory - see photo - in pink with maroon stars.....his frame is very small in comparison to his 

rivals.  Ran another eye catcher,  very green again having his second run on a racecourse but this time he was 
only beaten 3 1/2 lengths at 50-1.  His form is working out really well from his debut run (the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th 
have all won) and the penny has not dropped yet with Des!  When he strengthens, this super little horse will show 
his true abilities - exciting!  Also last week, Lisselton Cross ran at Kempton - disappointing again as so close to 

winning but consistently beaten 3 or 4 lengths.  His owners have now decided to sell him so if we can keep him in 
the yard we would love to turn him out for at least six months - never had a proper holiday and this may make all 
the difference? 
 
Great News, in fact a miracle - Barrick's Hill, one of the point to pointers trained by Sarah WON yesterday at 
Barbury Castle with Zac Baker on board.  We are delighted for his owner, Ian Herbert as Barrick's Hill 18 

months ago was about to be put to sleep due to a crumbling bone in his hind joint.   A number of Vets looked at 
the x-rays and could not give Ian or Sarah any positive news.  Ian decided to give his horse box rest and after 6 
months of stable and barn rest the joint looked no worse.  More x-rays were taken and to everyone's surprise the 
joint was looking stronger but still no one was sure if he could even be a riding horse.  After another 3 months of 
being turned out in a small paddock more x-rays were taken and this time Ian had the positive news that he could 
have gentle exercise.  Each day since the joint has become stronger and it has been quite remarkable that he 
has managed to do over six months of cantering let alone go on to win a point to point!  Well done to Ian and 
Barrick's Hill. 
 

Friday 8th February 2013 

 

 

Thursday 7th February 2013 

 
Weather - Bitterley cold with a bright blue sky - 0 degrees at 09:30 hrs. 
 
Well done Jim Crowley for WINNING on Burnt Cream yesterday at Kempton.  Jim settled Burnt Cream very 

quickly from the stalls and surprisingly switched off almost too much as turning into the home straight Jim had to 
give her a few 'niggles' to get her into the race!  From 3 furlongs out she was cutting her way through the field 
with ease, picking them off one by one.  The leader had gone for home but in the final furlong we were gaining on 
him with every stride and in the final 75 yards, we quickened again, heading him and in the last strides to the 
finishing line Burnt Cream was a length ahead.  Well done Burnt Cream - she has had a tough life with her 
various problems but this was the icing on the cake for all the hard work the Team have put in and for her owner 
Patricia Brown for her wonderful patience.  Well done Team and Patricia Brown. 
 
We are looking forward to our next runners in February; 14th Lissellton Cross & Roman Senate, 16th Gunning for 
Glory, 19th Spaceman, 20th Drussell and 21st Master Mylo.   
 

Wednesday 6th February 2013 

 
Weather - Very windy, a few flurries of snow  4 degrees but feels like 0. 
 
Fingers crossed for Burnt Cream today at Kempton over 5 furlongs.  Jim Crowley in the saddle should give her 

good assistance and the confidence she needs - this is her best draw for a long time.  As long as Jim gets her to 
switch off in the first furlong then he only has to point and steer!  Would not want to be in front too soon in this 
wind today. 
 
Dualagi and foal are doing well - been out in the paddock last few days having a buck and 'scoot' about......  little 
'Albie' is quite speedy so hopefully will be as quick as mother one day, if not quicker! 
 

Friday 1st February 2013 

 
What a good week  - Drussell WINS again at Ludlow over hurdles.  His confidence has grown even more since 
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his last win/run under the same jockey, Rachel King.  This time he ran in an Amateur hurdle back over the 2 
miles and just made it look so easy - a comfortable win with 7lb more than his previous win/run - here's hoping 
the handicapper looks after him! 
 

Tuesday 29th January 2013 

 
Weather - windy and cloudy at plus 9 degrees at 2pm. 
 
Drussell runs at Ludlow on Wednesday and providing he copes with the heavy going should run a big race.  

 
Great news - Dualagi has given birth today at 5am to a colt by Tagula.  Mother and son are now getting on well 

but life was a little tricky  this morning with her being a first time breeding mare it was difficult for her to accept 
him immediately.  Martin and team had to bottle feed him for five hours until she finally accepted him this 
afternoon.  He has been given a stable name already - "Albie" due to Albert having his  birthday today!  Pictures 
to be viewed in due course. 
 
Yesterday we ran two horses, Master Mylo and Roman Senate at Kempton in wintery conditions - wind and 

rain!  Roman Senate was unplaced - very disappointing having been in a good position throughout the race but in 
the final furlongs stopped very quickly.  His jockey, Martin Lane said that he struggled as soon as he faced the on 
coming strong winds and basically held his breath!   This is the second time this has happened to him!  We asked 
the Vet to scope him at the races and found that he had slight inflammation in his throat,  normally only seen in 
yearlings .........  Possibly an allergy to something - more investigations to do because he is so well in himself and 
looks great.  Master Mylo was having his first run for us, a good horse over the past couple of years but had lost 

his way towards the end of 2012 - possibly confidence.  Originally sent to us to go jumping due to his wild 
temperament but we needed to see if our new style of training him was working hence a run at 
Kempton.   Yesterday, he behaved well at the races; cantering to the start, in the stalls and throughout the 
race.  He looked like being in the 'Winners Enclosure' two furlongs out but the final furlong just caught him 
out.  You can say that it was a very pleasing 7th, only beaten five lengths.  George Baker who rode him was 
delighted with his run and looks forward to riding him on his next outing.  He will go jumping when the ground 
dries up! 
 

Tuesday 22nd January 2013 

 
Weather - snow still as it was on Monday but colder at -8 this morning at 6am.   
 
We managed to get ahead of our plans getting back on the gallops this morning and the horses loved it!  No 
runners this week only due to no races for the ones we want to run or there is no racing due to frozen 
tracks.......  Next week our possible runners are Master Mylo (new horse with us who has been a special project 
for the past month, so a fact finding mission), Roman Senate, and Drussell.  The weather is supposed to warm 

up a little through the day next week but still very cold at night - lets hope we can get some horses in action.  
 
Leonie Tschudi, our new employee is finding this cold weather quite bearable but then she is from 
Switzerland.......  She finds it particularly funny when the airports cease to operate, schools closing and we call 
this snow!   
 

Monday 21st January 2013 

 
Weather - 4 inches of snow, ice patches at -1.  Dull sky at 09.20hrs. 
 
Today we are in the indoor school exercising the horses as the gallop has a vast amount of snow on it.  Saturday 
we did manage to canter on the gallop - with the snow being dry this helped our cause as it didn't ball up too 
much in their hooves but since then the ice has crept into it and  this has become risky for the horses.  Hopefully 
we can get back on the gallop by Wednesday providing we have no more snow.... 
 
Yesterday we were hoping to run Roman Senate at Kempton in what looked his easiest race to date however 
with the ever decreasing temperatures the track became unfit with ice overnight - by 09:30 Kempton had to 
cancel all racing for the day.   
 
Last Friday morning at 8am the snow came again and did not stop until well into the evening.  Bitterly cold for 
everyone but working in these conditions is tough on those with animals.......  Dualagi was due to foal on Friday 
but she is determined to hang on for as long as she is able to....  Martin is up all through the night, checking on 
her in his dressing gown!   
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Thursday 17th January 2013 

 
Weather - Very cold, dry and clear.  Still frozen snow lying around at -2 this morning. 
 
Although we had frozen taps this morning we still managed to canter horses.  The gallop rode well and providing 
the temperature does not get below -6 and the snow is not too deep on Friday onwards we should be able to 
keep going.  If not we are very lucky to have an indoor school to keep them ticking over.  Our Equine Dentist has 
been in this morning - a few routine rasps and 'tidy ups' and one new horse needing major work - he will enjoy his 
food and work even more now!  Gunning for Glory had four caps removed (tops of baby teeth ready to make way 
for adult teeth) - he too will be much happier eating now they have gone. 
 
Last night we made the short journey to Kempton Park for the 5.45pm race over 7f with Arachnophobia, our 
lead horse for the youngsters!  What a race he ran with George Baker - 2nd of 11, only beaten one and a half 

lengths - nearly made all only to get passed in the final 150yds by the ex Richard Hannon horse, Vitznau 
(previously rated in the 100's).  Both horses last won two years ago and in the same month.  Twice we have 
retired him from running in races but when he starts trying to get competitive at home he tells us he is missing the 
excitement of the races so we have to give him a little outing every now and again!   He will never be the horse 
he used to be due to the wear and tear he endured as a youngster but he is happy in his easy routines and he 
tells us when he is ready to get competitive again.   
 
Roman Senate is out again this Sunday, 1lb higher  - debut over 1m 4f but after his cracking run on the 7th at 
Kempton he should get the extra furlong.  Burnt Cream has come out of her race well and hoping to run early 
February. Lisselton Cross is being freshened up for his next outing also in early February. Drussell has a 

couple of entries but jump racing at the moment is struggling to get going due to the frozen tracks.   
 

Thursday 10th January 2013 

 
On Monday 7th January - Roman Senate finished 4th in a 0-60.... ran another good race back at Kempton -

  over a furlong further than he has tried previously.  A poor draw but tactically ridden by Martin Lane to put him 
into a front rank position.  Traveled well throughout the race and although slightly hampered stayed on well 
enough to suggest he may get a mile and a half.  He keeps progressing and it will not be long before he wins. 
 
On the 6th January we were back at Wolverhampton with Lisselton Cross... 5th - again ridden by Champion 

Apprentice Amy Ryan with hold up tactics planned.  They traveled really well and with only three furlongs to run 
they got behind a slow horse turning into the home straight.  This cost them time and lengths and while Amy had 
to take an pull, the front two kicked for home - they were only beaten two and three quarter lengths finishing 
5th!!  The little horse did not get the luck he deserved!  The race did not seem to take anything out of him so we 
took a chance and declared him to run at Kempton just three days later.  
 
On the 9th January, back to Kempton for Lisselton Cross....... he went off as the 3-1 favorite - the bookies had 

noticed how unlucky he was at Wolverhampton and this race at Kempton was an easier contest.   Also in the 
race was stable mate Burnt Cream (4th) priced at 33-1.  She was in good form at home and was worth an each 

way bet especially back over 5f having run so well previously over course and distance - the clues were there to 
see.  Lisselton Cross was in the first two or three for most of the way, traveling well but the pace was not quick for 
a 5f race.....  Burnt Cream was drawn badly so she had to sit last and in a slowly run race this was not really 
going to suit!  Both horses needed the leaders to go a good gallop especially Burnt Cream who was sitting last - 
needs to come from off the pace using her speed at the finish......  When the pace finally quickened inside the 
final two furlongs, Lisselton Cross found it difficult to sprint with the leaders (he is a winner over 6f) and Burnt 
Cream using her burst of speed, cut through the pack from last position but the leaders had first run on her and 
as they approached the winning post she went from 6th to 4th in a stride - only beaten a short head for 3rd place 
and beaten two and a quarter lengths by the winner.  Another good run and providing she is settled at home may 
just go out again next week. 
 

Saturday 5th January 2013 

 
Lisselton Cross is in good form at home since his run on the 27th December where he was only beaten a length 
and a half finishing 4th.  He is declared to run this Sunday 6th at Wolverhampton with Amy Ryan (Champion 

Apprentice 2012) back on board.  A good run expected from a better draw of 2 but we need to hold on to him a 
little longer this time (hit the front plenty early enough last time). 
 
We ran little Bellinda yesterday at Wolverhampton, taking 7lb off with a young apprentice on for her final run - a 

last hope that she might find another gear!  At home she is very honest, always puts the effort into her work but is 
not the quickest even though she is bred to be.  At the end of the day she does not want to be a racehorse but 
will make a good riding horse or polo pony for someone. 
 
Our Apprentice, Kirsten Smith has terminated her employment with us to go on to further her riding career.  We 
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wish her the best of luck in her new employment. 
 
We are looking forward to 2013, the young horses which we have been so patient with over the past couple of 
years are now coming to the fore; Topthorn, a big bold grey horse who loves the faster ground and is going from 
strength to strength, Bob's Legend  who has only run four times over hurdles also prefers the faster ground - we 
will be looking forward to him running again, Shees a Dante - bumper winner for us with a big future over hurdles 
(again prefers good ground), Vinnies Girl who showed glimmers of ability and will definitely win over hurdles in 
2013, Drussell winner over hurdles only a couple of weeks ago is blooming since and will be out again at the end 
of the month, and Gunning for Glory who ran well on his debut last month,  Chiltern Secret who has taken time 
to mature is very promising and Roman Senate should loose his maiden tag very shortly.  Unraced youngsters to 
look out for are Thomas the Rhymer (Luke Harvey Racing), Unnamed 5 yr old Passing Glance mare, unnamed 
Amadeus Wolf 2 yr old and Little Oscar.  Another one to keep a close eye on is Carobello (Luke Harvey 
Racing) - a really good moving horse who has shown promise in Ireland. 

 
2012 was a tough year for everyone, especially those who work outside. The continual rain caused havoc with 

the harvest and that meant  the oats, barley, wheat, hay, straw and alfalfa prices kept climbing throughout the 
year making it very tough for all who have animals.  Rain has also saturated the ground on most of the 
racecourses, the worst ground we have ever known and a lot of horses running in 2012 have been struggling to 
act on it - watch out for the well handicapped horses when the ground dries in 2013! 

 

Tuesday, 1st January 2013 

  

 

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM ALL OF US AT BOWSTRIDGE FARM. 
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2012 
Friday 28th December 2012 

 
We are getting very excited for Dualagi, the tough mare that won us seven of her eight races on the flat as she is 
in foal to Tagula and due on the 16th January 2013.   
 
A good run from Lissellton Cross last night finishing 4th at Wolverhampton - only beaten a length and a 

quarter.  Amy Ryan gave him a good ride from a bad draw - entering the home straight he hit the front looking like 
the winner but unfortunately did not quite last out the final 100 yards - in front too long and possibly worth a try 
back over 5f especially now he is traveling so well in his races.   
 
Gunning for Glory - 2yr old - ran well on his debut (6th beaten 9 lengths over a mile) at Kempton last week - 

slowly away at the start but we were very encouraged by his overall run - will improve for each run.  As 
mentioned previously it will take time for the 'penny to drop' with this boy! 
 
Burnt Cream - 5th at Kempton over 6f last week - a distance that we have been hoping she will stay but appears 

to be a 5f horse through and through!  She traveled with so much ease but the final furlong was just too far.   

 

 
 

Thursday 20th December 2012 

 
Fantastic news - Drussell won yesterday, a handicap hurdle at Ludlow ridden by Rachel King.  His debut run 

for the Bosley Team and some seven months since he last ran!  Given a confident ride by Rachel - she let him 
dictate through the early part of the race - warming up as he went along and turning in for home they sat in third a 
few lengths off the leaders who were going for home.  Alas, Rachel was in no hurry as Drussell does not like to 
be rushed so she just crept to the leaders and getting a great jump at the last passed them with ease.  As she hit 
the front with 100 yards to go, he just had a look, he had done his job - he thought he had won but with hands 
and heels Rachel urged him on again to pass the winning post quite comfortably.  Delighted for the owners Walid 
and Paula Marzouk who have been very patient with this little horse. 
 
Tonight have Burnt Cream and Gunning for Glory - both in good order at home.  Gunning for Glory will improve 

for this run and the next - one who needs the 'penny to drop'  - a lovely horse with a strong future.  Burnt Cream 
is in fantastic shape - luck in running! 
 

Monday 17th December 2012 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, bright sky with just a few clouds. 
 
Entries this week - Drussell at Ludlow on Wednesday in a ladies race over 2 miles and Arachnophobia in an 

apprentice race at Kempton over a mile.  Both in good form at home - Drussell has won over 2 miles on galloping 
tracks (no races for him at the moment on galloping tracks in his handicap bracket) although Ludlow may be a 
little sharp for him but he will love the ground there.  Arachnophobia has run well at Kempton in the past over 
shorter but cant see any reason why the extra furlong at Kempton will make any difference especially now older - 
in good order at home. 
 

Thursday 13th December 2012 

 
Weather - Very cold and dry at -3, a crisp and white look to Bowstridge Farm!   
 
Last night we ran Lisselton Cross at Kempton, although a few pounds wrong at the weights - a 'classisfied race' 

and not a 'handicap' we were confident he could run well........ he ticked all the boxes at home.  In the race he 
broke well from the stalls, got a good position early, traveled well and looked comfortable for the first two 
furlongs.  As they approached the bend in the home straight, the room on the inside rail was getting a little tight 
and Seb Saunders who was behind us was looking for a way out - unfortunately trying to side step us he clipped 
our heels, and down went Seb!  At the time we were unaware that Lisselton Cross managed to take a front shoe 
off in the incident - caused from having our heels clipped (causing our stride to shorten and catch the front 
shoe).  As they turned into the straight you could see quite clearly Lissleton Cross was on an uneven stride - like 
he had a flat tyre!  His jockey, Stevie Donohoe would be unaware his front shoe had gone, especially when he 
was still traveling well but when asked for the next gear he physically could not pick up and extend his stride in 
the final two furlongs......... beat two in the finish.   As he came back to the unsaddling enclosure he hopped in 
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like he had lost his dance shoe!  He is a little sore this morning but with bathing his foot in salt water he should 
feel much better.... need to get another shoe on later today. 
 
Topthorn was due to go to Leicester yesterday but with -6 recorded there was no hope it was on.  However, with 

an inspection at 8am we had to carry on as though it could be on!  You certainly could not race on the grass here 
at Bowstridge Farm but Leicester may be different and we had to go with the decision of the Clerk of the 
Course  -  We (Topthorn, Sarah, Lucy,Tina and all the racing gear) set off on our way at 8am as any later we 
would not give him time to recover from traveling should it be on.....  20 minutes later we had the expected phone 
call that Leicester had been abandoned - back home we came with much disappointment ...... it should have 
been called off earlier!  Topthorn was very confused as he came off the lorry - he too looked disappointed!  
 

Monday 10th December 2012 

 
Weather - 3 degrees, cold wind, feels like -1. 
 
Action this week - Wednesday - Lisselton Cross gets in at Kempton and Topthorn runs at Leicester providing 

the ground is not frozen!  Expecting a good run from both. 
 
Yesterday, Sarah had her first point to point runner for the season at Barbury Castle, Marlborough.  Just the one 
runner, El Jo competed in the Mens Open - a tough contest (some easier races at Cheltenham!) with 16 
runners.  He finished 5th at 50-1, a good run although didn't get the best of starts.   
 

Friday 7th December 2012 

 
Weather - ( 15:49) windy, 3 degrees, feels like minus one, barely a cloud to be seen and those that you can see 
have a red glow!   
 
This morning was busy with two lots by 8:45 am in a snow/sleet storm and then off to Kempton racecourse 
with Gunning for Glory, (2yr old) for his first piece of work away from home.  Flat Jockey, Martin Lane met us at 

the course with two members of the Solario Racing Team to watch the good looking son of Indesatchel go 
through his paces with Arachnophobia (a good work horse up to 9 furlongs) ridden by Zac Baker.  
 
Gunning for Glory has grown into a fine young horse, the last six months have been stop - start as with most 
young horses - a few niggles with sore shins (very common in young horses and humans!) and of course he has 
been getting taller by the month!  After a good walk around the pre-parade ring they went out to the track and 
gently cantered all the way around the course.  They worked from the mile start, joined up at the six furlong pole 
and then increased each furlong to the winning post, staying upsides the rest of the way for education and 
confidence.  A good piece of work with Martin Lane having a job to pull up at the end of the work.  Gunning for 
Glory enjoyed his first experience away and seemed quite full of himself after - on his toes and looking like he 
wanted to go and do it again!  He showed us he has plenty of talent - a fantastic stride - a good winner in the 
making.  Martin Lane who rides a lot of very talented horses for trainers up and down the country, said that he is 
now ready to run but it will take a few runs for the 'penny to drop' (he is just that type) but when it does he will go 
from strength to strength.  Gunning for Glory is typical of a late developer mentally and physically - these types 
are always the exciting ones as they can be the superstars of the future!  
 
Sarah has Eljo running this Sunday at Barbury Castle Point to Point.  Entered in the Open, the main race of the 
day - a tough contest at the entry stage and possibly one of the hottest contests I have seen in a point for 
years!!  Eljo is so well in himself and he is not getting any younger so Sarah is keen to run while he has the 
chance of his ground. 
 

Tuesday 4th December 2012 

 
Last Saturday Martin had an operation on his knee (wear and tear of an ex-professional sportsman) so will have 
to take it easy for the next few weeks.  
 
We could not be more pleased with the horses at home - working and schooling well.  This week's 
entry Lisselton Crosswas balloted out (over 40 entries and just 14 allowed to run!) however he will get a run 

next week.... working well and looking stronger than ever.  Another one we want to see back on the track 
is Burnt Cream  - will now run on the 20th back at Kempton with one of the top jockeys on board.  Jump runners 

waiting on the better ground - hopefully before Christmas! 
 

Thursday 1st December 2012 

 
Giles Dream, the only soft ground horse in the stables found the ground at Uttoxeter too testing!  He behaved 

well (runs in a hood due to being a little querky) and jumped well considering he found the ground like glue!  Zac 
did all he could do and as he became quietly detached he pulled Giles Dream up...... not tired in anyway just 
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could not act on the ground (had a spring in his step going back to the stables). A proper baby at five and just 
found it all too difficult at a good pace on testing ground.  Albert who looked after him at the races won the 'Best 
Turned Out' prize, only his second time racing in charge of a horse - well done Albert.  Will not run him now till 
the ground dries. 
 
Affirmation who ran last week at Lingfield in a 'Bumper' on the all weather has come back with sore muscles 

between his front legs.  Lots of massaging to do before he can work again.  Another good sort of horse but again 
very immature - big frame on a young mind.   
 

Wednesday 28th November 2012 

 
Been very dull in action for the past two weeks with most of our plans being put on hold due to the weather - we 
only have one soft ground horse so will have to wait with most of them until the ground dries!  Been 'gloomy' on 
the the all weather too as the flat horses have been drawn badly or ridden from too far off the pace... never 
nearer situation!  On a positive note we are looking forward to Kempton next week with Lisselton Cross. 

 
A runner tomorrow with our only soft ground horse at the moment - Giles Dream and young Zac Baker, claiming 

7lb on board.  A competitive novice hurdle on heavy ground (not many easy ones about!) but only a few runners 
and has to get handicapped.  Good luck to both for a clear round. 
 

Sunday 18th November 2012 

 
Weather - 7 degrees, dry.  
 
At the start of last week we were all expecting at least one winner - unfortunately with one thing and another the 
fancied ones did not quite go as planned.  Topthorn ran at Ludlow - 6/4 fav.  All going to plan - jumping well and 

traveling well until the second favourite who had been biting at his heels took him on upsides (plenty early 
enough - possibly trying to stretch our stamina) and then as we turned the bend for home, approaching the fourth 
last, we changed legs, got in close and hit the fence very hard - unfortunately brought Topthorn to a stand still 
and gave him no chance to get back into the fight - finished a humble 4th - only disappointing as we thought we 
would win!  He has come home safe and sound, most importantly. 
 
The same day, we had expected runners, Bobs Legend and Vinnies Girl at Taunton and Arachnophobia at 

Southwell.  The ground at Taunton was good, good to soft and we were in the first race with prospects of being in 
the money.  However, the ground rode more soft than good and the grass height was at least five inches tall - on 
declaration we were hoping the ground would dry by the time of the race - too much moisture in the grass!  In the 
race she never traveled (too much ease in the ground) then with a circuit to go, just as we were moving into a 
steady fifth position, the favourite fell right in front of us, bringing us to a stand still.  The race was over for us - 
she was never going to get back into it on a competitive level and our jockey was not sure if she had been injured 
from the fallen horse.  She has come home well and injury free.  Due to the ground we took out our other 
declared runner, Bob's Legend.   

 
Meanwhile at Southwell, our apprentice young Kirsten Smith was getting ready to ride Arachnophobia at 

Southwell.  At 33-1 they were not fancied but had been a good team together in the past (2nd and 4th at big 
prices), so there was a possibility of a place with luck!  However, the pace of the race was furious (most of the 
apprentices having been told to sit handy!) - we wanted to sit handy but could not get into it.  Kirsten had to 
switch wide, along with a few others to get out of the awful kick back - unfortunately she got taken even wider by 
those on her inner and turning into the home straight they were nearly coming up the stand rail - they were 
beaten 8 lengths, finishing 9th of 14 runners.  May be worth one more try back over a mile...... 
 
Friday we took Lisselton Cross and Burnt Cream to Wolverhampton - both ridden by Martin Lane with chances 

of being in the frame.  Burnt Cream 10-1, who had run so well at Kempton had to be in the first three but the pace 
in the five furlong race was fast and the poor mare could never get into a competitive position, that is until in the 
final furlong when staying on into 6th, only beaten 3 1/4 lengths.  Now entered for a six furlong race on Friday 
23rd November, back at Wolverhampton in an apprentice race with 7lb off her back!  Interesting. 
 
Lisselton Cross ran one hour later over 6 furlongs, again a chance of being in the frame but the draw of 8 was 

against him.  Like most of the races that day/evening they were fast early on, all trying to get out of the awful kick 
back.  From the start we were behind (not our plan) and with three furlongs to run when just behind the winner, 
we switched to the outer.  Luckily our jockey made this switch as seconds later one of the horses close to us fell 
through the inside rail!  We manged to finish on the wide outside, another 'running on' 6th but beaten 4 1/2 
lengths.  Back to sheepskin pieces or visor - Kempton would be ideal but no races for him there (at this moment) 
so may have to give him one more try back at Lingfield.   
 
We may have some bad luck last week but actually it was probably a lot of good luck - fallers all around us and 
we escaped any harm! 
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Monday 12th November 2012 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, dull, overcast and trying to rain. 
 
Giles Dream had his debut last week at Towcester finishing 9th of 15 runners.  A pleasing run, jumped well and 

looked like being 5th or 6th turning in for home only to get tired in the closing stages of the race.  A backward little 
horse, mentally and physically that has needed lots of patience at home so to jump and participate as he did in 
the race you would say that was a very satisfying debut run. 
 
Weather permitting (get today out of the way then should be dry and cold for the rest of the week), we should 
have a busy week with runners, hooray!  On Thursday we have the following entries;  Vinnies Girl at 
Taunton, Topthorn at Ludlow, Bob's Legend at Taunton or Ludlow and Arachnophobia at Southwell.  On 
Friday we have Burnt Cream and Lisselton Cross at Wolverhampton.  The Taunton and Ludlow runners will 

need the ground to be good (Topthorn and Bob's Legend will act on good - good to soft in places but not ideal) so 
fingers crossed the rain is not too heavy today!   
 
Off to Kempton early on Tuesday morning to work/educate horses - good for the horses to get away from the 
home gallops, new scenery gets the heart pumping! 
 
 

Wednesday 7th November 2012 

 
Weather - 9 degrees, dry and slight breeze. 
 
A few changes since the last posting of the blog - welcome new arrival 'Alfresco' - 8yrs now, a tough horse rated 
in the mid nineties a few years back... and can we revive him back to winning ways?  Time will tell....   patience 
and hard work - we will do our best.  A couple of the unnamed youngsters have gone on holiday and the old 
boy Midnight Spirit has been retired and went to his new home in Yarmouth, yesterday. 

 
Been very frustrating over the past two weeks - not getting a run due to soft or heavy ground - two fancied 
runners in great form having to be taken out of their races when they need good ground.  However, we have 
Giles Dream running tomorrow at Towcester and he does want this softening ground. He is not the fastest 
racehorse but does have stamina written all over him!  This will be his debut over hurdles having had two bumper 
runs earlier this year - has come on from his earlier racecourse appearances and will get the expert handling 
from Wayne Hutchinson.   
 

Friday 26th October 2012 

 
Weather - 8 degrees, rain and wind (09:20 hrs) 
 
'WINNER, WINNER, WINNER!' - Very exciting - Topthorn WON yesterday at Ludlow - a 2 mile chase £7,000 

added, class 4 (all age) handicap at the age of six. The ground was perfect - good ground with plenty of moisture, 
similar ground to when he won his point to point last year over 2 mile 4 furlongs.  Wayne Hutchinson gave him 
yet again another confident ride - always in a handy position in what appeared to be a good gallop and 
throughout the race he was always happy, traveling well.  With two fences to go Topthorn pricked his ears and 
ran on to win by 7 lengths.  
 
Bob's Legend was also a runner at Ludlow yesterday - had not run for over 270 days - a talented young horse 

who can be a little 'free' in his races.  Yesterday, he was ridden by the master of settling young horses, Andrew 
Thornton and what a good job he did yet again.  He looked amazing, a quality horse in looks and performance - 
looked like a young footballer having his first game of the season!!  Although he finished 6th of 13 and beaten 19 
lengths he had our hearts beating very fast when he turned for home - looking like another winner!  However due 
to freshness, too much fuel was used up in the early part of the race and when he got close to the second last his 
jockey held him together to get home - an experienced jockey is needed in these situations or he could have 
been put on the floor which would not be good for horses or jockey.  A super run for an inexperienced horse and 
looking like a winner in due course.   
 
Off to Lambourn today to take some youngsters, Lacocodanza and Giles Dream for a change of scenery - 
schooling and galloping.   
 

Monday 22nd October 2012 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, overcast, damp with slight breeze (10:24 hrs) 
 
Entries this week are Topthorn, too wet today at Plumpton but in again at Ludlow on Thursday as is Bob's 
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Legend but if the ground is too soft we will wait another week and go to Huntingdon. Roman Senate was 

entered for this week but has just been balloted out..... very frustrating not to get in when we want to see him run 
quickly after the unbelievable ride last time! 
 
We had a lot of excitement with Burnt Cream's run last week at Kempton - 3rd at 50-1.... and we backed 

her!  Given a very confident ride by Stevie Donohoe - made up about 8 lengths from last to 3rd in the home 
straight and only beaten 3 3/4 lengths..... great finish.  She has come out of the race well, relaxed and eating 
well.  Frustrating for all concerned as there are not many races for her over the next month  but when we do run 
next it will be onwards and upwards......  Could not be more delighted with her performance - a mare that had 
colic, breathing and muscle problems - her owner Patricia Brown deserves all the praise for being so patient. 
 
Lisselton Cross another runner last week but at Wolverhampton - looked like the winner two out but then the 

petrol ran out only to finish 8th and beaten 5 3/4 lengths.  He traveled too well (in comparison to previous races) 
in the early part of the race and then got into a bit of a scrum on the home bend - although coming out of the fight 
with a clear run had already done too much too early - Luke Morris who rode him took the blame - credit to him 
for owning up to it - most would not!  He was running with 2lb higher than his last run (beaten a nose) but is in a 
good frame of mind (using himself much better) more to work on though!  Again not many races for him from now 
till Christmas so will have to be patient.... 
 

Tuesday 16th October 2012 

 
Weather - 11 degrees, cloudy and brisk wind. (14:26 hrs) 
 
Just got back from Kempton race track having been galloping horses - two national hunt youngsters who are very 
'green'.  They behaved well considering the strong wind and the turf water sprinklers - they did a good piece of 
work, a step closer to running in a race - early November.  They will need another work morning away - 
Lambourn this time on the grass.  The education of travel/work away brings them on mentally...... Richard 
Hannon with all his facilities takes horses to Kempton every week. 
 
Tomorrow we have Burnt Cream at Kempton - her second run for us.  This time over 5 furlongs, a furlong 

shorter will help but will need to be a little handier than her debut for us.  Expecting a good run with a decent 
jockey, Stevie Donohoe. 
 
The Solario Yearling Parade went well on Sunday with about 70 people attending in the lovely sunshine. The 
horses on parade for Solario Racing were Roman Senate, Gunning for Glory, Chiltern Secret, a yearling by 
Amadeus Wolf and a yearling by Rebellion.  They all behaved well, dressed in their paddock sheets and racing 
bridles - full credit to the team the horses were turned out to a very high standard.  The yearlings were lunged by 
Kirsten for about 5 minutes each, then stood up while Simon Double from Solario talked through their 
breeding.  There was high interest for both yearlings - shares should be sold very quickly - hopefully a successful 
day! 
 

 

Friday 12th October 2012 

 
Weather - 12 degrees, blue sky and slight breeze (11:17) 
 
What a lovely race Vinnies Girl ran at Towcester on Wednesday - 3rd only beaten 4 3/4 lengths in her first 

handicap hurdle.  As she approached two out she was in front, just got a little close to the hurdle and stopped her 
winning run...  Will have to wait till next Tuesday for her revised handicap mark.

     
 

   

Been a busy few weeks with runners and staff away on courses....  all part of this modern way of life.  The 
runners have been running well - our only disappointment was Roman Senate at Wolverhampton last Saturday - 
a very odd run......... traveled well but then held up and never put into a challenging position!  Went off favorite 
and we could not see him being beat in what was a below average race.....  That was an expensive trip! 
 
Yesterday we went to Worcester with Don't Mistake Me to run in his first hurdle race - a novice hurdle with some 

experienced very well rated horses.  He jumped well under Haddon Frost - ground was verging on the softer side 
of good - he would prefer faster ground.  Just two more runs then he has a handicap mark which will enable him 
to run in novice handicaps. 
 
Topthorn went to Huntingdon last Sunday finishing 5th with Wayne Hutchinson on board.... a two and a half mile 

handicap chase against some experienced and improving individuals.... the ground was perfect for him....fast 
(good to firm)!  His jumping was expressive, bold and enjoyable to watch.  The last couple of furlongs just caught 
him out - over enthusiastic (fresh) through the race and inexperience in comparison to his older rivals.  Next run 
at Fontwell in a novice handicap at the end of the month but will need the fast ground to be at his best. 
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Yearling Parade here on Sunday 14th October -  11am start.  For further details please contact Martin or 

Simon from Solario Racing (solarioracing.com). 
 

Saturday 29th September 2012 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, sunny with a few clouds (11:30hrs) 
 
Well done to Lissellton Cross and Jean O'Connor, so unlucky not too win, beaten a nose! The team had done a 

superb job preparing him for the race with a lot of hard work involved.  Our three main jockeys that we use on a 
regular basis, George Baker, Martin Lane and Luke Morris were 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the race!  Told George he is 
off our Christmas List!  Ha, Ha! 
 
The horses worked super this morning - getting ready for a run on the track - Carobello, Topthorn, Dont Mistake 
Me, Vinnies Girl, Midnight Spirt, Bobs Legend and Roman Senate.  The babies worked well too; Lacocodanza, 
Gunning for Glory and Affirmation - getting competitive - learning well. 
 
Been a long summer with very few runners, full of babies here and you cant rush them but you need runners to 
remind people that your still in the game!   Pleasing to have regular runners again but an even better feeling 
when they are running well and have competitive chances - worth all the patience and hard work from the 
team.  Lissellton Crosssecond beaten a nose by the winner on Wednesday and Roman Senate beaten 3/4 
length off 2lb higher than when he was beaten a nose on his previous run.  Topthorn unlucky last week when 

going very well before unseating his jockey will be entered up again shortly - ground permitting (wants fast 
ground).  Don't Mistake Me and Vinnies Girl are ready to run - races being planned at present.   
 
Yesterday, Burnt Cream ran a pleasing race (beaten 7 3/4 lengths) at Wolverhampton with a jockey change from 

William Carson (eye infection) to Cathy Gannon.  In the race she was slowly away from an inside draw (2), a little 
rusty having had 2 years off the track but as she got into her stride, proceeded to pull quite hard.  The kick back 
was at its worst and being held up she was unable to get into a challenging position.   The positive factor of the 
race was that she ran on in the final furlong without any use from the stick, just hands and heels.  Her confidence 
will grow from that run; she could breath (had an operation since her last run) and secondly she did not bleed (no 
build up of stress/pressure) as she did 774 days ago when last on the track!  She has eaten up everything since 
and now out in the pen eating grass!  An encouraging run. 
 
The yard is buzzing now with most of the horses now back on the gallops having had long breaks.  Still have a 
few out in the fields - some real super stars in the making, looking for owners! 
 

Tuesday 25th September 2012 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, partly sunny, good breeze. 
 
What a disappointment on Sunday with Topthorn - A big unseated rider at the fourth fence - one of those things - 

a slight lack in communication on a down hill fence and hey ho out the side door!  However, Topthorn thought he 
won at Plumpton - loved his day out jumping his way to the front, ears pricked and sailed on to win on his own by 
15 lengths then, cantered up to the top of the hill to eat grass!  He is in again on Friday at Worcester but will have 
see what the rain does to the track - needs to be on the fast side of good - a clear round would be good! 
 
Lisselton Cross has got in at Kempton tomorrow - did have him marked for Friday at Wolverhampton but had no 

chance of a run there.  His race tomorrow is not a great race but one or two are competitive and the pace could 
be furious with a couple of front runners.....  we are still a little higher in the handicap since he won but he is in 
good form and hopefully in better shape than his last run...... If his new style of training works then he should be 
thereabouts - certain this little horse is better than he has shown recently.   
 
Chiltern Secret  had her 2-y-o debut at Kempton yesterday - she was so well behaved she had to lead the 

winner to the start pre race!  Stevie Donohoe was very impressed with her attitude and could only be positive 
about her.  Although she only beat one in the end she broke well, traveled like a first time baby (on an off the 
bridle) and then weakened in the final two furlongs, along with other immature babies, costing a lot more than she 
was bought for a year ago.   This filly can only improve as she grows into her frame.  
 

Sunday 23rd September 2012 
 
Weather - 11 degrees, raining (11:15hrs) 
 
Off to Plumpton today with Topthorn - winner/placed last season point to pointing /hunterchasing with 

Sarah.  This will be his first run over fences in a novice handicap.  Today we have Will Kennedy, experienced 
jockey who has ridden us winners in previous years.  Topthorn is in good form with himself and looks fantastic so 
expecting a good run - will be disappointed if he is not in the first three.  Lets hope the rain does not get in the 
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ground too much - wants fast ground...... 
 
On Monday, the beautiful 2-y-o Chiltern Secret (Mi Mi - nickname) has her debut run at Kempton.  A hot contest 

with some very well bred individuals - Richard Hannon's Zurigha looks the likely winner.  Mi Mi has worked well at 
home and on the track at Kempton on several occasions but we have never pushed her over her limits.  She has 
a great attitude to her work but still has lots of growing to do and when she fills her frame she will be very 
useful.  Looking forward to seeing her run. 
 
Friday we have two entries at Wolverhampton with Burnt Cream and Lisselton Cross - both in the same race 

(not many options on the all weather over the next couple of weeks).  Burnt Cream has not run for over two years 
having had time off for a breathing operation and colic problems.  With lots of hard work from the team we have 
now got her fit and well enough to run.  She is typical of a 'breeze up' horse from the sales - very sensitive and 
just want to run fast for a couple of furlongs!  This filly has relaxed well with the comforts of wearing the 'hood', 
her routine of getting plenty of grass and light but consistent exercise.  Has worked at Kempton on her own giving 
a good account of herself, especially in her last gallop.  Friday will be her debut run for us and over 6f - will more 
than likely be a little 'rusty' but if she gains more confidence from this first run back we will expect some good 
results before Christmas. 
 
Lisselton Cross is entered for the same race as Burnt Cream but at this stage due to a vast entry he is unlikely 

to get a run!  Although finished 5th last time out he is better than that run suggests.  We have changed his 
training regime since then - now very similar to Burnt Cream's and we have found he is happier in himself and 
probably looking the best in muscular shape since he last won.....  the proof will be in his next run!  Fingers 
crossed we can get him in a race soon. 
 
The yearlings are coming along well - filly by Amadeus Wolf and a colt by Rebellion.  These two have good 
attitudes to life, taking 'everything in their stride' - they are both quite remarkable for their age!  Next week we will 
be leaning over them and the colt may even get a leg over each side! 
 
Lots of schooling going on with the jumpers and will be some runners very shortly - providing the ground is 
suitable...   at the moment it is either firm or with a drop of rain goes soft - what has happen to good 
ground!  Hopefully we will get good ground for this winter...... 
 
Little Red Nell by Red Clubs is now having a break to give her a chance to grow and fill her frame.  Six individual 

winners have now come out of her race and she was only two lengths from a horse that is now rated 80.  This 
super well bred filly by the prolific top stallion, Red Clubs (her dam 92 rated and grand-dam 94 rated) is for sale -
 shares available at the unbelievable price of £2,500 (25%).  Contact Martin for further details.  

 
Saturday 15th September 2012 

 
Weather - 21 degrees, slight breeze, blue sky (17:14hrs)  
 
Yesterday was a sad day for us, the funeral of our good friend Stephen Lovejoy (only 49) at Carterton in 
Oxfordshire.  Stephen was Stable Jockey for David Nicholson and groom to 'Very Promising' from 1979 to the 
late eighties.  He spent most of his childhood at Lower Haddon Farm, Martin's family home.  When he left racing, 
Sarah found him a job with a local scaffolding company only 5 mins walk from his house and this line of work took 
him into construction where he traveled all around the world, meeting his wife Suzanne in Dubai where they were 
married sixteen years ago.  He always had a smile, a lovely smile, a great team player, he was kind and 
thoughtful, loved his racing and his recent hobbie, his garden.  He managed to attend our Hog Roast on the 19th 
September but passed away just one week later.  He will be very sadly missed. 
 
Solario Racing, a well organised racing syndicate who have their horses with us, have their Hospitality Day at 
Newbury Races on the 21st September.  They have an exciting selection of horses with us and Roman Senate 
looks like he will win shortly. 
 
Our next runners - Topthorn, previously with Sarah, a winner last season point to pointing and placed hunter 
chasing will go to Plumpton on the 23rd September,  Chiltern Secret 2-y-o for Solario Racing is to have her debut 
run at Kempton on Monday 24th September.  Lisselton Cross will now run in two weeks.  Carobello is to have his 
debut over hurdles for Luke Harvey Racing and Burnt Cream, owned by Patricia Brown will be having their first 
runs for us and will be aimed for the end of the month. 
 
Just watched the St Ledger on television and totally agree with John Francome's comments that Camelot's action 
was awkward in the early part of the race.....  Earlier we had noticed that Camelot had over-reach boots on at 
home when Channel 4 showed his pre-race build up - possibly always wears them close to a race OR has he 
been clipping his front feet with his hinds hence the reason he is wearing over-reach boots?  If the latter perhaps 
there is a niggle with a muscle....   Will he run again this year?  Mind you, even with his awkward action today he 
still ran a great race beaten by a horse who got first run on him while he was trying to get out of the pack.....  The 
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flash accellaration he has was not there today - his basic ability got him through!  Most will say that he should 
have come off the rail sooner but we think Camelot left his turbo gear at home.... 
 
 

Monday 10th September 2012 

 
Weather - overcast, warm with a good breeze, 19 degrees (1044hrs) 
 

No runners over the weekend - well actually we had one called 'Buster' not a horse but a dog!  He 
competed at the local Chalfont St Giles Summer Show with his owner, in the 'Best Six Legs' - it was a 
tough competition with some stunning entries......  Buster being led in his thick white and black lead (horse 

rope) and his owner being Martin, in shorts, trainers and t-shirt.  You could say that Buster and his owners' legs 
were similar to the point of both being a little 'bandy' - sat on too many horses as a young child, and Buster, over 
trained as a pup....... so you could say they were both very similar!  After a four circuits of the parade ring Buster 
and Martin were pulled in, into Second!  There was a huge cheer and much laughter as they were beaten by the 
black Schnauzer and his long dark haired female handler.  Buster spent the rest of the afternoon parading his 
blue rosette with his very proud owner on tow! 
 
Over the last few weeks we have had some new horses arrive in the yard - two yearlings, filly by Amadeus Wolf 
and a colt by Rebellion recently bought by Simon Double for Solario Racing and a useful hurdler /chaser called 
Drussell.  The yearlings are  good movers and have that touch of class about them - starting their schooling this 
week.  Drussell has had a decent holiday out in the field since he ran for Richard Philips earlier this year.  He is 
currently on the lunge twice a day and turned out in the pens through the afternoons. We have a big 4 yr old by 
Emperor Fountain who has just been ridden away - strong good quality national hunt horse for the 
future.  Another new arrival is Affirmation by Antonius Pius, powerful sort but will need patience - jumper in the 
making.  Just arrived back from his holiday is Bob's Legend who has grown into a much stronger horse and 
mentally much more relaxed - now handicapped we can plan races to win. His novice races were extremely 
competitive and I am sure there is no doubt we will see some top class horses coming out of them, hence Bob's 
Legend now has a handicap rating of 109...... 
 
Over the last two years the novice races have become so difficult to win with all the big yards having so many 
good horses to choose from - expensive horses (£100, 000 plus) running around for such low price 
money!  Gone are the days of maximum 60 horses in a big yard - now a numbers game with no passion left - 
such a shame!   
 

Thursday 6th September 2012 

 
Weather - overcast, warm 21 degrees (1500hrs)  
 
At last we have the internet back! Sorry for no 'Blog' for the past few weeks - a slight malfunction - frightening 
how much we rely on the web so much!  
 
Yesterday was very thrilling with Roman Senate running another consistent race - 2nd on the flat at Kempton 

and only beaten 3/4 length - so close yet again.   
 
We have missed the regular flow of flat runners through the summer - the old handicappers, that won their couple 
of races a year have now all retired!  However, one or two of the two year olds are nearly ready to run, just 
another racecourse gallop for experience, then we can make an entry - how exciting.  
 
Burnt Cream and Lisselton Cross are on a 'come back' trail - looking great in their coats and working 

well.  Hoping for a run from each at the end of the month. 
 
The national hunt horses are working well and when the ground gets some 'cut' we will have two or three entries 
for the end of the month. 
 

Tuesday 21 August 2012 

  
Weather - overcast, warm 19 degrees (0900hrs) looking like a possible shower later. 
  
Midnight Spirit runs today at Worcester - in good form at home and fit.  Expecting a good run today but still too 

high in the handicap. 
The 'Summer Party' last Sunday went well, approximately 95 people, friends, family and most of our owners in 
attendance.  It was a very hot day (31 degrees) and most of us were sheltering from the sun, in the barn.  The 
Hog Roast was ready by 2pm and Martin could not carve quick enough - some very hungry people about!  Later, 
much the same situation, as the cakes came out from the kitchen to the tables - before you could count to ten 
plates were empty!  I must admit they were very good...every description - 120 cakes all gone! 
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Roman Senate nearly got his nose in front last Tuesday at Wolverhampton.  We took the head gear off and 

switched to the all weather and we nearly got that long awaited win - so close!  In the early part of the race, he 
was never traveling and he had us thinking he was only going to beat one or two!  As he turned in to the home 
straight he got a little daylight, the gaps opened up and next he sprouted wings and flew!  The winner was a 
length up with half a furlong to go and as Roman Senate got to the line it looked a dead heat, passing the line we 
were in front!  The photo was called - we were 2nd......soul destroying for all.....  so close but so far and on these 
situations you would rather finished a length behind in second.  However, what counts is that Roman Senate 
thinks he won! 
  
Don't Mistake Me ran yesterday at Stratford - 5th.  On entering thought it was a little on the sharp side for him 

but he does have a bit of class so didn't think it would  worry him....  It was another 'bumper' flat race for young 
national hunt horses with only nine runners - looked ideal.  On the day of the race a couple of the runners were 
being backed and it was starting to look an interesting affair.  Our previous form was good enough so we were 
quite shocked to see that we were one of the outsiders!  As the race panned out we could never get into it - too 
far behind from the start and he was always playing 'catch-up'.   One of the fancied horses only finished 3rd so 
possibly a better race than we thought.......  Our summing up of the race - An above average race and we had a 
slow horse on a sharp track.  He will now go over hurdles - more to come! 
  
Annisuella has had her niggling problems since she arrived as a yearling but is one of 'life's triers'.  She has 

been working well at home and always given us the impression that if she coped with the competing on a 
racecourse that she may want further than a mile.  Last week, we ran her at Lingfield in a reasonable maiden 
which was an improved run - traveled much better, did find it difficult coming down the hill but then ran on again 
in the straight when it was all over!  She did beat a couple of horses and was beaten about 21 lengths - will now 
aim for a low grade race over two furlongs further.  
  

Sunday 5th August 2012 

  
Weather - dull, cloudy, looking like a shower later - 15 degrees. 
What a day yesterday for the Brits in the Olympics!  FANTASTIC! What an atmosphere just watching on 
TV!  Well done to all the winners and to all our competitors who have tried so, so hard to achieve their best.  We 
want the Olympics in London every year!  Racing authorities should learn from the Olympic enthusiasm. 
 
This week we had runners at Bangor and Bath - Jumping and flat racing.  Spaceman and Vinnies Girl were at 

Bangor, both 5th in competitive races on ground faster than reported.  Vinnies Girl will now have a handicap mark 
- will know on Tuesday.  Both have come back with bruising - will know more in 72 hours - hopefully will be fine.   
 
Roman Senate ran at Bath in what looked to be a race he could win.  He looked fantastic, had worked superbly 

at home and we could not be more pleased with him ... race conditions were ideal with a good draw of 3 near the 
rail.  One minor hitch, half an hour before the race, our Jockey Eddie Ahern was held up in traffic so we had 
Richard Kingscote on standby (he had won the first two races).  With 15 minutes before the off, still no sign of 
Eddie so Richard stepped in his place.  All Richard had to do on Roman Senate was break well and sit in the first 
four or five, then ride a race from then on.  However, having been in the stalls for sometime (quite a few horses 
misbehaving during loading) he broke slowly and within a few strides, Richard gave Roman Senate a smack to 
wake him up - this of course worked and he then found himself in the front ranks.  It was almost like the little 
horse held his breath from then on, he was on and off the bridle for the next two furlongs, three out he was being 
passed one by one.  This was a complete mystery as he was in such 'good order'!  When Roman Senate got 
back to the stable yard we asked the vet to scope him.  Found him to have a clear and healthy throat but showing 
signs of a form of tonsillitis, bubbles on the throat without the sore redness (more common in 2 yr olds).  The Vet 
has said that he will be fine to run again soon, so he is out again on Tuesday, back at Bath......  slightly different 
riding tactics and we are taking the blinkers off replacing with cheek pieces and a tongue strap.  Watch this 
space! 
 
On a sad note, those of you who knew Georgie, Martin's fathers old dog, who had spent over six years with us 
was put to sleep two days ago.  She will be sadly missed. 
 
 

Thursday 26th July 2012 

  
Weather - 28 degrees, blue sky and not a breath of air. 
 
The weather is not good for these poor horses and the flies are eating everyone!  We had runners last night at 
Worcester; Vinnies Girl and Midnight Spirit. 
 
Vinnies Girl was up against some very smart novices and this was only her second run over hurdles.  We had 

not run her for a while due to the ever ending rain and she must have 'top of the ground' (fast good ground).  We 
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had kept her 'ticking' over at home but she was not fully 'tuned up'  as we did not want her to 'peak' or 'go over 
the top' as we say!  In the race, she was in a perfect position in the first five then passing the stands the horse in 
front of us was loosing his bandage on a front leg.  Our jockey, Hadden Frost had to swerve around the horse on 
the outer to avoid, what could have been a disaster (the bandage could have brought the horse down).  This cost 
us at least 10 lengths - we had to make up lost ground down the back straight but the leaders were away by the 
time we got to the bottom bend!  We finished 7th beaten 34 lengths by some decent horses - there was 'talk' of 
the first three being 'Saturday' horses.  The fourth horse is rated 121 and we know the connections were 
delighted - a pleasing performance.  One more run and then she has a handicap mark....  she will be better off in 
a handicap at this stage of her career. 
 
Good old Midnight Spirit also ran - again would have needed the run.....  We were trying him over further but we 

were not confident he would get the extra half mile.  He was up in the front ranks all the way until the last four 
furlongs - got tired quite quickly but jumped really well and still regains a lot of enthusiasm.  Hopefully the 
handicapper will drop him a few more pounds after that run.   
 

Monday 16th July 2012 

 
Weather - 14 degrees, windy, cloudy with showers 
 
Off to Wolverhampton for the last race tonight with Head Down.  Been off 2yrs with various niggling problems, 

mostly wear and tear..... but leaving for the races today he looks fantastic - fit, good muscle definition, glossy coat 
and happy!  He will never be the horse he was at Richard Hannon's but he has come down the handicap a long 
way now and should show something today if he is to ever win another race.   
 
Tomorrow, off to Ffos Las in Wales with Misefi - a long way to go with a horse who has never been 

placed!  However, this filly works well at home and is competitive.  She has had no luck on the flat and her turn is 
now!  She needs to be up with the pace as she was before she got brought down at Lingfield - in 3rd with 2 
furlongs to go!  Ground will be heavy but we do not see that being a problem as her run at Windsor was soft and 
she handled that well except for the fallen horse, a furlong out when she was making ground up from being held 
up!  She does not quicken, just gallops.  Can get herself in a 'tiz' pre-race but with the help of the new hood 
(Frankle's brother wears one) she should be professional......  Not a great race tomorrow; a few have run ok 
recently but the handicapper has put his mark on them!  As long as she behaves herself pre-race she will run 
well under a positive jockey, David Probert. 
 

Wednesday 11th July 2012 

 
Weather - 13 degrees, cloudy and a little blue sky! 
 
We were hoping for that good break from stall one with Arachnophobia yesterday but luck was not on our 

side!  We knew that there was going to be pace but nearly everyone had the same idea to be up with the 
pace!  As it happened we sat struggling to go the pace in mid division, not traveling! What a ride Luke Morris 
gave our little horse - pushed the whole way, determined to keep his position and gain ground where he could get 
a gap.....  most jockeys would have given up!  Turning in he pulled him into daylight and with more 
encouragement he started gaining on the leaders. In the last half a furlong he was slightly hampered by the 
second horse, we then got a little squeezed up strides from the line and the third horse beat us a head - beaten a 
length and a head by the winner.  A much improved run yesterday but next time back to 7f on the all weather - he 
is now a well handicapped horse.  
 
No runners today - ground too soft or balloted out!  Good job we don't have too many horses to run this 
summer.  Some trainers must be pulling their hair out in frustration of the weather. 
 

Monday 9th July 2012 

 
Weather - 15 degrees, very dull and damp. 
 
Arachnophobia is ready to run on Tuesday at Wolverhampton over 6f.  Drawn 1, a great draw if he gets out - a 

few front runners in the race so he will have to be at his best jumping from the stalls!  Going through the race we 
have third top (at best) RPR from the Racing Post and 4th top speed (at best) - a chance if luck on our side at 16-
1.  We need to be in the first two or three throughout the race to be a contender!  A great positive is that we have 
the assistance of talented jockey, Luke Morris. 
 
Other entries are Bushlark, Vinnies's Girl, Roman Senate - Bushlark recently arrived with us having had two 
bumper  
runs in 2010 and 2011. A good strong mare who will need her first few runs having had a long time off the track - 
will be her debut over hurdles at Worcester on Wednesday.  Vinnie's Girl will not run at Worcester unless the 
ground dries.  Roman Senate will be balloted out at Kempton due to the vast entries.   
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Saturday 30th June 2012 

Raining, cloudy and just 14 degrees at 7.30am. 
 
Owners arriving in 15 mins to see the two years olds on the gallops.  Only two lots going out this morning - quiet 
with runners but still busy enough with a few youngsters and a new one to "back". 
 
Two more horses have been turned out for a break, recently arrived with us - well bred recruits which are actually 
forSALE.  One being an unnamed four year old, a half sister to Topthorn by Passing Glance and an unnamed 

two year old by Compton Place, a half sister to multiple winners and Imperial Cup 4th Rowan Tiger.   
 
Arachnophobia ran in the week at Salisbury with young Zac Baker on board in the Amateur Race.  Finished 7th 

of 13 over a stiff 7f from a bad draw of 14!  Looked like being placed just two furlongs out but his stamina ran out 
in the final furlong.  Today Arachnophobia is back leading his babies up the gallop - his proper job!   
 
Lisselton Cross ran at Wolverhampton finishing 5th of 11 - not at his best and not a happy boy at the moment 

so have some thinking to do to get his enthusiasm back!   
 

Wednesday 20th June 2012 

 
Sun shining at 7.45 am - forecast is for a lovely summers day. 
 
Martin and Sarah have just got back from Greece having had a wonderful relaxing holiday.  Half the horses are 
out in the field enjoying this 'in and out' summer weather - plenty of grass from the wet and sunshine!  The winter 
horses need the summer break but we dont like them getting too fat - a good six weeks is ideal then back in with 
a month on the walker before we start to ride them out. 
 
The inexperienced Don't Mistake Me had is his second run, finishing a very pleasing 3rd at Market Rasen. A 

competitive five runner race - the betting market was strong for three of the five horses and in particular on JP 
Mcmanus's - AP McCoy which finished behind us in fourth.  Don't Mistake Me is another exciting young horse 
owned by our Landlord Mr Carey. 
 
Over the past two weeks the flat horses have been a little disappointing through no fault of their own just bad 
draws or ground too soft.  However, one who did run with a lot of promise was Little Red Nell on her debut at 

Wolverhampton who ran a super race under Luke Morris.   We were delighted to see her looking like a contender 
only one and a half furlongs out considering how immature she still is at the age of three.   
 

Tuesday 5th June 2012 

 
Overcast and dry with a lot of rain forecast for later - currently only 8 degrees. 
 
Firstly, we are all so, so sorry to hear that Anthony Freeman has broken his leg again.  Anthony, such a talented 
jockey has only just got back from months on the sidelines from another broken leg.  This time he has broken the 
leg above the old break..... This will be a Diamond Jubilee he will remember or perhaps not want to!  If there is 
someone who deserves some luck in the sport, it is Anthony and the press should take note for when he returns.  
 
Return to the sport Anthony must, although he will not be thinking like that at the moment but rest assured if you 
keep trying in this game, it will reward you but it can be painful along the way!  Carl Llewellyn went through 
nightmare breakages along his early days as a jockey, some used to say that he would find it difficult to get back 
but with sheer determination he got back into it and the rest is history!  Anthony I am sure you will read this at 
some stage so please be positive, only good can come out of this.  There are some nice horses I know you have 
to look forward to for next season, they are young and so are you - plenty of time ahead. 
 
Dualagi ran at Chepstow last night with George Baker back on board.  The ground had become soft in the 

morning with a few runners pulling out but we had to take our chance on the ground as she is in foal and only has 
one more race before she becomes a mother.  She does have mixed form on the soft but with George on, 
knowing her so well we were confident that he would get the best out of her.  She broke well - almost first out but 
the pace was fast and furious and the ground had been drying well through the day.  Some how within a few 
strides we ended up at the back of the bunch but still traveling well.  Before half way the leaders kicked on, a long 
way out and when George went for the gap on the rail, his run through was very sharply denied by his fellow 
jockey along side him..... quite scary to watch her being badly hampered on the rail knowing that she is in 
foal.  The burst of rudeness from our fellow competitor cost us lengths in the finish and the race was over!  Some 
would say that's racing!  George was certain he would have been placed ......     Lets hope her next run is a clean 
and clear run through, straight to the finish and in front - would be absolutely fantastic to finish on a win! 
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Friday 1st June 2012 

 
Another lovely morning, 20 degrees, a little cloudy and a nice breeze.  Photo Gallery 
 
Zac was in action this morning schooling the talented Carobello in front of his owner.  This is a very promising 
young horse, not yet raced here in England but has had two runs in bumpers in Ireland.  The flat youngsters look 
fantastic and worked well this morning - now relaxing out in the pens, soaking up the sunshine.   
 
Runners this week - a few disappointing but one very promising run from Roman Senate at Kempton last 

Monday.  Ben as we call him finished a gallant 4th in a fighting finish only beaten a length and a half by the 
winner.  The winner a well fancied runner of Clive Brittain's was carrying a penalty so they must have thought a 
lot of the horse.  The pace was strong and Ben was up there in the first four to the final 10 yards and only just lost 
3rd.   Ben now castrated and growing up at long last really showed us what we all thought he could do - just 
needed a little time.  We did get a little scare before the race as he turned over on the walk way to the track, un-
shipping his jockey Stevie Donohoe - the little horse got a fright from the horse behind coming pass him at the 
canter, followed by another horse and Ben with first time blinkers just launched himself in the air ending up in the 
hedge.  Thankfully all was well and full praise to our jockey for getting back on Ben and giving him an excellent 
ride. 
 
Our disappointment last week was Misefi running over hurdles at Huntingdon with Anthony Freeman on 

board.  She had not run for 6 months but was fit and had been working very well at home.   When she arrived at 
the races she was looking a little fresh and over excited about the whole occasion....  We were hoping for a good 
run in the claiming hurdle, although only a four year old taking on older horses but she had done plenty of 
schooling, had worked well in her last four bits of work so it was just mind over matter and get on with it!  Not that 
simple...... she had her 'knickers in a twist' and was going to argue with everyone!  Led down at the start by 
Martin to keep her calm, all looked good till they jumped off - she had to have the last word and threw herself in 
the air and how our young jockey stayed on - brilliant.  Her antics caused her to get so far behind she never got 
into the race and jumped liked she had never seen a hurdle before..... surprisingly she did still manage to finish 
10th of 14.   She was not tired after and we are now hoping to run her again next week! 
 
Lisselton Cross was very disappointing at Folkestone - well not with him.  Just the way he broke, no urgency to 

get out and never put into the race until it was too late.  He is one paced and just gallops.   He too had been 
working well at home and when Luke Morris won on him over 6f he said that he is crying out for 7f - Ok we would 
not have beaten the winner but we should have been 2nd!  There were a few negatives pre-race such as limited 
experience on turf, upped in distance, new jockey, undulating track and 92 days since he last ran BUT his only 
run on the turf was good enough, he was in good form at home, looked fantastic and had a good jockey on.  Most 
importantly all safe and sound and looking forward to his next run - if he gets in! 
 
Spaceman 6th of 13 over hurdles at Towcester last Friday.  Disappointing but improved off his previous run at 

Wincanton.  He is not really in love with the game anymore, must have everything his own way.  One more 
chance after a little freshen up.... 
 
Highcliffe went all the way to Fakenham to get a small field ....  No bad races anymore but with a clear round we 

could pick up 4th at least.  Not to be ..... she lost a front shoe at the second hurdle and had to be pulled up at the 
third hurdle!  Someone is trying to tell us something... no more runs for her.  We will find a nice home for her to 
do some showjumping or eventing. 
 
Vinnies Girl had her debut over hurdles at Towcester under Hadden Frost.  Finished 6th of 14 in a very 

competitive hurdle - first two rated 112 and 115 - a good run, very green , jumped well and should improve.  

  Friday 25th May 2012 Glorious sunshine this morning and not a cloud to be seen - so different from this 

time last week!  First lot has just been - just a routine canter - all seem well.  
A few handicap marks have been revised - will help a little but the handicappers are always slow to put them 
down but quick to put them up..... Midnight is still 8lb too high but he is coming back down to a possible winning 

mark - when we get some more rain!    
 
Dualagi ran an honest race last night at Salisbury only beaten 6 lengths.  Been a while since she last raced 

(Dec) and is now in foal to Tagula....  Next time out she will be a little sharper for yesterdays run....  no fitness 
issues just a little rusty.    

 
Sunday 20th May 2012 

 
Overcast and looking like rain at 11.55.  Just finished morning stables and Sarah is getting ready for pointing at 
Whitfield with El Jo. 
 
It has been a satisfactory working week with four runners, no winners but reasonably happy with them 
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all.  Midnight Spiritran into 4th place in the handicap hurdle at Towcester, jumped well but never really traveled 
like he can do - feeling the ground with his old niggles!  At the same meeting we ran Giles Dream having his 2nd 

run under the talented conditional jockey, Anthony Freeman. Finished 7th in a competitive national hunt flat race 
and only beaten 13 lengths on good to soft ground.  What a ride our jockey gave this backward son of 
Fahris!  Always been a little tricky at home, only backward and needing patience - he took his racing calmly 
before and after his race, always a good sign.....  During the race he needed every little encouragement from 
Anthony, not because he does not want to participate but because he takes time to take anything in quickly..... in 
time this little horse will be winning over hurdles when 'the penny drops'.  Spaceman ran at Wincanton in a 

competitive handicap finishing 7th - disappointing really when he looks fantastic and has been working well at 
home.  However this horse has niggles everywhere and if he is not happy with conditions he puts the handbrake 
on.  The trouble was they went a good gallop early and never gave our horse the chance to warm up in his 
race.  He has come back really well in himself and providing the ground is suitable he will be out again very 
shortly!   
 
The eyecatcher of the week was 4th,  Don't Mistake Me having his debut run at Uttoxeter under Haddon 

Frost.  Another very backward type who has been working well at home but has his teenager kink's.  Pre-race 
'Miky' as we call him, behaved like an experienced horse but when it came to cantering to the start he bucked the 
whole way down!  Haddon did a great job with his feet out of the irons all the way and then to top it, he reared 
down at the start......  what a teenager!  Throughout the first mile of race we kept being pushed back to last as he 
was bumped around like a yo yo from other backward babies. Once the race stepped up a gear our horse was 
able to cut through the gaps and in a few strides we were with the leaders looking like a proper race horse! 
Another exciting NH horse for next season over hurdles - we could not be more pleased with him. 
 
Sarah has had a good week with El Jo finishing 2nd again at Kingston Blount and Topthorn 3rd in the hunters 
chase meeting at  
Folkestone.  She is off to Whitfield today with El Jo hoping its going to rain - this will be his end of season run if 
there is enough rain this afternoon - which is forecast!  
  

Saturday 12th May 2012 

  
Quite funny the only runners at the moment on this rain soaked ground is Arachnophobia (our lead horse for the 

youngsters!) and Sarah's Point to Pointer, El Jo.   Arachnophobia went to Windsor for an apprentice race, ridden 
by Kirsten last Monday - the outsider of the field.  His draw 9, not ideal for him as he can hang to the right but that 
was really the only negative......   He broke well and travelled up front till two out when he wavered across to the 
stand rail.  Although lost a couple of lengths for his hanging still managed to hold 4th position at 20-1.  A good run 
from an awkward draw. 
  
Sarah runs El Jo today at Kingston Blount, not an ideal track for him as would prefer to go right handed however 
the ground has softened according to our Scout's and this would be the most important factor for El Jo.  If he acts 
on the track he should run a big race.   
  
Plenty of entries next week but again ground may be still too soft for some but if Bath dries out enough we could 
have Roman Senate and Dualagi running.  Both working well at home, first runs for a while and Dualagi is in foal 
to Tagula. 
 

Thursday 3rd May 2012 

 
So, so quiet at the moment - this valued rain is putting a halt to running our turf runners - just too soft for 
them!  However, we did have one runner this week on the all weather.....   Ok she did not run very well finishing 
last in a classy (expensive horses) maiden but it was a major relief that we got her to the races, to go in the stalls 
and then to jump out was some achievement on its own.  She had to have a hood on in the stalls and and the 
instructions were to have it removed as the gates open - her jockey took the hood off seconds earlier and she still 
jumped out in the first three!  Amazing after the antics on her first visit to Gary Witherford - much credit to him for 
his hard work with her and credit to our team for their hard work in gaining human confidence.  We only found out 
a month ago her dam never made it to the races having broken her pelvis at home in the stalls - a "querk" in the 
genes somewhere we think!  The owners too deserve credit for their patience as when she arrived with us as a 
yearling she looked like she was going to be a sharp 2 yr old but ended up being the complete opposite!  Still 
very weak now but as a three year old hopefully she will start to fill her frame.  
 
Sarah ran dear El Jo in an Open point to point at Whitfield last Sunday with young Zac Baker on board.  They 
finished a very close 2nd - a head (some would say he won looking at the video).  A great race to watch with the 
winner and El Jo upsides from four out - they mirrored each other only to be split on the final stride by a head 
bob! The third horse was 10 lengths back and the others trailing even further.  A great ride from Zac - who is 
coming along well in his finishes. 
 

Tuesday 24th April 2012 
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Very quiet for runners this week - too soft!  Only a few weeks ago it was too firm!  Patience is the name of this 
game and we will just have to wait till nature catches up with itself........ 
 
Still very busy at home with the youngsters - National hunt horses are schooling well and the 2 yr olds are doing 
everything we ask of them.  The Sakhee Secret 2 yr old filly is now named - "Chiltern Secret" and the Indesatchel 
colt will be named on May 2nd.  We are not in any hurry with these youngsters as they are just growing and 
growing........ patience! 
 
The 3 yr olds for the flat are looking good - developing well and showing much improvement on the gallops - 
Roman Senate, Annisuella and un-named filly by Red Clubs.    
 
The reasonably consistent Lisselton Cross has grown again and he too has improved again at home.  He was 

not born with the best of feet and this has caused problems with his muscles in his back - a few changes have 
been made to his work and stabling and already seen big improvements.  Looking forward to running him when 
the ground drys a little......  some Compton Place horses do run well with 'cut' in the ground.... but he has such 
small feet! 
 
Annisuella 3 yr old by Whipper is traveling today to Gary Witherford's to be educated in the starting stalls.  She 

has not been straight forward since she arrived as a yearling - like a time bomb who did not want to trust anyone 
- a very sharp character, with a lot white in one eye. Now, she loves the attention and will do almost anything you 
ask of her. She has been working well at home and the plan is to run her next week providing we are all happy 
with today's performance in the stalls.  She is unraced todate only due to weakness and thankful we are to the 
owners for being so patient - that word again...... 
 
This will probably be our quietest summer - no old handicappers to run but then we do have some very promising 
youngsters.   
 

Monday 9th April 2012 

 
Good to see the rain at long last but with all the watering that goes on the courses these days, the ground has 
gone soft verging on heavy already!  What about those horses who want genuine fast ground?   
 
A quiet week for runners - Roman Senate was entered for today at Warwick with a good draw but we had to take 

him out for softening ground.  Such a shame as he has been working so well at home and looks a picture.  Races 
for him are thin on the ground but we will have to wait for the better ground.  
 
Back at Towcester yesterday, finishing 4th with the 'old timer' Midnight Spirit - Haddon Frost on board.  These 

older horses are so clever, that ground at Stratford was just too firm for him the other day and he was having 
none of it.  Yesterday, however he loved it - good watered slow ground and what a different horse, ears pricked 
forward and showing the youngsters the way to go.  He was enjoying it so much he was possibly a little 'free' in 
the early part of the race and only just weakened the final furlong (when still in front).  He was carrying 14lb more 
than his win two runs ago and this was a better race!  Please Mr Handicapper he is 12yrs old - lets have a few 
pounds less for his next run? 
 
Also at Towcester, Sarah ran Topthorn in the Hunters Chase over 2 miles with young Zac Baker in the 

saddle.  A competitive race with experienced race horses.  Topthorn just a mere youngster at six had a lot on his 
plate with the ground easier than ideal but with encouragement from Zac they ran a finished a gallant 6th.  He 
jumped almost too well giving every fence daylight and the pace of the race was just a 'tad' too quick for 
him.  Novice Hunter Chase next at the end of the month. 
 

Friday 6th April 2012 

 
Computers are great when they are working but just recently we have had problem after problem!   Hopefully 
fixed now and I can get on and let you know whats happening at Bowstridge Farm.   
 
Happy Easter - what a lovely day it is today, sun shining and not a breath of air.  Horses have been exercised 

and most are out grazing in their pens.  Been a 'funny old' week - not many runners and what we have run has 
been shall we say steady!  Highcliffe ran much better than expected and if she can improve again on her run at 

Fontwell, first run over hurdles then we have a nice little horse to have some fun with in the next few 
months.  Spaceman ran at Hereford finishing 7th - he just hated the softening ground or should I say bog!   

 
Youngsters, 2yr olds and 4yr olds are coming along well and one or two looking very nice.   
 

Tuesday 27th March 2012 
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Weather currently 19c - bright clear sky at 12.30pm, 
 
Bowstridge Farm had a busy weekend preparing for the Jamasitr Open Day on Sunday.  This was a 'showing 

day' for their 2-y-o filly by Sakhee Secret and their colt by Indesatchel.  Expecting about 150 people it was all 
'hands on deck' cleaning and preparing - changing the barn into a show room with tea, coffee, champagne and 
nibbles for the off at 11am.  George Baker, Sam Hitchcock and Dominic Elsworth attended the event with the 
Derby winning jockey, George riding the Jamasitr colt in a piece of work in front of the gathering crowds.  All went 
really well with the youngsters and the audience seem to be having a 'ball' in the wonderful sunshine.  Well done 
to all who took part. 
 
Just a couple of runners last week with no expectations especially with the ground drying so 
quickly.  Bellinda ran at Wolverhampton drawn 10 of 11 - that was a waste of time as she had her race in the first 

two furlongs trying to get a reasonable position.  One race that we can forget and look forward to preparing her 
for her next one on the turf.  Midnight Spirit ran last Saturday with his 14 lb rise under Haddon Frost at 

Stratford.  What a wise old horse - after just one hurdle he had made his mind up that he was not going to run on 
that firm ground - declared good but with the baking sunshine it was drying all through the day.  He basically 
pulled himself up in a few strides!  He has come back home happy and well.  We will now wait for the rain - if it 
comes? 
 

Monday 19th March 2012 

 
Weather currently -1c - frosty with clear blue sky at 0730hrs. 
 
Sarah's three point to pointers have been running really well this season.  She only needs El Jo to win, then she 
has won with all three.  Yesterday, Sarah was at Howick Point to Point in Wales with El Jo looking for 'give' in the 
ground.  The wonderful 11yr old looked amazing and deservedly won the best turned out.  The ground was quite 
dead and tacky but having walked the course Zac Baker, his jockey was to take the hedge line to keep him out of 
the testing ground.  This worked really well - getting the best ground possible.  However, with just two fences to 
go and in a challenging position,  El Jo put in a short stride and on landing tipped up, sliding along the ground 
with poor Zac following behind and getting kicked in the back.  Both seem to have thankfully come out of it ok and 
will hopefully be back in due course to get their heads in front. 
 
To sum up Cheltenham in a few words - Thrilling action with fantastic stories!  The talking horse for the whole 
meeting has to be Hunt Ball - the connections have got him 'spot on' - he is obviously in a happy environment 
and will keep improving - Gold Cup 2013?   Racing is all about fulfilling those dreams and it just shows it is 
possible to achieve ........     There was form at Cheltenham for our young up and coming horses with Oscar 
Nominee only being beaten a head - who beat our horse, Bob's Legend just 11 lengths.  Two of Sarah's new 
horses in her yard - a unraced four year old is a nephew of China Rock 4th in the Gold Cup - what a race he ran - 
just wants a shorter trip!).  Sarah's other new youngster Carobello finished 4th at Galway to the 4th horse 
(Moscow Mannow) in the Cheltenham Bumper.  Exciting times ahead. 
 
While Cheltenham was on we were having some excitement too!  Spaceman is becoming more and more 

consistent finishing 2nd at Huntingdon with Jimmy McCarthy on board.  The ground was not ideal, tacky and 
dead so the plan was to take him on better ground which meant taking a wider course!  It nearly paid off - this will 
have given him more confidence again......  he is looking like a winner very soon on better ground!   
 
Can you believe it - the handicapper has not moved Midnight Legend for his second at Hereford - ran with a 7lb 
penalty and still got beat...... Still on that 14lb higher mark.   
 

Sunday 11th March 2012 

 
Weather currently +11c - a little overcast at 10am 
 
Yesterday we ran qualified winner, Shees a Dante at Sandown in the Listed Mares 'Bumper' Final - NH flat 

race.  Although she did not finish in the frame we were quite happy with her run - we gained more knowledge 
about her; needs better ground and will want much shorter in distance when she runs over hurdles!  At the start 
of the start of the race she was a little keen (got a little stressed with two false starts!), but five out having been 
held up, went to the leaders hard on the bridle (getting us all very excited) but as she hit the tacky ground on the 
turn for home she weakened in just a few strides!  She has come back home well and although a little tired she 
looks great. 
 

Tuesday 6th March 2012 

 
Weather currently +3.4c and overcast. 
 
They don't come more enthusiastic than Midnight Spirit at the age of 12 and he certainly showed it yesterday at 
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Hereford.  He ran with such courage under Hadden Frost to finish a running on 2nd with a penalty for winning 

last week.  Today we have his revised handicap mark and to our 'shock horror' he has gone up 14lb - that's a 
whole stone in weight, seven bags of sugar for winning last week!!!!!!  Does the handicapper not take into 
consideration he is 12yrs of age..... Thankfully, we ran him yesterday so that means he has to give him another 
mark for finishing 2nd - he has to come back down but handicappers are slow to put them down and quick to put 
them up!  Sometimes I think the handicappers need blinkers! 
 
Our other runner yesterday was Giles Dream ridden by young Zac Baker in the NH flat race - 'bumper race'  for 

Amateur and Conditional Jockeys only.  Giles Dream came to us last year from Ireland,  a frightened, timid little 
horse and out on exercise quite wayward but Zac has done a good job giving him confidence.  Due to his odd 
quirks he goes out in ear plugs every day and this was repeated for racing yesterday.  This little horse does have 
ability but is not necessarily an ideal flat horse as he loves his jumping - 'bumper' races are great for some of 
these backward youngsters as some find the whole experience just so mind blowing!  Surprisingly he was very 
well behaved in the prelims and after the race.  He will gain in confidence again after yesterday and on his next 
run you will see a much improved horse.  Sarah thinks one day he will be an excellent cross country 
horse......  Cheltenham perhaps? 
 

Sunday 4th March 2012 
 
Weather currently +3c and raining /snowing at 13.30 hrs. 
 
Martin had no runners yesterday but on the other side of the farm the point to pointers were in action for Sarah at 
Didmarton - The Duke of Beaufort's Point to Point course in Gloucestershire.  The runners: Supreme Oscar was 
the WINNER of the Open Maiden and Eljo finished SECOND having been badly hampered 3 out.    

 
It was a wonderful day as both of them getting on in years, Eljo had previously been successful in Ireland under 
rules but had lost his way through various niggling injuries and Supreme Oscar, also plagued with problems from 
breathing, bleeding to bad feet and had only had four runs in his career so this was just fantastic to see him 
jumping his way to the front and although hanging on the final bend went on to win by four lengths.   Zac rode 
them both and picked up theNovice Rider Award for the meeting.   

 
Glendun Annie had her debut race over hurdles at Folkestone - a quick run after disgracing herself in the 

'Bumper' race at Taunton.  She had been schooled every day for weeks by various jockeys and looking like an 
old handicapper!  In her race at Folkestone she decided that she would give her jockey a task by actually wanting 
to go forward to the front (did the complete opposite at Taunton) and having told her jockey not to make the 
running but sit behind the leaders, she had decided otherwise.....   after jumping well for three hurdles she 
decided to run down the next hurdle, jinked a little and her jockey was sent sailing into the air!  Game over!  We 
have to give her one more try - she is so much better than this but she does have a mind of her own........  a 
strong minded female! 

 
Monday 27th February 2012 

 
Weather is currently +9c and overcast at 12.14 hrs. 
 
There was a lot of excitement in the Bosley camp yesterday with Midnight SpiritWINNING a selling hurdle at 

Towcester under a great ride from Hadden Frost.  The 12 yr old was bought by Martin to be a lead horse and 
school master for our young jockeys in stables.  It was fantastic to watch the old timer traveling on the bridle up 
the hill at Towcester and to win by just under 4 lengths and 30 lengths back to the 3rd horse!  Well done 
Midnight. 
 
It had been a busy day last Thursday when the Bosley team had four runners spread from Southwell to 
Huntingdon and back to Kempton.  Arachnophobia at Southwell missed the break then got himself in all the kick 
back, Just Say Please was never happy in the race and she has now been retired to do another job.  The two 
runners at Kempton were Lisselton Cross who got hampered coming out of the stalls and sustained sore 
hamstrings and Highcliffe who again ran one paced but liked by his jockey Richard Kingscote - hurdling may be 

on the cards for her.  Lisselton Cross is still weak and growing - a little break is in order and then a campaign on 
the grass 
 
Bobs Legend had his third run over hurdles last Wednesday and to our delight finished 6th in a very competitive 

race at Doncaster.  Waiting to see what his handicap mark is tomorrow - then to make plans. 
 

Tuesday 21st February 2012 

 
Weather is currently +11c and overcast at 15.50 hrs. 
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Firstly, what a lovely WINNER we had at Fakenham with Shees a Dante ridden by Hadden Frost and owned by 

our Landlord, John Carey.  This was her second run in a NH Flat race having only been beaten 11 lengths on her 
debut at Taunton.  The team and in particular Corey Jones who looks after her were over the moon with the 
result after months of patience.  Shees a Dante is looking like a very useful mare for the future over the 
obstacles.   
 
Bob's Legend runs at Docaster on Wednesday in a very hot novice hurdle but he needs the experience and this 
will be his third run before he has a handicap mark.  We have four runners on Thursday - Arachnophobia at 
Southwell, Just Say Please at Huntingdon, Lissellton Cross and Highcliffe at Kempton.  Lets just say they are 

all in good order at home, they have varying abilities and one or two still need plenty of practice mentally.   
 

Tuesday 14th February 2012  

 
Weather is currently +6.5c and overcast.   
 
Back on the gallops today and all went well - no tight muscles for both horses and jockeys!  Great to be back out 
doors - the school is very useful but it can get a little boring after five lots of trotting and cantering in circles. Still 
have snow lying around but turning into slush!   
 
The handicapper has put Lisselton Cross up 4lb for winning by a neck.......  a little harsh but the handicapper is 

normally right!  At least we have the options of 5f to 7f to run and this hopefully gives us another chance to get 
the little chap's head in front again. 
 
Highcliffe ran an odd race at Lingfield over 1m 4f and got us scatching our heads but at least we found out she 

definitely does not stay beyond 1m 2f.  Will have to go back to shorter, maybe 8f with the visor on.  When she ran 
last month at Kempton she may have been a little rusty and possibly greener than we thought and therefore 
looking and feeling like she wanted further.  We all got it wrong!   On paper there was no sign of stamina beyond 
1m 2f but sometimes you have to try these things - look at Red Rum!   
 
 

Saturday 11th February 2012  

Weather today at Bowstridge Farm -10.5
c
 at 9am with a bright blue sky and 6" of snow everywhere. 

 
Exercising the horses in the indoor school this morning as the gallops are still under heavy frozen 
snow.  Hopefully will be back to normal next week! 
 
Well done to Lisselton Cross for WINNING Thursday at Wolverhampton under the talented Luke 

Morris.  Stepped up in distance to 6f, positive jockey and a good draw - we had to be fairly confident.  A great day 
for Jean O'Connor and her son John who were present at Wolverhampton to see Jean's 40th WINNER trained 
by Martin (38 of the winners were bought by Martin). 

 
Highcliffe also owned by Jean runs today under Liam Keniry at Lingfield.  Again stepping up in distance which 

on paper you would say she would not get the trip but on her debut run for us she gave the impression that she 
should stay and her jockey, Dane O'Neill who was very complimentary about her, was the first to suggest to go 
further.  If she does get the 12f she will go very close - Highcliffe is as tough as they come!   
 

Tuesday 7th February 2012 

 
Here at Bowstridge Farm we look a little like a Christmas Card with snow lying everywhere!  The indoor school is 
were all the action is at the moment - jumping lessons for all (even the flat horses)!  The gallop has 6" of snow on 
at present and until we have a decent thaw we will be chained to the school......  "ah but the horses are loving the 
change of routine." 
 
Runners this week are Lisselton Cross (Thursday) at Wolverhampton and Highcliffe (Saturday) at 
Lingfield.  Both are in 'good order' at home so expecting good runs again.  Highcliffe has been sweetened up by 
schooling her over poles, something she really enjoys, a hurdle run in the future may be on the cards.  Lisselton 
Cross on Thursday is back over 6f, a distance that was testing his stamina as a 2yr old but now stronger and 

more experienced this should be to his liking.....  hopefully if he does get the trip we will see him perform with a 
few pounds in hand!   
 
Update:  Sarah's head is healing well (2 inch cut across her forehead) after Midnight Spirit hitting her with his 

head!  The adorable puppy has been named "Buster" - he's either running flat out everywhere or fast 
asleep.  The Point to Pointers are waiting for the weather to get back to normal.  Hopefully, Sarah and Zac will be 
taking the stayers; El Jo and Supreme Oscar to Charing, Kent on the 19th February.  Topthorn is being aimed for 
a Maiden Hunters Chase at Folkestone at the end of the month. Arrived last week from Ireland, a lovely 
unnamed 4yr old gelding, from the family of China Rock.........  At the right price - a half share will be 
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available. 

 
Last week at Taunton we watched an exciting young horse of ours by Westener called Shees a Dante finish 8th 
only beaten 11 lengths in a competitive National Hunt Flat race.  One to keep an eye on for the future.  Glendun 
Annie ran in the same race or should I say cantered to the start with her competitors ........   'Annie' as she is 

known at home did not want to take part in the race whatsoever......  did not sweat, blow or get 
distressed......  hormones may have something to do with her attitude ...... something to work on!  She does 
however jump really well and this may be the answer? 
 
Arachnophobia, lead horse for the youngsters had an outing back on the track in an Apprentice Race at 

Southwell last week under the young hands of Kirsten Smith.  He has been working well at home, going out two 
or three times a day with the youngsters so for a treat we had give him an outing.  Lucy, who rides him out every 
day traveled with him to the races so that she could massage and groom him there.  Her hard work paid off, 
collecting her huge prize of £10 for winning The Best Turned Out for the race - used to be more in the 1980's! 
 
In the race Arachnophobia and Kirsten got a good break from the stalls, settled into a perfect position; on the 

rail, in front and out of the kick back.  The winner was always breathing down their necks and at the 2f pole 
passed them like they were stood still.  Kirsten determined to finish 2nd kept him going to the finish, beating the 
3rd horse by a length.  Arachnophobia loved every minute - probably an easy day for him!   Not bad for a part-
retired racehorse who has a job at home as our lead horse...... 
 

Monday 30th January 2012 

 
Apologies for being behind on the Blog!  Plenty of excuses but wont bore you with the detail!   
 
Describing in words what is required for the majority of our horses at present is a decent draw on the flat, 
patience and practice for the youngsters, good ground for the jumpers and races for horses that have been 
purchased for £0 to £5,000!  The latter unfortunately does not exist but it would be very useful - just means that 
we have to run in low rated handicaps...... 
 
Can you believe it we are still getting those dreaded outside draws!  Poor Lisselton Cross, again and again he 

gets double figures for a draw.  However, he still managed to run well again last week, drawn 10 at 
Wolverhampton over 5f,  finishing 3rd to a horse that should win next time out.  His next run will be further,  6 
furlongs and I bet he will get drawn one when he will need holding up over the longer trip!   
 
Bellinda ran another encouraging race at Kempton looking like being placed one furlong out.  She is learning 

and enjoying her racing with every run.  Will have to go 7f next time and again let her run from the front ranks.   
 
Just Say Please is starting to understand racing and looking like she has a race in her.  From her encouraging 

run on horrid ground at Plumpton last week she is worth persevering with but needs lots of practice.  Good 
ground in the Spring will be ideal and by then she will have had some practice! 
 

Sunday 14th January 2012 

 
When you declare a horse to run on the flat you generally hope that you get an inside draw or at worst an inner to 
middle but not continuous outside draws. We cannot remember when we last had a run of inside draws - ok lets 
not be greedy, just a middle one would be ok for a start!!   
 
Our last example of this was poor Lisselton Cross drawn 11 at Kempton last week - not the quickest out of the 

stalls so the plan was to sit and suffer in behind and try creeping up the inner rail.........  That worked for the first 
two furlongs but when it was time to start creeping to the leaders the gaps were not there on the inner...  Ok next 
move to the middle of the pack but still no gaps!  On to the outside and go, go, go!  By this time it was just a 
furlong from home and too much ground to make up - no ones fault but the draw ......  finished a running on 5th 
only beaten 3 lengths!!  He would have done more at home so he will be running again this week but at 
Wolverhampton - inner to mid draw, PLEASE. 
 
Today we have Highcliffe at Kempton over 1m 3f - not actually run over this distance before but should suit on 

what she has showed us at home.  As a 2yr old for Richard Hannon she ran well over a mile,  looking like she 
wanted further.  Has had plenty of time off for a weak back so today is a learning curve for us and for her a 
confidence building mission. 
 
Last week Sarah ran her pointers; Topthorn, Supreme Oscar and Eljo at one of the most competitive tracks in the 
country, Larkhill.  Topthorn ran well till two and a half out - needs a sharper track - aiming for Higham on the 29th 
January.  Supreme Oscar was having his debut over fences competing against some fairly useful intermediate 
horses - he jumped well till pulled up 3 fences from home.  Now aiming for a maiden next week at the 
Heythrop.  Eljo ran a cracker in one of the hottest Open contests possibly this season, finishing a running on 4th - 
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the winner, According to John now going for the Foxhunters at the Cheltenham Festival.  Eljo now going for an 
easier Open (hopefully) at Tweseldown and only maybe Cheltenham if all goes to plan!  This game is all about 
dreams! 
 
Vinnie's Girl  5th was a shade disappointing at Ffos Las but the ground was dreadful and she is still very 

weak.  Better ground needed for her and even hurdles. 
 

Sunday 8th January 2012 

 
Last week's runners was encouraging - that next winner is not far away!  Spaceman finished 2nd over hurdles at 

Folkestone beaten by a hot pot!  He ran a super race, it was not the hottest contest but still he ran a solid race 
and it is something to build on.  Midnight Spirit ran at the same meeting finishing 4th and ridden by Corey Jones 

claiming 10lb.  Corey  has now been with us for 7 months and he was having his first ride over hurdles so the aim 
was to get a clear round and anything else was a bonus!   The 12yr old Midnight Spirit had not run for over 540 
days so to finish 4th, just missing out on 3rd was very pleasing. 
 
Bellinda ran in another mile maiden last Friday but at Lingfield this time - her 3rd run before she has a handicap 

mark.  She was not quite as green as the previous run but ran in snatches due to her lack of experience.  She will 
come on again for that run and in time possibly wants a shade shorter when the penny has fully dropped!  One to 
keep an eye on! 

Sunday 1st January 2012 

  

 

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM ALL OF US AT BOWSTRIDGE FARM. 
  
We are looking forward to 2012 - some exciting new and young faces to run........  watch this space! 
  
Exciting news........   Dualagi will now be going to stud to be covered by the stallion - Tagula.  

  
Tomorrow at Folkestone we have two of our older horses to run - plenty of ability but old soldiers......  Our Corey 
Jones (Conditional Jockey 10lb claimer - only ever had two rides previously)  is having his first ride for us and we 
wish him lots of luck on Midnight Spirit - a safe round for both.  Midnight Spirit has been off the track for 540 

days - has been working well on the gallops and been leading the youngsters over the fences and hurdles for the 
past few months.......   
  
Spaceman runs tomorrow at the same meeting but nine pound lighter than his previous visit there so providing 

he acts on the grueling ground he should be in the frame.....  does have form on similar ground but some years 
back! 
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2011 
Saturday 31st December 2011 

 
When we got the declarations for Dualagi's race at Lingfield we could not believe her draw - outside again - 10 of 

11..... She was on a hiding for nothing before she arrived..... however she did break well and did manage to get 
across (probably had to go 10yds further than anyone else) to the pace setters.  The pace was very quick and 
unfortunately we were behind the leaders with no cover.  She is so game she was trying her best to go with them 
and this found her out in the final two furlongs.  She was beaten just 4 lengths and the leaders finished last and 
second last!   
 

Thursday 29th December 2011 
 
An encouraging run from Bellinda at Kempton - ran very green - running in snatches (choke on and off) only her 

second ever run and although beaten a good eight lengths she stayed on to the line - a little further in time...... 
 
Just Say Please ran her best race to date only beaten six lengths but still needs to breath and settle in the early 

part of her races - practice and more practice - will get there one day....  has such a lovely big stride.  We had 
been told that she had almost refused to go on the track at Kempton and Southwell last year so we were slightly 
prepared for something to happen and she did try to test us by planting herself in the shoot to the track.  We did 
not want to have a fight with her so we asked Luke Morris to jump off her and without any fuss she led down to 
the start and went straight into the stalls!  More practice and a gently approach......   Much patience needed. 
 

Monday 26th December 2011 
 
Back on the gallops today and all seems well.  Preparing Bellinda and Just Say Please for their races on 
Thursday at Kempton.  Due to the economic climate, Bellinda, 2yr old by Aussie Rules was one of four given 

away from a Lambourn owner to her present owner who then sent her to us.  Has been going well at home and 
has done one good gallop at Kempton.  From her one and only run for her previous trainer she looked like she 
needs further so Thursday is a fact finding mission over a mile.   
 
Just Say Please is a strong looking mare who goes well at home, relaxes and enjoys her routine.  However, 

mentally on the race track she still has a little way to go before she learns that racing is good fun!  Ideally we 
would like to run her over hurdles but the ground has gone against her - too soft!  Needs plenty of racing without 
being bustled along - she has to do it herself without being too forceful.. 
 
On Christmas morning Sarah had a little surprise with the (eatable) horse chestnuts.....  As a child she 
remembers cooking the chestnuts in the open fire at her grandmothers so she thought she would have a go at 
cooking them in the oven as we have no fire here.  Multi-tasking as she does, Sarah decided to do some other 
jobs whilst the nuts were in the oven - would probably take about 10 mins.  As she was working away she heard 
a few popping sounds coming from downstairs, then it went quiet - thought no more of it.  Five minutes later, she 
heard "pop, pop, pop, pop" - Oh no she shreaked the horse chestnuts are in the oven!  As she opened the oven 
door there was shell everywhere and as she brought the chestnuts out they were still exploding and popping like 
champagne corks going everywhere!  She spent the next 20 minutes washing the walls and floor!!   The 
remaining chestnuts were still edible and very good too..    

 
Sunday 25th December 2011 

 
HAPPY CHRISTMAS EVERYONE. 

 
Yes, we are still working on Christmas Day - to the horses its just another day but they may have noticed the odd 
father christmas outfit on the gallops!  Kirsten looked very cool on the gallops riding work in her red santa hat and 
jacket with Bellinda in her sheepskin noseband!!  Must get a picture to show you. 
 
We have been quite pleased with the last couple of runners - Lisselton Cross 2nd at Kempton over 5f only to be 
beaten by a hot pot - the 1st time visor helped and an excellent ride from Luke Morris.  Misefi ran an encouraging 

race at Ludlow over hurdles - a little to work on but she is getting there with patience......  horses given time and 
patience will give their best!  Dualagi ran at Kempton over 6f, finishing an unlucky 5th - nearly gave herself 

concussion in the stalls banging her head just before the gates opened....... came out last, then kick back in her 
face and ran on the final furlong to get a brave 5th.  She is such a tough and game mare.   
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Tuesday 13th December 2011 

 
Bob's Legend ran at Fakenham yesterday in a hot contest finishing 6th.  He took the prelims calmer, he jumped 

better and he settled better.  Its going to take a few more runs for the 'penny to drop' but we are getting 
there.  When he first came to us he was a nervous wreck and in pain but with patience from the owner he is now 
looking like a winner in the not too distant future.   
 
Lisselton Cross was disappointing at Wolverhampton finishing 5th over 5 furlongs.  He is making the job look 

hard work so back to the drawing board!  
 

Monday 5th December 2011 

 
Well done to Topthorn, Zac, Sarah and the owners for winning their first point to point this season.  The race 

was at Barbury Castle, Alan King's home where 16 runners started in what looked a reasonably competitive 
maiden.  Sarah's orders were to sit in the first five or six, keeping out of trouble from some of the bad jumpers 
and hunt him round.  He flew the first fence and by the time he got to the 3rd he was sat in 2nd.  He just kept 
gaining lengths at each fence and loving every second.  Four out a couple of the fancied horses tried to take him 
on but again he just jumped his way into the front.  Coming into the second last fence the favourite, John 
Ferguson's horse made another challenge, getting along side Topthorn and then going in to the last fence 
Topthorn and Zac went for a long one, but came out the other side a little low and popped Zac up his neck 
looking like gravity was about to pull him out of the saddle.  Sheer grit and determination Zac put himself back in 
the plate, gave Topthorn a kick, changed his hands (changed gear) and edged him back in front and put his head 
on the line to win by a neck!  Fantastic! 
 
After a few naughty antics in the prelims, Misefi ran an encouraging race at Leicester in a competitive juvenile 
hurdle last week.  Once she got over the first hurdle, she jumped well, taken on the inside rail she got pushed 
around on the bends but she stood her ground - tougher than she makes out!  Once she has a handicap mark we 
can start planning a campaign with her. 
 

Wednesday 30th November 2011 

 
Well done Vinnie's Girl and Andrew Thornton for finishing 3rd in a competitive National Hunt Flat race at 

Folkestone, two days ago.  What a tough and game horse - still going to take a few more runs for 'the penny to 
drop' but this little girl is looking like a tough staying hurdler in the making.  
 
Spaceman ran at the same meeting in a handicap hurdle with Jim McCarthy on board but did not manage to 

collect any prize money.  However, he jumped and traveled much better than previous races, sitting upsides the 
winner for the majority of the race.  When asked for acceleration in the final 3 furlongs he could not quicken but 
galloped at the one pace to the line.  He is like a middle aged footballer who has his joint problems and if the 
handicapper can let him down at least another 7lb we will see him in the winners enclosure before long - 
hopefully we can get another run into him in two or three weeks.  His training has been stop/start due to his joints 
since he arrived with us and  has not had the runs we would liked to have given him - with the continuous time 
off, the fitness has always been a worry.  All down to the handicapper and for us to keep him supple and 
enthusiastic!   
 
Misefi runs at Leicester on Thursday in a juvenile hurdle.  This time we would like a clear round with no 

mishaps!!  She schools and works well at home and the only negative, if you can call it a negative, is that she can 
be a little careful or cautious.....   After what she has been through on the racecourse (flat racing) who can blame 
her (horse falling in front of her and then she fell, when in 3rd /4th on the home turn at Lingfield.  Needs lots of 
confidence and encouragement - good luck Misefi. 
 

Saturday 26 November 2011 

 
Thank you so much for the letters regarding the loss of Ocean of Peace - we did not realise how many followers 
he had over the past two years - so kind of you all.  Thank you and we will pass on the messages to Mrs 
O'Connor. 
 
With December only around the corner we cannot believe how quickly this year has gone by.  We are hoping to 
get at least one more winner before the end of the year from our two remaining flat handicappers; Lisselton 
Cross and Dualagi who was so close this week!   

 
2011 started so well for us and we were thinking this would be our very best year but then half way through the 
year the luck dried out more and more!  In reality, this season, our good old handicappers have retired - they won 
nearly 40 races between them: Boldinor, Lopinot, Fine Ruler, Webbswood Lad, Weybridge Light have been 
retired and Ocean of Peace only died two weeks ago.  Since they have left us we have had the youngsters to rely 
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on for the winners.  
 
Most of the young horses here need the time to mature to win but we have a high percentage that look to have 
very promising careers.  We do not like to rush our young horses, we do like to give them time so they have a 
long and successful career.  Currently we have 24 horses to run and 17 of them have never run for us; a few 
have arrived from other stables with a few runs to their name but mostly we have complete novices having never 
run in any such race.  It is going to be tough for the next few months with just a couple of handicappers but we 
have a lot of faith in the all the horses we have here and providing we are patient we will fulfill their and our 
dreams. 
 
PS - Mother and pup are doing well - eyes opened today!   
 

Wednesday 23 November 2011 

 
Saturday we were so close to having that awaiting winner - Dualagi ran her legs off to finish 3rd at 20-1 only to 

be beaten 1/2 a length.  Lingfield has not been a happy place for recent runners and Dualagi put a smile back on 
our faces.  She hit the front over a furlong out and was only caught the last few strides by two, unexposed 3yr 
olds.  Unfortunately the handicapper has put her up a pound for her next run - give us a chance Mr 
Handicapper!  She will need a few weeks to freshen up and then go again.  She does not always take her runs 
too quick but there has been the odd exception - then she needs an even longer break after!  Looking forward to 
her next run in December.   
 
Just Say Please ran yesterday at Lingfield - only her 2nd run over hurdles and the plan was to get her settled as 

she was previously trained to be a 7f - 1m flat horse.  They did not go a great gallop and this did not help Andrew 
Thornton's case however he did a good job trying to relax her.  She had jumped well until the 2nd last when she 
just caught the top of the hurdle - horse and jockey parted company, sliding upsides each other, along the 
slippery ground.  She then got up and jumped the steeple chase fence on her own - think she is trying to tell us 
something!  She is fine after her run and quite honestly we think she enjoyed herself........   did not take anything 
out of her so we could go again very shortly.   
 
It was so strange being at Lingfield for the jumpers when we have been there so often for the flat 
horses.  Strange because there were many more large horses boxes, more staff with individual horses - many 
more runners; it did feel very different!   Something tells me there is a lot more money in jumping these days!   
 

Thursday 17 November 2011 

 
Its been a tough and sad couple of weeks for the Bosley Team!   
 
Last weekend, Ocean of Peace died of a heart attack whilst in mid race at Lingfield. The jockey, Luke Morris 

thankfully, escaped injury.  It was so sad to see a lovely old horse go that way but then I suppose he died doing 
something he loved.  He was part of the family here at Bowstridge and will be missed.   
 
On the same evening that Ocean of Peace died, Cosi our terrier had four puppies but only one survived, the 
others were still born.  Mother and baby are doing well - very protective and feeding him rather well! 
 
On a happier note Bob's Legend ran a cracking good race at Uttoxeter finishing a staying on 6th.  Having pulled 

hard through the first part of the race and jumping like a horse that had never seen a hurdle it was amazing to 
see him passing horses up the home straight.  Well ridden by Andrew Thornton - this horse is not straight forward 
but has a lot of ability and hopefully will relax and improve with each run. 
 
Vinnie's Girl had her NH Flat debut race on the all weather at Lingfield.  Orders were to sit behind the leaders 

and she ended up last on the wide outside!  It was a slow run race and and when they sprinted home they left her 
in the same position out the back.  She is better than this and we look forward to getting her back on the track in 
due course. 
 
Misefi ran at Fakenham this Tuesday but unseated at the first - very frustrating as she had been schooling very 

well at home.  We schooled her the next morning and loved every minute of it - jumping really well. 
 
As the old saying goes "thats racing" with the ups and downs. 
 

Wednesday 2 November 2011 

 
Back on the track yesterday for Ocean of Peace at Kempton with Kirsten on board.  Although he finished out the 

back we were not expecting anything great as this was his first run back having had most of the summer off.  He 
had been quite poorly through the summer with any eye infection which took some time to heal.  Since then we 
have not been hard on him in his work at home so would have needed the race yesterday especially as they went 
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a great gallop early.  He never really got the chance to travel smoothly as he likes to do in his races.  Kirsten had 
him in the right place if the race had been run at a normal pace so no fault from her. 
 
Possibly a couple of runners next week - watch this space. 
 

Friday 21 October 2011 

 
Well you could say we were a little frustrated with Roman Senate yesterday at Brighton but when we were all 

getting excited between the final furlong and 1/2 furlong marker (from the finish) how could we be 
disappointed...... Every jockey who has ridden him, like him and say he will win so we have to be patient and he 
will get to that winners enclosure soon!  First things first will be to eliminate his 'male second brain' (testicals) and 
try again at Christmas but over further again. 
 

Tues 18th October 2011 

 
Sorry everyone it's been a while since we gave you an update - mainly due to no runners!  We have had entries 
but with the ground so fast we cannot take any chances with the jumpers - fragile legs!  We must wait for proper 
jumping ground or we will have no horses left for next year!   
 
On the flat we have been trying to get a run into Roman Senate but he keeps getting balloted out - all the trainers 
are trying to get a run into their horses before the end of the turf season so big entries for most races!  At long 
last Roman Senate has got in at Brighton for this Thursday with bottom weight of 7.12 and has the good 

apprentice jockey, Kieran O'Neill on board.  We have a good draw of 2, a very light weight, the sheepskin pieces 
on to wake him up and with a bit of luck he should run well. 
 
The Yearling Parade went really well with 80 people turning up to see the Jamasitr youngsters.  The 2 yr-olds 
behaved themselves really well, being led in hand in front of the large crowd.  The two yearlings were lunged in 
the school and they were fantastic, showing themselves off and loving the occasion. 
 
 
 
See below 
1.  Point to point shares available with Sarah for £200 per month (just £50 per week) with no extra's.   
2.  Yearling Parade at Bowstridge Farm  with Martin Bosley and Jamasitr Racing in October. 
 

Friday 30th September 2011 
 
With just a four runners this month it has been very quiet on the action side of things but at home its full steam 
ahead!   
 
The yearlings are going very well and looking great - looking forward to the 'Yearling Parade' on the 
9th.             The unraced National Hunt four year olds are in full work and learning their trade - making good 
shapes over the poles in the indoor school.  The older 'babies' are back in full work and it will not be long before 
entries start to appear in the Racing Post.  The old timers are looking good and have just started their fast work 
so it will not be long before they are back on the track with the others.......  Exciting times ahead. 
 
Dualagi ran an encouraging race at Kempton from an awkward draw - getting kickback through most of the race 
but running on well in the final stages finishing a close 5th.  Arachnophobia ran at Chepstow on soft ground 

ridden by Luke Morris - a really good jockey.  Arachnophobia (great lead horse at home) was always in 2nd gear 
- will have to give him one more chance on the track but with head gear on.   
 
Poor Beech View - got struck into behind and sustained a lot of bruising to her front joint at Newton Abbot over 

hurdles.  Now that her injuries look much better we have been turning her out in the cages to catch the last sun 
rays of the summer and she has been enjoying every minute!  Will give her a break till the Spring 2012. 
 
Roman Senate is quiet full of himself at home since his Folkestone run - wanting to get back on the track 

again!  Now has a useful handicap mark of just 52!  Some of us were disappointed being way out trying to 
calculate what his mark might be but then delighted on another angle!  Well done Simon he got the 
closest......  mid 50's.  Now to find a race - easy you would think and to our amazement there is nothing ideal (too 
far, too short) this is so typical of race planning.  Going for Kempton in mid October but nothing till then. 

 
Sunday 18th September 2011  

 
Beech View is hopefully in action at Newton Abbot this Tuesday - ground permitting.  Working well and freshened 
up from her last run. 
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Roman Senate improves with each run and still not had his ideal ground yet!  His race last week at Folkestone 

had more negatives about it before the start than positives with the ground softer than ideal and an outside draw - 
again!!  We have a bit of a guessing game going on for what handicap mark Roman Senate is going to yet on 
Tuesday - Simon Double of Jamasitr Racing is going for mid 50's; Martin is going for late 50's early 60's; and 
Sarah has gone for 63 to 65 - watch this space!   
 
We are not happy with the random draw selections done by Weatherbys computer ?? - draw allocations seems to 
stick on us for outside draws this year!  Perhaps its because we are not having many flat runners at the moment - 
Ha, ha! 
 

 

Tuesday 6th September 2011 

 
Please see below information on the following:-

 
a)  Yearling Parade on 9th October 
b)  Shares available £200 per month in son of Silver Patriarch to go Point to Pointing with Sarah. 

 

Monday 5th September 2011 

 
Exciting times ahead  - all the youngsters are going well at home and we are all looking forward to seeing them 
on the track in the Autumn/Spring period - so refreshing to work with a blank canvas. 
 
Last week, we had the arrival of two yearlings to join our expanding young team.  The two yearlings were bought 
from Doncaster Sales by Jamasitr Racing who will syndicate 12th shares in the youngsters over the next couple 
of months; one colt by Indesatchel -  from the family of Group One Winner , HEARTS OF FIRE and one filly (out 
of a Royal Applause mare) by Sakee's Secret.  To view the yearlings please come along with your families and 
friends to the Yearling Paradeon Sunday 9th October at 9.30am (RSVP). For further details please 

visit www.jamasitrracing.com 
 
Roman Senate, 2-y-old by Holy Roman Emperor is slowly getting the 'hang' of this racing game!  A much 

improved run at Bath last week, over 6f and on good ground - Steve Drowne who rode him was delighted with his 
attitude and stated 'with a few more runs will not be far away from winning'.  He has a great attitude to life; 
relaxed and happy! 
 
When your lucks out, its out!  Poor old Boldinor ran at Wolverhampton last week - he broke well, traveled well 

and actually behaved himself!  When sitting in about 5th position, with 3 furlongs to go (normally races a little 
more prominent) he got squeezed out by horses from either side of him, causing his jockey to take a big pull 
backwards - that was that, Boldi could never get back into the race!  No ones fault, it happens, that's racing!   
 
Lets hope the handicapper can put Boldinor and Dualagi on realistic marks now.  Looking forward to Tuesday to 

see their marks in black and white.  No suitable races for them at the moment so will give them an easier week to 
freshen up. 
 
Point to Pointing 

Sarah has four Point to Pointers to run through the Autumn and Winter months ahead - Brave Boogie whom she 
ran last season finishing 2nd and two fourths, Eljo by Oscar who needs revitalising from his professional days, 
Barrick's Hill by Oscar - point to point place form in Ireland (new Owner, Ian Herbert) and Topthorn by Silver 
Patriarch, who is partnership leased and has two of the six shares available at £200 per month - all in!  For 
further details please read below. 
 
Two (of six) shares @ £200 per month are available in Topthorn - Point to Pointing for 2011/12 season 
with Sarah Bosley, please see below :- 

 
Topthorn 5-y-o grey gelding by Silver Patriarch has had three runs under rules in NHFlat races and one over 

hurdles.  Three of his four runs were at Ascot against some of the best NHFlat horses in the country.  This big, 
classic chasing type has a lot of scope and we are extremely excited about his future over the larger obstacles.  If 
you would like to be a part of this team and enjoy the relaxed 'picnic' atmosphere of point to pointing please call 
Sarah on her mobile 078 999 52295.  Pictures of him to follow shortly. 
 
 
 

Tuesday 30th August 2011 

 
Dualagi ran an odd race yesterday at Warwick but having been struck into at the start all was explained!  She 

seems ok but a little sore.  Update on Misefi - still plenty of bruising on her jaw but happy and eating well.   
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Boldinor runs tonight - much better draw and providing he behaves himself in the stalls he will run a big race - 
expecting to be in first three. 
 

Friday 27th August 2011 

 
Our 'Owners Open Day' on the 14th August went 
really well and with some sunshine!  It all took place 
in the barn at the stables with a large spread of food 

and drink - in the background red and cream flowers, 
and hung on the walls were the jockeys / owners 
silks.  After the sausages, pork and salad we all 
tucked into the cakes - every colour and type that 
you could imagine.  All the delicious cakes were 
made by Martin's sister, Nicky and plenty of people 
were going back for thirds!  People all day could 
wander around the stables and read the individual 
cards about each horse.  For those who wanted to 
see the gallops and facilities we had the tour bus 
running back and forth.  A very relaxing day, enjoyed 

by all (including the horses) ............. has to be an 
annual event from now on...  
  

Monday 22nd August 2011 

 
Just to let you all know that Misefi seems to be 
recovering well - out to grass by day - relaxing in the 
sunshine.  You can see the black bruising on her jaw 
through her mouth but the jaw seems level and most 
importantly she is eating really well.  She will have 
her back looked at this Wednesday just to put back 

any misalignments and muscle knots. 
 
On a brighter note a big "Well Done" to Zac for passing his driving test on Friday - passed with only 3 minors. 

Thursday 18th August 2011 

 
Back to the seaside with Boldinor - 3rd at Brighton with George Baker on board.  He ran a solid race on ground 

possibly a little loose for him.  He is in good order and hopefully will not be long before he is out again, a pound or 
even two lighter, please Mr Handicapper!  Dualagi was not so lucky - her handicap mark stayed the same!  Must 

find an easier race for her. 
 
Beech View taken out of her race at Stratford due to firm ground last week ran into 5th at Worcester a few days 

later on good (watered) ground over the french hurdles.  She ran a good race but disappointing for her as she 
puts everything into it and looked the winner turning in but did not have the foot to sprint home.  Jumped much 
better again and sheepskin noseband seemed to help.  Must aim for a minimum of 2m 3f on the easy flat tracks. 
 
What an awful, awful fall Misefi and Simon Pearce had at Lingfield last Saturday!  She was in 3rd when turning 

into the home straight and had her feet taken from her by the horse on her outside.  Neil Callan riding the horse 
on her outside had trouble trying to stear his horse and then dropped his rein causing his horse to drift in front of 
Misefi.  Thankfully Misefi seems to be ok - very sore and her jaw is very bruised.  However, poor Simon is still 
waiting to see if they need to operate on his collarbone which has a large break between the bones.   

 
Friday 12th August 2011 
 
At 25-1, Dualagi ran a fine race last night at Salisbury, finishing 5th and only beaten a head for 4th.  She so 

wants to win every time but the handicapper has really got her in his grips!  If she had been 2lb lower she would 
have been at least 3rd!   
 
Beech View went to Stratford but the ground was too firm so she was taken out and Martin brought her back 

home.  Due to go again at Worcester on Tuesday - she is in great order and jumping well at home so expecting a 
good run. 
 
Monday 8th August 2011 
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Our next runner is Beech View at Stratford over 2m 3f - hold up tactics needed here.  Handicapper has left her on 
her same mark so he thinks she can win shortly.....  watch this space. 
 
Dualagi ran another fine race finishing 3rd at Folkestone off 10lb higher than her win there a year ago.  The 

handicapper needs to be kind to her as she is getting on in years - already won eight races and would be 
fantastic if she could win 10 before she retires to the paddocks in 2012.  We are researching stallions for her and 
the ones mentioned to date are Tagula and Yeats.   
 
Today, Martin is at the well known Charity Golf Competition of Jim Old's - lets hope his team does well - great 
racing Owners, Jockeys and Trainers in opposition (AP McCoy, K Fallon, Joe Mercer, N Henderson, P Deal and 
so on). 
 

Wednesday 27th July 2011 

 
Been a little quiet with success of late but when you have horses handicapped to the max and young ones having 
their debut runs, it is bound to be that way for a few months!   
 
We have some fresh faces that are going well at home - looking forward to running them in due time.......  Bob's 
Legendand Burnt Cream.  The young ones are continuing to go well but still a little backward......   patience and 

time will hopefully pay off in the months to come. 
 
Nine horses to get in from the field today having had six weeks off on holiday....... they do look good and most 
have grown again.   
 
Beech View ran this week - another encouraging race finishing 4th at Uttoxeter....... only beaten 3 lengths.   Her 
jumping keeps improving but still needs more schooling. Roman Senate had his debut run at Chepstow - beaten 

13 lengths - sounds a long way but that is quite normal for a green baby.  He was full of excitement after the race 
but once he got home he just wanted to sleep!  Been out today and back to being an energetic 
baby!  Dualagi ran last week finishing 5th from an outside draw at Bath.  Ran well but just too high in the 

handicap at present....... 
 

Friday 8th July 2011 
 
Working Roman Senate (2yr old by Holy Roman Emperor) today at Kempton for his second racecourse 

gallop.  If he works well today we will look for a debut entry. 
 
Lisselton Cross ran on Wednesday at Bath with George Baker on board.  Finished 7th but ran with promise - 

looked like being placed 1 furlong out - a stiff 5f at Bath so may just have caught him out.  This was his first run 
on the turf and showed his inexperience against the older horses.   
 
Good to see the rain at long last but hoping it stops for Dualagi - next week at Bath. 

 
Tuesday 5th July 2011 

 
Back from our relaxing holiday in Cyprus and re energized for the coming months.  In racing there is never a 
good time to go away but when your working life is 24/7 it's a good idea to recharge those batteries at the first 
opportunity..... 
 
Last night we ran two new horses at Windsor, Kublahara and Annacaboe.  Both had minor form with previous 
trainers, hence their starting price of 50-1 and 66-1. Kublahara was very disappointing last night by not settling in 

the early part of the race and left nothing in the tank for the finish (she has been so settled at 
home).   Annacaboe was over 3 furlongs further than previous runs and looked like being in the frame but with a 

furlong and a half to go she lost her action and her race was over.  Looking at her previous form she has done 
something similar before so we will have to do some research.  
 
Just before we went on holiday Boldinor finished 3rd and Beech View 5th at Folkestone.  Both horses were 

ridden by Martin Lane who gave them positive rides.  Both have come out of their races well and we look forward 
to running them in the next few weeks.  Boldinor will be going for a Leicester race that he has won for the last two 
years. 
 

Tuesday 21 June 2011  

 
Not really getting much luck at the moment !  They have been running well enough so nothing really to complain 
about but it's all 5th's and 6th's.  You get that good run of winners and you think the game is easy and then 
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before you know it, life puts you firmly back in the queue - frustrating but probably a good thing really. 
 
Last night we ran Misefi at Windsor to gain her 3rd run before she gets her handicap mark.  A local track for us 

and not too many runners over a mile on ground that was suitably soft.  A reasonable race for her except for an 
outside draw, will need at least a mile and a quarter in time and taking on some fair maidens from big yards so to 
finish about 5th or 6th would be very encouraging but the most important thing was to educate her due to her 
being a little excitable and still a little immature.   
 
In the race she actually broke from the stalls very well but was then held up well off pace in last.  As the field 
turned into the home straight the pace quickened causing Misefi to become a little out paced but then crossing 
over to the far rail they came back to her.  Once she got to the rail she started passing horses, (looking like 
finishing 6th or 7th) but when she started gaining more ground in the final furlongs, one horse came down and 
another horse unseated his jockey, this all happening just a few lengths in front of her.  Having been startled by 
the incident she she was very quickly nursed back home along with a few others.  A waste of an evening for all 
concerned but at least she was not involved in the incident and the fallers appeared to be ok. 
 
On a more positive note the youngsters are coming along well and the first one will be working at Kempton on 
Friday.  The recent runners Ocean of Peace and Dualagi are down a pound since both finishing a reasonable 

5th at Lingfield and Brighton.  Ocean of Peace is now having a holiday in preparation for his Autumn/Winter 
campaign.  Dualagi is now being prepared for her next run.   
 
Well done to Shane for winning the 'Best Turned out horse/groom' with Ocean of Peace.  Misefi and Dualagi 
looked fantastic but plaited tails tend to get the nod!  Show horses should have plaited tails not racehorses! 
 
Lennie Briscoe ran a pleasing race at Worcester last week finishing 5th but has come back sore in front so may 

have to have the rest of season off.   
 

Tuesday 14th June 2011 

 
Off to sunny Brighton today with Dualagi.  Unfortunately could not run the other day due to being heavily in 

season!  She seems much brighter in herself now and just hope she's not too fresh.......  Has a great draw today 
and good jockey booking of George Baker.  Its going to be one of those days where she will probably dictate and 
do what she wants to do...... Good luck George! 
 
Tomorrow we have Lennie Briscoe in a claiming hurdle at Worcester with Haddon Frost on board. Very sad 

news that his part owner Stuart Hopley passed away last week having been very ill.  Our thoughts are with his 
family and friends.   
 
Lennie schooled really well last Saturday with the sheepskin nose band - will have to run him with it on......   He is 
in a very competitive race on Wednesday but if he can gain more experience and go one better than his last run 
we will be delighted.  Its taking a time for the penny to drop with him but he does enjoy his new role as a 
hurdler!  Will be fantastic if he can win a race before the end of the summer for Stuart. 
  
Lopinot ran last week having had nearly 3 months off with an old injury.  We were disappointed with his run but it 

was one of those days where horses were winning from the front!  He did not really travel well enough to be 
prominent so ended up in all the kick back!!  Hoping he was just a little rusty but retirement may be around the 
corner if he disappoints next time........  He does not owe anyone having won eight races.  
 

Tuesday 31st May 2011 

  
Most of the winter horses are now out in the field having a summer break and what a lovely site it is seeing them 
grazing together.  We have 15 horses to run for the summer and have kept a few of the national hunt youngsters 
on the go for education - ready to run in the Autumn.   
 
Paddy and Albert who assist us at the weekends have been riding in the Point to Point Pony Races up and down 
the country.  They have both ridden superb races this Spring and collected many rosettes on the way.  Zac 
continues to ride well, picking up more spare rides and getting placed on them.  Kirsten is preparing for her ride 
this week on Ocean of Peace at Nottingham where she could gain her first win  - Good luck Kirsten. 
 
Ocean of Peace runs tomorrow at Nottingham - not been a lucky course for us for a few years but this will 

change on Wednesday providing it does not rain anymore.  We are getting 8lb of his back due to Kirsten riding 
him for her own stable and this is a hands and heels race which should suit.   Kirsten has finished 2nd on him 
and the way he ran at Newbury he has to go close. 
 
To say that we got wet at Towcester yesterday would be an understatement!  We ran Lennie Briscoe over 3f 

further on ground that was going to test them - not because it was soft but loose on top with very false patches of 
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ground.  Lennie started off at 100-1 and ran to the top of the Towcester hill like a horse that should have been 20-
1.  The last two furlongs caught him out, so back to 2 miles.  It will probably take him another two runs to get 
organised - if someone knocks a hurdle down or a horse falls he puts the breaks on!  He is very immature still 
and not the bravest but he does have a very good engine.....   
 
Last week was fairly hectic traveling up and down the country from visiting the Doncaster Bloodstock Sales 
(DBS) to our nephew's wedding in Exmoor.  No horses were bought but we saw some quality youngsters by 
stallions such as Oscar, Flemensfirth and Westener.  It was good to see how our untried youngsters by Oscar 
and Westener compared - they would have made three times their original price!  The wedding was fantastic but 
it rained the whole time and did not get above 12 degrees!  
  

Monday 23rd May 2011 

  
Not been a great week by our recent standards! Boldinor was not drawn to his advantage at Salisbury and could 
never really get competitive from the outside of the leading group.  Dualagi's plans went astray at Newbury when 

George Baker could not get from York to Newbury in time to ride her - he was going to fly but that got aborted 
due to lack of passengers.  However, Robert Havlin was a good replacement but it went wrong for him in the 
stalls when she tried to pre-jump the starting gate and ended up stumbling on her exit.  Being drawn on the outer 
was not ideal either!  To top it all while having dinner with the owners, the waiter accidently threw water and wine 
all over Martin's suit....... one of those days!  Arachnophobia was very disappointing at Lingfield, never really 

wanting to come out of second gear!  His jockey,  Robert Havlin suggested we run him over 1m2f but at home 
there is too much speed and doubtful he would stay but having said that we may have to try him!  He does not 
have the greatest confirmation which has caused problems to joints and muscles and for a young horse he has 
quite a high mileage.  Such a shame as he is a wonderful little chap. 
 

Tuesday 17th May 2011 

 
Horses are running well but all finishing 5th!  Ocean of Peace ran a cracker at Newbury looking like the winner till 
the last 150yds and beaten just over 2 lengths into 5th.  Irene Kennet, a lovely filly ran at Bangor finishing 5th in 

the National Hunt Flat race on ground a shade quick for her.  The race is probably one of the best NH Flat races 
this Summer to date.  She will have a break now to give her a chance to strengthen.  Lennie Briscoe had his 

debut run over hurdles finishing 5th at Stratford with Haddon Frost on board.  He had not been the most natural 
schooling at home but now is really enjoying his routine of jumping every day.  In the race he jumped better than 
expected, settled quite quickly and plugged on at the finish. Needs at least two and a half and the faster the 
ground the better!  Will probably take him a couple more runs to get his confidence.  
 

Thursday 12th May 2011 

  
Beech View ran well at Towcester on her second run for us over hurdles finishing a 13 length 5th - jumping was 

improved but still needs a lot of work.  Handicapper has been tough on her and could do with dropping a few 
pounds. 
 
Boldinor ran at Warwick finishing a staying on 6th on good to firm ground ridden by Lee Newnes.  Given a good 

ride but ground possibly a little loose on top causing him to loose his action two and a half furlongs out.  Has 
come out of the race well. 
 

Sunday 1st May 2011 

 
Just watched on YouTube the Holy Roman Emperor (Ben) 2yr old cantering here at Bowstridge Farm for the 

syndicate Jamasitr Racing.  There is only one 12th share left available at £3,785 plus VAT.  For further details 
please go to www.jamasitrracing.com.  Update: Holy Roman Emperor Colt named Roman Senate.    Update: 
June 27 -- now fully subscribed. 
  

Friday 29th April 2011 

  
Another WINNER! What a week....... Kirsten and Sarah went off to Bath with Dualagi yesterday with 

expectations of running well.  Ridden by George Baker - Dualagi jumped well from her stall but the pace was 
quick so it was perfect for us to sit behind the leaders and let the opposition do the work.  Dualagi was always 
going well through the race and when George changed the gears 2f out they picked the leaders off one by one to 
lead inside the last 100 yds.  That too was her 8th win.  
  

Wednesday, 27th April 2011 

  
Ocean of Peace WINS again - this is his 8th win in total.  The surface at Lingfield was riding slower than normal 

due to the hot weather. Coming from mid-division, Ocean of Peace still had plenty to do turning into the home 
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straight but with drive from Hayley Turner they closed on the leaders and in the last 50 yds they nipped up the 
inside rail to win comfortably.  
Also at Lingfield we had Boldinor who ran well till 2 furlongs out but the surface was too slow for him.  George 

Baker said that he is in great order but cannot quicken off that slower surface.   
  

Tuesday 26th April 2011 

Off to Lingfield today with Ocean of Peace and Boldinor - both have solid chances.  Ocean of Peace has won 3 

times at Lingfield but Boldinor has only had a couple runs there and not since August 2009 - however was not 
disgraced on that last run there when he was totally out of form.   Never seen Ocean of Peace looking stronger 
and mentally focused.  Our horses are in good form at the moment. 
Yesterday, we were in the Winners enclosure with our two point to pointers, Brave Boogie and Penric.  Both 
performing at Hackwood Park on watered firm ground with a good cover of grass.  Zac Baker rode both horses 
finishing 2nd on Brave Boogie (also winning best turned out) and WON the Mens Open, again on Penric.  A 

fantastic day had by all with two horses that were given to us having had problems.  Zac has now had 8 rides 
with 2 wins, 1 second and two fourths - not bad for a 17yr old!  
  

Thursday 14th April 2011 

 
Well done Kirsten for finishing a close 2nd on Ocean of Peace in the apprentice race at Kempton last 

night.  She was always in the perfect spot throughout the race with the winner always in her view!  At the start of 
the race Kirsten made a very smooth and tactical maneuver from an outside draw to the rail and ended up getting 
a 3 day ban!  Very, very harsh of the Stewards as they did not take into consideration the person on the rail was 
looking  uneasy and out of control before Kirsten made her move!  It will not be long before we get Kirsten on her 
first winner. 
  
What a great result 100-1 at Towcester - Beech View fighting it out at the finish - finishing 3rd over hurdles and 

only beaten 3/4 length.  This looked a very competitive class 4 novice hurdle with previous 'bumper' winners and 
decent flat horses.  She looked like being the winner in the run in but was one paced in the final 100yds but 
having been badly hampered at the 3rd it probably cost her the race!  In the race she jumped poorly considering 
how much schooling she had done previously - something to work on!   A very kind and willing mare who came to 
us for John Carey from Ireland with no sign of ablity on the flat and only a 'whisker' of form in her two hurdle 
runs.  Beech View looks to be an exciting novice for Summer 2011 and a Towcester specialist? 
  
Arachnaphobia ridden by George Baker ran a little disappointing at Wolverhampton on Tuesday having been 

working well at home.  He broke well in the race but then looked like he would not let himself down, stretch or 
merely 'rusty' as described by George.  Just over 2f out he accelerated for a furlong but the pace was in front and 
the front runners were gone.  Beaten about 9 lengths the handicapper should put him down to a sensible mark - 
whereby he can regain his confidence. 
  
Zac had his first outside ride last week at Wolverhampton in the 6f amateur race finishing a very close 5th.  Very 

confidently ridden having to produce the horse, patiently with just hands and heels from 2 furlongs out - only 
beaten a length and a half.  Those who don't understand riding horses in races would say if he had produced the 
horse sooner or used his stick he would have won but this horse is a tricky ride and Zac did the job better than 
some professionals! 
 

Tuesday 12th April 2011 

 
Today we run Arachnophobia at Wolverhampton in a competitive race with George Baker on board.  A bold run 

expected as has been working well at home even though he has had nearly 6 months off the track.  A tough little 
horse who has had a few minor problems which we hope we have resolved.  Possibly on a high enough mark at 
this stage of his 2011 campaign. 
 
Also today, Beech View at Towcester over hurdles, to be her third run but first run over hurdles for us in the 

UK.  Another competitive affair but there are a few in the race having their debut over hurdles - this is a tough 
track where you need stamina.  Beech View has not showed much on the track to date in Ireland or the UK but 
has had plenty of schooling at home and works well enough to expect a clear round....... though out classed by 
some of these if it was a flat race! 
 
Martin and Sarah have been away for four days (early part of April) in San Francisco, USA meeting up with 
friends who had recently got married.  They had great adventures seeing sites such as Alcatraz and the Golden 
Gate Bridge.  While they were away the Bosley Team kept the ball rolling with runners at Kempton and 
Ascot.  Boldinor ran at Kempton who finished a gallant 4th from a difficult draw and Topthorn at Ascot who 

completed his debut over hurdles. 
 
Irene Kennet ran at Uttoxeter on 2nd April in the National Hunt Flat race finishing a good 4th in a competitive 
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affair.  She keeps improving with each run - a good sort with a big future.  Thank The Groom 7th of 14 also ran 

at Uttoxeter having his debut over hurdles - another good type but a big baby who wants fences in a few years. 
  

Monday 28th March 2011 

 
A great day yesterday at Hackwood Park as Penric WON giving Sarah her first WINNER Point to Pointing 
and Zac Baker(16yrs old) his first WINNER.  It was the Mens Open, a fairly hot contest but Zac and Penric 

stalked the fancied horses throughout the race, always traveling well, challenged two fences out and won by 5 
lengths going away!  Brave Boogiealso ran, finishing 4th with Zac on board and both horses won the best turned 

out!  Penric was Sarah's sixth runner as a Point to Point trainer and Zac's sixth ride on a race course.   
 
Penric cost his previous owner just £500 from Ascot Sales and sent him to Martin as a lead horse.  He got quite 

fit leading youngsters up the gallops, sometimes going out two or three lots a day.  He taught Zac how to school 
over hurdles and then started working well with the horses in training.  Martin and the owners decided to give him 
a couple of runs back under rules (had won one race over hurdles in 2005). 
 
Penric ran well for us under rules, unlucky on a few occasions and on his final run he finished 3rd at Towcester in 
2010 but badly bruised his hind joint.  At the age of 10 he needed a long rest so the owners gave him to Sarah 
with a view to going pointing in 2011 if his hind leg repaired.  It did repair but took time and yesterday was his 
second run in a point to point! 
 
Runners last week - a few unlucky runs!  Lisselton Cross with Jim Crowley finished 3rd at Lingfield over 5 

furlongs.  Traveled well early but needed more pace from the front - only beaten 3 1/4 lengths.  May have to 
make more use of him in his races after he has been gelded! 
 
Fine Ruler ran at Kempton in the same race as Lennie Briscoe over 1m.  He was very unlucky getting no run in 

the final two furlongs getting hampered by Lennie!  The race was run at an old mans pace with Lennie sat in the 
first two, traveling too well on a horse that should get further than a mile.  The pace quickened leaving Lennie flat 
footed and getting unbalanced causing problems for Fine Ruler in the final 2 furlongs!  A race that did not go to 
plan........    
 

Thursday 24 March 2011 

 
Boldinor did it again!  WINNER at Kempton last night with George Baker on board.  Any young jockey wanting 

to  learn how to ride from the front should watch this race, a great ride from George - very tactical.  When 
Boldinor is at the races he grows in self belief that he is the best - well actually he thinks that at home as 
well......  Great result for a wonderful little horse who has now won 7 races. 
 
Fast Elaine ran in the first at Kempton ridden by David Probert - first run for us (only rated 35 and running off 46 

due to the handicapping system - out of the handicap by 11lb !)  It was a low grade 10f race but the aim was to 
learn something from the run as we had done as much as we could do for her at home.  All she does is gallop but 
not very fast!  Being drawn on the inside rail is not ideal on a slow horse so when the pace quickened she ended 
up being pushed further and further back.  Even though she finished last she galloped all the way to the line and 
was only beaten a few lengths by horses that had won earlier this year.   We all decided including the jockey that 
we had to give her one more chance over further. 
 

Monday 21st March 2011  

 
Last weeks plans went a little astray!  Webbswood Lad ran well yesterday at Newton Abbot finishing 

5th.  Having won last time out we were expecting a good run but with the ground having an extra 11ml since 
entering and an eight pound rise it was always going to be tough for him. 
 
Lopinot was 4th last Saturday at Lingfield ridden by George Baker.  Again we were expecting a good run but it 

did not quite go to plan - his opposition were not good enough to maintain a strong gallop and Lopinot ended up 
in the front ranks turning in to the home straight - he needs to be coming from behind the pace leaders..... He is 
in good heart so fingers need crossed for his next run! 
 
Weybridge Light was the disappointment having been swimming in preparation for this race. We thought this 

would be the key to him, helping his fragile frame get stronger but 'when push came to shove' he did not want to 
let himself down in the final 2 furlongs.  He is now retired and going to have a wonderful life with the owners. 
 

Monday 14th March 2011 

 
A quiet week for runners but should be busy again from Saturday onwards...... 
 
Zac rode in his third and fourth race for Sarah at Kingston Blount Point to Point on Sunday.  Brave 
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Boogie and Penricwere 4th and 5th on the fastest ground seen so far this year!  Course record was broken in 

Penric's race! 
 
Kirsten rode for us last week on Beechview who came to us from Ireland at the end of last year.  With no decent 

form in Ireland and enough of tries on the flat we were not expecting much from the mare but Kirsten managed to 
beat two in the finish - better than we expected!  The next plan for her will be to go Spring/Summer jumping over 
hurdles. 
 

Thursday 10th March 2011 

 
The riding orders went astray on Fine Ruler yesterday - has to get cover in his races.  He was ridden up with the 

pace and nearly making it, running too free for the first two furlongs - that was the end of his race!  Finished 7th - 
possibly the worst race he has run for some time! 
 
El Jo ran at Fontwell finishing 3rd over fences (3m 2f) where the ground was a little faster than prefered.  The old 

boy was not very happy from the start will his head held high walking round at the start.  He jumped very carefully 
loosing ground as he went but kept 'hunting round'.  With a few mishaps in front from other horses he has ended 
up finishing 3rd but beaten a fence behind.  Has come back fine but will need to find him some softer ground for 
his next run! 
 

Thursday 3rd March 2011 

 
Webbswood Lad - easy WINNER today at Taunton with Tom Molloy on board.  So good to see him winning a 

race after all his problems over the years.  His owners have been so patient with him giving him long breaks 
when he's needed the time. Hoping the handicapper is not too tough on him! 
 
Sadeek ran ok at Kempton on Wednesday - you could say he is running consistently but is still not letting himself 

down in his races. .......  probably just going to take a little longer to regain his confidence and much more 
physio.  Possibly better left handed or on a straight - will wait now to run him on the turf.   
 

Monday 28th February 2011 

 
Saturday, we ran three youngsters at Kempton in the National Hunt Flat race (for future jump horses).  The 
ground was reported to be the worst jumping ground at Kempton for years (extremely soft opening up like a bog!) 
The best of our finishers was Irene Kennet, finished 9th of 17 - looking like being placed 3 out in what looks like 

a very good NH Flat race -  the winner had been working well with Imperial Commander in preparation for the 
Gold Cup at Cheltenham!  Irene is a lovely athletic mare who has showed us plenty of ability at home but 
physically still immature and on occasions we have been a little stop/start with her due to her 
immaturity.  Thankfully her connections have been very patient with her and have given us the chance to bring 
her on gradually.  Better ground in a month will see her improve further. 
 
Thank The Groom (a lovely looking chaser type who will hopefully be winning over fences in a couple of years) 

ran a much better race than his debut run and this time looked like running a big race till 3 1/2 furlongs out but 
then faded due to grueling conditions (his brother does not like anything softer than good) - hurdles for him on 
better ground and then we will give him a break to mature. 
 
Master Dane was in the same race, having his debut run but we were uncertain whether he would stay - dam a 

sprinter and sire a 10 - 12f winner!  Traveled well for 7 furlongs but then stopped very quickly and walked over 
the line!  After a veterinary inspection (x-ray) back in the stables we found a small fracture on his cannon bone - 
he will now have a long rest back at his owners stables.   Doubtful whether he will go back into training due to his 
lack of stamina - he has such a wonderful personality and gives you everything - would make a great eventer one 
day. 
 

Friday 18th February 2011 

 
Lennie Briscoe on Wednesday was lucky to stay on his feet at Kempton when making a good run up the inside 

rail  when hampered badly 2 1/2 out.  He would not be the bravest of horses but does have plenty of talent and 
that was the last thing he needed - he of course did not recover to continue his race.  The jockey causing the 
interference was handed a 4 day ban!   
 
At the same meeting Fine Ruler ran with improving confidence, finishing 3rd only beaten 2 3/4 lengths coming 

from right off the pace.  He has to be winning very shortly!! 
 

Tuesday 15th February 2011 
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Great to see El Jo (3rd) running well on Sunday at Hereford at 33-1.   He has had all sorts of problems and still 

has a few but that run will hopefully give him more confidence.   
 
Fine Ruler, Lennie Briscoe and Webbswood Lad due to run this week.  Do not want too much rain for 
Webbswood Lad - forecast is not ideal.   
 

Saturday 12th February 2011 
 
Back to Kempton again on Thursday with Dualagi who has been in great form, winning two races in the last 

couple of months.  Did not get the easy lead we were hoping for with a horse on her tail for most of the way!  Ran 
creditably finishing 5th with Liam Keniry on board. 
 
Lopinot ran consistently well again at Lingfield considering he had to come from off the pace in a 7f race, making 

up a lot of ground - only beaten 2 1/4 lenghths.  Always better coming off the pace in a mile race and up behind 
the leaders over 7f. 
 
Sarah would like to thank you all very much for the Birthday Wishes - She had a lovely day at Kempton races 
with Ocean of Peace! 
  
Ocean of Peace ran on Wednesday ridden by Luke Morris who gets on really well with him.  Although in good 

form having won recently he had a tough task to win with a 6lb penalty but going up 5lb we had to run.  He was 
always in a good position in the race but with two stone of lead in the weight cloth he did not have the zip he 
needed at the finish - finished 4th beaten 5 lengths.  Luke Morris was chuffed with him - he really does enjoy 
riding him.   
 
Thursday 3rd February 2011 
 
A quieter week with only one runner, Sadeek at Lingfield who was disappointing with the hand break on most of 

the way and only got beat 4 lengths.  Came out of the stalls with his head high so possibly tweaked a muscle or 
two......  will find out more once the physio has had a look.  He has had a lot of problems over the past couple of 
years and we hope to get him back to winning ways very shortly - a very very good horse as a 2 - 3yr old. 
 
Monday 31st January 2011 

 
WINNER yesterday at Kempton - 1st Ocean of Peace ridden by Luke Morris.  Always traveled well throughout 

the race and kicked for home two furlongs out with the favourite chasing us to the line.   
 
Lennie Briscoe ran a superb race at Kempton finishing 5th, his first run for us.  Has been off the track for a long 

time having had various niggling problems but hopefully this run with give him lots of confidence to go on to win 
races.  Looking forward to his next run.  Lisselton Cross ran another consistent race finishing 4th but the draw 
beat him again taking him wide in the home turn.  The super tough mare Dualagi ran another bold race looking 

like the winner 1f out but ran out of it in the final 100yds - possibly ran her too quick having had a busy time 
previously. 
 
Thank The Groom was very green and could not cope on the ground at Warwick.  Perle was very disappointing 
- stopped too quick having traveled well in the race.  Daily Double looked like running well till a furlong out but 

then faded fast - his last run.  Will find a good home for him.  

Wednesday 26th January 2011 

  
Fine Ruler was an unlucky 3rd at Kempton on Monday.  Ridden by Dane O'Neil was only beaten 1/2 length and 

a short head, running on at the finish!   Always traveling well through the race until hampered near the 
intersection about 2 furlongs out - possibly been the winner if the path had been clear!  He is clearly in good form 
and Dane gave him a great ride - another jockey thankfully who gets on with his quirky ways! 
 
Entries this week;  Thank The Groom - a lovely big baby having his debut run at Warwick (very worried about 
the testing ground though),  Perle D'Amour is in another maiden, up in distance and hoping for a place (like this 
filly - tries and tries but still very weak), Ocean of Peace in great form at home, Daily Double also in good form 
at home, Lennie Briscoe - first run for us (will need cover as prefers to go left handed but has the expert 
assistance of George Baker), Lisselton Cross at Lingfield (been working well) and Dualagi may go out again for 

the Blue Print Sprint Qualifier. 

 
Monday 24th January 2011 
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Fantastic news - Dualagi WON at Wolverhampton on Thursday at 20-1.  She has been in great order at home so 

we were hoping for a good run.  Martin Lane, Champion Apprentice gave her a brilliant ride, using plan A and B 
and out fought their rivals in a competitive race.  We have never seen any horse break so fast!   
 
Lopinot finished 4th at Lingfield on Friday having his first run for 100 days.  Another good run from the old boy 

and looks like winning in the very near future!   
 
Fine Ruler runs today with Dane O'Neil - good draw for a change and as long as he gets cover on a track he has 

won on should be in the frame - not the most straight forward of horses to ride but has the assistance of a top 
jockey. 
 

Thursday 20th January 2011 

 
PRESS RELEASE - PRESS RELEASE - PRESS RELEASE - PRESS RELEASE - PRESS RELEASE - PRESS 
RELEASE 
 
JAMASITR RACING have their first 'Open Morning' with us on Saturday 22nd January from 9am to 12 noon - 

teas, coffee's, introduction and meet the team, watch the horses on the gallops, in the indoor school followed by 
bacon rolls, croissants and to complete the morning activities, champagne to celebrate their first of many open 
day visits.  For further information please see their website www.jamasitrracing.com.  Please come and meet 
Jamasitr Racing, a friendly and enthusiastic team of knowledgeable racehorse owners - see what they have to 
offer in racehorse ownership.  Please call Simon on 01442 877597 or email him at info@jamasitrracing.com 

****************************************** 
Today we were due to have Thank the Groom (debut run) at Ludlow and Dualagi at wolverhampton but Ludlow 

was abandoned late this morning - got as far as Warwick before we had to turn round to come back home!  As 
Martin was back home in good time he changed vehicles, got in the lorry and took Dualagi to Wolverhampton all 

by 11.15am.  Dualagi is in great form, she does tend to run well in better company (which it is today) but needs 
that 'sprinting luck' with a fast pace or a 'soft lead'.  We have the talents of Martin Lane - Champion Apprentice - 
he will be given plan A (sit just off the leaders) or should she break well and gets that easy lead then plan B will 
have to come into action but which will he use? 
 

Monday 17th January 2011 

 
Must get Martin to let us know how much rain we have had in the past 24 hours - it has not stopped !! - He 
measures the rain fall every day but at this moment he is on his way back from Fakenham with El Jo.  Back over 

fences today El Jo did not disgrace himself, in gruelling ground and having his first run back for 610 days.   
 
The national hunt youngsters are coming along well and coping with their work.  All the 2 year olds are now 
ridden away and one or two look early but time will tell. 
 

 

Thursday 6th January 2011 

  
2010 was a much improved year for results but not our best overall.  2011 looks very promising with some 
exciting youngsters and with more horses than ever before.  Keep those fingers crossed! 
  
The horses ran well enough last week with something to build on (they had the previous two weeks in the indoor 
school due to snow!) 
  

Saturday 1st January 2011 

  

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM ALL OF US AT BOWSTRIDGE FARM. 
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2010 
Friday 24th December 
 
This snowy freezing weather looks like its here to stay!  We had up to a foot in places but the ice is the main 
problem at the moment.  Thankfully we have the indoor school so all the horses are ticking over quite nicely. 
 
Runners next week are Ocean of Peace, Lisselton Cross, Fine Ruler, Daily Double and Dualagi.  Will be good to 
get to the races having had a week off from travelling!  Fingers crossed for a successful week. 
 
A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYONE AND THE VERY BEST WISHES FOR 2011.  A big THANK 
YOU goes to all the lads and lasses in racing that are working on Christmas Day. 

 

 

Thursday 16th December 

 
WELL DONE DUALAGI - WINNER yesterday at Lingfield with George Baker on board.  Drawn 11 of 11 she had 

a hard task or should I say George had a hard task to decide where to put her to get the cover she normally 
needs to settle in the race.  However, Dualagi made all our minds up by sprinting out of the stalls first, way ahead 
of her rivals and dictating the pace in front.  She settled well throughout the race, thankfully with no other horses 
trying to take her on.  George kicked on two out, always looking like the winner and passed the winning post with 
ease!   Possibly worth another try from the front if we can get away with an easy lead. 
 

Wednesday 15th December 

 
We were delighted with Lisselton Cross at Wolverhampton finishing a strong 2nd and only beaten 1/4 length - he 
is a delight to train.  Also at Wolverhampton was Fine Ruler who was running on a track that rides a little on the 
slow side for him but with so few options we had to give him another try there.  The plan was to sit in the first 
three or four but having stood in the stalls for ages (waiting for one or two to load) he missed the break!  He had 
no chance to get in to the race after that performance.  Back to Kempton or Lingfield on a faster surface. 
 
Dualagi ran at Lingfield on Saturday with George Baker on board.  Finished a good 4th and only beaten one and 
a half lengths in a race that had no consistent pace - no strong early pace and the winner dictated the pace from 
the start to the finish!  
  
Dualagi runs again today at Lingfield - draw 11 of 11.  She has a tough task to win from that draw but George will 
be trying his very best. She is in great form and deserves to win today. 

  

Thursday 9th December 

  
WINNER - Ocean of Peace comes in first again at Lingfield!  A decent draw on a faster surface is all he 

needed.  It was not a great race but he did it comfortably. 
  
Fine Ruler and Lisselton Cross run at Wolverhampton on Friday.  Its not the best track for Fine Ruler but has run 
a couple of good races there - surface can be a little slow for him.  Lisselton Cross has only ever run at Kempton 
but should act on the track being by Compton Place who has numerous winners there.......  
  
Dualagi is in good form at home and has an entry for next week. 
  

Friday 3rd December 
  
So so cold tonight -3 at 3.45pm and getting colder!  The horses are well rugged up and look quite 
cosy.  Managed to get them all out this morning but did have a few fresh ones having had a few days off due to 
flu vaccinations! - poor things!  The gallop is great - no problems with freezing yet - such a good surface.  This 
weather looks like its set in for a few weeks yet - Poor NH Trainers they must be tearing their hair out with no 
jump racing but thankfully we have some flat horses to run and with Kempton and Lingfield just down the road it 
keeps us in a positive mood. 
  

Thursday 2nd December 
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'Open Morning for the Jamasitr Racing' has been postponed due to weather getting increasingly worse!  Will 

let you know when they decide on another date.  
  
Kirsten had her first ride as an Apprentice Jockey yesterday on Daily Double with first time visor.  Although he 
was not placed he ran better again - beaten 8 lengths.  Kirsten gave him a faultless ride and produced him up the 
rail like a top jockey - looked like winning 2 out but then weakened 1 out - don't think he got the trip/distance with 
the visor on.  Kirsten was one of the most inexperienced of the apprentice jockeys but she looked much stronger 
in the finished than most.  Daily Double is now ready for a try over shorter. 
  
Lisselton Cross ran a cracker last Saturday finishing 3rd at 40-1. This was his handicap debut and drop back to 5 
furlongs.  He ran a very pleasing race with more improvement to come. 
  
Fine Ruler was unlucky at Kempton earlier this week getting hampered just over 2 out - finished 6th but should 
have been placed.  Has come out of the race well so plan to run again very shortly. 
  

Thursday 25th November 

 
Our new owners Jamasitr Racing are holding an 'Open Morning' for their members and anyone interested in 
taking final shares in their well selected horses; Arachnopobia (5x winner) and yearlings (by Notnowcato, by 
Holy Roman Emperor). The Open Morning is on Saturday 4th December - 9am to 12 noon at our 

stables.  There will be coffees/teas on arrival, watch the horses on the gallops, parade of the yearlings, 
champagne, croissants/bacon butties and mince pies.  If you are interested and would like to know more please 
contact Simon on 01442 877597 or 07769183362.  RSVP by noon on Friday 3rd December. 
 
An improved run from Daily Double at Lingfield so worth another chance!  Ocean of Peace did not enjoy the 
slower surface of Wolverhampton so will have to take him back to Kempton and Lingfield where he is so 
consistent.  Weybridge Light ran at Wolverhampton and looked like running into a place 3 furlongs out but then 
stopped to quickly - came back with sore shins but ice cold 48hrs later!  Will have to scan his shins and joints 
again to see whats going on. 
 
Topthorn ran a much improved race back at Ascot - very green but so encouraging.  
 

Wednesday 17th November 

 
Hoping for a better week and a lot more luck!!  Daily Double runs today and should run a better race than last 
time - he will not be getting many more chances if he doesn't.  Hoping he will favour a left hand track better than 
a right hand.   
 
Ocean of Peace runs this week and in good order.  Dualagi, Weybridge Light and Topthorn all have entries for 
the end of the week. 
 
Been a very busy week with the youngsters and their coming on well.  
 

Monday 8th November 

 
Update on Speed Gene is that the cut is healing well - thankfully - she is such a good patient. 
Some more new horses arrived last week - Master Dane, untried NH prospect and Highcliffe - 2y-o (USA dirt 
bred) bought at Doncaster for £3,500  for an all weather campaign.   
 
Going to be a quiet week for runners - waiting on new handicap ratings (Tuesday) for Ocean of Peace, Dualagi, 
Fine Ruler and Weybridge Light.  Not many races for Fine Ruler at present may have to go back to 7f. 
 

Tuesday 2nd November 

 
Dualagi ran another game race at Lingfield finishing 4th.  The normal unlucky stories for her with no pace again - 
only beaten a length and three quarters.   Ocean of Peace also ran a super race at Lingfield  who was very wrong 
at the weights in a claimer taking on 80 plus rated horses.  He ran a super race and ran much better than the 
betting suggested so hopefully the handicapper will raise him 3 to 4 lb so that he can actually get in a more 
suitable race. 
 
Topthorn ran well for a mile and a half but ran too freely in the NH Flat race at Ascot (first time blinkers worked 
too well having been so, so lazy at home and on his racecourse gallop!)  Weybridge Light ran at Wolverhampton 
was the biggest disappointment for the day as we thought he would definitely be in the first four.  He traveled well 
in his race till 3 out and then stopped very quickly!  He is sore in front this morning (has a history of joint 
problems) but taken a blood test to make sure nothing else causing a problem. Also at Wolverhampton we 
ran Speed Gene a 2yr old we bought cheaply out of Richard Hannon's.  She had no chance anyway drawn being 
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so wide but with a horse striking  her hind leg on the first bend she did well to finish the race.  She lost a lot of 
blood with deep wounds - was lucky not to break her leg.  We will have to give her another chance as that race 
was a non event for her.  She is sore this morning but comfortable - may take a while to heal. 
 

Thursday 28th October 

  
Fine Ruler ran a satisfactory race last night at Kempton having had 8 months off and an eye operation.  Possibly 
a little rusty but showed good heart and looked like being placed at 20-1.  George Baker who rode him was 
very  happy with him and cannot wait to ride him next time. 
  
Lots going on at home with horses getting ready to run this winter.  More new horses, Fiordalinda (unraced out of 
winning hurdler), Arachnophobia bought at the sales for just £3,000 and rated 80 (recuperation needed after a 
long year).  A few of the babies have gone on holiday and will be back in the spring. 
 
Zac had a fantastic adventure in Ireland with Gary Witherford and the two Craig's.  They backed about 60 
yearlings in two weeks - will be interesting to see what future stars arise.  Will let you know in due course.  On 
their final day Gary took a picture of six yearlings lined up with each rider standing on their backs (like the 
Cossacks!) - just to get the yearlings lined up standing quietly is amazing enough! 
 
Our yearlings are backed in the more traditional way - patience and time.  Nothing wrong with Gary Witherford's 
system but we do find with the old way allowing them to get used to the bit and using long reins helps with 
steering for the future. 

 
  

Sunday 17th October 
 
Been a very busy week with Zac on holiday in Ireland backing yearlings for John Oxx and Dermot Weld through 
Gary Witherford - 'what an experience for Zac'.  Kirsten has been on an apprentice course at the Northern Racing 
College - rode work with Kevin Darley and John Reid advised her - again 'what an experience'.   
 
Meanwhile, back at home even though 2 members of staff down we coped really well with the assistance of some 
very good friends.  We had runners at Lingfield and Kempton last week - Lisselton Cross ran another promising 
race - just weak and novicey - will want a shorter distance in due course.  Lopinot ran a little rusty in a race that 
had no consistency to the pace but since arriving home has a sore hind leg (an old injury).  Misefi having her 
second ever run was given the widest outside draw yet again - they call this the coffin box!   When she did make 
her run she was nearly 10 wide!  She is much better than her form reads.  Misefi has always looked more of a 
three year old than a 2 year old but if she comes out of this race ok - relaxed and putting weight back on we may 
go for one more run to get a handicap mark before she has a holiday. 
 
Penric and Kathleen Kennet both ran super races finishing 3rd and 4th.  Penric ran at Towcester on good ground, 
slightly slower than ideal but gained ground on the good to firm part of the track, up the hill, passing three in the 
home straight.  Jumped really well under a great ride from Jim McCarthy - experience was shown.  Kathleen 
Kennet made all the running till three out - on ground that was softer than soft!  A fair effort finishing fourth but 
beaten far enough. 
 
More new arrivals - Sadeek, See That Girl and Lennie Briscoe - all had their individual problems but if we can 
revitalize them, the future is looking very exciting. 
  

Tuesday 28th September  

  
Hello Johnny! Sorry for the delay - got up really early today to do the Blog for you and those of you who read the 
Blog on a regular basis.  
  
Been busy with training of new staff, holidays and Owners Party but quiet with runners - either no suitable races 
or having a break before their winter campaign. Should have about 12 - 14 to run and 3 - 4 to run jumping.  We 
have some new arrivals; Irene Kennet, a big 3-y-o  by Kayf Tara, a very exciting prospect for NH flat races and 
two lovely yearlings - by Whipper and Notnowcato.  More yearlings arriving in the next few months - so exciting 
for us to have fresh undiscovered faces.  Will let you know more about those when they arrive. 
  
This week Dualagi is to run at Kempton - reasonable chance with the assistance of George Baker and Penric 
may run at Hexham providing there are not too many runners and the ground is good or faster!   
  
The Owners Party went well - a little cold but everyone seemed to enjoy themselves.  
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This is always an odd time of year for horses with the colder nights - their coats start changing very 
quickly.  Having had lovely short, sleek shiny coats they suddenly become very hairy - like mammoths!  This 
means more rugs on to keep them warm through the nights and when it starts to get really cold out come the 
duvets!  Old duvets - doubles or larger are always welcomed here so if you are about to throw away yours please 
send them our way! 
  
Horses ready to run in October/November are Weybridge Light, Dualagi, Penric, Lopinot, Topthorn, Lisselton 
Cross, Misefi, Spaceman and Speed Gene - there are a few more to run during this time but depends on their 
fitness having had lengthy holidays. 
 

Wednesday 8th September 

 
Boldinor was so unlucky at Brighton - leaving his jockey in the stalls!  He broke out of the stalls like lightening and 
from a wide draw took professional action by going across everyone and getting on to the inside rail - 
unfortunately as he was taking this action he hampered our other horse Dualagi who had too put the breaks on 
very sharply.  Dualagi finished 5th but should have been in the front rank.  Boldinor - loose finished 2nd beaten a 
head!!! 
 
The last 2 runners - Ocean of Peace and Spaceman were very very disappointing but they do have their 
problems - back to the drawing board with them. 
  

Tuesday 24th August 
  
Ocean of Peace is due to run this Friday at Bath - 1m 3f - slightly further than ideal but we have no choice - no 
other races suitable till end of September.  He is in good form at home and hoping the ground will not be too 
slow. 
 
Penric went to Newton Abbott to run over fences - 3m 2f.  Unfortunately the heavens opened on the way down 
there and the ground became very slow!  He jumped really well considering the ground and his jockey was 
delighted with him.   
 
The race at Salisbury with Dualagi did not go to plan - draw and slow early pace did not help her.  
Kirsten has now finished 3rd and 5th in her Arab races to date - great experience for her and a winner is not far 
away. 
 

Thursday 12th August 
 
Dualagi runs today at Salisbury with a 6lb penalty but she is due to to go up 7lb for her win at Folkestone - 
therefore we have to run today.  A more competitive race today with a disappointing draw but she is in good form 
- with a jockey who has won on her (Fergus Sweeney).  If she can settle in the race as she did at Folkestone she 
should go very close!  Watch this space......... 
 
Ocean of Peace was disappointing at Wolverhampton - Monday.  Broke out of the stalls on an awkward - 
sideways jump loosing 10 lengths, looked like he was going to get back up with the leaders 4 furlongs from home 
but having to come so wide on a slow surface was never going to help him get into the winners enclosure - the 
distance he lost at the start was the distance he finished behind the winner!!  Back in at end of the week - better 
break - hopefully. 
 

Friday 6th August 
 
Dualagi has had so much bad luck this year with one thing and another but yesterday she finally got her head in 
front - WINNING easily by 1 3/4 lengths at Folkestone.  She also won the best turned out for the race - Kirsten 

always tries so hard to turn the horses out to the highest standards. 
 
We have now had 4 WINNERS from our last 12 runners - may the good results continue - our Team all work so 
hard with long hours - we are so pleased for them - Happy staff = Happy horses. 
 
Kirsten has applied for her apprentice license but she has to wait a little while as the next course is not till 
October.  Meanwhile she is riding in Arab Races to gain even more experience.   
 
Zac Baker has left school (only seems like yesterday he was 14!) - joins us full time in September.  He has 
applied for his amateur license to ride on the flat - keeping him sharp for his rides Point to Pointing this Winter. 
 
Boldinor ran back at Leicester after his win but unfortunately the ground was too loose for him - next run will be 
end of August.  Penric was travelling well in his race at Worcester until he unseated his jockey half way in back 
straight with 5 hurdles to go - one of those silly mistakes and the jockey had no chance of staying on.  Since then 
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has had his back looked at - took a fair belt through his body from the french hurdle - twist in his back but our 
physio is more than happy with him now.  Runs a week Sunday at Southwell. 
 
Winter horses have just come back in - all on the walker now for a month.   
 

Friday 16th July 
 
Boldinor does it again - wins the apprentice race at Leicester - his 3rd win of the year - ridden by young Ryan 

Powell - rode to orders with a positive attitude.  We have been on holiday in Spain so Kirsten has been in charge 
- keeping the horses 'ticking over' and organising entries/jockeys - what a great job she has done. 
 
Spaceman and Penric run next week - hoping Spaceman gets in (36 entries and only 14 run!).  Last 
week Penric found the ground possibly too soft at Worcester - has come back sound and well. 
 
We had a fantastic holiday with Luke Harvey and Emily Jones in Spain - just a week of relaxation in the sun.  The 
atmosphere was fantastic on the evening that Spain won the World Cup - fireworks - flags flying and cars tooting 
till 3am! 

 
Friday 2nd July 

 
Kirsten's who works for us had her first ever race in public at Leicester riding her own horse, Sam's Cross. They 
both completed safe and sound in what was a fast and furious 5 furlongs.  Kirsten coped really well keeping 
focused and remembering everything she had been taught. 

Thursday 24 June 

  
Kirsten is very excited today as she has her first ride under rules at Leicester in a ladies amateur race on Sam's 
Cross.  Good luck today from all of us. 
 
At Brighton on Tuesday 22nd we had two runners in the same race - Dualagi and Boldinor.  Both with really good 
chances but Boldinor had a little more weight than when he ran previously (won) and he had a "bad" wide outside 
draw. Dualagi however had a good draw and had the services of George Baker.   Boldinor had to travel so wide 
throughout the race but did manage to finish 2 3/4 lengths behind the winner whilst Dualagi nearly got brought 
down 4f out, right on the rail, then 1f out hit a wall of horses and had to take a pull but when she did get through 
was only beaten 1 3/4 lengths!!! 
 

Monday 21st June 

  
Fantastic news - Ocean of Peace WINNER at Lingfield under the professional Luke Morris.  A positive ride given 

to Ocean of Peace who gamely held on to win by 3/4 length.  A drop back in trip again but on the all weather this 
time.   
Head Down (a good looking horse, knee operated on when trained by Richard Hannon) ran at Warwick in an 
apprentice race last week with the visor on for the first time.  He finished 6th looking like being placed a furlong 
out - a much improved run but still more to work on.  We will hopefully get him back to winning ways in due 
course.   
 

Monday 7th June 

  
Well done Boldinor WINNER at Brighton yesterday ridden by the talented David Probert at 25-1.  Why he was 

that price is quite a shock to us but he proved them wrong.  He was quite naughty in the stalls again - a rear as 
the gates were opening but thinking about it the race was run at quite a furious pace so it probably helped his 
situation - coming from behind and not his usual front running tactics? 
  
Dualagi also ran in the same race but was so so unlucky - no room for her to make her run from 2 furlongs out to 
inside the last half a furlong - only beaten 3 lengths by Boldinor!  As quoted in the Racing Post this morning 
"Dualagi reported to have banged her head in the stalls when at Chepstow last time, got no run at all from over 1f 
out.  She looked to be going strongly at the time and it's no exaggeration to say she might even have won with a 
better run in the race.  On a good mark, she's one to keep in mind."  
 
Lets hope Dualagi is not going over the top and needing a holiday - hopefully we can find a similar race back at 
Brighton.  This Summer is looking quiet for us as most of the horses are now on their holidays.  They look 
fantastic out in the fields and thoroughly enjoying their time off  - Will all be back in their work on the walker at the 
end of July. 
 

Friday 21st May 
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Sorry for not keeping up with the blog but I have had a few minor problems with the computer!   
 
Penric ran a great race at Worcester on Wednesday finishing 5th over hurdles - first run for us and had not been 
on the track for nearly 900 days.  Well ridden by young 7lb amateur Lucy Barry - she was full of confidence and 
the old boy thoroughly enjoyed his come back!   
 
Looking forward to Ocean of Peace running on Sunday at Bath - probably the fastest ground he has ever run on 
but he moves like he wants good to firm. 
 

Sunday 25th April 
 
Dualagi was 3rd at Wolverhampton last week with Fergus Sweeney on board - ran a great race and if she had 
not had a wall of horses in front of her a furlong out she would have been 2nd - hoping to go back to Bath to win 
her race again! Since Dualagi running well and Lopinot winning on the 7th the last three runners have run very 
badly - various excuses but they will need to improve significantly on their next run.   
 
So good to see some sun - the horses are enjoying being turned out. 
 

Thursday 8th April 
 
Lopinot has been in great form all winter and Wednesday he got his head in front WINNING under a masterful 
ride by George Baker.  Thats his fourth win at Lingfield and his 7th win to date.  Navene ran at Ffos Las on 
Tuesday - her first run for us since bleeding in a race last summer for Chris Wall.  She had a terrible draw - on 
the outer, ran too free for the first 3 furlongs being held up in a slowly run race.  Her jockey said that she was 
disappointed by the pace and hold up tactics and feels that we should make more use of her next time.  Hoping 
for a better draw next run and up with the leaders with more pace........  We have all worked so hard to keep her 
relaxed at home and looking so well - lets hope she is not worrying about the bleeding last summer! 
 

Monday 29th March 

 
It was great to be back at Newbury - a favourite of mine and Sarah's (we both had a winners there when we were 
riding and it was our local track.  We ran Spaceman with Anthony Freeman taking 7lb off in a handicap 
hurdle.  The ground was supposed to be soft (good to soft in places) but as I walked the course one could see 
quite clearly the heavy patches and not many good to soft areas.  Spaceman has form on similar ground so we 
had to go ahead and run (not that I think he wants it quite that soft!)  He ran a much improve race with a handicap 
mark still to high when he's had two years off the track.  Hopefully the handicapper will be kind to him. 
 
Kathleen Kennet ran at Lingfield today finishing 5th at 50-1.  She ran a great race having to stay wide due to her 
bad draw.  We also ran Lopinot who finished 4th at Lingfield - only beaten about 2 lengths.  Lopinot could not get 
any cover and almost ran too free using too much fuel at mid way!!  Running well - just needing a little luck - good 
draws needed please......... 
 

Friday 12th March 

 
A much better week with the runners - Lopinot finished 2nd beaten 1 3/4 lengths at Lingfield 
and Abfabfong finished an encouraging 4th only beaten 3 1/2 lengths over hurdles at Ffos Las.  However, Nathan 
Dee did not enjoy his outing at Fontwell and has now been retired from racing under rules - has a lovely home to 
go to as a riding horse/pointer to pointer.  

Friday 5th March 

  
Been very frustrating lately with a few of the runners - At Wolverhampton we ran Weybridge Light who finished a 
disappointing 6th.  He appears to be a little quiet in himself since the run so a blood test has been taken - At 
Kempton last week we ran Boldinor who got struck into from behind and Dualagi who was drawn on the outside 
(worse draw you could have) - could not get any cover so ran too free.  
  
Fine Ruler ran no race at all but seems to be 'over the top' - peaked and needs a holiday - has been on the go for 
a while now but has been running well all season.  Kathleen Kennet looked too slow and unwilling in her race so 
was quite a mystery to us.  However her blood test shows why she ran poorly (had been viral before she came to 
us and has a secondary infection - now on the easy with a 'pick me up' of aloe vera, yoghurt and a little sunshine 
(when we get it!) 
  

Friday 19th February 

 
We were all very pleased with Ocean of Peace last night at Kempton - 3rd but only beaten 1/4 length which was 
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actually a head and a short head - a very exciting 'head bobbing' finish.  There was no pace at all in the race and 
we were held up in the last trio with the winner and the second just in front of us - Turning into the straight Ocean 
of Peace was given a very polished ride by Holly Hall and took the shortest route up the far rail, a little traffic on 
the way while the winner and the second had a clear run on the outside. In the final 2 furlongs we made a lot of 
ground up but if the gap on the inside had opened up sooner would we have won ? - we think so!  All down to the 
pace of the race......... as normal!   
 
At the end of the day Ocean of Peace finished the best we have seen him so all our hard work is hopefully paying 
off - well done team...... 
 

Tuesday 16th February 

 
Been a busy week at home and with runners - Boldinor was our champion last week WINNING at Kempton with 
the consistent George Baker back on board.  Another great ride given by George - front running tactics paid off 
and Boldinor loved every minute of the race - pricking his ears as he soldiered up front.   
 
Weybridge Light ran another consistent race finishing 3rd back at Wolverhampton - possibly would have been 
closer if he could have taken up the running 4 out. Tactics were to make more use of him!  
 
We were very disappointed with Nathan Dee at Kempton - stopped too quickly having traveled and jumped 
well.  Did take a fair blow to his leg and a little sore - whether this stopped him we are not sure 
yet!  Abfabfong ran a better race at Hereford but still frustrating - just needs to get a little braver on possibly better 
ground.  All the jockeys who ride him are positive about him in every way.  Spaceman was disappointing 
yesterday at Plumpton being pulled up two out.  We had left off his usual head gear and he had been off the 
course for 2 years but we were still disappointed with his run - did expect to complete at least.  He did have a 
good blow after but recovered very quickly so he was plenty fit enough.  Head gear next for him and hoping the 
handicapper has been sensible. 
  

Monday 8th February 

  
Lopinot finished 2nd at Lingfield in an apprentice race ridden by Andrew Hefferman.  The winner has since won 
again over shorter so the form is fairly solid.  Kathleen Kennet ran the same day at Kempton finishing 7th of 14 - 
a disappointing run but there are a few excuses - hampered just after start, then taken wide, went from 3rd last to 
up behind the leaders in a few strides and then hung left across the course!  An important factor with regard to 
this run was that she did run quickly after her 2nd at Wolverhampton - had to run as the handicapper has put her 
up 7lb for her 2nd.  
  

Monday 1st February 
 
Poor Nathan Dee - Kempton abandoned -  still not getting a run yet again!!!! - every time we make a declaration 
for him, the meeting is abandoned due to frost, snow and waterlogging - when he did get a chance to run he got 
kicked at the start and had to be withdrawn by the vet! - He has to be a winner when he does eventually get to 
run - luck always comes round........ 
 
Lopinot goes to Lingfield and Kathleen to Kempton on Wednesday - both in good form. 

 
Thursday 28th January 

 
Well done Kathleen Kennet at Wolverhampton - 2nd at 66-1 - another stride and she would have won !! They 
went no gallop early on in the race so a decent pace next time and she should go one better....... A genuine and 
straight forward mare with a lovely long galloping stride - likes a little TLC but then all ladies appreciate a bit of 
attention!  Hopefully the handicapper will not be too harsh on her - hope he remembers she is 10 years of age!  
At the same meeting we ran Weybridge Light who ran a super race too -  finishing 4th in a competitive handicap 
without the usual blinkers.  This was his first run since we injected his joints so watching him move so well and 
confidently in the race was very pleasing....  Fergus Sweeney who rode him was delighted with him too.  He has 
since come out of the race sound and has eaten all his food. 
 
Dualagi finished 6th of 13 at Southwell on her first run back after a break - not an ideal track for her but was worth 
another try there for her - would have to go further with her if we consider going back there again.   Lopinot 4th at 
Lingfield - should have been at least 2nd but tactics did not go to plan and poor Fine Ruler drawn in another 
county had no chance from there - can right that race off! 
 
Abfabfong ran yesterday on the flat - finished out the back.  We were all very disappointed with him as he had 
been improving at home from week to week and looks so well in himself.  Will have to try further still and probably 
best  over hurdles but the ground still too soft for him at moment. 
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Bob's Sister ran at Towcester (Sunday) in an amateur race ridden by Dale Peters (who works for us) having his 
first ride over hurdles.  Unfortunately the ground was too testing for her and Dale pulled her up two from home. 
She will now have a break until we get some good ground - back in a seller. 
 

Wednesday 20th January 

 
The ground at Folkestone for Silver Prophet was like a dough - tacky, deep and dead - Silver Prophet hated 
it!  He got himself further and further behind and in the end Anthony had no choice but to pull him up.  Half an 
hour after the race he was bright and energetic!  At the end of the day we were not sure he would go on the 
heavy ground but he has old form on good/soft but this was extreme!   
 
We have a few new arrivals -  Weybridge Light and Kathleen Kennet.  Weybridge Light has been trained in 
Ireland but his last three runs have been with us - the BHA allow Irish Trainers to run their horses from a UK 
stable for a period of 90 days.  The owners live locally and it made sense to stay in the UK - we are very thankful 
to the owners for letting him stay with us - the little horse is as honest and hardy as any you would 
train.  Kathleen Kennet is now 10 but young at heart!  A super moving horse with a big stride - should have won 
before now - another who appears to be honest and hardy.  Worked really well today - first proper gallop since 
she arrived.   
 

Wednesday 13th January 

 
Could not believe we could get any more snow - this morning we had another 2 inches!  Lopinot was due to go to 
Lingfield but that was abandoned this morning - he had a fair chance today.... never mind another race in nine 
days....  We have an ideal race for Silver Prophet at Folkestone on the 19th January for jockeys who have not 
ridden more than 20 winners  - Anthony Freeman will be able to ride in the race - amazing that someone with his 
experience and talent has not ridden 20 yet - hopefully snow will have gone by then?   
 

Thursday 7th January 

 
I am sure you all have as much snow as we do! All good fun when it first arrives but then it becomes a little 
tiresome, especially when this is second time around for us in just four weeks!   However, the horses are enjoying 
the white stuff - only had one day off due to lack of salt for the ice.  We are so lucky to have the indoor school and 
a great gallop.   
 
Runners last week were so unlucky - Lopinot only beaten 3/4 length into 3rd and Fine Ruler in the same race 
only beaten 2 1/2 lengths finishing 4th.  They both had to come from behind in the final 2 furlongs and the winner 
and second had already gone for home.  A very rough race with not much early pace - hence a lot of bunching up 
and the first two sprinting away in the home straight!  Our two certainly like running against each other!  Please, 
please BHA put some races on for them - they are wanting to go out again very soon and there's not much 
opportunity for them. 
 
Abfabfong ran an encouraging race at Warwick finishing 5th at 100/1 on ground too soft for him.  Confidence is 
his main demon and if we can combat that he is a horse who is well handicapped.   
 

Friday 1st January 2010 

  

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM ALL OF US AT BOWSTRIDGE FARM. 
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2009 
Sunday 27th December 

 
Happy Christmas and a Happy, Healthy and Successful New Year to All. 

 
The snow is fading fast - thankfully!  Hopefully next week we will be back to normal - on the gallops and some 
racing would be good!  Our only entries for the Christmas period was at Market Rasen but was off due to snow 
and ice!   
 
Looking forward to early 2010 as we have quite a few horses to run in January/ February - Abfabfong, Bob's 
Sister, Boldinor, Brave Boogie, Dualagi, Fine Ruler, Lopinot, Navene, Ocean of Peace, Nathan Dee, Ruling Reef, 
Silver Prophet, Spaceman, Tarboush and Weybridge Light.  A few new names for you to follow - an exciting start 
to 2010.   
 

Monday 21st December 

 
The snow arrived Thursday night and what a sight we saw in the early hours of Friday - 5 to 7 inches in places 
with drifts of over 2 feet.  The roads around us are still covered in snow and ice and last Friday if we had runners 
we would have struggled to get to the motorway. However the horses are enjoying the snow - happy in their 
stables all nicely wrapped up in their thick rugs and duvets! We have moved the snow to one side enabling us to 
get to the horse walker and indoor school - that took 2 hours and it did take us a while to get the water running 
too - a few frozen taps as you would expect in minus 4 degrees.   
 
The indoor school is in full use this morning with four lots of five cantering round for 40 mins - quite a nice change 
for them and didn't they show us they enjoyed themselves - three unseated jockeys! (all thankfully ok - more 
laughter than tears).  That old Lopinot, we have never seen him move better - flicking his toe like a dressage 
horse and yes he was one of the naughty ones who unshipped his jockey! 
 
Made a few entries for Boxing Day meetings - Market Rasen.  The forecast for the end of the week is not looking 
great but lets keep our fingers crossed. 

 
 

Tues 15th December 
  
Snow is on its way! Already been seen this afternoon at High Wycombe only 15 mins away - not much 
though.  We are so quiet at the moment with runners - just no races for our horses!  You would think there would 
be at least a mile handicap for Lopinot and Fine Ruler - nothing now till the New Year!  However still very busy 
here at home and we are breaking in a few youngsters - very exciting.  Possible runners on Boxing Day - 
depending on entries and ground.  
  
Only just starting to feel a little "christmas'ssy" - nearly got all the cards done!  Have a winter wedding this 
weekend, Elizabeth Bosley (niece) - so hope it does not snow too much!  Looking forward to a family get together 
as well. 
  
Silver Prophet won the "Best Turned Out" at Market Rasen then finished a staying on 5th only beaten about 7 
lengths.  Anthony Freeman (jockey) was delighted with him,  jumped well and looked more enthusiastic this time - 
his confidence is definitely coming back. 
 

Wednesday 2nd December  
 
The horses have been running well with the odd bit of bad luck.  Fine Ruler again ran a solid race but again in a 
steadily run race.  Having to go back to Wolverhampton as nothing for him at Kempton till after 
Christmas.  Possibly worth a try back over further now that he appears to be settling better.  Lopinot has been 
showing us at home how well he is by dropping poor Lucy on the gallops - expected a bold run at Kempton last 
week but did not really sparkle as we hoped!  
 
Silver Prophet has been well at home but whether he is still wanting to win will be up to him!  He looks great and 
is much fitter than his previous run - up to him now ...... lets hope it's on tomorrow at Market Rasen - very,very 
wet here this evening! 
 

Saturday 21 November 
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A pleasing week for the national hunt horses - Bob's Sister 3rd and Ruling Reef 3rd - both ridden with lots of 
confidence from two very good 7lb claiming jockeys - Anthony Freeman and David Bass.  Both horses look like 
they are enjoying their jobs and improving with each run.  Lets hope both win by Christmas - would be very 
special as both have had their problems and were not expensive horses when we bought them. 
 
Poor Nathan Dee - got kicked down at the start of his hurdle race at Hereford and withdrawn by the Vets - he has 
got a nasty swelling on the inside of his front leg but high up (thankfully) on the muscle rather than bone or 
tendon....  lots of TLC needed for Nathan but he will enjoy that!!   
 
The flat horses have run ok this week but a little frustrating with Northern Genes not really getting into the race 
due to being a little keen - being held up in a slowly run race - will hopefully run again next week.  Cotswold 
Village ran a very encouraging debut race - she tries and tries.... and given a good ride by Frankie 
McDonald.  Both horses have come out of the race well. 
 
Fine Ruler ran into 4th place at Wolverhampton over 9 furlongs - not his ideal track or distance but with a 
shortage of races for him we had to go there.  Turning into the home straight he looked the winner but with the 
early, slow pace it did not suit his tactics - he needs plenty of pace.  Looking forward to seeing him run back at 
Kempton in due course. 
 
Rachel Chubb started with us last week, straight from the nine week course at the British Racing School.  Home 
for Rachel is Kent where she had showjumping and dressage experience - She is getting on really well, riding 
canters on the gallops and rode her first yearling today.   
 
Quite a few new equine arrivals over the past few weeks - some exciting prospects such as Navene from Aston 
Park Stud for the flat and Abfabfong who has form on the flat and over hurdles.   
 

Sunday 8th November 

 
Good old Silver Prophet with all his problems got a clear round at Towcester in the week - jumped well but 
needed the run having had 240 days off (with a few set backs during his preparation).  He appeared to enjoy 
himself but not the force of old by far.  If does not improve next time he deserves to be retired.  Bob's Sister ran 
well considering she nearly got brought down by 2 fallers at Fontwell.  Her Jumping was much better and settled 
well - will go further in distance next time and may make the running next time. 
 
Ruling Reef finished 4th today - much improved with her attitude and again jumped super.  Hoping to find a more 
suitable race next run - handicap seller - not much about at the moment though!! 
 
A few nice new horses arrived this week - more information to follow.......... 
 
Update on Tarboush - very well in himself - been cantering in the school and starting back on the gallops towards 
the end of the week. 
 

Thursday 29th October 

 
A WINNER last night at Kempton - Fine Ruler with the amazing George Baker on board.  He travelled really well 
on the rail, looking quite settled for Fine Ruler (got the cover he needs from a decent draw - at long last !) George 
was so confident on him and back in a similar race (as long as the handicapper is kind - should not go up more 
than 2lb - ideally no more than a pound!) he could quite easily win again this year..... 
 
The horses have been running ok just such bad draws - one after the other for weeks!  But can't complain now.... 
 
Now for the rain dance - need to run our jumpers - all in great form and ready to go. 
 

Monday 19th October 

 
Drawn on the outside again!!  Last five runners.......... and poor Lopinot same outside draw - had draw no. 1 (in 
no man's land!). He ran well but no cover so ran a little free and of course fresh from having a holiday.   
 
A little quiet with runners at present - ground much too firm for our jumpers so not competing till it rains 
properly!  We would be interested to know how many horses this Summer National Hunt season have ended up 
with tendon problems - fairly high I should think!  I Can't believe the size of fields at the moment - back when I 
was riding on fast ground you would only have 3,4 and 5 runners - they were the type of horses that could cope 
with a few runs on firm ground - people seem desperate to run regardless of how rough or fast the ground is at 
present - even with all the watering it can not be safe..... on the flat you can get away with it (occasionally) but not 
jumping!   
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The update on Tarboush is that having had his sore joint medicated he is now back in work today - trotting this 
week.   
 
Good old all weather racing - our aw flat horses are ticking over at present - a few that have had hols are now 
ready to go - just waiting on the right races for them.   
 
Entries this week are Dualagi and Lopinot.   
 

Friday 9th October 
 
Fine Ruler is not getting much luck - bad draws and bumps!  At Wolverhampton he ran a super race till hampered 
on the home bend - though not beaten far. His next run at Kempton was better again but bad draw meant that he 
had to come from off the pace - in fact last then take him up the rail.  George Baker did a great job of producing 
him up the rail with a great turn of foot but faded a furlong out - a better draw he would have been placed 
well.....  that was his third run in a fortnight - came out of it well but if nothing suitable will have a fortnight 
freshening up. 
 
Lopinot runs on Monday back to our regular track (at the moment) Kempton with George Baker.  Is fit and ready 
to run but may be a little rusty having had a good and well deserved holiday. 
 

Thursday 2nd October 

 
A sum up of the latest runners -  
Northern Genes  7th ran a very respectable debut race at Kempton - very green, on and off the bridle but should 
come on for the experience - looking forward to his next outing in due course.   
Ocean of Peace 7th did not get the distance (trip) at Kempton - back to shorter for the future.  Fine Ruler's run at 
Kempton was over from the second he came out of the stalls having broke too well then not settling and getting 
into all sorts of trouble (getting wider and wider!)   
Boldinor 7th - very disappointing at Brighton - plan was to sit 2nd up with the pace but we ended up 2nd last - he 
pulled hard - tried to get a run up the rail but gaps closed - race was all over by this stage - eased final furlong..... 
he would not want the ground too quick but times were slower than standard so ground not as quick as we first 
thought - his last two runs have been a mystery....  back to the drawing board! 
 

Tuesday 22nd September 

 
Last Thursday must have been the best journey to Yarmouth I have had since I took out a Trainers licence - so 
easy from our new yard - motorway most of the way and only took us 2 1/2 hours!  We had two runners there on 
fairly fast ground - not ideal but both runners will act on it occasionally.  One of the runners was Dualagi who ran 
a great race with front running tactics - only just failed getting 2nd (on the nod) but actually got 4th!  She won the 
best turned out so Kirsten was very happy when she has been trying so hard to win one.   
 
Boldinor was our other runner who was in great form going into his race - this division was the more competitive 
of the two but we still thought he would be in the frame - actually in the race we are not sure what happened but it 
looked like our jockey seemed to go to sleep - came with a run at the end of the race but it was all too late - 
finished 7th!  The handicapper has now dropped him 2lb - not good - difficult to get in a race now! 
 
Runners at Kempton on Thursday - Ocean of Peace and Fine Ruler.  Both in great form at home and both 
unlucky last time out - expecting bold runs..... 
 
Saturday we run Northern Genes - an Australian horse, only just turned 3yrs of age (August foal) - taking on the 
older horses means he gets an allowance amounting to a stone and 6lb off them and 9lb off the 3yr olds!  This 
is  a nice little horse who has been working well at home, shown promise but still a little 'green' and will come on 
for the run. 
 
News on Tarboush is that he is still on box rest but will have his trot up on Friday.  If he is sound he will have two 
weeks on the walker then back to normal steady canter work. 
 

Monday 14th September 

 
Sarah has been away for a few days in Spain (while we have been fairly quiet) hence the blog has got 
behind!  Not many suitable races at the moment for any of ours!  Fine Ruler ran well considering he could not get 
any cover and ran a little free - 3 is not a great draw at Kempton.... Expecting a winning run well next time. 
 
Dualagi and Boldinor are entered for Yarmouth on Thursday - race could split yet which means they will race in 
each division.   
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News on Tarboush - tendon is fine but the joint is sore.  Has been injected - box rest for two weeks then walker 
for another 2/3 weeks.  Our vet is more positive than negative about him running again.  Update to follow in a few 
weeks. 
 

Thursday 3rd September 

 
Good week so far - Boldinor 3rd, Tarboush 4th, Boldinor 2nd and Ocean of Peace 3rd.  Need that next winner - 
we are so close.....  so, so frustrating! But so pleased they are all in good form.   
 
Boldinor has thoroughly enjoyed his week of racing and to finish his week off he thought he would 'drop' his 
jockey after the finish!  His jockey was not amused and I dont think he will offer to ride him next time!   I am sure 
George Baker or Neil Chalmers will ride him.....   Tarboush was fantastic to watch over fences - superb jumping 
and travelled well throughout the race - Sadly he was very sore after the race and we did think this may be his 
last race.  However the next morning he was putting full weight on both legs and weaving (as norm) from side to 
side!!  The old injury is tight with no swelling - as you would want to see it - he is sound today so the next few 
days will tell us more - hopefully here to race another day - a few prayers needed please.   
 
Ocean of Peace ran an amazing race to finish 3rd having come from last in the final 2 furlongs.  What a cool 
jockey that Ian Brennan is - gave us a few gasps - Possibly going to be a top jock one day...... 
 

Wednesday 26th August 
 
A quiet week - no runners.  All those who have run recently are having a 'spa week' just to freshen up! Those 
who have not run for sometime having had a holiday are now in full work and looking great. Boldinor, 
Eyesrdancing and Tarboush run on Monday - Chepstow and Huntingdon.  All going well and expecting bold 
runs.   
 
Anthony Freeman will be in on Thursday to sit on a few flat horses (now has his apprentice licence) and to school 
a few national hunt horses over hurdles. 

Monday 17th August 
  
And it continues thankfully - they are running well -  9 of the last 16 runners have been placed but we need that 
next winner soon!  Unfortunately not much to run this week - maybe Saturday Tarboush over fences and Sunday 
Dualagi.  
  
Last week Boldinor ran another consistent race finishing 3rd - made the best of a bad draw again and the ground 
was a little quick on a down hill track.  The handicapper put him up 7lb for his 4th at Brighton the time before - 
very harsh especially when the 1st, 2nd and 3rd stayed on their same handicap marks!  He likes Leicester - good 
ground with an up hill finish but there's not many races for him there!  
  
Dualagi ran a cracking race yet again and unlucky not to get 2nd at Salisbury.  Eyesrdancing ran well finishing 
7th of 18 runners over a distance a little too short.  Needs 3 miles and fences - this will happen in due 
course.  His jockey Will Kennedy spoke very well of him and thought his jumping was very good.  
  
Dale Peters who is joining us very shortly has passed his driving test today - congratulations Dale. 
  
Ocean of Peace has just had his back injected and this should make a big difference to his performance on the 
track - will make a nice hurdler in due course. 
 

Monday 10th August 
  
Last week the runners ran well but a little frustrating not winning anything!  Ocean of Peace 4th at Brighton, 
pleasing but wants slightly shorter on easier going.  Dualagi was 3rd at Folkestone - ran well but had a few traffic 
problems and when the gaps did open the front two had kicked on.  Boldinor 4th at Brighton - on ground softer 
than ideal so chuffed with him - so much more consistent lately. 
 

Monday 3rd August 
  
Good to see the Winter horses back in (Fine Ruler, Lopinot, Nathan Dee,Bobs Sister and Ruling Reef) - started 
back on the walker for a month and then ridden in the indoor school last week - all seem very well.   
 
Dualagi ran into 5th last week at Leicester - ran a solid race on ground that was very testing!  On that ground 
looks like we could ride her even closer to the pace.  Runs again this week - she's some tough girl.   
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Ocean of Peace runs at Brighton this week with George Baker - always very lucky for us.  Has been working well 
and hoping the track will suit him.  Since he arrived he has had the physio on a regular basis - we are seeing 
progress but it will take time. 
 

Sunday 26th July 

  
Yesterday we were racing at Ascot no runners but guests of Mr and Mrs Carey attending their private box over 
looking the final furlong - Great hospitality, fantastic company, delicious food and the racing was fairly good too! 
 
Boldinor ran well at Folkestone finishing 3rd - unlucky though - probably would have been 2nd but had a few 
traffic problems mid race.  Just need a decent draw next time and he will go very close..... 
 
Tarboush had a good trip up to Southwell where he ran reasonably well to 2 out - cut himself quite badly above 
his hoof (24hrs later - clean and healing well). Throughout the race looked a little 'free' - will need to hold on to 
him for longer and get more cover next time.  Would like to run him over fences next (will suit his style of racing) 
depends on what the handicapper will rate him - know more this coming week. 
  

Friday 17th July 

  
Boldinor ran a much better race last night at Leicester partnered by Kylie Manser who won on him last year.  The 
team has worked hard on getting him right and its paying off.  Now to find a lowly rated race with an up hill finish! 
 
Congratulations to my old mate Dunwoody on his great achievement of walking 1000 miles in 1000 hours and 
raising plenty for charity.  I would have loved to walked with him but my ankle is still a little weak for that type of 
exercise!  I wish it had been a month later.... 
 
I thought the punishment on Nicky Henderson 'my old Guvnor' was very fair and better than I expected.  Can't 
believe Fergal Lynch got off so light - still being able to ride in the States! 
 
Dualagi ran at Salisbury on Saturday and we all thought she would win - finished 7th of 10! We were so 
disappointed - we may have run her too quick having had a hard race at Southwell on Tuesday. She also got 
hampered 2 out which didnt help - may have finished at least 4th or 5th.  Being in season possibly didn't help 
either - went very relaxed to the start which is not her!  We will freshen her up and go ago in about 10 days time. 
 
Dualagi 4th at Southwell - ran well but hated the kick back and her style of racing didnt suit from her draw (2 on 
the inside) - it was worth a try though!  
 
Tarboush ran at Worcester having had 5 years off the track - traveled nicely for a long way before getting tied - 
ground was softer than ideal for him even though it was given as good to firm - they had put plenty of water on 
it!  His jockey, Anthony Freeman eased down from 2 out - felt something was troubling him but all ok just tied..... 
still finished 11th of 14 - will improve loads from that run. 
 

Tuesday 7th July 

  
One hour to go before Dualagi runs at Southwell in the 8.40pm.  Good place possibilities if acts on the 
track.  Tomorrow we run Tarboush at Worcester in the 8.10pm.  He is in great form at home and as fit as he 
could be having had five years off the track!  
  
Have a few youngsters in at the moment - lovely movers and very athletic.  So exciting having them about - 
hopefully super stars in the future.   
 
Sad news - Gemma has decided she wants to finish her riding career and go back to college!  Not the Gemma 
we know and quite a shock to everyone who knows her!  She finishes with us on Saturday and we wish her good 
luck for the future.  We have told her she will miss the racing and the life style........   Will she be back in months 
or years to come?  We think so! 
 

Thursday 2nd July 

 
Eyesrdancing keeps improving with each run finishing 4th at Worcester yesterday - still immature but he's getting 
there.  Step up in distance is definately required.  Tarboush unfortunately did not get a run as racing was 
abandoned after the first race!  Due to the heat and water shortage they had to make the decision for the welfare 
of the horses to stop racing for the day!  Tarboush did not worry, he was being fed packets of polo's after the 
news broke out! 
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Monday 29th June 

  
The visor helped Marie Tempest last Monday - looked like being placed but beaten for 4th on the line - finished 
5th.  Shorter distance next time.  Dualagi ran another solid race finishing 3rd at Kempton.  Boldinor looked like 
running into a place last Saturday but weakened the final furlong and a half.  Something is still bothering him as 
he will not let himself down at the end of the race - he still looks like he wants to win though -  something for us to 
work on. 
 
Tarboush and Ocean of Peace worked very well at Kempton last Friday.  All systems go for Tarboush on 
Wednesday if he gets a run - has a ballot mark! He is one of those who has to be dropped out last, creep into the 
race and wait to the last minute and use his burst of speed at the end.  Hoping the ground is not going to be too 
firm.   
 
Eyesrdancing also runs at Worcester on Wednesday - ballot permitting!  He schooled very well this morning 
under the guidance of Anthony Freeman.  This horse is very well and needs to run - "like a bubble wanting to 
burst!" 
 
Ocean of Peace will run as soon as his passport and paper work has been finalised in France. 
 
Sad news - Wilderness Bay lost her foal on the 30 day scan.  She has done this a few times before - such a 
shame.  Her yearling by Superior Premium will be coming in from the field to be backed in the Autumn. 
  

Tuesday 23nd June 

  
We have added a few additional photos to the Horses in Training, Meet the Team, Facilities, and Photo 
Gallery pages. 
  

Saturday 20th June 

 
Its been a long Autumn and Winter for the Bosley team so most of the horses were turned out first week of June 
on their holidays - Martin and Sarah also managed to get a few days away - down at Sandbanks, Poole with 
Martin's family.  Kirsten passed her driving test last week, first time of trying!  Gemma is race riding all over the 
country at the moment and thoroughly enjoying it. 
 
Marie Tempest runs at Lingfield Monday - first time visor - works ok at home in them.  We do like this filly but still 
trying to find more about her. 
 
Dualagi ran a good race last week at Lingfield but it did not suit her tactics and the ground possibly a little too 
quick on a down hill track.   
 
Tarboush and new french horse Ocean of Peace are working at Kempton next week.  Possible race for Tarboush 
on July 1st. 
 

Wednesday 10th June 

 
With regard to Louidor - all tests were fine - no problems but something is still bothering him.....   will keep 
investigating.  Lopinot ran disappointing today - ended up a little wider than he likes and alot of kick back in his 
face.  There's been alot of rain today and the kick back was worse than normal - he doesn't need too many 
excuses!   
 
Sarah has been trying to have a few days holiday with family down in Sandbanks but the weather has been 
rather damp!  She's back today for her Grandma's funeral on Thursday.  
 

Friday 5th June 

 
The horses have been enjoying the warm weather - out to grass after exercise relaxing in the sunshine.   
 
Louidor ran today at Wolverhampton in a lower grade race over the shorter distance of 6f.  We have been 
disappointed by his recent run as he has always gone so well at home and todays result was no better.  We 
asked the vet at the races to listen to his heart and scope him. The result was that his heart was racing harder 
than the winner but scoped clean - no signs of blood or thick muscus.  We will now monitor his heart with a few 
tests over the next few weeks. 
 

Saturday 30th May 
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What a good race Lopinot ran at Lingfield with Gemma on board.   Unlucky not to get placed - hampered and 
squeezed up in the final furlong - only beaten 3 1/2 lengths.  Lopinot with the visor on is becoming a very 
consistent sort who could win a few more this summer. 
 
Backwards and forwards to Chepstow last week with Louidor and Boldinor.  Louidor is looking more and more 
like a sprinter (ran well over 6f as a 2yr old).  To train he was not your typical sprinter and gave everyone the feel 
of a middle distance horse and one day perhaps jumping some hurdles.  The more experience he gains the 
sharper he is becoming so the mile we ran him over is well beyond his means!  Lovely horse, still immature, if he 
settles and breaths over 6f could be rather nice - needs a little patience.  Boldinor ran the next day where the 
ground had dried out considerably.  In the prelims he behaved really well for him and looked fantastic - in the 
stalls however he cut his top lip - blood everywhere - he frightened himself and never really got into the race but 
was only beaten 5 1/2 lengths.  Boldinor is his own boss!  Scoped clean since his run.  
 
Marie Tempest and Tarboush were going to work at Kempton on Friday but due to building work near the track 
we are now going on Tuesday.  Tarboush has not raced for 5 years so its just a pipe opener before he runs on 
the 8th June. 
 
Martin played his first game of golf on Thursday - since the operation - played quite well considering. 
  

Sunday 24th May 

  
A pleasing week with Dualagi winning at Salisbury last Thursday and Gemma won again on Annes Rocket at 
Brighton. Would be good to continue the good form next week with entries for Louidor, Ruling 
Reef, Lopinot running - hopefully all get their suitable ground.  
 
Marie Tempest ran well till the bottom of the hill at Brighton - we dont think she handled the track (80% downhill) 
and ground was very firm.  She is better than this so we will have to do more investigating - she will probably go 
to Kempton to work with Tarboush on Friday. 
 

Tuesday 19th May 

 
At the moment we are having trouble with the weather - when you want fast ground you get soft and visa 
versa!  Bath yesterday was miserable - rain and wind so Boldinor was not going to be at his best!  His first run for 
a while so we took our chances, after all it was not going to do any harm.  He looked fantastic, the team had 
turned him out to the highest standard - probably a little bias but looked the best in the paddock!  Ran well 
enough for his first outing - looked like being 5th inside the final furlong but then got swallowed up in the last half - 
ground not ideal - didn't blow much after though! 
 
Shame Eyesrdancing didnt get a run at Worcester (balloted out) tomorrow - he's in great form at home.  Looking 
forward to Dualagi - Salisbury (will act on most ground), Louidor - Newmarket (wants no faster than good ground) 
and Marie Tempest- Brighton (will act on fast ground) hopefully running this week. 
 
Martin started riding out end of last week (first time since early February - re injury/op to ankle) - gave himself 
three lots on the second day!  No signs of body stiffness but ankle a little sore! 
 

Thursday 14th May 
 
Dualagi ran at Bath last night finishing a running on 2nd, only beaten a length!  She was again so settled for her - 
not complaining though - looking like she might now get 7 furlongs, that is if she continues in this settled 
mode!  Where did all that money come from so close to the off!  We could not put a penny on her the way she ran 
at Warwick!  I had to run her again quick - could not believe how bad she ran  -  Ok yesterday was not a great 
race - she had won the race last year and a more senior jockey on board - perhaps that was enough to enthuse 
people ....    some people think these horses are press button machines. 
  

Tuesday 12th May 

 
All went well at the stud - Wilderness Bay went to be covered by Dr Fong - now back at home.  Lets hope she's 
now in foal.....  watch this space!   
 

Monday 11th May 

 
As you are probably aware the new website is up and running!  This is the first time using the new layout for us 
hence the delay with the blog! 
 
Firstly - WELL DONE GEMMA (our apprentice) ON YOUR FIRST WINNER - Annes Rocket for Jim Fox 
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at Warwick last Monday - FIRST OF MANY.  Pictures to appear shortly. 
 
A fairly hectic day today (like most days) but this was quite a stressful one - Wilderness Bay came into season 
today and it was a case of getting her to new husband (Dr Fong) as soon as possible, infact we had 4 - 6 hours 
but the paper work had not been sent by the vets!  (Was actually supposed to be finalised last Thursday).  No 
problem we thought - just a case of sending the info by fax......  not quite that simple though ...   the vets fax 
machine was not working properly so Gemma drove to them to pick up the requested papers.  Can you believe 
we still did not have all the papers - they decided they had better send someone - takes 10 mins max.....   40 
mins later still nobody!  Stressed again....   phoned them to see where they had gone to - no sign ( I thought 
probably got lost or gone shopping) so they send one of the vets - finally get our paper work and we faxed on to 
the stud.  The mare can now go to stud....  only had to wait on the lorry for 50 mins!! 
 
Lopinot ran another sound race last Friday finishing 4th at Lingfield.  Dualagi ran an odd race at Warwick, very 
unlike her not to pull hard early on - ground was quite false so hoping that was the excuse.  She has eaten up 
and looks great since so will run again this week on Wednesday at Bath.   
 

Thursday 30th April 
  
We were very pleased with Dualagi considering she came from another county! Only beaten about 3 1/2 
lengths.  Louidorran at Windsor on Monday - ran very green - was his fourth career run but looked like he was 
having his first! We were so pleased with his attitude considering he had a bad stalls experience last 
year. Nathan Dee also ran Monday but at Southwell on the flat over one mile 3 furlongs - out paced all the way! 
Very pleased with his attitude as not run on the flat since last summer (bred to get 2 miles but always showed a 
little speed at home).  At least we know now back over hurdles he should get 3 miles.....  watch this space! 
  
Will be a little quiet for a week - not many in at moment (a few on holidays) and refreshing the current runners. 
  
Martin now getting more mobile - probably doing too much but still another month or so before he can play golf! 
  

Wednesday 22nd April 
  
Dualagi runs tonight in the 9.20pm at Kempton.  Will need the leaders to go a good gallop for her to settle in 
behind - she can sometimes pull to hard for her own good! She's in good form at home and probably better in her 
coat than she was at this time last year. 
  
At home the new 'easyfix' hurdles (from Ireland) and the new chase fences (built by Exeter racecourse fence 
designer) are now up and ready for use. They look fantastic and the staff cant wait to school over them.  
  

Friday 17th April 
  

New website being designed at present so a little behind with the blog! New pictures of Bowstridge Farm arriving 
very shortly..... (Keep an eye on our Photo Gallery). 
  
Horses have been running ok with bad draws and false run races.....   first quiet week since we have been in the 
new stables but still plenty to do!  Some of the jumpers are going on holiday - Webbswood Lad - ground was 
possibly too fast at Warwick on his last run and Castlemainevillage has bruised the back of his joint  - a few minor 
injuries. 
  
Runners for April are Dualagi, Nathan Dee, Fine Ruler, Louidor, Eyesrdancing and Lopinot - Marie 
Tempest and Boldinorare expected to run in May. 
  
Martin is now out of plaster and having physio - another 2 weeks before he will be back on a horse... 
  

Thursday 2nd April 
 
Lopinot ran at Lingfield on Monday - an odd race with the winnner making all, in fact probably stole the race with 
the rest of the field letting him go and we were out the back door - Two furlongs out we did make a bold bid up 
the inside rail going into 2nd but weakened in the final furlong - finished 6th but not beaten far ......... he had to 
hold up,  to get cover from an outside draw - tactics did not work this time!  Has come out of the race well but will 
need to freshen up before the next one. 
 
Fine Ruler runs today at Kempton - in great form and is looking really well.  Expecting a bold run under George 
Baker. 
 

Thursday 26th March 
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Had a few problems with computer/internet over the past week and still not fixed!   
 
Great run from Fine Ruler at Lingfield yesterday finishing 2nd.  Next week Lopinot and Fine Ruler but not in the 
same races as previous.  Both in great form and hoping for a good week.........   
 
My ankle is much better and only another 3 weeks to go with the cast on.  Everyone has worked so hard in my 
absence.  I do manage to see the horses work each day - on the quad bike.   
 

Thursday 12th March 
 
The heavens opened as we arrived at Warwick and the ground became very soft!!  We really did not want it this 
soft but Webbswood Lad with the tongue strap coped very well and ran an encouraging race finishing a close 5th. 
 
Huntingdon yesterday was supposed to be good, good to firm in places but when we arrived the ground was 
good to soft, good in places.  I think someone must have dreaming when they walked the course!  In fact the 
ground was horrid - very sticky and not at all suitable for Castlemainevillage or Bob's Sister.  
 
However, Castlemainevillage although not acting on the ground was given an enterprising ride from Will Kennedy 
and finished a battling 2nd ! Good performance from a brave horse. Bob's Sister was not happy from the start of 
the race, hampered and did not jump well in the ground - only beat 2.  Not sure she tried very hard though - did 
not blow very hard after the race.  Will run her again shortly..... she is better than that run suggests! 
 

Sunday 8th March 
 
March 1st 2009 - our first WINNER from the new stables at Bowstridge Farm - Lopinot - ridden by the confident 

and top class jockey, Jim Crowley.  This year he is in great form with the visor on and hopefully will go on and win 
a few more providing the handicapper doesn't get to him first! 
 
Ruling Reef ran well enough on very testing ground yesterday but we were a little disappointed as she was in 
such good order at home - ground hadn't dried out quite enough. 
 
Webbswood Lad runs today - we must have drying ground for him but the weather forecast is not great - lets 
hope the rain misses Warwick today.  Tongue strap for the first time and if he gets his ground he will run a much 
better race today. 
 
Martin has been having trouble with his ankle for the past 6 months and has finally had an operation - cutting his 
tendon and ligaments.  Will be in plaster for six weeks then physio for at least 2 weeks, however he is managing 
to watch the horses on the gallops by riding the quad bike with his foot in the air! 
 

Wednesday 25th February 
 
We were pleased with Ruling Reef finishing a gallant 4th on grueling ground at Towcester.  Nathan Dee also ran 
his heart out finishing 4th at Plumpton in a maiden hurdle (didn't go to Doncaster for the seller).  This Sunday we 
have Fine Rulerand Lopinot in the same race at Lingfield.  Both in good form - just need a little luck as the 
handicapper been a little unkind to them. 
 

Saturday 14th February 
 
The snow has all melted thankfully, just been frosty so this week we have been able to get all of the horses out 
on the gallops back to a normal rountine.  
 
We have just got a new 2 horse lorry - very smart with our new logo on it, and will be a great advertisment.  
 
Ruling Reef runs at Wolverhampton in a amateurs handicap on Monday. We are expecting a good run from 
her. Nathan Dee is entered on Wednesday at Doncaster in a selling hurdle. He has been doing well at home and 
seems to be settling in well. Bobs Sister is entered in on Thursday at Huntingdon. Hopefully the ground will dry 

up a bit for her. Webbswood ladis also entered in on Thursday at Huntingdon, and also on Friday at Sandown 
and Warwick. It will depend on ground conditions on which race he runs in. Silver Prophet is also entered at 

Warwick and Sandown again this will depend on ground which race he runs in.  
 
Due to the weather we still have been unable to take photos for the website - this will happen in due course. 
 

Friday 13th February 2009 
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Lopinot and Fine Ruler ran yesterday at Kempton - very pleased with both horses - 3rd and 2nd in the same race 
- Fine Ruler unlucky not too finish 1st - pace was slow in the early stages.  Marie Tempest ran an odd race earlier 
in the week so giving her a break - we like this filly a lot. 
 

Thursday 6th February 2009 
 
What a week - so much snow - great to have an indoor school to keep the horses going.  It is lovely to see the 
snow but now getting frustrating as not able to get full work into the horses.  We are cantering but would be nice 
to get into a routine again.  New horse box is supposed to arrive today but not sure they will get here! 
 
Marie Tempest runs today at Wolverhampton but will it be on? Snow very heavy in places for our journey 
ahead.......  She was a little short of work last time she ran at Wolverhampton but ran a good race.  Will be much 
fitter this time but not sure racing will be on!  Should know by mid-day. 
 

Saturday 24th January 2009 
 
We have now moved to Bowstridge Farm - the horses are settling in well and seem very happy. The yard is 
beautiful and is a perfect environment for the horses, the facilities are brilliant and we are really going to benefit 
from them. This is a very exciting prospect for us.  
 
Marie Tempest runs tommorow at Wolverhampton - were hoping for a good run from her.  
 

Tuesday 6th January 2009 

 
What a fantastic start to 2009 - A  WINNER  and a 3rd in the same race!  Lopinot WON with the visor on and Jim 
Crowley and Fine Ruler was 3rd with Vince Slattery.  Whenever you put up the inexperience jockey, horses 

always regain their confidence  - also worked in the summer when he won on the turf.  Fine Ruler ran a blinder 
but again the pace too slow at the start of the race and pulled quite hard again.   
 
In the village this evening it is -8.    We had quite a lot of snow yesterday and  the team have built a 7ft snowman 
by the house! 
 
The move is now getting very close, a week on Thursday we move the horses - we are all so excited.   More 
good news,  the BHA have approved the new yard today.   
 

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL.  
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2008 
Tuesday 30th December 2008 
 
Very frozen today - we can get the horses out but only just!  We ran Marie Tempest and Lopinot at Great 

Leighs.  Lopinot did not want to try again - Gemma put him in the race but he did not give her any assistance 
(next time blinkers back on, wider draw with G Baker - if we can get him!)  Marie Tempest 4th ran a great race 

from the worst draw - 13!  She had every chance 2 out and just faded the last 100yds.  Hold up tactics next time 
with better draw and slightly shorter distance...... watch this space! 
 
Saturday 27th December 2008 

 
A Very Happy Christmas and a successful and healthy 2009 to you all.  
 
Fine Ruler 7th - ran at Wolverhampton yesterday only beaten a couple of lengths by the winner.  No pace early 

on and he pulled too hard over his max distance.  Looked like being 3rd a furlong out but that early tug caught 
him out!   
 
Webbswood Lad ran with promise on ground still too soft for him.  William Kennedy was delighted with him - 

jumped superbly,  wanting fences in the very near future.  Looking forward to running him over a slightly further 
distance on hopefully better ground - good!   
 
Sunday 20th December 2008 

 
Webbswood Lad runs at Hereford on Monday.  Ground is still on the soft side for him but he is in good order at 

home - has schooled and worked well this week.  'Robbie' as he is nick named has alot of class and if the ground 
keeps drying out could run a big race. 
 
Friday 19th December 2008 

 
Yesterday we were at Ludlow with three runners - Nathan Dee 6th - ran an encouraging race, jumped well and 

turning into the home straight was still in with a chance of being placed.  We were all very excited as we had a 
little on each way at 150-1.....   Silver Prophet - first run for 250 days ran in a ladies race - He likes to be up with 

the pace but after three hurdles thought he would have an easy time of it - pulled up 2 out.....   Will run again in 
two to three weeks.  Airs N Graces also ran with encouragement on ground not ideal for her.  She was well 

ridden and jumped well - pulled up 2 out.  All three seem to have come out of their races well. 
 
Tuesday 16th December 2008 

 
Ben Lawrance started with us Monday  - new lad who rides really well and one day would like a ride in an 
Amateur race.  We now have Gemma, Ben and Kirsten will be joining us in January on completing her course at 
the British Racing School.  Kirsten is top of her class at the school and has just ridden the most difficult horse 
there. 
 
Runners this week  - Thursday at Ludlow are Silver Prophet, Nathan Dee and Airs N Graces.  Ground at the 

moment is too soft for Airs N Graces but she needs a run to get a handicap mark.  Nathan and Silver Prophet are 
in good form at home. 
 
Friday 12th December 2008 

 
Warwick was abandoned on Sunday - Webbswood Lad had a short ride in the horse lorry before the clerk of the 
course made his decision.  Marie Tempest - 2nd ran a super race considering she had a stop start pace dictated 
by the winner!  Gone up one pound - now rated 50.  Lido Shuffle a little excited in the stalls on his debut run - 

traveled well till two and a half out but looking at anything that moved!  Thought he would run better than showed 
but will hope that he will improve considerably for his next run.  Dualagi ran a sound race but again found the 6f 

at Wolverhampton too sharp. 
 
Friday 5th December 2008 

 
Fine Ruler - WON again for us last night in the 9.20pm at Great Leighs ridden by Vince Slattery.  A hold up ride - 

settled well  - produced about two and a half furlongs out - gaps opened just in time and came through to win in a 
'bunched'  finish - one length between the first five!  Won at 7-1.   
 
Could be busy over the next few days - 
 



Webbswood Lad at Warwick on Sunday,  
Dualagi and Lido Shuffle at Wolverhampton and Marie Tempest at Lingfield on Monday.  

   
All the horses with entries are in good order and working well at home -  
Webbswood Lad (In very good order - now running in a handicap on Sunday - ideally wants good ground but at 

present is good to soft - keep drying please! ) 
Dualagi (might not get in yet - missed it by one the other day and they ended up with two non runners on the day 

of the race!) 
Lido Shuffle (will be having his first run in a fairly useful maiden - he will need the experience). 
Marie Tempest (Will be having her first run for us in a lowly rated handicap - did not pay much for her at 

Doncaster Sales but all her work at home so far has been inspiring - previously with Barry Hills. 
 
Saturday 29th November 2008 

 
Poor Nathan Dee - hampered and unseated his jockey at the first hurdle on Thursday at Taunton.  Quite a few 

horses were running around going into the first hurdle and the worst of them crashed into Nathan.  However, he 
ended up having his own schooling session, loose jumping every hurdle with the reins round his front leg!  He 
thoroughly enjoyed the day and has come out of it really well.  Will hopefully run in the next fortnight. 
 
Wednesday 26th November 2008 

 
Nathan Dee runs at Taunton on Thursday - his first run over hurdles and his first for us. This could be interesting 

with his previous racing history (has not been very willing to participate).  He has quite a few problems mainly in 
his back but with a lot of work over the past month with our Chiropractor we have created a more comfortable 
training regime.  He has schooled honestly and worked really well in his final gallop.  He is bred to stay so the 
jumping game should be right up his street!  If he enjoys the task tomorrow he should have a nice future. 
 
The ground at Towcester last Sunday was very soft and heavy in places so not ideal for a young horse - Bobs 
Sister.  She made a blunder at the fourth which nearly unseated her jockey, Will Kennedy and unfortunately put 

her well behind with hardly any company and therefore had to pull up two out.   
 
Friday 21st November 2008 

 
Monday we were at Kempton - bothDualagi and Fine Ruler finished 5th!  Both ran great races and not beaten 
far but no prize money!  We will go back to 6f for Dualagi and with Fine Ruler settling better in his races this 

season we have to run him back over the mile.  
 
Bobs Sister - 5th on her debut NH flat race (form of that race working out well) now runs on Sunday at 

Towcester in a novice hurdle - her first run over the obstacles.  Has been schooling and working well at 
home.  Improved physically and mentally since her last run but is still a little immature. 
 
Sunday 16th November 2008 

  
Both Dualagi and Fine Ruler run at Kempton on Monday - expecting good runs from 
both.  Castlemainevillage did not run at Ludlow last week due to a sore foot - will hopefully be back in action 

next week at Towcester on Sunday 23rd November. 
 
Monday 10th November 2008 

 
Fine Ruler ran a fine race at Kempton finishing 4th only beaten 3 lengths.  He settled again so perhaps in time 

he will get further.....   Not the easiest ride but thankfully the under rated and experienced V Slattery is getting on 
extremely well with him especially when we cant always get the inform and very popular G Baker on board. 
 
Dualagi - what a great race she ran with G Baker - finished 2nd at Kempton on Sunday.  She is so, so tough - we 

wish there were races for her to run every week!  May try 7 furlongs next time......   
 
Saturday 1st November 2008 

 
We hopefully run Fine Ruler on Wednesday at Kempton.   
 
Last Sunday both Castlemainevillage and Ruling Reef ran super races finishing 4th and 6th of 21 

runners.  Turning into the home straight they were both in contention and then Ruling Reef got a little out classed 
in the last few furlongs. 
 
Boldinor ran in snatches at Kempton finishing 8th - has had a long season so now on holiday for the rest of 

2008. 
 



Sales at Newmarket - under bidder on a few but no new recruits to bring back with us.  Went to 63,000 gns for 
Always Bold but that was our limit - went to Donald McCain. 
 
Friday 24th October 2008 

 
Castlemainevillage and Ruling Reef run at Wincanton on Sunday in the same race.  If we have anymore rain 

Castlemainevillage will not run.  Both are in good order but the race conditions should suit Castlemainevillage 
best (not many options for Ruling Reef at present). 
 
Monday we hope to run Boldinor at Kempton with George Baker on board.   

 
New purchase from Doncaster Sales isMarie Tempest - a 3yr old from Barry Hills.  Big angular filly with a good 

stride - with time will want 3 miles and hurdles.  First time up the gallops this morning and could not be more 
pleased with her.  
 
Going to Newmarket Sales on Tuesday and Wednesday - will let you know if we are successful. 
 
Valart is now going to Ascot  Sales in two weeks time having disgraced herself at Bath.  We are her 6th trainer in 
her very short career - such a shame we did not get her two years ago! She had been going so sweetly at home 
and was just starting to enjoy life again.  Would make a nice showjumping pony. 
 
Tuesday 21st October 2008 

 
Whoops! Been quite a long time since I last wrote the blog - sorry been a little busy here...  Last 2 runners - 
Dickie Valentine and Captain Jack Black are in disgrace - they are now retired from racing and looking for an 
alternative career!  Valart will run at Bath with Gemma Elford on board in an apprentice race over a distance 

more suitable.  Has been working well at home and she is not useless even though she has a very low 
rating.....  fingers crossed for Gemma and Valart. 
 
Saturday 11th October 2008 

 
40-1 Fine Ruler 3rd - Wolverhampton last night and only beaten 2 lengths.  Given a great ride by Vince Slattery -

  there was no early pace so he did a great job to get him settled.  Lets hope he can keep this settled in his next 
races...... 
 
Retired horses - We had a phone call yesterday to say that three of our old horses in retirement were all out 

together at a local function : Franklin Lakes, Fax to Sooty and Shannagolden Juan.  Great to hear they are all 
well and enjoying their new careers. 
 
Thursday 9th October 2008 

 
FANTASTIC NEWS ...........  We are moving to Chalfont St Giles (near Amersham & M40 - junction 2) 

Buckinghamshire - January 2009.  This is the beautiful premises we have recently been visiting - great location 
for travel, perfect environment for horses, superb facilities and all brand new.  This is wonderful news - we are so, 
so pleased we are being given the opportunity to train there. 
 
Ruling Reef and Castlemainevillage ran at Towcester yesterday - both 3rd in competitive races.  Hopefully they 

can go back to Towcester in the very near future - our horses do run well at this track......  
 
Fine Ruler is to run at Wolverhampton on Friday night - first run back after having a break.  Has matured 

physically but still quite querkie - can pull hard.  He is fit and looks really well, especially for this time of the year 
when horses coats are changing.  Its a competitive race but he is drawn well - must be held up though.  As long 
as he settles early on and gaps open up on the rail he should should run a good race.  Vince Slattery who rides 
him has been here to sit on him - got on well with him.   
 
Friday 3rd October 2008 

 
Boldinor ran at Warwick on Tues - tongue tie for the first time - hated it!  Then we ran him the next day at 

Kempton - ran a much better race finishing 5th - looking like he wants 7 furlongs on the all weather.  He was 
going to have a holiday about now but he is showing more consistency on the all weather so we will keep him 
going at the moment. 
 
Valart will now continue in training till end of season.  Castlemainevillage and Ruling Reef could run at 

Towcester next Wednesday.   
 
Yard search - Still looking but hopefully we will hear back about the Amersham yard before next Monday. 
 



Friday 26th September 2008 

 
Dualagi 5th at Kempton - ran well - staying on in the latter stages of the race having been held up last (as she is 

normally ridden) the front bunch set a good gallop for the first furlong but then slowed the pace up turning it into a 
sprint finish.  A few more strides we would have been a good third.  Got to give her a chance over 7f back on the 
all weather. 
 
Valart was having her first run for us last night having been with T Pitt, C Tinkler, A Lidderdale and J 

Doyle.  Valart has had a history of problems and because of that now only rated 39......  We have had a tough job 
over the past two months but have ironed out most of her previous worries and pains.  Finding a race over the 
right distance has been a nightmare because of her low rating.  Last night we ran her over 1m 6f - much too far 
but we wanted to find out something about her on the track.   
 
Valart has showed us she has enough speed at home so possibly 1m 2f  would be her distance but no races for 
her hence having to run her over further!  George Baker was more than happy with her run last night and firmly 
believes that she is worth giving her another chance next summer on fast ground.  Will now have a holiday and 
finish the season on a happy note - pain free!  Looking forward to giving her another chance in 2009. 
 
Currently interviewing for a Stable/Travel Manager - good applicants. 
 
Monday 22 September 2008 

 
Looking forward to running Dualagi on Wednesday at Kempton.  She is in great form at home and we have 

George Baker back on board...... 
 
Ruling Reef ran at Plumpton yesterday - jumped well but lost her action coming down the hill when in a good 

position to be placed ( would not have beaten the winner).  Has come home sound - thankfully. 
 
Captain Jack Black ran today beating 2 horses - the best race he has run todate!  Gemma (our new apprentice) 

rode him very well but unfortunately he was not good enough to get into the placings.....   possibly worth a try 
back over a shorter distance with blinkers - today was supposed to be his last chance though! 
 
Sunday 14th September 2008 

 
We were delighted with Boldinor's run at Kempton finishing 6th - staying on in 4th with only a furlong to go when 

the gap closed in front of him.   Worth another run back at Kempton.  Has come out of the race well and ready to 
go again - though not many opportunities this coming week. 
 
Castlemainevillage and Ruling Reef were supposed to run today over hurdles (2 miles 6 furlongs) but with 

18mls of rain since the declaration stage the ground was going to be heavy so we had to take them out of the 
race.  Also with the drying evening Saturday and Sunday morning the track will end up being like a glue pond!   
 
Staff News - We welcome Gemma Elford who is from the Isle of Wight - Gemma has had 12 rides as an 

apprentice.   Amy Downie who has been with us for the past 2 years has moved on to new avenues - 
fashion.  We will miss Amy but wish her all the success for the future in her new venture. 
 
Wednesday 9th September 2008 

 
Our luck went from bad to worse on tuesday  - both our original Jockeys could not ride our two at Lingfield - 
notified day of race of alternative jockeys!  And it gets worse......The new Jockey on Captain Jack Black fell off 

leaving the stalls at the start of the race!!  A slight jink leaving the stalls - probably had his toe in the stirrup iron 
and 'plopped off'.....  Then  Dickie Valentine raced wide at the start of the race and sulked - he hated the 

surface/track.   
 
Boldinor runs tonight at Kempton - will run well if handling the track...... great form at home. 

 
Yard Search - On Monday we had a second visit to the lovely stables near Amersham / Chalfont St Giles and we 

were even more impressed than the first visit ........ We walked the gallops and took another look at the barns / 
stables  - superb!  Will know more in a few weeks...... fingers crossed... 
 
Monday 8th September 

 
Dickie Valentine and Captain Jack Black both run at Lingfield on Tuesday.  The distance for Captain Jack 
Black further than bred for but hopefully this will help his confidence.  Dickie Valentine better suited by Southwell 

surface but in good order and distance could suit well under a good jockey - Fergus Sweeney. 
 
Saturday 6th September 



 
Not getting much luck at present - Lopinot looked like running well when got hampered badly - took him out 

sideways - pulling off a front shoe!!!   
 
Possible runners next week at Lingfield or Brighton if they get in.......   double entries just in case for Dickie 
Valentine, Boldinor and Captain Jack Black  Both working well at home. 

 
Yard search - Suitable yard at Warwick with plenty of stables and facilities - need to visit again next week.  On 

Monday we are visiting the lovely stables at Chalfont St Giles again - walk the gallops - looking forward to the 
visit again. 
 
Sunday 31st August 2008 

 
Dualagi ran well considering she ended up on the far rail..... a running on 5th !  Lopinot ran in an amateur race 

at Salisbury but ended up with a wide draw and possibly running a little free in the early stages.  He is in again on 
Wednesday at Brighton  - apprentice race with one of the best around. 
 
Been another hectic week - interviewing staff.......  
 
Sunday 24th August 2008 

 
Expecting a bold run from Dualagi at Goodwood today - ran well the other week, she has got her ground and an 

excellent jockey in an apprentice race. 
 
Saturday 23rd August 2008 

 
Dickie Valentine ran with more enthusiasm over a longer distance at Windsor.  We were all pleased - had to run 

against the older horses over a distance much further than he has tried before on ground possibly softer than 
ideal for him at this stage.  Ruling Reef was a little disappointing finishing in 4th at Newton Abbot but was 

running in a grade higher than she has done before with weight higher than ideal - perhaps the handicapper will 
put her on a realistic mark now.  Boldinor ran a dreadful race - times were slower than average - so at the 

moment we are putting his dismal run down to him not running on suitable ground.  However, he did not blow 
much after the race and today you would say he has not lost any weight from yesterdays run !!  
 
Yard search - We visited a fantastic yard/stables in a perfect environment with gallops and house only 35 mins 

from Oxford.  We are hoping to visit again shortly to walk the gallops and to study the brand new stables in more 
depth.  Lets hope this dream will be reality as you would not better this one!   
 
Sunday 14th August 2008 

 
Dualagi 2nd over 6f at Salisbury last Thursday ridden by Dane O'Neill.  The ground was ideal but the pace of the 

race in the first two furlongs was not quite quick enough for her - possibly cost her the race as she was only 
beaten 1/2 length by the winner.   
 
Dickie Valentine runs on Monday at Windsor over 4f longer than he has raced before.  If he gets the distance he 

will run well.  His dam was bred to stay  -  by Nashwan.   However he is not straight forward and can be a tricky 
customer.  Castlemainevillage, Ruling Reef are entered for next week over hurdles 
andBoldinor and Dualagi on the flat - not all definate runners - we are waiting to see what the ground will be - a 

lot of rain forecast.  
 
 
Yard search - still on going!  Somerset looked lovely but no house and gallops a little further away than required 

for the flat horses.  Not totally ruled out but have more to see this week.  Warwickshire and Buckinghamshire next 
to view....... 
 
Wednesday 13th August 2008 
 
We were hoping to have at least 3 runners this week but with the recent rain we now only have Dualagi at 

Salisbury tomorrow..........  Great chance if she gets a good gallop early on with cover in the first part of the race. 
 
Yard search - the local yard seen last Saturday looked promising but no room to expand...   Today went to 

Somerset and very pleased with the stables and facilities - however they will need to build more stables which is 
a possibility.  Needs a second look in due course. 
 
Friday 8th August 2008 

 
Lopinot WON at Brighton yesterday under an enterprising ride by Fergus Sweeney.  He has always shown at 



home he retains plenty of ability but on the track never really puts the effort in at the end of his races.  Has had 
plenty of Equissage massage machine on him this week and an hour before he ran! 
 
Update on searching for a yard - Devon was lovely but too, too far for Owners and travelling to the races - 

baring in mind fuel costs...  We are visiting a local yard on Saturday that has had plenty of winners recently and in 
a great spot, so fingers crossed.  
 
Friday 25th July 2008 
 
NEWS  -  

The stables we rent at White Barn Farm have been sold and we have to find a new yard by October 1st 
2008.  We are hoping that the new owners will keep us on but nothing confirmed yet............  We have looked at a 
yard near Hungerford with fantastic facilities but too expensive - still negotiating!  Next week we are looking at 
another yard but further south than we want but could be the stables of our dreams...... 
 
Lopinot was disappointing at Lingfield on Wednesday - visor did not work as well as at home..... He is a soft 

horse and it was quite a rough race so maybe he 'chickened out'  not being able to see as much as he would 
like.   Dualagi ran at Sandown also last Wednesday but got pushed out of a nice position early on in the race - 

too much daylight is not good for her!  Hopefully she will get some rain softened ground next time and no 'bumper 
car' tactics! 
 
Tuesday 22nd July 2008 

 
On Thursday  Boldinor WON again- the apprentice race at Leicester with Kylie Manser.  A very easy win having 

been hampered early on by a loose horse but Kylie was positive and rode him to the line.  The little horse loved 
it  - ears pricked forward and enjoying every inch of the race!   Kylie and Boldinor did a lap of honour after the 
race - not Kylie's choice - Boldinor decided he wanted to follow the loose horse!   
 
Lopinot runs at Lingfield on Wednesday with first time visor which has worked very well at home.  We also 
run Dualagi at Sandown on Wednesday - ground a little on the fast side for her but it is a stiffer 5f than she had 

previously.   
 
Tuesday 15th July 2008 

 
Dualagi ran at Windsor in the last race - finishing 9th, beaten 5 lengths.  The soft ground we had declared her on 

had become good!  Over 5f she finds her rivals a little quick and because she is a hold up horse it's an 
impossible task for her to win on quick ground.  However this will put her right for next week - Sandown or 
Lingfield.    Lopinot did not run today due to being bitten badly over night - has swollen lumps on his chest 

caused by some nasty insect.  Due to run on Wednesday 23rd  all being well at Lingfield. 
 
Wednesday 9th July 2008 

 
Lopinot ran a good race on Sunday at Brighton with George Baker on board - 3rd beaten a length and a half - an 

enterprising ride by Baker.   
 
Today it started raining at 5am and is still raining at 12....   already had 21mls and doesnt look like stopping!! 
 
James Diment our nephew and recent winning jockey of Castlemainevillage retired as a NH Jockey just a few 
days ago.   When your not making a living in a profession that you have achieved well in and love,  it must be so 
hard to call it a day but  as a jockey they all have to call it a day at some stage and now is the right time for 
James - still young enough to find a new venture -  James has some good memories of his riding under rules and 
in particular when he rode a four timer at Towcester - not many have done that!  Good luck James in your new 
career.   
 
Wednesday 2nd July 2008 

 
Boldinor - could not believe the run we got at Chepstow last night - could not get out in the final 2 

furlongs!  Please George we need you back on him!! 
 
Saturday 28th June 2008 
Ruling Reef ran at Folkestone on Friday - very disappointing - should have made more use of her as she has 

been making the running over hurdles.  She had a very easy race and will run again shortly. 
 
Dale had his first ride under rules at Warwick on Lopinot finishing 7th (1/2 length between 4th to 7th)  Got behind 
at the start but running on well at the finish.  Lopinot should gain a lot of confidence from this run and Dale has 

now got that first official race under his belt - realising how quick  thinking you have to be in comparison to riding 
work or riding in a point to point!  Well done Dale - a very good first ride. 



 
Boldinor has come out of his race well so back to Chepstow on Wednesday 2nd July. 

 
Wednesday 18th June 2008 

 
Ran Boldinor at Chepstow on Monday with Fergus Sweeney - ran a super race finishing 6th  and only beaten 1 

3/4 lengths.  Back there on Wednesday next - hopefully Fergus back on and will know him better for 
experience.  Could do with a low draw! 
 
Lopinot runs at Warwick on Thursday with young Dale Peters on board.  Dale will be having his first ride on the 

flat under rules so very exciting for him.  Dale rides him at home and has been working well - should run a good 
race. 
 
Ruling Reef runs at Folkestone on Friday with Richard Smith.  Stepping up to max trip on flat which we think she 

will get and further the way she has performed over hurdles. 
 
Tuesday 17th June 2008 

We had a relaxing holiday in Portugal - plenty of sun, golf, swimming and eating!  While we were away we 
ran Lopinot at Lingfield ridden by Hadden Frost.  He had been working really well at home so when he ran no 

race at all we couldnt believe it  - However he did get hampered in the first furlong and can be a little soft!  Has 
come back from the race with no problems so back to the drawing board with him. 
 
Tuesday 3rd June 2008 

 
What a lovely surprise - Boldinor Won at 12-1 ridden by George Baker at Leicester yesterday.  We hoped for a 

good run as he had been working well at home.  Boldinor's owner, Ron Collins and friends had backed him each 
way at 20-1 - They were over the moon and celebrated in good style with a few bottles of champagne at the 
races.   
 
Sunday 1st June 2008 

 
We were in the last race again - 8.45pm Lingfield (Saturday) with Dualagi.  This time we tried 5f - this was to be 

on the sharp side for her but if there was going to be a fast pace on the softer ground it could suit her.  As it 
turned out we had a small field with three withdrawn on the day and the horse that we thought would give us the 
pace was having an off day!  We still ran a fine race finishing a running on 4th - a few more strides she would 

have been 3rd - beaten 4 1/2 lengths by the winner.  
 
NEXT WEEK -  
Boldinor - runs at Leicester on Monday - working well and very pleased with his progression from his run on the 

15th May.   
Bubbles Darling will be having her debut run at Leicester on Monday.  Has been troubled with sore shins so 

we've had to be patient with her - recently been swimming  - she is fit but will lack experience.   
Lopinot - runs at Lingfield on Wednesday.  Has been working very well at home - expecting a good run with 

Hadden Frost on board. 
 
We are on holiday for 8 days from Wednesday - off to Portuagal with friends (golf for the boys and sunbathing, 
swimming for the girls!) Looking forward to the break.  Amy and Paul (previous Head Groom) will be managing 
the stables in our absence.   
 
Dale Peters is staying with us at the moment and will hopefully be having his first ride under rules for us - mid 
June.  Will keep you updated on our return from our holidays. 
 
Saturday 24th May 2008 

 
Eyesrdancing has had two runs this April/May in NH flat races finishing 5th and 9th.  This is a lovely horse with 

ability but very immature - needs time to strengthen.  He will have the summer off  turned out to grass then back 
in to run over hurdles. 
 
Friday 23rd May 2008 

  
We have had a busy week with just the two of us - Sarah and myself as Amy is away on her holidays.  Most of 
the horses are also now on holiday - out to grass enjoying the sun.  We are not going to have many to run 
summer jumping - so difficult to keep horses sound running on false (patchy watered ground) or fast - firm ground 
- only about 2 possibles that act on the faster ground and 4 or 5 to run on the flat - so a quiet summer. 
 
Thursday evening we ran Boldinor (9th of 16) at Salisbury in the ladies amateur race - his first run for 

us.  Rachel King rode for us having her first ride on the flat but she had at least ridden in Hunter Chases and 



Point to Points previously.   
 
Boldinor has had a history of being a tricky horse to handle at the races - running through the rails and dropping 

his jockeys!!  He had won a race though and this was his 13th race of his career - had only beaten one horse in 
his last four runs.  His starting price in the Racing Post was 100-1 but did not warrant that price as far as we were 
concerned.  He had been working well enough at home but he had not run for 553 days so he was going to be a 
little rusty.   We had told Rachel if she could finish in the middle or better we would be delighted.  With a furlong 
to go she was in 5th and just tired in the last 200yds.   Everyone was chuffed with his manner and his overall 
performance.  A great confidence boost for the horse and jockey. 
 
Thursday 15th May 2008 

 
We always seem to have runners in the last race on an evening meeting!  Wednesday evening we were at Bath 
on the flat with Dualagi.  She WON at 12-1, enterprisingly ridden by George Baker.  We had a good draw of 2 (or 

so we thought) near the rail but ended up with traffic problems so George pulled her to the middle of the pack 
where the gaps opened and away she went to win by 3/4 length.   
 
Friday 9th May 2008 
Castlemainevillage Won at Bangor ridden by James Diment.  He won by 8 lengths going away.  Mialyssa was 

disappointing and has not really shown us the promise she showed last season.  We were planning to run 
Castlemainevillage again on Sunday but the ground has dried out considerably so we will wait till the ground 
eases - ideally wanting good ground. 
 
Two of Sarah's Jockeys (Sophie Doyle and Hadden Frost) have had 2 winners this week. The previous week she 
had 3 winners and 6 seconds.  Her Jockeys have done well this year - they will miss her when she finishes at the 
end of May.  Tomorrow is the last day (with Sarah) for Hadden and Sophie so lets hope they finish on a good 
note - winners - she has found them some interesting rides - worth a little bet !!  Have a look at the others too - 
Gabriel Hannon, Amy Baker and Frankie McDonald - one or two of these are worth a little each way too! 
 
Friday 2nd May 2008 
Two runners today at Bangor- Castlemainevillage and Mialyssa both in the first race at 6pm.  The ground is 

good to soft at present but hopefully is drying up for Castlemainevillage and Mialyssa will go on anything 
generally but not good to firm.  Both would have good eachway chances. 
 
Thursday 1st May 2008 

 
Last week was not a good week - Chariot broke his shoulder at Towcester and had to be put down.   
 
Sarah has decided to end her position as a Jockeys Agent at the end of May. She has been very successful with 
her jockeys to date - winners and spare rides for new trainers.  It was a hard decision for her to make but thought 
it would be more sensible to finish at the end of May rather than half way through the summer. 
 
Wednesday 16th April 2008 
Last Wednesday at our runner at Towcester did not go to plan - Mialyssa was in the Ladies race ridden by one of 

our best lady jockeys and ended up being 25 lengths last going into the first hurdle!  The race was over from the 
start as too much ground to make up - she still beat 2 home in the run in!  One of those races whereby you are 
thankful everyone is safe and sound for another day ... She will run again shortly. 
 
Dualagi 5th at Windsor on Monday in a competitive race on soft ground.  She has to be held up as she runs very 

free in the first part of the race.  Liam Keniry knows her well and rides a very patient race on her.  The pace 
needs to be strong throughout but on Monday it was too slow for her and the front horses got away before she 
could get into the race.  She has run another good race with a lot of the fancied runners behind her. 
 
Wednesday 9th April 2008 

 
Silver Prophet ran a good race at Towcester today, finishing 5th. Mialyssa runs at Towcester on Thursday in 

the Ladies race.  We have the best lady jockey riding her, Faye Bramley - expecting to run into a place.   
 
Monday 4th April 2008 

 
We ran Castlemainevillage at Chepstow on Saturday finishing 2nd in a close finish.  A very pleasing run for a 

horse that has had leg problems.   
 
Today we ran Chariot at Plumpton who finished 5th - a promising run having had nearly 2 years off the 

course.  The ground was not ideal being heavy and the race did not get run to suit us.  However, he did settle 
much better today and only made one error with his jumping which his jockey, James Diment took the blame. 



 
Thursday 3rd April 2008 

 
Going back to 27th March, we ran Fine Ruler at Lingfield who ran well finishing 6th and not beaten far in a 
competitive handicap - settled better than expected on the track.  Chariot ran on the 30th at Kempton, mostly 

loose!  He unseated poor James Diment at the second hurdle.  It was one of those situations where it was a bit 
tight going into the hurdle and being a bit fresh, just stood off too far (nearly outside the wings) - he unshipped 
James and went on to win the race on his own!! 
 
April Fools Day!  It certainly was for us!!  We ranDickie Valentine at Southwell in a maiden that was not really 

suitable but the only race left that he could run in at Southwell this month.  On his two previous starts here he 
finished 3rd and 2nd.  We were not expecting to win but possibly pick up 3rd or 4th at worst.  However, our 
jockey who had ridden him in his previous races at Southwell was ill - day of the race,  so we had to use a jockey 
who was already at the meeting - Amir Quinn was available.  Dickie does tend to be tricky ride - need to work 
hard on him and know his little quirks.  Amir did everything he could but on this day  but he was not wanting to 
play!  
 
Wednesday 2nd, Fine Ruler was back at Lingfield in a competitive race back over 7f.  A few 6f horses in the race 

so we were expecting a fast pace but no - they crawled for the first furlong!  Fine Ruler has to have cover and 
held up. George Baker did really well to restrain Fine Ruler but still did too much. Under the circumstances he ran 
a good race again, consistent at least.  Handicapper needs to drop him 3lb, a decent gallop then we are back in 
the winners enclosure..... 
 
Mialyssa ran at Taunton yesterday finishing 3rd.  The ground was more suitable - good to soft.  She jumped her 

hurdles well and was given a polished ride by Tom Messenger.  She should be winning shortly. 
 
Tuesday 25th March 2008 
Monday we had two intended runners;  Chariotto Fakenham who was favourite in a selling hurdle race 
and Dualagi at Warwick who was having her first run for us.  Unfortunately, Fakenham was abandoned due to 

snow, just as Martin was 30 miles away from the track!  Such a shame when he had a really good chance.  
 
However, Dualagi, did get a run at Warwick and ran a super race finishing a running on 4th, beaten less than a 

length for 2nd.  She was a little rusty for the first part of the race and will improve for the run.  Amy and Tom won 
the 'best turned out' with Dualagi - great team work. 
 
We have entries for Chariot later this week.   Castlemainevillage, who prefers good ground is entered for a 
couple of races but the wet ground is going against him.  Mialyssa has entries this week but an unlikely runner 

due to over subscribed entries!! 
 
Fine Ruler is declared for Thursday at Lingfield......  Well, if George Baker works his magic and switches him to 

the rail, held up with a tactical run through, could have a really good chance - sounds really easy but I can assure 
you - this horse is talented but very difficult to get right - after all Mick Channon tried with him....  say no more.... 
 
Saturday 22nd March 2008 
Thursday we traveled to Ludlow, a beautiful part of the country  where we ran Silver Prophet in a competitive 

handicap hurdle race. This was a race where anyone of the runners had a chance, the outsider in the betting was 
20-1.  He finished 8th having been up with the pace till turning into the home straight, where he was left one 
paced, finishing 8th. 
 
This was Silver Prophet's first run back having won last time out but finished with a hairline fracture in cannon 
bone.   
 
Monday 17th March 2008 

 
Yesterday we ranMialyssa who finished 6th on heavy ground in a 2m 6f Conditional Jockeys hurdle at 

Fontwell.  We were very disappointed with her run as we expected her to finish in the first four  - she pulled hard 
early on and then sulked in behind getting stuck in the mud - she was fit, healthy and has form on soft/heavy 
ground so we were very confused.   Since getting her home she appears to be coming into season !  That 
hopefully explains her poor run.....  Entries to be made shortly. 
 
We have a few entries over Easter - hopefully a winner or two.....  Watch this space! 
 
Wednesday 12th March 2008 

What a windy day - woke us up at 3am!!  Hired transport (due to 50 - 80 mph winds needed a big lorry to take the 
impact) came for Dickie Valentine at 8.30am to take him to Southwell races.  Dickie 
Valentine finished 2nd beaten a head - did not get the best of runs through - traffic problems but stayed on well 

at finished ridden by Adam Kirby.  Improving with each run now - confidence growing but still more to come from 



him! 
 
Sunday 9th March 2008 

  
Grace Rowan ran well until she came under pressure 2f out - she made a noise due to a restriction in her 

airways.  It was a good NH Flat race and she was not beaten too far considering her problems.  She will now 
have an operation to assist her breathing.  Fine Ruler ran ok but still too free in early part of race.  Wanting him 

back out again as soon as possible over 6f or 7f.  There is better to come from him when we can get the right 
conditions for him...   
 
Castlemainevillage 4th at Chepstow  - ran a mighty fine race considering the ground came up very soft which 

was not what he wanted!  He was fit, well and ridden to get home by James Diment - in the early part of the race 
they went quick enough so James used his initiative and nursed him through the grueling ground passing horses 
in the home straight. A shame Mialyssa did not get in this race as she would have liked the conditions - she 
missed getting in by one and to make it worse there were two non runners!  We will keep entering her up 
hopefully a run soon.... 
 
Classic Ruby - we were very disappointed with her run.  She is not 'letting herself down 'as we say - not wanting 

to go into fifth gear!  She ran well first time out  - fresh from having a long time off.  We will do more research on 
her to see if we can improve the situation but she appears to have made her own mind up and does not want to 
get competitive anymore.....  a shame. 
 
Thursday 6th March 2008 
Grace Rowan runs today at Lingfield on the allweather but in a national hunt flat race.  If she acts on the surface 
she should run a good race. She has been working well at home.  Fine  Ruler runs on Friday back at 

Wolverhampton - not what we really wanted but no suitable races at Kempton  - yet.  We do however have a 
good draw (1) on Friday and the services of George Baker who knows him so well. If he settles for the first two 
furlongs he will run a big race....  
 
Dickie Valentine is entered up for the 11th and 12th back at Southwell. Possibly more likely to run on the 12th 

March. 
 
Castlemainevillage and Mialyssa are both entered in the same race at Chepstow on Saturday but one wants 

fast  ground and the other wants soft !  The forecast is for rain but how much - will have to wait and see! 
 
Saturday 1st March 2008 
Bob's Sister ran at Ludlow on Thursday, finishing 5th in a good 'bumper' beaten 9 lengths behind a horse that is 

now going to Aintree.  We bought Bob's Sister from Ascot Sales for the very small sum of £900 in October 
2007.  We were delighted with her performance and she can now only improve for experience.   
 
Fine Ruler has been entered for Wolverhampton back over the 7f - no other races for him!  We have Grace 
Rowan having her debut run at Wincanton or Lingfield (aw) on Thursday.  

 
There are so many entries over hurdles at the moment and  Mialyssa keeps being balloted out so we will keep 

entering! 
 
The Memorial Service held in honour of my father was attended by 480 people.  Uffington village came to a stand 
still that afternoon!  At the service, Alan Walker and my sister Nicky spoke so well, reading their very amusing 
memoires and a beautiful poem about a running stag. My neice Elizabeth read her brilliantly written poem of  her 
memories of her Grandfather.  She was so brave to read infront of so many people. 
 
Monday 25th February 2008 

 
Fine Ruler ran too free again and ruined his chances of winning!  Another wide draw to our 

disadvantage.  Possibly have to try 6f as no suitable races at Kempton.  He will win again. 
 
Thursday 21st February 2008 
Dickie Valentine ran much better finishing 3rd beaten 1/2 length and 1/2 length.  He is still not putting his best 

foot forward - hopefully more to come next run which will be back to Southwell on the 12th March. 
 
Fine Ruler is back to Wolverhampton on Saturday.   There are no suitable races at Kempton for a while.  George 

Baker was hoping to ride him but has to ride in the last at Lingfield so we have Haddon Frost, an more than able 
replacement and takes 5lb off his back for his 4lb rise in the weights for his recent win.  Not the best draw again, 
5 of 7 but we  should run a big race again providing he gets covered up early on. 
 
Sunday 17th February 2008 



 
Saturday was a very good day with Sarah's jockeys - 3 winners and 3 seconds (Hadden Frost 2 wins, 1 second, 
1 fourth, James Diment 1 win, 1 second and Kylie Manser 1 second at 66-1) . 
 
On Saturday evening, a colt foal was born out of Wilderness Bay by Superior Premium.  He's a big foal and quite 
stong in character.  Very exciting. 
 
Dickie Valentine runs today at Southwell with Adam Kirby over 1m - we have stepped him up in distance with 

blinkers on rather than the usual visor.  Change of surface and distance  might just help him. 
 
Bob's Sister is having her debut run in a National Hunt Flat Race with James Diment on but racing is in doubt at 

moment  - inspection at 11.30.  She is taking on some expensive purchases (she only cost £900) from some of 
the larger yards.  She has been working well but will need the experience. 
 
Friday 15th February 2008 

Exciting to have Mialyssa back on the track.  She is running today over hurdles at Fakenham with James 
Diment.  We are expecting a reasonable run from her but she will be a little short on fitness.  With the ground 
drying up we have had to run her possibly a week sooner than originally planned.  Mialyssa has not run for a 
while as she had leg problems so the ground is very important.   
 
Monday 11th February 2008 

Yesterday, Shanagolden Juan ran at Kempton finishing 6th.  We have given him more than enough chances and 
this was his last run for us.  He is simply not competive enough.   
 
Sarah's Jockeys did quite well yesterday - James Diment, a winner at 14-1 at Hereford and Hadden Frost, a 
second at 10-1.  Sarah who is a Jockeys Agent as well as running the office here has just taken on another 
jockey from Thursday 14th - Amir Quinn.  The other jockeys that Sarah is an agent for are Kylie Manser, Dimitris 
Mylonas, Gabriel Hannon, Sean Bushby , Faye Bramley and Jo Bruning. 
 
Friday 8th February 2008 

 
We would like to thank everyone for their kind messages, letters and cards we have received over the past 
week.  It has brought smiles to our faces reading such lovely stories / memories of father over the years - we 
have received nearly two hundred to date.  Thank you all so much. 
 
Wednesday evening at Kempton, Fine Ruler WON - ridden by George Baker at 14-1 by 1 1/4 lengths - going 

away!  George has to be the most tactical jockey riding - his skills are second to none.  George dropped Fine 
Ruler in the rear, getting as much cover as he could, creeping along the rail, moving forward at every chance and 
then turning into the straight managed to get him in the perfect place, still covered but in 3rd place.  As the pace 
increased George had to find another gear and as pressure increased on the leading pack, the gaps opened and 
daylight for Fine Ruler - away he went with ease - the final 100 yds, the race was ours!  The perfect ride for Fine 
Ruler.   
 
This win, at this sad time, was very emotional for everyone - smiles and tears all round.   
 
Wednesday 30th January 2008 

 
We have very sad news - Martin's father, John Bosley sadly died on Monday morning.   He had a life time in 
racing, riding his first winner when he was 15 and retired at the age of 67, having trained successfully for 30 
years. He had been very ill with prostrate cancer.   
 
The Memorial Service will be on Tuesday 26th February at 2pm at St Mary's Church, Uffington and 
afterwards at the Village Hall. 

 
Saturday 26th January 2008 
Nothing really was found wrong with Lopinot re his disappointing run.  Possibly will have to go back to 7f and 

blinkers or visor, though George Baker thought he was running honestly.  His blood was great and joints/muscles 
seem ok.   
 
Dickie Valentine runs on Monday 28th at Kempton - Hayley Turner.  Only a few runners and he did run well 

there last time.  He is very fit and has been freshened up the last few days. 
 
Tuesday 22nd January 2008 
We were very disappointed with Lopinot - With 3f to go he was going better than anything in the race. He came 

under pressure 2f out and weakened 1f out - only beaten about 4 lengths but he is better than this!  His blood is 
being taken this morning and we will check all other areas that may have caused his disappointing run.  Hopefully 
we will have more information in the next few days. 



 
Shanagolden Juan runs on Wednesday at Lingfield.  This horse has ability but is not the most competitive in his 

races to date.  We have been running him over hurdles but he does not have the stamina  for 2 mile hurdles 
races so we are going to revert back to the flat.  
 
This will be Shanagolden's second run ever on the flat  - he will need one more race after this before he gets a 
handicap mark.  We believe his flat racing distance is going to be about the one mile mark but we have decided 
to run him in this race (4f too far) because there were only going to be a few entries and hopefully the pace will 
not be too strong.   He is very slow away from the stalls (had plenty of practice at home!) and the extra furlongs 
will give him a chance to stay with the pace of the race. 
 
Monday 21st January 2008 
Racing today with Lopinot at Kempton and George Baker in the saddle.  Outside draw  not  ideal but we do have 

the services of the best all weather jockey riding.  Lopinot has been freshened up and is going well at home - 
expecting a great run ... 
 
Friday 18th January 2008 

Another wet week!  No jump entries - too soft or should we say 'abandoned' due to water logging!  Flat entries 
areLopinot, Shanagolden Juan and Fine Ruler.  Lopinot looks like running on Monday, Shanagolden is a 

possible runner for Wednesday and Fine Ruler is to have another week before he runs - his race was extremely 
competitive. 
 
We have recently bought a new machine for the horses, an Equissage.  This is a vibrating Cyclo-Massaging 
machine working on the whole body even down to the feet.  The action delivers gentle but deep passive exercise 
to areas of muscular pain or tension.  It improves circulation and relaxes the muscles around any painful area or 
joint.  The difference we have seen in some horses alreadyis amazing.  Fine Ruler seems to be eating really well 
since he has had the machine on him and Lopinot loves it and cant get enough of it !  One or two of the horses 

are a little suspicious but most of them seem to really enjoy the treatments. 
 
The horses did not work at Newbury - waterlogged.  They stayed at home and worked well. 
 
Sunday 13th January 2008 

A quiet week ahead for runners - most of them expected to run from 21st onwards.  We have a few going for a 
race course gallop at Newbury mid week.  Will let you know how they work.  Young horses are coming on 
well.  No jump runners at moment - ground too soft for most of ours! 
 
Wednesday 8th January 2008 

 
Fantastic news Lopinot was moved on to a rating of 73.  Perhaps it was worth running him quick after all....  We 

have an ideal race planned for him on the 21st at Kempton... 
 
Fine Ruler, for the past 3 days has been out in the fresh air, enjoying the grass....  he does love going out in the 

pens.  We think this could be the making of him....   
 
News for the week ahead - Sarah starts on Monday 14th as a Jockeys Agent.  Only has a few Jockeys  but she is 
hoping to build up to about 10.  This is something she has always wanted to do and now she is not riding in races 
anymore she'll want to have a good go at it - she likes to have a challenge!     We have a new member of staff 
starting on Monday called Tom Knights - wants to ride on the flat / jumps as an Amateur Jockey.  He rides well 
and we will help him all we can... 
 
My father, John Bosley has now been moved to a care home in Faringdon.  He was in Oxford for 4 weeks so 
moving to Faringdon is better for everyone - closer for us and mother to visit.  He remains very ill.  We will keep 
you updated. 
 
Monday 7th January 2008 
No luck last week - Lopinot at Wolverhampton - We ran him too quick after a few quick runs having had 4 

months off and the surface too slow/deep for him, beaten about 6 lengths.  Handicapper will hopefully drop him to 
73/74.  There is an ideal race at the end of the month if the handicapper is kind to him........ 
 
Fine Ruler ran at Wolverhampton last Friday - drawn badly (outer) - early pace too slow  and George Baker 

could not get him into the pack for cover ( to settle him).  He went too free and ruined his chances for the 
finish....  finished 6th.  His best race for us was his previous when he was in touch but covered up and not making 
the running as he did over further.  This horse is very tricky - too many front running tactics and he will boil 
completely! 
 
We haveDickie Valentine in this Wednesday but its not an ideal race so may wait till the end of the 

month.....  However,  if  Wednesday 's race looks like cutting up to a weaker contest we may have to go .......... 



Have to decide today by 10am..... 
 
Not many runners now till 21st January ........ 
 
Wednesday 2nd January 2008 

A Happy New Year to you all..........  a working day for most of us  ... Horses do not know its a new year!  But 
they're all a year older now.............  Jan 1st being all thoroughbreds birthdays.  Feels quite odd saying our 2yr 
olds are now 3yr olds - a few of them are still like yearlings!! 
 
Our runners;  Lopinot ran well considering no pace again and ended up as pace maker for the leading 

contenders!  Only beaten 3 lengths though - just faded inside last 1/2 furlong having kicked from 3 1/2 furlongs 
out  ......... and our race was the quickest time of the day.   Out again on Thursday evening - we were not going to 
run but with only 3 declared with 5 mins to go before deadline we had to go for it!  May be too quick having run 
the other day.....  but no races for 3 weeks for him!   Will try different riding instructions on Thursday night - lets 
hope it pays off....... held up and wait......  
 
Classic Ruby - Ran her too quick after good run at Towcester then being brought down at Exeter and going for 

another run quickly after (10 days) ..........she hit a flat spot at Taunton and never picked up again - she stays all 
day but not this day!  We will freshen her up and look for an easy race again..... 
 
Castlemainevillage - Warwick was too soft for him - Jockey said that he was like a crab on an ice rink!  He has 
got to have good ground!  Shanagolden Juan - great jumper but does not stay (Uttoxeter on 31st) - got to go 

back to the flat  but got to show something soon or he will be a riding horse for the Spring!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2007 
Saturday 29th December 2007 
 
We have two runners on Sunday, Lopinot and Classic Ruby.  Lopinot is on the all weather at Lingfield and 
Classic Ruby is over hurdles at Taunton.  Lopinot is drawn well (4) and we are taking 7lb off his back with Kylie 

Manser on board - ran well last time out.  Expecting a good run from him.   
 
Classic Ruby is in a selling handicap hurdle with another 7lb claimer on board, Kevin Tobin who won on Silver 
Prophet for us - ground should suit and expecting another good run.  Classic Ruby has had nearly 2 years off 

the track due to leg problems. Ran really well first run back - 3rd at Towcester at 66-1.  Next run back was 
brought down at 5th hurdle.  Have not got many chances with her leg problems so in a selling race.... down in 
grade will go close. 
 
Dickie Valentine ran on Boxing Day - disappointing finishing 5th but ran to his handicap mark of 51.  If we are 

going to make any excuses for him the surface was on the slow side for him. 
 
Sunday 25th December 2007 - CHRISTMAS DAY 
 

A very merry Christmas to you all and a happy New Year. 
 
Monday 24th December 2007 

 
Even though it is Christmas Eve,  we had a normal morning for all at Martin Bosley Racing -  runners had to be 
fed, mucked out, worked and groomed ............. it was a positive morning with all the horses working well.   
 
Classic Ruby schooled well over the nursery hurdles to regain her confidence after her fall on Thursday.  She 

will hopefully run on the 30th with James Diment back on board.   
 
Dickie Valentine runs on Boxing Day at Wolverhampton with Adam Kirby back on - we were very pleased with 
Dickie's breeze up  this morning - he will do the same again on Christmas Day.  Fine Ruler will hopefully run at 

Lingfield on Saturday.  Castlemainevillage could also run on the Monday. 
 
We did our last minute shopping in Marlborough at lunch time today - bad move .......... Everyone else had 
decided to do the same!!  Road rage and parking rage was in force - Sarah ended up directing traffic to keep the 
peace.  It was the quickest shopping we had ever done and successful......  in and out and no hanging about! 
 
Friday 21st December 2007 

 
Yesterday at Exeter, Classic Ruby was brought down at the 5th hurdle - a horrible fall but both our horse and 

jockey escaped injury.  The jockey who was on the horse that brought us down was taken to hospital in a neck 
brace.  We hope she is ok - we have not heard any news yet.  Classic Ruby ended up doing 2 laps of the course 

before being caught!  She is entered again for Boxing Day at Towcester.  We will decide in the next 24hrs 
whether to run or not. 
 
Today is another very cold day with frost still in the ground - we have had minus 6 to plus 2 for the last six 
days.  This has been very frustrating for us but nature must take its course.  Snow or rain expected in the next 
few days.    
 
Our field horses are now all in - on their winter holidays!  We packed them off to a good friend of ours for the next 
few months - a change of scenery - pasture and in the warm and dry. 
 
Wednesday 19th December 2007 

 
On Thursday we run Classic Ruby in an amateur hurdle with Alex Merriam (one of the up and coming jockeys) - 
This is a very competitive race, a tougher contest than her previous one at Towcester (3rd at 66-1) and this will 
be her first race in a handicap.  However we do expect her to be staying on at the end of the race.  The ground 
could end up being very 'tacky' which could be testing for them.  
 
Sunday 16th December 2007 

 
Friday night at Wolverhampton was a successful mission after all the hard work - sorting out a work and feed 
regimeforFine Ruler.  Hefinished 2nd over 7f at 10-1 beaten 1

1/4
lengths.   A promising run and credit goes to 

George Baker for an enterprising ride.  It was so good to see the little horse settled on the track for once in his 
life!   Lets hope we can keep this up - a winner next time. 



 
We were also very pleased with Lopinot ridden by Kylie Manser - only beaten about 3 1/2 lengths back in 7th.  It 

was his first run for us (previously with P Makin)  - been off since August 2007. We bought him for no money at 
all - £7,600 at the November - Doncaster Sales.  Hopefully the handicapper will give him a chance and drop him 
a few pounds from 79 to 76 ! 
 
Saturday 15th December 2007 

  
Martin's father John is very ill with prostrate cancer and everyone has been so kind helping out where and when 
they can...  We will keep you informed.   
 
Wednesday 12th December 2007 

 
George Baker rides Fine Ruler on Friday over 7f and we haveLopinot running on Sunday with Kylie Manser on 

taking 7lb off his back.   
 
Sunday 9th December 2007 

 
What a week with the weather - we have been battered by the winds and soaked by the rain!  Hopefully next 
week will be better...... 
 
Next week we have Fine Ruler running at Wolverhampton on Friday over 7f.  He has been working well and his 
mind is relaxed! (A very sensitive horse who needs a patient rider). 
 
Thursday 6th December 2007 

 
Shanagolden Juan ran at Plumpton yesterday in a competitive novice hurdle, finishing 9th of 14 runners on heavy 
ground.   We were puzzled by his bad jumping display because at home he is fantastic and thoroughly enjoys it  - 
we even use him as a lead horse for the others!   However, the ground was bottomless and he is not the bravest 
in his work.  With time hopefully, he will become more competitive - it was after all, only his second run over 
hurdles.   
 
Tuesday 4th December 2007 

 
Ascot Sales today - Martin bought top lot at £10,500 for Inca Financial Services - Dualagi from Stan Moore.  A 

lovely 3yr old filly by Royal Applause, sprinter who has won two on the flat from 13 runs.   We will give her a 
month off - freshen up and start again in 2008. 
 
Sunday 2nd December 2007 

 
Another nephew, James Diment who rode Classic Ruby for us at Towcester last week,  rode yet another 
WINNER today on Devils River at Leicester.  This was his 40th of his career and this means now that he now 
claims 3lb on any horse he rides.  James sprung to prominence when riding 4 winners at Towcester on an Easter 
Monday a few years back when he was an amateur, one of which was for us on Berkley Frontier.  The last 
amateur to acheive this was Champion Jockey Richard Dunwoody.  We now call James the 'Towcester 
Specialist' ! 
 
Thursday 29 November 2007 

 
The visor worked on Dickie Valentine helping him to concentrate in his race at Kempton last night - finished 6th 
but only beaten 3 lengths.  He is a little wound up since his race but  that is him anyway!   Hopefully more to 
come - Pat Dobbs who rode Dickie was quite impressed.  Adam Kirby even asked after the race how he ran - 
keen to ride him again perhaps!  Lets hope Dickie Valentine is now going the right way - forward to the winning 
post!   
 
Betfair were offering 1000-1 for an each way double for Silver Prophet and Classic Ruby when they ran last 
Sunday - How exciting that would have been for our landlord if the double had come up!! 
 
A very hot race for Fine Ruler on Saturday so going to skip that race and opt for a weak maiden -don't get many 
of those but at this time of year you can sometimes get a bad one.... 
 
Lopinot needs another two weeks - still not quite fit enough.  What a lovely horse.... 
 
Shanagolden Juan is now entered up for Plumpton on Wednesday.   
 
Monday 26 November 2007 
 



Silver Prophet 25-1 WINNER at Plumpton on Sunday 25th ........  What an achievement after 596 days off the 
track with leg problems. He certainly acted on the track!  In fact he was loving it!   Classic Ruby  66-1 was 3rd at 
Towcester after 709 days off since she last ran on a racecourse.  Both Jockeys, James Diment and Kevin Tobin 
gave them superb rides - finding the best ground and giving them a chance in difficult conditions.  
 
We have Dickie Valentine in at Kempton on Wednesday with first time visor and Fine Ruler on Saturday also at 
Kempton.   
 
Wednesday 21 November 2007 

 
Good to see some rain - well for the National Hunt horses.  Thankfully we made the right choice not to run at 
Leicester as the times were quick enough - even AP McCoy said that the ground was still riding quick!  Still on 
target for Sunday - Silver Prophet and Classic Ruby.   The handicap mark forDickie Valentine was 53 - I was 

only one out!   
 
Monday 19 November 2007 
 
We decided not to run Silver Prophet at Leicester due to the ground differences - good to firm, good in places 

and firm in places in back straight.  This was the info given by the grounds manager on the day of 
declaration.  Today its changed slightly but still not consistent enough.  We will now go to Plumpton on the 
25th - not an ideal track for him (he does prefer flat jumping tracks) but we dont have many choices at the 

moment - will be good to get him back on the track though. 
 
Dale is at the British Racing School on Tues and Wednesday (seminar and assessment) for his amateur permit.   
 
We are very pleased with our new recruit - Lopinot.  Hopefully a runner next week on the all weather.  Will keep 

you informed. 
 
Amy is flat out this week getting the clipping done before she trots off to Antigua on holiday.  She is a little 
concerned that it's raining over there and the forecast is not much better for her arrival - same here but at least 
she'll be warm! 
 
We had a few 'assistants' last weekend - Zac, Kirsten and Oli ( all still at school but have already decided they 
want a career in racing).  They are a great help and  thoroughly enjoy the work and the learning.  They all rode a 
couple of canters on Frankie and Oli schooled over the nursery hurdles.  Fantastic to see enthusiastic 
teenagers..... 
 
Sarah is now back to riding out 4 lots this morning. 
 
Saturday 17 November 2007 

 
Runners yesterday ran OK - we were not expecting anything fromDickie Valentine as he  was running over a 
distance too far but he's still so green and the experience was useful to him.  He was only beaten 8 1/2 lengths, 
chasing winner till fading in the final furlong.  May just need some sheepskin pieces on next time - he wouldn't be 
the best at concentrating!  Out again as soon as we know his handicap mark next Tuesday - hopefully about 52 
rating..... 
 
Our other runner was Fine Ruler - finished 4th.   We had to run him off his old handicap  mark as the race had cut 
up to only a few runners - a front runners advantage! (Fine Ruler can be a front runner).  As it happened he did 
dominate in the race (over 1m 141yds) but ran a little too free to last the distance  - we think this is still too far for 
him.  We will now find a 7 furlong race off at least a 2 lb lower mark - could be interesting providing he 
settles........  There is a race in him but he is tricky - I like him a lot though ! 
 
Rain expected on Sunday but will it be enough for Silver Prophet at Leicester on Monday ?  Will have to make a 
decision to run on Sunday morning - Leicester has already abandoned its chase card because of hard ground so 
this is a little worrying..........  Classic Ruby expected to run on Sunday 25th at Towcester - soft ground for her too. 
 
Monday 12 November 2007 

 
A chilly morning, fresh but sunny. The horses were pleased to be out on the gallops this morning - a little fresh 
themselves after a relaxing Sunday!  Fine Ruler, Lido Shuffle and Dickie Valentine are possible runners for the 

end of the week.  We will find out Tuesday what the revised handicap mark is for Fine Ruler - this will be the 
decider for him running on Friday (if he stays on the same mark he will run, if dropped 2lb we will wait for a more 
suitable race).  
 
Still wanting more rain for Silver Prophet and Classic Ruby - but rain does look like its on it's way this 

week  .......... 



 
Sarah is now riding out 3 lots and doing well.  The physio is coming on Tuesday to see how her shoulder is 
repairing. 
 
The Team would like to wish Jean O'Connor a Happy Birthday for today. 
 
Friday 9 November 2007 

 
Still waiting for rain - we did actually have some yesterday but only dampened the dust!  Monday 5th November- 
Fine Ruler was 5th, ran a much better race and seemed to handle Wolverhampton well.  He should have been 
4th but was badly hampered a furlong out.  Next runners will be Dickie Valentine and Fine Ruler again, once we 

have seen his new handicap mark. 
 
Bob's Sister left the ground for the first time yesterday - jumping the nursery poles.  She coped well for her first 

attempt and made a good shape when jumping.   
 
Friday 2 November 2007 

 
Waiting for the rain!  Our NH runners must have some 'cut' in the ground so we must be patient.......... 
However,  Fine Ruler runs on Monday at Wolverhampton (all weather) with Jockey, George Baker.  If he settles 
we are expecting a good run.  At home he is enjoying his work and is very relaxed.   Lido Shuffle is also in on 

Monday at Wolverhampton but since his final working gallop, he's pulled a muscle in his shoulder!  We are 
massaging him twice a day but he may need longer - maybe another week or so before he has his debut run.   
 
Dale is going for his 'concussion test' today for his Amateur's riders permit.  This will be the base line test should 

he be concussed in a fall - This test is actioned annually and retaken after any concussed fall.  
  
Monday 29 October 2007 

 
It was possibly our quietest summer with only a handful of horses to run but exciting times ahead as our jumpers 
and new flat horses are now fit and ready to run.  We are waiting for decent good or good to soft ground for Silver 
Prophet and Classic Ruby both of which have had time off for leg problems.  Our new recruit, Lopinot will be 
ready to run in a month on the all weather and Fine Ruler, a disappointment over hurdles (ran too free) will now 
revert back to the flat.   
 
Sarah was back on a horse today after breaking her shoulder five weeks ago.  She hopes to continue slowly on 
the quiet ones!   
 
Martin and Dale played well in the Southern Racing Golf Society day at Newbury Racecourse this afternoon - no 
wins but thoroughly enjoyed themselves. 
 
Saturday 6 October 2007 

 
We were very pleased with Dickie Valentine's debut run at Windsor at the beginning of this week.  He broke well 

from the stalls and travelled well until over half way.  He found the loose ground hard work, but he did stay on 
under pressure until he got tired a furlong out.  On experience he will improve for that run. 
  
Dizzy Future is due to run at Huntingdon on 16 October, providing the ground is good to firm. 

  
Sarah has broken her shoulder falling off a two year old on the gallops, she hopes to be back on a horse by the 

end of October. 
  
 
  
  
  
Martin's nephew Tom Diment, has just started car racing, so to help him 
on his way the team have sponsored a small section of his car. 
  
  
  
Thursday 6 September 2007 

 
After experiencing a rather wet and frustrating summer, with slow going predominant, we have been waiting for 
good ground for Silver Prophet.   After a year off, he will soon be returning to the racecourse and is currently 
working well at home, but after a long lay off he may just need his first run. 
  



Last weekend, Dizzy Future ran a much better race over hurdles at Newton Abbot, where the firm ground was 
much more to his liking, he really likes to feel his legs rattle under him!  Jockey, William Kennedy appears to get 
on well with Dizzy and we will give him a few weeks before he is out again. 
  
A very nice 2 year old, Dickie Valentine is showing a game attitude on the gallops and will hopefully run at the 
back end of the summer. 
  
Watch this space for updates on our best performers to come out........... 

 


